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ABSTRACT 
 

Declared an epidemic for public health emergency of International concern in 2014 by World Health Organization (WHO), Ebola 

Virus Disease was first noticed in Guinea. Many studies since then has ensued to provide various safe plans that implemented, 

will contain the sporadic spread of the outbreak. Relations among individuals in a society help them achieve life’s goals. With the 

society as a graph, diffusion helps spread ideas as society evolves into a complex network. EVD spread via diffusion is modeled 

as complex design as we seek solution to processes not limited to spread cum propagation management, immunization and 

capacity service distribution etc. Our study uses the stochastic SI-dynamic models to predict EVD-spread effects using Moyamba 

District in Sierra Leone (as dataset) to address immunization task via computation of the expected spread and spread 

minimization.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

EBOLA Virus Disease / Hemorrhagic Fever is one of many 

severe, viral hemorrhagic fevers [33] with high fatality rate as 

in its subjects (humans and non-humans). It infection is caused 

by the Filiviridae family such as the Genus Ebolavirus. Its 

symptoms manifest between a period of 2 and 21-days – with 

incubation period of 8-10days, and results in sporadic 

outbreak and fatality rates of over 90percent. It has been found 

rampant in rural areas and tropical rainforests. Its original host 

is traced to Fruit Bats (Pteropodidae), has that the Genus 

Ebolavirus is 1-of-3 members of Filoviridae family. Others are 

Genus Cuevavirus and Genus Marburgvirus. The Genus 

Ebolavirus has 5-different species: (a) Bundibugyo Ebolavirus 

(BDBV), (b) Zaire Ebolavirus (EBOV), (c) Reston Ebolavirus 

(RESTV), (d) Sudan Ebolavirus (SUDV) and (e) Tai Forest 

Ebolavirus (TAFV) [33]. 

 

 

1.1 Nature and Characteristics of EVD 
The nature of EVD (especially for the Genus Filoviridae) is 

such that its sporadic outbreaks is not mainly restricted to 

Africa as there are also confirmed cases in the United States of 

America, United Kingdom and other West African regions – 

where the virus is currently ravaging nations such as Sierra 

Leone, Ivory Coast, Sudan, Gabon, Uganda etc and with only 

Nigeria, whom seemed to have managed the situation with 

success stories in her many states. Most isolated outbreaks are 

unnoticed – as the outbreak has characteristic feats to appear 

in mostly health settings and amongst health worker who have 

tried and given their lives to contain the situation and sporadic 

outbreak [33].  
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1.2 Spread and Symptoms 
Though there are reported cases of fully recovered from the 

EVD – the World Health Organization (WHO) has also noted 

that patients who have made such recovery can still transmit 

as they are still virus carrier for up to 7-weeks after such full 

recovery. Laboratory findings include the presence of low 

white blood cells, platelet count and elevated liver enzymes. 

Its spread has been found to be via direct contact with an 

infected person or animal, blood or secretion from infected 

person, contact with contaminated medical equipment, reusing 

unsterilized needles, eating carcass of infected animal, 

inhaling contaminated air in hospital environment and non-

implementation/observance of the universal precaution. Its 

many symptoms includes fever, headache, diarrhea, constant 

vomiting, chest pain, sore throat, stomach pain, cold, cough, 

joint and muscle pains, weakness, depression, confusion, red 

eyes as well as internal and external bleeding. It is diagnosed 

from several tests that include: 

 

a. Enzyme Linked immune-Sorbent Assay (ELISA) 

b. Antigen Detection Tests 

c. Serum Neutralization Test 

d. Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction 

e. Virus Isolation via Cell culture 

 

In diagnosing EVD, other diseases that must be isolated from 

it includes malaria, typhoid fever, plague, shigellosis, cholera, 

leptospirosis, hepatits, meningitis, relapse fever, rickettsiosis 

amongst other viral haemorrhagic fevers. 

 

1.2 Prevention of EVD 
EVD can be prevented thus: (a) maintain good hygiene and 

sanitation practices, (b) isolate (confirmed) infected patients, 

(c) sanitize burial rites by properly disposing dead bodies of 

Ebola confirmed patients in safe manner, (d) use disposable 

needles and avoid its reuse, and (e) use of personal protective 

equipment such as gloves and use of gowns always.

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. THE ACTOR-BASED NETWORK/GRAPH MODEL 

 

Networks consists of links and/or that bind nodes together 

through a predefined network model so that the research can 

analyze network entities along various theories to explain the 

observed patterns within [11, 12]. Thus, network helps 

propagate local feats present in nodes that eventually emerge 

as global patterns. It examine dynamics in relationship 

between nodes as well as helps to locate all the influential 

entities within such a network – as it theoretically, allows 

connection convergence of nodes [13]. 

 

Visual representation of such networks helps convey results of 

explored nodal-links and complex feats captured via signed 

structural quantities that represent node relationships. Positive 

edges for positive relations (marriage, friendship, colleagues 

etc); while negative edges are for negative relation (hatred, 

anger etc). If A�B and B�C are positive; C�A is a negative 

– it is an unbalanced cycle. Also, if B�A is positive, and both 

A�C and B�C are negative – these groups will be likely 

morphed into balanced one. Such concept is used to predict 

tie-behavioural evolution for both balanced (where actors will 

unlikely change their opinions about other actors in same 

 

Fig 1: EVD Spread at time t = 0 Fig 2: EVD Spread at time t = 1 

Fig 3: EVD Spread at time t = 3 Fig 4: EVD Spread at time t = 4 
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group) and an unbalanced (actors will likely change opinions 

of others) cycles [29, 10].  

A powerful role of networks is to bridge local feats as it 

blossoms into global patterns – explaining how simple node 

and its links impacts a complex effect that ripple through a 

population system. Each node shapes the graph’s evolution in 

time, adapting themselves to varying forms as need arises, 

which defines tie-strengths. Graph is denoted as G = (V,E). 

Each node i ∈ V has set of ties m ∈ E that is either self-linked 

(loop), single- or multi-link (undirected/directed). Each node 

has a corresponding set of actors to which they are either 

linked or isolated from. The links are either weak or strong to 

note the social relationship between such nodes, which are 

measured via dyads D.  

 

A graph or networks holds these definitions as true: 

1. Node States – a node may be in any of: (i) susceptible: if 

the node is not exposed but will soon be, (ii) active: if 

node is been exposed and has adopted the innovation as 

well as influence others to do same, and (iii) removed: if 

the node had been exposed to corruption and has been 

recovered.{1}[2} 

2. A graph (directed/undirected) has nodes as actors (v ∈ V) 

with ties (u,v) ∈ E that allows interaction between the 

nodes. Graphs are drawn from a specific family (and no 

algorithm considers all possible graphs). If G = (V,E) is a 

dynamic network, E its set of edges that are time-stamped, 

(u,v)t ∈ E are interactions at time t ∈ Z+. If an innovation 

(data) is introduced into the network, a node can assume 

any one of 3-states as above. In a graph’s typical setting 

and for a diffusion model, nodes are initialized as active – 

so that in discrete time-steps and at each time evolution, 

an active actor/node is exposed to the innovation for 

adoption. It continues till a stop criterion is satisfied or 

there are no more inactive nodes. 

3. Knowledge of the propagation model will help us plant d 

copies of seed-set nodes that have adopted or is exposed 

the EVD in the network so as to maximize speed of its 

spread given by Fd. An adaptive seed-set has knowledge of 

choices made by the immunization algorithm; while a 

randomized seed-set simply places uniform cum random 

copies of seed-set on the network. Virus propagation 

model that determines how the virus is spread on graph. 

4. Immunization model aims to minimize viruses spread and 

an immunized node cannot transfer/receive a virus. It is 

conceptually removed from graph. Cost of immunization 

model is, number of nodes immunized. 

5. Adversary with knowledge of propagation model, plants d 

copies of malware in network so as to maximize speed of 

its spread is denoted as Fd. An adaptive adversary is one 

who has knowledge of choices made by the immunization 

algorithm; while a randomized adversary places copies of 

virus, uniformly at random on the network. 

6. Ties – links that connects various nodes together. A tie 

continuum expresses relationship spectrum as provided by 

tie strengths. Whether a link between nodes exists or not, 

relationships have their own properties that defines the tie-

strength between such nodes/agents as they form clusters, 

cliques and communities [20]. Thus, ties are measured via 

Dyads (pair of interactions between n-actors with m-ties 

that result in an m×n binary matrix of elements in G. 

Many have embarked on social graphs to measure tie-

strength as a linear combiner with the potential of a 

feedback into the society in ways that benefit a user via 

Eq. 3 given by TSi to represents number of predictive 

variables used in task, ei is error term, Di is dyads pairs, Ni 

is network structure and EIi are external influences. 

 

 
 

7. Network Structure – A node has ties with other nodes that 

helps it form clusters. The ties are based on strengths as 

relationships that ensue between the said node and other 

nodes. A network is made up of clusters (strong candidates 

of cohesive cliques). As cluster increases, the nodes forms 

more cliques with others in close proximity so that highly 

clustered network have short-path length with cluster 

coefficient that influences the number of nodes that are 

exposed at any given time. With such EVD contagion, the 

network experiences reinforced adoption as more nodes 

are likely to be exposed via overlapping influences. Thus, 

we have that Ni encodes an idea that its structure is 

dependent on structural predictive variable as regards: (a) 

tie strength, (b) reciprocity, and (c) cohesive clusters/its 

coefficients etc as given by Eq. 4 [3] and Ni uses the 

parameters: (a)  to encode the graph’s probability 

distribution of nodes via defined upper and lower bound of 

agent dispositions in the system, (b) µ and Med are 

node/network threshold, (c)  is 

learning with momentum and function of outcome 

convergence in time, and (d) Max/Min are the upper/lower 

bounds of final adopters. 

 

 
 

8. Immunization model aims to minimize spread of EVD so 

that more nodes stay immunized and cannot engage in 

propagation ever. Such nodes are conceptually removed 

from the graph network. Cost of immunization model is 

given by the number of nodes immunized. 

 

1.3 Graph Network Types 
Social graphs are tools best suited for diffusion of an idea or 

innovation. It helps spread of data – making it easier for users 

to disseminate useful data as well as viruses. The problem of 

virus propagation has been a recurring subject and ongoing 

research notes that every harmful data spread over such 

networks are considered as malware or viruses as can be 

interchangeably used; while the process of impeding the 

spread of such harmful data (malware) over such social 

network is referred to as network immunization. This aims to 

prevent the spread of such malwares, protect such networks 

from virus attacks and control data and sensitive information 

leakages – while at same time noting that our resources such 
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as vaccination and antiviral influences are costly and limited 

in their capability to discover such malware. With such AVs 

and vaccinations, users aim to achieve the best effect; while 

still allocating the least resources possible [22, 23, 24].  

 

Hackers (or adversary) wreak more havoc being aware of the 

propagation model used to avert such attacks. In simplest 

form, a social network is seen as a complex graph. Thus, the 

propagation model has as input a graph G = (V,E), state vector 

for each node vertex v ∈ V at t, and an internal parameter 

vector P. Based on the states of all interacting nodes, it outputs 

a new state vector for each node at t+1 (Giakkoupis et 

al, 2010). Models are applied to synthetic dataset with graph 

types [19, 17, 25]:   

a. Scale-Free Networks: Probability that node x in network 

is of degree k is proportional to k-γ with γ  > 1. Scale free 

graph are modeled as by Barabasi and Albert [4]. It 

inserts nodes sequentially with each node linked to an 

existing one chosen with a probability proportional to its 

current degree in a tree-fashion with grandparent-parent-

children-grandchildren structure and it builds graph with 

exponent γ = 3 denoted with Gsf. Each node in the graph 

can be autonomous but must be connected to an existing 

one. Thus, two nodes are connected together on the graph 

via physical link between two corresponding autonomous 

systems. Such is referred to as Autonomous Systems. 

Another scale free graph consists of undirected edges 

between nodes, also termed Co-Author graphs. 

b. Small World Graphs are those with small characteristics 

path length L (the average shortest path between any pair 

of vertices) and large clustering coefficient C (the 

average fraction of pairs of neighbours of a node also 

connected to each other). We use Watts [32] to generate 

small-world graph denoted as GswL with path length feat; 

while GswC to denote those of large clustering coefficient. 

Graphs of GswL are influenced by α that intuitively 

determines the probability of two nodes being connected 

given a number of their common neighbours. It controls 

the extent a graph has small/densely connected 

components so that as α nears infinity, GswL becomes a 

random graph. Conversely, GswC is influenced by q, 

which determines the probability of an edge in the lattice 

being rewired to connect to a random node in the graph. 

Thus, initialized on a ring lattice, each node is of degree 

k. Small values of q entails G has high clustering 

coefficient and large average path length; while large 

values q creates random graphs. For q-values close to 

0.01, the generated graphs are small-world graphs. Also 

GswL, GswC and Gsf are quite distinct graphs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. SUSCEPTIBLE INFECT MODELS FOR EPIDEMIC  

    SPREAD 

 

The two major susceptible-infect models Susceptible-Infect-

Remove and Susceptible-Infect-Susceptible. In SIR, a node 

may be in any of these states: (a) susceptible: if node has no 

virus but will become infected if exposed to it, (b) infected: if 

node has the virus and can pass it to others, and (c) removed: 

if node had the virus but has been recovered or virus dies. The 

node is permanently immunized and can no longer participate 

in propagation, and a particular node cannot be infected twice. 

Conversely in SIS, a node can be cured but not immunized. 

Thus, it can be infected again. Such node switches between 

susceptible and immunized.  

 

2.1 Independent Cascade Model 
It is a discrete-time special case SIR model in which at t = 0, 

an adversary inserts d copies of virus to some nodes on graph. 

If node x is infected the first time at t, it has single chance to 

infect any neighbours y currently uninfected. Probability that x 

succeeds with y is Pxy. If x succeeds, y is infected at t+1; Else, 

x tries again in the future (even if y gets infected by another 

neighbour). This process continues and stops after n-steps if 

no more infections are possible. It requires a nodes stay 

infected exactly once and it is the independent cascade model 

following [18]. Graph of size M, has Md subset of nodes and d 

copies of virus placed on the network. With propagation 

complete, S(Md,G) is expected number of infected nodes. 

Expectation exceeds all random choices made by propagation 

model. Eq. 1 is maximum expected number of infected nodes 

and maximum exceeds all possible initial virus placements. 

 

 
 

Subset  corresponds to choices 

made by an adaptive adversary. Sd(G) is epidemic spread in G 

and a similar definition of epidemic spread of randomize 

adversary as in Eq. 2 in which case, define it to be the 

expected epidemic spread where the expectation takes over all 

possible positions of the d viruses placed on the network and 

given by: 

 
 

2.2 Dynamic Propagation Model 

In SIS, viruses are seen as dynamic birth-death process that 

evolves overtime. It continues to either propagate or 

eventually die. An infected node x spreads virus to node y in 

time t with infection rate of  and probability β. At same time, 

an infected node may recover with probability δ. With 

adjacency matrix T, λ1(T) is largest eigen-value of T. The 

condition  <  holds true as epidemic threshold and is 

sufficient for quick recovery, easily proven (Ganesh et al, 

2005; Wang et al, 2003).  
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2.3 The Immunization Problems 
 

Typical challenges in SI propagation model are as follows: 

1. Extent: With specific subset of initially activated vertices 

in network and propagation model used, how many 

vertices are expected to be activated after a specific 

time/period? 

2. Targeting: Which vertices are targeted as initiators by an 

adversary to result in max extent of spread? This is a hard 

NP to solve optimally, regardless of propagation model 

used [16]  

3. Blocking: Which vertices are targeted for immunization 

to minimize the expected number of activated vertices 

[26, 27, 8] ? 

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Dataset, Graph Model Parameters and Scope 
Study samples immunization task for EVD in the Moyamba 

District of Southern Province in Sierra Leone. Its major towns 

are Moyamba, Njala, Rotifunk and Shenge – occupying a total 

of 2665sq mile with fourteen (14) chiefdoms. WHO report 

shows as of September 2014, there is no recorded/confirmed 

case of the disease in the district. The district has an estimated 

population of 260,910 (2004–2012 census) to represents our 

dynamic social network. Each node is an individual with a 

directed edge representing tie-strength and connection 

between two nodes. If we adopt the parameters p = 0.25, q = 

0.009 and α = 6 to generate graphs – it result in graphs with 

average path length and high clustering coefficient. Thus, the 

relationship between p, q, α and cluster coefficient as studied 

in Watts [32] notes α starts from 1 till it reaches 4 or more, 

and increase as the clustering coefficient drop so that for small 

values of q, high clustering coefficient is observed while 

clustering coefficient drops as q tends to 1.[33] 

 

3.1 Data Gathering 

The study uses the EVD spread as its innovation, so as to help 

tackle the immunization task. It first seeks convergence in 

time of final number of persons/nodes exposed to the EVD 

and its consequent containment as the immunization task – 

with these goals: (a) as participants in scheme observe WHO’s 

safe plans, acknowledge that EVD fatality rate is high and that 

death is imminent, if they do not stay ahead of the outbreak, 

and (b) the right machinery and measures are needed to steer 

such new vehicle to help eradicate the EVD propagation in 

Sierra Leone. The study/scheme sampled individuals in the 

district for a 4-day programme (2-days to educate its citizen to 

help diffuse the info towards prevention, spread minimization 

and eradication of EVD). The scheme’s time of introduction is 

its time-of-adoption and t = 0; and its end is t = n.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chiefdoms are used as clusters as participants were further 

grouped using the following technique: 

a. Study’s time of 126days was chosen (21-days incubation 

period divided into 5-sections of 20% timeline each) as 

we seek in time, convergence of a final number of those 

exposed to EVD.   

b. Ten (10) most influential persons in a cluster with ties in 

other clusters. The other/beyond is to help the nodes 

reach out to others outside their own cluster with the 

same idea. Adopt ten (10) friends to form immediate 

cluster – with ten (10) most influential to spread 

information on means of immunizing, observing and 

implementing WHO’s safe plans. These are now 

involved in anti-propagation training and campaign task 

process.  

 

Time-of-adoption data is based on initiation date, and is not 

subject to errors as some participants may state their adoption 

time as earlier prior to the project initiation. Such is potentially 

accurate and recall that errors are normally distributed.  

 

The study does not wish to discuss the effect of the network 

structure on its convergence time nor the effect of clustering 

on the diffusion model cum process. Many studies note that 

innovations diffuse faster on highly clustered networks and 

much slowly on graphs with small degree of clustering. Our 

experimental model, rather aims at the expected number of 

final adopters as a function of the convergence task for a 

specified duration, the effect of tie-strengths prediction and 

threshold on actors’ behavioral evolution and disposition 

towards the anti-corruption practices as the innovation. 

 

Table 1: Dataset as Pre-Analysed on Social Network 

Network Feats EVD Immunization/Non-

spread 

Clusters in each community 14 clusters / chiefdoms 

Targeted Number in Age 

range 

260,910node 

Time of Diffusion / Year 126days 

Graph Probability 

Distribution 
µ = 0.5346 and δ = 0.34 

Average time of Adoption 53days 

Lowest and Highest 

Saturation (final number of 

adopters) 

36% and 80% at t > 0 and t = t 

– 1 respectively 

 

3.2 Rationale for ABM on Social Graph 

We use ABM to analyze relationships and behaviors in large 

networks for various reasons namely [21, 24]: 

a. Empirically investigating preferences, disposition and 

other feats that make up such acts and the consequence of 

these acts is quite tedious and difficult. 

b. Need to collect longitudinal data on entire network in 

time complicates empirical studies, and particularly for 

such complex patterns of interactions in small world-

graphs. 
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c. People may not know why they do or took some 

decisions. Society representatives may not know why 

they are part of, behave in the particular way, and they 

too may be reluctant to reveal their true motivations and 

motives. 

d. Studies suggest that emergent feats from local 

interactions may be biased. ABM potentials fully 

harnessed, models the complex properties of social 

systems via the analysis of data generated. 

e. ABM modeled on graphs with diffusion of innovation 

assumes certain dispositions for a number of actors and 

then observes patterns as they emerge from interactions 

between such actors. 

f. ABM involves elaborate thought experiment to learn 

about complex adaptive systems rather than seek to build 

valid representation of a real-world system. Thus, model 

seeks to unveil unexpected consequences of the 

interactions in themselves of such simple processes.  

 

Experiment seeks to explore effects of immunization model in 

a number of actors as well as find the expected number of 

final adopters via network parameters with the actors’ internal 

decision rules and position in the graph as they locally interact 

over time as exposed in the graph-based diffusion model. As 

such, the study is more interested in the local emergent feats 

emanating from large-scale effects of such interacting actors 

of the entire supply network. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORKS 

 

Machine learning as a branch of artificial intelligence is a 

scientific discipline that deals with development and design of 

algorithms that allows machines (computers) to evolve its 

behaviour based on empirical data such as sensors data and 

databases. A learner takes advantage of data to capture its 

characteristics of interest of their underlying and unknown 

probability distribution. Such data may illustrate relationships 

between observed variables. Major focus on machine learning 

is to automatically learn to recognize complex patterns and 

make intelligent decisions from it [36, 30].  

 

4.1 Fitness Function and Infection Rate  

Theorem 1: With G, adjacency matrix T and infection rate . 

 <  is true, if expected time for virus to die is 

logarithmic. This is a function of the number of nodes in the 

graph against an adversary. Many interesting families of 

graphs holds too that  > is recovery rate – so that 

expected time at which virus dies out is exponential – known 

as Epidemic threshold. 

 

We achieve fitness function as the immunization model aims 

at a solution to the network. A dynamic, non-linear model can 

be made linear so as to resolve it analytically. The dynamic 

nature of graph as social network makes them impossible to 

resolve analytically using non-linearity (if viewed as a 

multiple copies model).  

Let vt be an n-dimensional vector of states at t-steps and is 

number of virus copies at node x at t-steps. Initialized at t = 0, 

is number of d copies planted in the network. At t + 1, the 

model evolves for (all) nodes x,y,z in the network, and for 

each copies of viruses at node x, virus is propagated to node 

y with probability β. Virus dies when it is immunized with 

probability 1 – δ, and if ∆ = βT + diag(1 – δ,…, 1 – δ) is true, 

is the expected state of system at time t. Then, model is 

completely linear if  proven as in (Giakkoupis 

et al, 2010; Kempe et al, 2003). Study proposes that the 

objective or fitness function be achieved via Information Gain. 

 

4.2 Bayesian Belief Model 
It uses hill-climbing to search a space for optima. Once a peak 

is found, it restarts with another randomly chosen starting 

point (as such peak may not be the only one that exists). Its 

merit is simplicity with functions with too many maxima. 

Each random trial done in isolation helps immunize the nodes 

and overall shape of the domain is transparent to an adversary 

– because, as random search progresses, it continues to 

allocate its trials evenly over the space and evaluates as many 

points in the both regions found with low- and high-fitness 

values. Its choice is in selecting feats and attributes in graph to 

test is via information gain at each step while it grows the 

graph. The algorithm as Mitchell [19, 21]012) is thus: 

 

DT (Examples, Target_Attribute, Attributes)  

//Dataset, Attributes are feats tested by model. 

Target_Attribute are values to //be predicted. Return is a 

decision that correctly detects a given Examples. 

Create a Root node of Graph 

If all Examples are positive, Return single_node Graph Root 

with label = + 

If all Examples are negative, Return single_node Graph Root 

with label = - 

If Attribute is empty, Return single_node Graph Root, with 

label = most  

common value of Target_Attribute in Examples 

Otherwise Begin 

a. A  the attribute from attributes that best* classifies 

Examples 

b. The decision attribute for Root  A 

c. For each possible value vi, of A, 

Add new graph branch below Root, corresponding to 

test A = vi 

Let Examples vi be subset of Examples that have value 

vi for A 

If Examples is vi empty 

 Then below this new branch, add a leaf node with 

label = most  

      common value of Target_Attribute in Examples 

   Else below this new branch, add 

the subtree 

    IDA(Examples vi, 

Target_Attributes, Attributes – {A}) 

End 

Return Root 
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The model allows each individual to be trained on partially, 

independently sample set of instances selected from complete 

training dataset. Predicted output of a classified instance is the 

most frequent class output of individual trees [5, 6, 19], 2002). 

It describes a probability distribution of a set of nodes on the 

graph by specifying a set of conditional independent 

assumptions along with a set of conditional probabilities. 

Thus, it allows stating conditional assumptions that simply just 

applies to a subset of nodes on the network by providing an 

intermediate and more tractable solution unlike the Naïve 

Bayesian Model that applies to each instance that assumptions 

of each graph attribute values are conditionally independent of 

the target value. Thus, the assumptions is that given target 

value of an instance, the probability of observing the 

interactions between nodes in the graph is the product of their 

probabilities from the individual attributes [7,9,10]. 

 

Note we can perform these: 

a. Initialize/Select Stages: For the edge (u,v) at time t, let 

the corresponding state string be coded as vectors  

and   respectively, which are interactions between 

nodes. Thus, we select and .  

b. Objective score of each new state vector is then evaluated 

according to the fitness function f(x). if any of them have 

a greater fitness value that either of their parent node, the 

corresponding parent nodes state vector string is replaced 

by its offspring for the next iteration, achieved via: 

 

 
 

c. The immunization problem is thus defined as thus: 

Problem 1 – Expected EVD Spread Targeting: Given a 

graph G, number of d-initial virus copies placed as seed 

nodes in each cluster and a number k. We observe that for k-

nodes in G, the expected epidemic spread targeting  

in the graph is achieved as thus. As hard NP-complete task 

that attempts to target some nodes in G via a random 

strategy for influence spread, it is closely related to the sum-

of-squares partition task in Aspnes et al [2] where we target 

a model to yield greatest propagation spread, resolved via 

Entropy. Entropy is a collection of nodes on G with both 

active (infected) and inactive (uninfected) node given by: 

 
Sample n=260,910nodes, the normal/inactive/p+ = 260,000 

and infected/active/seed/p- = 910. Thus Entropy is given by: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

This implies that innovation at time t = 1 (first 21-days of its 

introduction), we have that 2.4% of the population is already 

infected using a seed-node of 910. Thus, with an incubation 

period of 2 - 21days respectively, 2.4% of the people in 14 

clusters will amount to 33.6% of population at t = 1. So that 

at t = n, the entire population is already infected if the 

sporadic outbreak is not prevented (see figure 1 – 4 

below).[14, 15] 

 

Problem 2: Threshold Maximization: Given G, d copies of 

nodes and infection rate of , to immunize minimum 

number of k nodes in G so that  <  is true. The 

epidemic spread given by  in the graph is minimal. 

So, task attempts to immunize G with influence spread while 

seeking the minimal number of nodes that can be 

immunized. 

 

Problem 3: Epidemic Spread Immunization: Given G, a 

number of d initial copies of viruses and k-nodes, if we are 

immunize k-nodes such that expected epidemic spread 

 in the immunized G is minimized. The role of the 

seed nodes planted is played by the influence-maximization 

model of Kempe et al [16], whose proof is omitted due to 

space constraint. We achieve this via Information Gain – 

that is the expected reduction in entropy caused by 

partitioning the network according to its attributes (infected 

and uninfected) nodes. IG is data about the target function 

value, given the value of another attribute A. Thus, IG of 

attribute (A) is:  

 

 
 

Values(A) is set of all possible values of Attribute A, while 

Ev is E and subset of attributes A with value v. Our second is 

expected entropy after partitioning with attribute A (sum of 

entropies of each subset Ev weighted by fraction of examples 

of Ev). With 33.6% infected at lowest saturation period of 

20% at t = 2 and with the same number of persons being 

quarantined/immunized so that their treatment is extended to 

further cases – immunized nodes computed by Gain is thus: 

 

 
 

 
 

This implies that targeting atleast 33.6% of likely infected or 

yet-to-be-confirmed, as seedset nodes used for immunization 

via the model – indicates that at t = 2, all nodes in the graph 

will be immunized as against t = 4. This will effectively and 

efficiently allows proper spread and propagation coverage.  
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Information Gain is further corrected via formular below: 

 
 

4.3 Rationale for Choice of Algorithms 
Stochastic Model as inspired by evolution laws and biological 

population and behaviours – are rules to search domain space 

for optimal solution via hill-climbing method that is flexible, 

adaptive to changing states and suited for real-time tasks. It 

guarantees high convergence of optimality in multimodal task 

via an initialized random population and allocates increasing 

trials to regions found with high fitness as it finds an optimal 

in time. Its demerit is their inefficiency with linear systems in 

that if the optimal is in small region surrounded by regions of 

low fitness – the function becomes difficult to optimize. Thus, 

the adoption of the graph model is such that the iterated hill-

climbing aims that once a peak is located, it restarts with 

another, randomly chosen, starting point. Its merit is simplicity 

and with each random trial performed in isolation, no overall 

picture of the domain is obtained. As the evolution progresses, 

it continues to allocate its trials evenly over the search space. 

This means that it continues to evaluate as many points in the 

regions found to be of low fitness as in regions found to be of 

high fitness.[28, 29, 31] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Models applied to mathematical epidemiology, focuses on 

analytic epidemic thresholds for varying propagation on the 

different families of network – seeking insight into the nature 

of such epidemic existence, its threshold and to unveil if such 

epidemic spreads or dies out [6, 5, 4]. Models serve as 

educational tools, to help compile knowledge about a task. 

They serve as modern language to communicate hypotheses, 

investigate parameters crucial in estimation and help us gain 

better insight to a problem. Their development, sensitivity and 

failure analysis helps reflect on functioning of natural systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The convergence in the culminating impact of globalization and technology in today’s economy frequently is reshaping how 

knowledge resulted from the digitization revolution into a definitive view of the digital economy.  It is globally imperative, taken 

cognizant of the pace at which human resource within an organization could create the epitome of knowledge, creating 

competitive advantage, by adopting a scholar-practitioner view on the roles of managers and leaders in this digital age.  This 

paper will explain how the digital age is regularly influencing the nature of work, organizational competitiveness, and managerial 

roles in light of globalization.  It adopts an analytical approach in explaining the impact of the digital revolution in managerial 

and leadership roles in a typical organization. 
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1. A CONCEPTUAL VIEW  

 

According to Wilson III (n.d.), to advance the field of digital 

leadership in light of a globalizing world is by contextualizing 

the quadrate stakeholders.  Globalization, undoubtedly, 

impacts the compass of government bureaucrats, private 

entrepreneurs, civil society officials, and academics.  In other 

words, the activities of the quadrate frequently contribute to 

the global knowledge society; indisputably, globalization 

impact on them.  It partially corresponds to the notional view 

of virtual teams; accentuate a configuration of the connected 

individuals [8]. Nonetheless, knowledge creation requires a 

leadership dynamic, either wholly or partially, a significant 

input to the systemic thinking of knowledge sharing in a 

leadership and managerial roles. [2]  

 

In fact, an approach to propelling the field of knowledge 

creation is by theorizing the engagement of managerial roles 

with regards to the four-sided relationship.  It could happen to 

the organizations and segments most specifically required in 

the dedicated and sociological advance of the digital 

revolution.  This typifies an incorporate leadership in public 

authorities, private business people, collective civilization, and 

leading academic researchers and analysts.   

 

 

 

 

 

In perception, it is doable, adopting the scholar-practitioner 

paradigm to the movement toward a fully-engaged knowledge 

society, globalization driven society and the view of the digital 

economy. The art of bringing to play in the global society of 

groups where connected individuals are more vigorous, 

unsurprising, adjusted and intelligent as well as fruitful in 

affecting a possible outcome, which remains on the increase.  

It might engage with the cross-sectoral; four-sided initiative 

model thrashes the breaking points of various clarifications 

since it joins a full-scale auxiliary action to further scaling; 

both in practices and the metro level of collaborations into 

new advanced digital designs; reflecting on the leadership 

models as a transitional outcome of stratifying society changes 

in development.   

 

According to Wilson III (n.d.), it is a trend permitted by the 

quadrant demonstration.  Additionally, it attracts the ways 

people and audiences utilize the new dispersed, intelligent 

advancements to prepare the critical abilities, learning, and 

mentalities required in making and supporting the distributed, 

interactive social initiative systems of the digital age. 
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2. A NEW GLOBAL TREND OF SOCIAL  

    STRUCTURES  

 
Apparently, there exists a transitional shift in society due to 

globalization, undoubtedly, an act of human impact of 

technology, inform different leadership and managerial styles.  

Today's world is quickly progressing because of innovation 

which is impacting lives more than ever.  Advanced 

innovation is changing governmental issues, organizations, 

economies, and society, and daily life.  Digital revolution has 

not just separated the olds, recognizable models of business, 

however, has likewise made a full arrangement of new 

difficulties.  Further, distinctive ages produce various types of 

leadership with multiple patterns of diverse knowledge sets, 

states of mind, and a different institutional motivating 

proficiency.  Social orders today are encountering critical 

changes, conceivably, as extensive as the move from agrarian 

to modern social orders.  It could be a radically evolving 

prototype from stone-age to post-modern age.   

 

It appears as if the current period is in the beginning phases of 

progress from a reflex based society to a post-modern, 

automated society, and paradigm instances are starting to 

mirror that move.  It is a new culture, differently called 

knowledge society, learning community or organized society.  

It is a set apart by four fundamental basic changes reshaping 

authority fast and broad innovative changes, particularly the 

digitalization of data and correspondences innovation.  These 

are information and communication technology (ICTs); a 

quickened globalization, a movement in digital ages.  It is as 

the focal component of age band, an appropriation of various 

levels of authoritative structures with enormously stimulated 

development inside and crosswise over organizational culture 

and boundary.  In this profoundly active setting, managerial 

improvement and plasticity are essential, particularly the 

leading's ability to create new knowledge and conduct the 

accurate knowledge of the society at the real time to the 

beneficiary. 

 

3. CREATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND LEADERSHIP  

    ROLES 
 

The global trend leads to various leadership styles as the new 

digital technologies evolve.  The integrative functionality of 

cloud, social, mobile, big data, internet of everything; 

management system that engages with new sources of value 

(NSV), new business models, new leadership styles; resulting 

to an improved economics.  In fact, adequately computing 

indices of marginal cost, loyalty, profit margin, revenue 

growth, and enterprise value; as well, could lead to an 

improved economy through knowledge creation.  The 

revolving relationship is taking the source from NSV and loop 

around the other stages being informed by globalization, 

creating new knowledge as the new digital technologies 

evolve.    

 

The spread of digital leadership depends on the new society 

dynamics, economic expectations, and contextualizing of the 

knowledge of working environment; thus, the limitation 

regarding the shifting management and leadership roles could 

be a subject of theorizing in practice.  The outcome agrees 

with the underscored impact of an integrated approach to 

management, according to Stogdill[9].  Researchers must 

continue to investigate the different leadership styles.  

Notably, an expected outcome of individual differences and a 

purpose of doing research, boosted by the digital revolution 

could foster a new knowledge trend in an information society.  

Furthermore, a consideration of the derivatives of some 

relationship that exists between organizational culture and the 

creation of new knowledge could as well lead to an improved 

result in the understanding of leadership roles in a virtual 

environment [2]. Nonetheless, substantial interest in 

knowledge creation might valve the development, which 

exists in the literature concerning leadership emergence, 

personality, and virtual teams. [6] 

 

4. THEORIZING LEADERSHIP IN A DIGITAL AGE 
 

Shifting management and leadership roles, notably, are to 

convince audiences that the creation of new knowledge and 

efficient communication of the same, with the use of digital 

tools, would continue to converge towards both distributed 

and shifting in management, engaging styles of modernizing, 

and perpetuating leadership in the digital age.  However, to 

participate in the current trend in different perspectives to 

control, there are existing theories of helpful notes.  Writing 

on digital leadership has just somewhat valuable at catching 

the mind-boggling, appropriating the cross-sectoral flow of 

intellectual aspirations and functions.   

 

Essentially, the greater part of the work on what is leadership 

in a digital age has composting of digital platforms for both 

public and private driven business management and 

leadership.  Notably, the deliverables in this field entail 

encapsulating the activities situated within the context of 

further studies and noteworthy of ideas that are intending to 

advance another sort of connections in organizational 

dynamics of management and leadership.  It is some works 

following through the early initiative of committed researchers 

and professional managers, commonly through histories of 

exploratory development and leaping forward.   

 

By observation, there exist few exemptions to quality in 

management and leadership engagement that not excitingly 

covering the perplexing communications amid of numerous 

non-commerce and company collaborations to achieving the 

learning society objectives of creation and sharing of 

knowledge.   According to Wilson III (n.d.), a few researchers 

offer supports to carry out such investigations to explore the 

possibility for further studies.  Notwithstanding, the central 

hypotheses of the 'learning society' remain excessively static, 

overly large scale, too apolitical and theoretically immature.  
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The fundamental requirement is to create new knowledge and 

populate the community with knowledge; thus, advancing the 

scholar-practitioner commitment.  It is a solution that mutually 

shows the brief and the unforeseen scenery of the shifting in 

the essence and mode of digital leadership. [1, 3, 4]. In fact, to 

be a great digital leadership, aspiring leaders are to be agile, 

the world is moving fast especially with the impact of new 

digital tools.  Obviously, the technologies of today are not 

those of tomorrow; that is why leaders in the digital age are to 

be agile and extends agility culture for their employees, and 

this skill must be a criterion of recruitment and its rising 

coherence and fundamental patterns.   

 

In this age of digital revolution, leadership expectedly must be 

dynamic both in partially and fully distributed virtual teams 

(Ocker et al., 2011).  According to Cleveland (1997), 

information technology and the upward determination of 

individuals are making a 'nobody in charge' type of leadership.  

In fact, the concept of knowledge sharing in the creation of 

new knowledge, provide further research opportunity to 

engage with possible theories of leadership. 

 

5. SHIFTING MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP  

    ROLES IN A DIGITAL AGE 
 

Leaders should appropriate their understanding of different 

leadership styles either in traditional face-to-face or e-

leadership (Wilson III, n.d.).  In perceptive, according to Firlej 

and Kluz [7], it is a need to move from the danger of new 

digital technologies to the open doors they bring.  Apparently, 

to disregard temporarily, the risk of innovations, could mean a 

full focus on the benefits, helping to transit to an improved 

knowledge society.  The open deliberation concerning the 

danger of changes, in particular, the web will never end.  

Policymakers propose diverse methods for directing the 

network; however, it might be a couple of undertakings 

behind.  It is because law and controls are steady and intended 

to be sturdy, though the digital age is evolving quickly. [10, 9, 

7]  

 

However, the assertion that direction is merely ineffectual and, 

according to Firley and Kluz [7], leaders ought to desert any 

legitimate answers for making a more secure environment.  In 

any case, to recommend another alternative could be a rational 

view; understanding that change is one thing that is great and 

awful to the achievement of technological driven human 

variables. Having recognized that advanced innovation will 

assume a final part in human future, leaders cannot stand to 

show apprehension or hesitancy in benefiting from it.  Rather, 

there should be a grasp on change with a reasonable 

perspective of its potential.   There should be a set sail for 

new, aggressive terrains in leadership.  For example, human 

went to Mars because innovation empowers to endeavor the 

investigation on different planets by the 2030s.  Furthermore, 

human created other fabulous things consistently, self-driving 

autos, all the more efficient batteries, the Apple watch, 

rambles, just barely to list few. [7] 

 

Digital leaders could contribute functionally to the qualities 

and advanced organizational elements that can direct 

leadership roles through the years of change with good faith 

and vision. Innovation keeps on demonstrating that it could 

utilize for the advantage of humankind, yet just if there is a 

need to set sail on the right course and with the right 

subordinates.  Advancing leadership development is not static 

but rather changes through the time.  Notably, since 

innovation development is so exceedingly dynamic, the blend 

of leadership or a managerial mix of styles should change 

likewise.  For instance, the internet business goes through pre-

business, business, aggressive and solidification stages; by a 

way of inference.  

 

In practice, there is a marginally diverse blend of leaders 

cooperating over the general population, private, research and 

primarily in societal branding.  First determined by grounds 

and research organization based managers in the innovative 

work group, later in the business and aggressive stages are 

providing managerial activity; supervising, the movements to 

business visionaries. In every stage, the unconscious, political 

and asset difficulties are somewhat diverse and request 

distinctive blends of leaderships. In the early time of the 

move, there existed a kind of virtual team building and asset 

activating competency that were valuable. In the later period, 

operational abilities are particularly esteemed.  For instance, in 

Silicon Valley, the advancement in virtual contextualization, 

profit-orienting, promoting of silicon chips and the automation 

differently driven through leaders like; William of Hewlett-

Packard, Andy Grove of INTEL, and Steve Jobs of Apple 

Computer; for a notable exemplar. [7] 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 

Having considered the changing style that digital revolution 

affords the scholar-practitioners thinkers, it appears the 

radicalism of this agenda is not stopping soon.  In fact, both 

scholars and practitioners must give aggravating thoughts to 

benefits of the digital revolution.  It is the advancement in the 

dictation of globalization, driven ever by the digital revolution 

that is informing the dynamism of leadership in the digital age. 

[1].  In all it formulations, management is recognizably 

grasping the changing pattern of development, which is 

dynamic and keeps ever changing.  Perceptively, given that 

digital development is, exceedingly self-motivated, there 

should be a potent mix in leadership competence and the 

expected outcomes.  Functional managerial ability should 

follow on the diction of the new digital expansion as essential 

for change precepts.  The freshness of the knowledge creation 

perception, information society, and digital initiative could 

translate to further research opportunity.  In any case, it is 

progress in understanding the shifting management and 

leadership roles in study and practice.   Remarkably, the 

culturally diverse contrast to the excellent effort that 

characterizes the digital age would provide scholar-

practitioners driven solutions to problems that influences the 

advancement of management and leadership roles in a 

globalizing humanity. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

An unstable economy is rife with fraud. Its perpetration ranges from employees’ internal abuse to large fraud via high-value 

contracts cum control breaches by customers. This can often impose serious consequences to biz. Loyal employees may not 

commit fraud. But, societal pressures and economic recession can often help to rationalize their ominous cum nefarious acts – as 

they have bills to pay and children to feed. Thus, it has become imperative for financial institutions to embark on effective 

measures via schemes that aid both fraud prevention and its detection. Our study proposes the genetic algorithm trained neural 

net model to accurately classify credit card transactions. Compared, it employs a rule-based system to provide it with startup 

solution and it has a fraud catching rate of 91% with a consequent, false alarm rate of 9%. Its convergence time is found to 

depend on how close an initial solution is to its fitness function, and for the recombination and mutation rates applied. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

FRAUD is a criminal act, perpetrated via larceny, theft and 

embezzlement in which a criminal employs falsehood to 

benefit from an unsuspecting victim who relies on such 

falsehood. Transaction in a financial institution, takes place as 

goods and services are exchanged for money deliverables. 

Transaction products are made available to customers (account 

holders) on demand and when eligibility as means to simplify 

and make readily available at the customer’s doorsteps, the 

many financial process services for easy accessibility. Fraud is 

classified into credit-card, telecommunication and computer 

intrusions, theft and counterfeit, bankruptcy, application and 

behavioral frauds [1, 12]. In financial institutions, fraud is 

perpetrated on transaction products as in fig. 1, and broadly 

grouped into fig 2 as: (a) cheque fraud (use of counterfeit 

and/or altered cheques via forgery of an account holder’s 

signature), and (b) Cybercrimes involves key-logs and 

hacking [16, 17]. 

 

 

 

 

A cursory at credit cards with its increased functionality has 

brought about greater comfort along with malicious 

intruders, who aim at earnings in the shortest time possible. 

Thus, credit cards are constantly a huge target for fraud as 

its crimes are only discovered long after they are committed. 

Some known successful credit-card fraud methods include: 

(a) credit-card duplication/theft along with acquisition of an 

account holder’s PIN, and (b) vendors charging more for 

services rendered without a cardholder’s awareness [14, 15]. 

1.1 Fraud Prevention and Detection 

When financial institutions lose money to fraud, credit card 

(account) holders (partially, if not wholly) pay for such lose 

via reduced benefits, higher interest rate and membership 

fees. It is to the interest of both the financial institution and 

her customers to reduce fraud on transaction products.  
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This makes imperative and imminent that financial 

institutions embark on early detection methods, to savor the 

situation. Fraud prevention describes measures to stop the 

occurrence of fraud in the first place. Measures include 

elaborate designs, fluorescent fibers, multi-tone drawings, 

watermarks, laminated metal strips, holographs on 

banknotes, personal identification numbers for bankcards, 

security for credit card transactions, password on PCs, 

Subscriber Identity Module card for mobile phones and 

telephone bank accounts. With no perfect system, a tradeoff 

is struck between its inconvenience and expense to a 

customer and effectiveness of the system to the entire 

financial process. Thus, fraud detection emerges if its 

prevention fails, and it involves techniques for identifying 

fraud as quick as possible, once it has been perpetrated. In 

practice, detection is used continuous, as we may be 

unaware when our prevention technique in place, has failed 

[1, 4]. 

 

No matter how carefully we guard/prevent credit card fraud 

and not beyond mistakes, our confidential details may again 

be stolen or lost, to end in the wrong hands. Then, we must 

be able to detect, as soon as possible, that and when fraud is 

being perpetrated. Fraud detection is a continuously 

evolving discipline as intruders evolve their strategies to 

hack into a known detection system. With new criminal 

minded intruders constantly entering the field, many will 

however be unaware of previous fraud detection methods 

that have been successful as they adopt varying strategies. 

This will however, lead to identifiable frauds and implies 

that both the earlier and latest detection tools need to be 

applied always. This also implies that an up-to-date is 

required to monitor and detect intrusion ([3, 2, 1].  

1.2 Statistical Fraud Detection 

Various statistical methods have been successfully 

employed as tools in fraud detection. Though diverse in 

their different applications both in size and type, they have 

common themes that seek to compare observed (historic) 

data with its expected (computed) data-values. The expected 

(also called suspicion score) value is derived/interpreted in 

many ways depending on context. They are often: (a) single 

numeric value of an aspect of dataset (feats) behavior with 

simple graph summary that shows an anomaly is readily 

apparent, or (b) they are shown as a more complex 

(multivariate) behavior of data profiles that are based on 

past behavior of the system understudied (e.g. how an 

account has been previously used), or are extrapolated from 

other similar systems [6, 7]  

 

The suspicion scores is computed for each record in 

database (for each customer with a bank account or credit 

card, for each owner of a mobile phone, for each desktop 

computer and so on), and these can be updated as time 

progresses. These scores are then ranked and investigative 

attention focused on those with highest scores or on those 

that exhibit a sudden increase. With cost as an issue here, 

given that it is too expensive to undertake a detailed 

investigation of all records, the algorithm investigates only 

those thought most likely to be fraudulent [21, 22].  

Events are further complicated in that, a given user may 

behave in a fraudulent manner at some point and not at other 

times [3] resulting to true-negatives and false-positive 

results in fraud detection.  

 

Statistical fraud detection methods may be supervised or 

unsupervised. In supervised, samples of both fraudulent and 

non-fraudulent dataset records are used to construct the 

model to allow it classify new observations into one of two 

classes. It requires precise and distinct feats of the original 

dataset used to build the model, for its classification of the 

observations into both (true) classes as well as examples of 

both classes. Thus, it can only be used to detect frauds of a 

type which have previously occurred. Conversely, 

unsupervised mode simply seeks those accounts, customers 

and so forth which are most dissimilar from the norm. These 

are further examined to detect outliers. Outliers are a basic 

form of non-standard observation. Such tools will aim at 

checking data quality as well as separate between false-

positives (detection of accidental errors) from true-negatives 

(detection of deliberately falsified data or data that 

accurately describe fraudulent pattern). Statistical method 

alone cannot ascertain if fraud is committed. Such analysis 

should be viewed as alerting us to anomalous observations 

that are more likely to be fraudulent than others, so that it 

can then be investigated in more detail. The objective of the 

statistical analysis can be, to return a suspicion score. Since 

fraud is perpetrated via varied means, there also exists many 

different ways to compute suspicion scores [1, 5]  
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The main idea here is to: (a) select known hybrids that have 

been successfully employed in fraud detection with reduced 

true-negatives and false-positive rates, (b) ensure the models 

are statistically sound to compute suspicion scores (expected 

fraud value or outcome) that adequately classifies between 

the fraudulent and non-fraudulent transaction types, and (c) 

based on some statistics, compare results of these hybrid 

techniques using the same dataset.  

 
Rationale for this choice is that no single scheme has been 

successfully used as adequate for fraud detection at any 

level. Also, statistical prediction aims to propagate observed 

data, as model seeks data feats of interest to yield an 

expected output, chosen from a set of possible solution 

space and is guaranteed of high quality – even with noise,  

 

 

 

ambiguity, impartial truth and uncertainty applied at its 

input. Thus, the model aims to perform quantitative 

processing via exploitation of numeric data and exploration 

of solution space to ensure qualitative knowledge as its 

output, and experience as its new language [18, 19, 13, 5] 

 

Proposed models for the study include: (a) Dempster-Shafer 

fusion approach and Bayesian Learning, (b) Blast-Ssaha 

hybrid, (c) Profile Hidden Markov Model, and (d) Genetic 

Algorithm trained Neural Network with rule-based 

processor. 
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2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

The problem statements are as follows: 

1. Exchange of idea in fraud detection is often limited 

since it is unwise to describe in public domain (fraud 

detection techniques in great detail). It will further 

equip intruders with adequate information required to 

evade detection. Thus, we employ statistical fraud 

detection method and heuristics as in Section III. 

2. The complex-chaotic nature of fraud via malware and 

its range of complications to a network, with backdoors 

for other crimes makes critical and imperative, the 

early and accurate detection of fraud. Supervised 

network diagnosis via carefully monitoring and 

management is somewhat redundant and time-wasting 

as it often yields inconclusive results for unknown 

inputs – leading to increased rate of false-positive and 

true-negative results. The understudied statistical 

models have been successfully employed and found to 

effectively classify transactions via unsupervised 

predictive computation of suspicion scores, achieved 

via varying means as in Section IV. 

3. Unavailability of fraud datasets and its censored results 

– makes fraud detection techniques and studies difficult 

to assess. Dataset also consist of ambiguities, 

imprecision, noise and impartial truth that must be 

resolved via robust search in the bid to classify 

observations and expected values effectively as in 

Section III and IV.  

4. The proposed techniques employ hill-climbing 

methods, which are often limited by speed that traps 

their solution at local maxima. This is resolved via 

hybridization of the statistical methods as in Section 

III/IV. Also, search for optima via evolutionary 

heuristics is often cumbersome and no one method 

yields better optima than hybrids. How will proposed 

models resolve statistical dependency imposed on them 

via hybridization? This is resolved via discretization 

and data encoding as in Section III/IV so as to avoid 

overtraining and over-fitting of model. Model resolves 

these as it seeks to find underlying probability of the 

data feat(s) of interest via proper parameter selection in 

preprocessing and data encoding to avoid model over-

parameterization (resolved in Section V). 

5. Some model aim at a single suspicion score to globally 

classify statistical fraud. Studies show however, that 

some cases may be a result of true-negatives and false-

positives scores as resolved in Section III. 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Material and Methods 

Dataset contains 33,000 records of credit card transactions. 

Each record has 23-fields and our nondisclosure agreement 

prohibits us from revealing database schema details and its 

data contents. But, we note that it is a common schema used 

by banks in Africa and Nigeria. It contains data that the 

banks deem important for identifying fraudulent 

transactions. The data was already classified into fraudulent 

or non-fraudulent classes, from which, 38.2% are fraud 

transactions (as in fig. 1). The sampled data is for a 24-

month period. [6,7,8]  

 

Note that the number of fraud records for each month varies, 

and the fraud percentages for each month are different from 

the actual real-world distribution. 

3.2 Data Preprocessing 

From original dataset, we prepared the data as suitable for 

use by the model by removing redundant fields. This helps 

to reduce the data size as well as speed up the learning 

heuristics, simplified the learning patterns and made the 

learned patterns more concise (as adapted from Stolfo et a 

[21]. We also compared results of learning between our 

suitable data versus the original data, and saw no loss in 

accuracy. [19, 20, 23] 

 

Also, observed data had a skewed distribution of 34% fraud 

and 66% non-fraud). We adopt 34% fraud class distribution 

as complete dataset (training data for fraud is always 

insufficient and we are not expecting an artificially, higher 

fraud rate to accurately compute suspicion score for fraud 

patterns). We also must determine suspicion score for each 

rule generated by the rule-based model in conjunction with 

the GA operators to help optimize functions for our training 

data. And though there are no rules for splitting data, we 

split it as 50% training, 25% cross-validation and 25% 

testing for fraud distribution, which also yielded the best 

classifier for the model. Thus, we demonstrate that even 

with outliers and noise in dataset and with imprecision and 

ambiguities applied at its input, model effectively classifies 

transactions into its proper classes. Thus, GANN effectively 

scales up learning algorithms void of over-parameterization, 

over-training and over-fitting of data feats; while 

maintaining overall performance accuracy. 

4. THE EXPERIMENTAL MODELS AT A GLANCE 

4.1 Dempster-Shafer Fusion Method (FDS) 

The hybrid Dempster-Shafer and Bayesian Learning for 

Fraud Detection scheme extracts data transaction evidences 

from current and past behaviour are combined together 

(fused) and suspicion score of past and current transactions 

computed via a profile. It then uses Bayesian Learning, 

which depending on certain type shopping behaviour 

establishes an activity profile for each cardholder. The 

model consists of 4-parts: (a) rule-based filter, (b) 

Dempster–Shafer adder, (c) classified transactions as 

knowledgebase, and (d) Bayesian learner. [18, 19, 20, 11] 

 

In the rule-based part, the suspicion level of each incoming 

transaction is based on the extent of its deviation from a 

good pattern, is determined. Dempster–Shafer’s theory 

combines multiple of such evidences with an initial belief 

computed. Its initial belief values are combined to obtain an 

overall belief by applying Dempster–Shafer theory. 

Transaction is classified as either suspicious or non-

suspicious depending on this initial belief. If a transaction is 

proved suspicious, belief is further strengthened or 

weakened based on similarity with fraudulent or genuine 

transaction history using Bayesian learning. [9, 10]  
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Its merits are high accuracy with improved detection rates, 

increased processing speed, reduced false alarm rates, and 

its application to e-commerce. Its demerit includes its low 

speed and expensive cost of implementation. Model is as in 

fig 3. 

4.2 Decision Tree (DT) 

DT uses hill-climbing method to search its space for optima. 

Once peak is found, it restarts with another randomly 

chosen starting point (as peak may not be the only one that 

exists). Its merit is simplicity in functions with too many 

maxima. Each random trial is done in isolation and as search 

progresses, it continues to allocate trials evenly over the 

space and evaluates as many points in the both regions 

found with low- and high-fitness values. Its choice is in 

selecting feats and attributes in a graph to test is via 

information gain at each step while it grows the graph. It 

allows a pool trained on partially, independently dataset to 

predict output of an instance as the most frequent class 

output of a graph, and describes probability distribution of a 

set of nodes, specifying a set of conditional independent 

assumption along with a set of conditional probabilities.  

 

Thus, its starting conditional assumptions apply to a subset 

of agents to yield a more tractable solution. The 

assumptions is that given target value of an instance, the 

probability of observing the interactions between nodes in 

the graph is the product of their probabilities from the 

individual attributes [14, 15, 23, 11]  

 

DT (G as Graph, Examples, Target_Attribute, Attributes)  

//Dataset Attributes are feats tested by model. 

Target_Attribute are values to //be predicted. Return is a 

decision that correctly detects a given Examples. 

Create a Root node of G 

If Example is positive, Return single_node Root with label = 

+ 

If Example is negative, Return single_node Root with label 

= - 

If Attribute is empty, Return single_node Root, with label = 

most  

common value of Target_Attribute in Example(s) 

Otherwise Begin 

d. A � the attribute from attributes that best* 

classifies Examples 

e. The decision attribute for Root � A 

f. For each possible value vi, of A, 

Add new graph branch below Root, corresponding 

to test A = vi 

Let Examples vi be subset of Examples that have 

value vi for A 

If Examples is vi empty 

Then add leaf node below this new branch, label = 

most common  

         value of Target_Attribute in Examples 

      Else below this new branch, add the 

subtree 

DT (Examples vi, Traget_Attributes, Attributes – {A}) 

End 

Return Root 

 

Entropy characterizes impurity of an arbitrary collection of 

nodes on G, which contains both activated (infected) and 

inactive (uninfected) node. Entropy is a Boolean 

classification given by: 

; 

while Information Gain is the expected reduction in entropy 

caused by partitioning the network according to its attributes 

(fraudulent infected and uninfected) nodes. IG is info about 

target function value, given the value of another attribute A. 

IG of attribute (A) is:  

 

 
And, IG is further corrected via formular below: 

 

4.3 Bayesian Network Profile Hidden Markov Model 

The Hidden Markov Model is a double embedded chain that 

models complex stochastic processes (Bhusai and Patil, 

2011; Masoumeh, Seeja, and Afshar, 2012). The Markov 

process is a chain of states with probabilities associated to 

each transition between states. In n-order Markov, its 

transition probabilities depend on current and n-1 previous 

states. A Hidden Markov model process determines the state 

generated for each state observation in a series (solution 

space or output sequence). In fraud detection, an incoming 

transaction not accepted by the trained HMM, yields high 

probability of being a fraudulent transactions [8] 

  

Traditional HMM scores data via clustering depending on 3-

price values (low, medium and high range profiles). The 

probabilities of initial set of transactions are chosen; It then 

checks to see if the transaction is genuine or fraudulent. 

HMM maintains a transaction log in memory to help 

reduces fraud with its high false-alarm and high-false 

positives. Thus, HMM is initially trained with normal 

behaviour of a cardholder, and works on his/her spending, 

which it classified into low, medium and high profile range.  

 

However, profile HMM as a variant of HMM, aims to deal 

with the fundamental problems of the HMM by: (a) it makes 

explicit use of positional (alignment) data contained in the 

observations or sequences, and (b) it allows null transitions, 

where necessary so that the model can match sequences that 

includes insertion and deletions [13]. Used in fraud 

detection, O is each transaction rule, T is the time the 

transaction took place, N is the number of transactions in the 

(hidden) markov model, α is the alphabet of the model, M is 

the number of symbols in the alphabet, π is the initial state 

of transactions database, A is state transition probability 

matrix, aij is the probability of a transition from the state i to 

j, B contains the N probability distributions for the 

transactions in the knowledgebase (one transaction for each 

state of the Markov process); while ). 

Note that though, the parameters for HMM details are 

incomplete as above; But, the general idea is still intact .  
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We align multiple transaction (data) rules as sequence with 

significant relations. Output sequence helps us to determine 

if an unknown transaction is related to sequence belonging 

to a class (fraudulent/non-fraudulent) that comprise the 

Bayesian network. We then use the profile HMM to score 

transactions and make decision. The circles are the delete 

state that allows null/unclassified transactions in the 

knowledgebase, diamonds are insert states that allow gaps 

in transactions upon which the knowledgebase is updated 

for classified false-positives and true-negative (false-alarm 

rate detection); while rectangles are matched states that 

accurately classifies transaction into class type as in the 

standard HMM [14]. Match and insert are emission states in 

which an observation is made as PHMM passes through the 

states. Emission probabilities, corresponding to B in the 

standard HMM model is computed based on frequency of 

symbols (in this case, transactions and their amounts) that 

can be emitted at a particular state in the model; But, are 

positional-dependent (in contrast to standard model). Also 

note that the emission probabilities are derived from the 

Bayesian network (which essentially represents our training 

phase). Finally, delete states allow the model to pass 

through the gaps, existing in the Bayesian network to reach 

other emission states. These gaps are necessary in the model 

help prevent it from over-fitting of data as in fig 5. To 

calculate probabilities for each possible case, we use 

forward algorithm that computes the desired probabilities 

recursively by reusing scores calculated for partial 

sequences using Eq. 1 to Eq. 2 respectively as thus: 

 

         (1) 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Genetic Algorithm Trained Neural Network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ojugo et al [16, 17] The model employs: 

a. The rule-based system consists of classifier to 

propagate the IF-THEN rule values of selected data, 

enhanced them as predefined variables classification 

into intrusion types for fraud detection. The rule-based 

model is a production system with four (4) 

components: (i) rule set containing in each rule a 

pattern that determines applicability of the rule and 

corresponding operation to be performed if rule is 

applied, (b) knowledgebase (previous transaction set, 

classified into fraudulent and non-fraudulent using if-

then rules as selected data feats), (c) control strategy 

specifies the order in which the rules are compared to 

those in the knowledgebase to find a match and it seeks 

also a way to resolve conflicts that arise when several 

rules are matched at the same time, and (d) a rule 

applier. 

b. Jordan network provides a self-learning ability and acts 

as the principal component analyzer with rules 

optimized by CGA’s recombination and mutation 

operators so that the trained model or network can 

effectively, autonomously classify transaction into both 

class types. 

c. Last stage of the network acts as a decision support and 

recognition system, with predicted values (output) and 

the automatic update of rules-knowledgebase, as 

transactions are diagnoses on encounter of new data, 

and consequently classified into class types as in fig 6. 

 

The model is initialized with IF-THEN rules as individuals, 

whose fitness is computed. 30-individuals are selected via 

the tournament method, and model uses a 2-point 

recombination to help it learn the dynamic and non-linear 

feats in the dataset. 1-to-30 individuals are randomly 

generated through Gaussian distribution and correspond to 

crossover points (since all the genes are from single parent). 

As new parents contribute the rest to yield new individuals 

and pool, whose genetic makeup is a combination of both 

parents, mutation is also applied to yield 3-random genes. 

These undergo further mutation and are then allocated new 

random values that lie between 0 and 1 so that it still 

conforms to its belief space. These random values yields the 

suspicion score for each transaction, generated for each 

time-stamped transaction performed by each account holder 

as they perform prerequisite transactions on their credit-

cards. Initialization/selection via ANN ensures that first 3-

beliefs are met; mutation ensures fourth belief is met. Its 

influence function influences how many mutations take 

place, and the knowledge of solution (how close its solution 

is) has direct impact on how algorithm is processed. 

Algorithm stops when best individual has fitness that equals 

the suspicion score or is higher than computed fitness 

function of transactions by each cardholder. 
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Fig 4: PHMM with 3-Match States 
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5. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED    

    APPROACHES 
 

Performance evaluation of the above methods is based on 3-

metrics namely: classification accuracy and processing time. 

5.1 Classification Accuracy 

For prediction accuracy, the table 1 is as thus: 

 

Table 1: Prediction Accuracy of the Hybrid Models 

Model Accuracy 

FSD 97% 

Decision Tree 93% 

Profile BHMM 95% 

CGANN 92 

 

  

Fig. 5: Prediction Accuracy of Hybrids in % 

 

Table 1, shows prediction accuracy for hybrids and is 

further explained with graph representation as in fig. 5 

respectively. 

Processing Speed 

 

Fig. 6: Mean processing time in Seconds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Convergence Time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Convergence time in Epochs 
 

We observed from fig. 6, that DT took an average 

220seconds (at best) to find its solution and converge after 

246-iterations; FSD took (at best) 180seconds on average to 

converge after 80-iterations; Profile Bayesian HMM took 

132-seconds on the average (at best) to converge after 50-

iterations; while GANN took 165seconds to converge after 

98-iterations; Fig. 7 shows convergence comparison 

between all the various models. We observe as a general 

rule of thumb that hybrids converge in lesser time than 

Hidden Markov model; But, PBHMM model converges 

faster than all due to the employed profile clustering 

approach and its Bayesian learning method that allows 

training of individual profiles to ascertain genuine from 

fraudulent transactions. Hybrids, have also been proven to 

converge in lesser time and iterations [18] when and as 

compared to other techniques. For instance, CGANN takes 

about 98-iterations for convergence; FSD takes about 80-

iterations for convergence; PBHMM converged after 46 (in 

otherwords, 50) iterations; And, DT converged 246-

iterations.  

 

Thus, hybrid methods are quite significant when compared 

to other optimization approaches taken for consideration. 

Lack of timely convergence by DT may be as a result of the 

parameter choice used. Others converged considerably at 

lesser time.  
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5.1 Notable Issues in the Hybrid Models 

Some notable issues while experimenting are:  

a. For hill-climbing methods (ANN and Bayesian net), 

their speeds shrink as solution approaches maxima; 

And thus, traps the solution at local maxima. But, GA 

helps speed up the last stages of ANN. The 

convergence time for GA depends on how close initial 

population is to the solution, the recombination mode 

and mutation rates applied to the pool. GA is also best 

suited for tasks with single global optima (a single rule 

applied to all transactions). This is appropriate if 

transactions are not carried out from various places, 

varying degrees of amount and using of varying 

devices that grants them online access to their account. 

This is resolved via rule-based preprocessor that 

properly selects many rules and with ANN to 

initialized, select and train these rules to help avoid 

high false alarm catch-rates.  

b. Also, PHMM with Bayesian Learning is a variant of 

the Markov process. Though, employs clustering 

technique, a difficulty experienced was issue of 

resolving statistical dependencies imposed on it with 

the adoption of various standalone models (combined 

hill-climbing and clustering techniques) as well as the 

data set used. 

 

6. RELATED STUDY AND RESULT FINDINGS 
 

Khasei et al [7] used a feed-forward MLP, to represent 

complex dynamic patterns and cases to treats all data as new 

– so that previous data do not help to identify data feats 

chosen, even if such observed datasets exhibits temporal 

dependence. It has practical implementation difficulty as 

large networks are not easily implemented. Jordan net 

overcomes this via its internal feedbacks that makes it 

appropriately suitable for such dynamic, non-linear and 

complex tasks as its output unit is fed-back as input into its 

hidden unit with a time delay, so that its outputs at time t−1, 

is also input at time t. 

 

Dheepa and Dhanapal [4] reviewed 3-methods to detect 

fraud by exploring the different views of same task to see 

what can be learned. They include: (a) clustering via data 

clustering of regions of parameter value, (b) Gaussian mix 

by a measure of the probability density of credit card user’s 

past behavior, to yield probability of current behavior so as 

to detect anomalies from past behavior, and (c) Bayesian net 

to describe statistics of a customer and the statistics of 

different fraud scenarios. He also suggested a combination 

of all three classifiers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stolfo et al [22] used meta-learning (ID3, Bayes, CART and 

RIPPER) heuristics to properly classify transactions. Their 

Bayes, RIPPER and CART models as base classifiers were 

found to perform well with classification accuracy of 80% 

fraud-catching and 19% false alarm result rates respectively. 

In CGANN, we tradeoff speed for greater classification 

accuracy with more number of rule set generated to update 

knowledgebase for optimality and greater functionality. 

 

7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Hybrids are tedious to implement along with the statistical 

dependencies imposed on it by individual adopted methods 

and its dataset. These must be appropriately encoded so that 

model can exploit numeric data and efficiently explore 

domain space to yield an optimal solution. Modelers must 

seek proper parameter selection and adjustment of 

weights/biases so as to avoid over-fitting, over-training and 

over-parameterization of the model. Encoded via model’s 

structured learning, it helps to address its issues of statistical 

dependencies between various heuristics used, highlight 

implications of such a multi-agent populated model as well 

as resolve conflicts in data feats of interest. Thus, as agents 

create/enforce their own behavioral rules on the dataset, 

hybridization helps to curb this (as CGA does in its belief 

space and operators as applied, and PHMM does in its states 

transition) to display probabilities of interest. 

 

Models serve as new language to compile knowledge, help 

convey ideas and insight as well as to investigate dynamic 

and complex feats crucial to a task [18]. A detailed model 

helps us develop reasonably-applicable models even when 

not operationally applicable in a larger scale. Their 

implementation should seek feedback as more critical rather 

than seeking an accurate agreement with historic data. Thus, 

a model must balance its understandability and 

manageability, so that it can be fully explored [12]. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Dataflow Diagram of the Hybrid Model Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm Trained Neural Network
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ABSTRACT 
 

  In this paper we present the strength of some Linear multi-step method such as Adams –Bash forth, Adams- Moulton and 

Milne’s method to the solution of Stiff problems in ODE. The solution is presented in Tabular formulae with it Numerical 

solution compared with the true (exact) solution and a corresponding graph is plotted using a mathematical software, with various 

mesh sizes. 

 

Keywords: Linear Multistep method, Adams bash forth, Adams Moulton method, Milne’s method .true solution, ode. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  
 

The linear Multistep method (LMM) have been a  very 

popular and powerful tool for solving initial value problem 

IVP of ordinary differential equation ode. Linear multistep 

method can as well be applied to higher order ODEs[1]. It is a 

known fact the  LMM are non-self starting , hence need 

starting value from one-step method like Euler’s , Runge-kutta 

and other one-step method family[3].  

 

The general n-step LMM is as given by Lambert (1973)[5] 

 

                 (1) 

 

Where  

and  are uniquely determined and  

+  

 

The LMM is equation (1) generate discrete schemes which are 

used to solve first order ODEs, other researchers have 

introduced the continuous LMM using the continuous 

collocation and interpolation approach leading to the 

development of the continuous LMM of the form 

 

          (2) 

 

and  are expressed as continuous function of x and at 

least differentiable one  

 

 

 

 

 

But in this paper we shall be looking at several LMM(Adams 

Moulton, Milne’s method) , Runge-kutta method of order IV 

and IV ode stiff in the solution of ordinary differential 

equation of the general form: 

 

       (3) 

 

 The Adams-Bash forth-Moulton method and Milne’s method 

uses and  in the calculation 

of .This method is not self-starting; four points 

and  must be given 

in advance in order to generate the points   

.[3,4]  

 

A desirable feature of a multistep method is that the local 

truncation error (L.T.E) can be determined and the correction 

term can be included, which improves the accuracy of the 

answer at each step. Also, it is possible to determine if the step 

size is small enough to obtain an accurate value for  yet 

large enough so that unnecessary and time-consuming 

calculations are eliminated. If the code for the subroutine is 

fine-tuned, then the combination of a predictor (Adams-

Bashforth) and corrector(Adams-Moulton) requires only two 

function evaluations of  per step.[5,7] 
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2. DERIVATION OF ADAMS-MOULTON METHOD 

 

The Adams-Moulton method (also called the Adams-Bash forth-Moulton Corrector method when used in tandem with Adams-

Bash forth method as a predictor-corrector pair) is a multistep method derived from the fundamental theorem of calculus given 

as:[6,7] 

 

                               (4) 

 

Replace  with  respectively in equation (4) yield the numerical 

equivalent of the above formula given as; 

 

                                                 (5) 

 

Consider Newton’s backward difference interpolation formula given as; 

        (6) 

 

Where  and   

 

On substituting (6) into (5) we get; 

 

  

 

  

 

                                            

 

Here one can see that right side of the above relation depends only on all of which are known. Hence this 

formula can be used to compute  . Therefore, we can write it as; 

 

                                                     (7)                                               

 

Equation (7) is called the Adams-Bash forth formula and is used as a predictor formula. (The superscript  indicating that it is a 

predicted value). 

 

The corrector formula can be derived in a similar manner by using Newton’s backward difference formula at  that is, 

                                  (8) 

 

On substituting the value of  into (8) we get; 

 

  

 

  

 

                                               (9) 
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The right hand side of equation (9) depends upon where for we use  , the predicted value obtained 

from (7). The new value of   then obtained from (8) is called the corrected value and hence we rewrite the formula as; 

 

                                     (10)  

 

This is called Adams-Bash forth-Moulton corrector formula or simply Adams-Moulton formula (The superscript ‘ ’ indicating 

the corrected value of ). 

 

For the sake of easy calculations, one can neglect the higher order differences and can express the lower order difference formula 

(9) and (10) can be written as; 

 

                                                      (11) 

   and 

 

                                                               (12)  

 

In which the error are approximately and  respectively. 

 

3. THEOREM 1.1 (ADAMS-BASH FORTH-MOULTON METHOD):[3] 
 

Assuming that  is continuous and satisfies a Lipschits condition in the variable   , with consideration to the IVP(1) then, 

the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method uses the formulas; 

 

 , 

 

   (The Predictor)                            (13) 

 
 and 

 

    (The Corrector)                                     

 (14) 

 

 for   

as an approximate solution to the differential equation using the discrete set of points  . 

 

4. THEOREM 1.2 (MILNE’S METHOD):[5,8] 

Assuming that  is continuous and satisfies a Lipschits condition in the variable   , with consideration to the IVP(1) then, 

Milne’s method  uses the formulas; 

 

 , 

 

              (The Predictor)                                  (13) 

 
and 

 

                       (The Corrector)                        (14) 

 

 for   
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
 

In this section, we will apply the linear multi step method, Adams moulton , Milne’s and Runge-Kutta of order V to solve some 

IVP of ODEs. Errors associated with the methods are also obtained The fourth step Runge-kutta  was used to obtained the 

starting  values and the four stage Adams moulton and Milne’s method was used as predator to the implicit schemes. The results 

and the error obtain are presented in tabular   and graphical form. 

 

6. EXAMPLE 1.  

 

Consider the IVP   

 

The Exact solution   

 

TABLE 1: RESULT OF Y'=Y, H=0.1 

Result  of  Y'=Y, H=0.1 

X Exact Solution Runge-Kutta Milne's Method 

Adam-Bash  

forth-Moulton 

0.0 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 

0.1 1.1051710 1.1051708 1.1051708 1.1051708 

0.2 1.2214028 1.2214025 1.2214025 1.2214025 

0.3 1.3498589 1.3498584 1.3498584 1.3498584 

0.4 1.4918247 1.4918242 1.4918244 1.4918244 

0.5 1.6487212 1.6487205 1.6487209 1.6487211 

0.6 1.8221189 1.8221178 1.8221184 1.8221189 

0.7 2.0137527 2.0137515 2.0137522 2.0137532 

0.8 2.2255411 2.2255394 2.2255404 2.2255418 

0.9 2.4596033 2.4596014 2.4596026 2.4596045 

1.0 2.7182822 2.7182798 2.7182813 2.7182837 
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Fig. 1: Graph of Result  of  Y'=Y, H=0.1 

 

 
EXAMPLE 2. 

Consider the IVP   

The Exact solution   

 

TABLE 2: RESULT OF Y'=Y^2+1, H=0.1 

Result of  Y'=Y^2+1, H=0.1 

X Exact Solution Runge-Kutta Milne 

Adam-Bashforth-Moulton 

0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.1 0.1003347 0.1003346 0.1003346 0.1003346 

0.2 0.2027100 0.2027099 0.2027099 0.2027099 

0.3 

0.30 

93363 0.3093360 0.3093360 0.3093360 

0.4 0.4227932 0.4227930 0.4227946 0.4227981 

0.5 0.5463025 0.5463023 0.5463043 0.5463150 

0.6 0.6841369 0.6841367 0.6841404 0.6841611 

0.7 0.8422884 0.8422886 0.8422925 0.8423319 

0.8 1.0296386 1.0296390 1.0296422 1.0297143 

0.9 1.2601584 1.2601588 1.2601517 1.2602882 

1.0 1.5574081 1.5574064 1.5573580 1.5576259 
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Fig. 2: Graph of Result Of Y'=Y, H=0.1 

 

 
EXAMPLE 3. 

Consider the IVP   

The Exact solution   

 

TABLE 3: RESULT OF Y'=Y-X, H=0.1 

Result of  Y'=Y-X, H=0.1 

X Exact Solution Runge-Kutta Milne’s 

Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.0 2.0000000 2.0000000 2.0000000 2.0000000 

0.1 2.2051709 2.2051709 2.2051709 2.2051709 

0.2 2.4214027 2.4214027 2.4214027 2.4214027 

0.3 2.6498590 2.6498587 2.6498587 2.6498587 

0.4 2.8918247 2.8918245 2.8918247 2.8918247 

0.5 3.1487212 3.1487210 3.1487212 3.1487215 

0.6 3.4221189 3.4221184 3.4221189 3.4221191 

0.7 3.7137527 3.7137520 3.7137527 3.7137535 

0.8 4.0255413 4.0255399 4.0255413 4.0255423 

0.9 4.3596034 4.3596020 4.3596034 4.3596048 

1.0 4.7182822 4.7182803 4.7182822 4.7182841 
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Fig 3: RESULT OF Y'=Y-X, H=0.1 

 

 

7.  DISCUSSION 
 

The tables and the graphs above show the strength of Linear multi step and  Runge-kutta   method as they are compared with the 

true solution where the rate of convergent with the true solution is high.  

 

8. CONCLUSION.  
 

Linear multistep methods are good numerical tool that is convenient to solve initial value problems as demonstrated in this paper.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

 Abstract: This paper is able to successfully use some linear Multistep methods and even a one-step method (Runge-Kutta IV) to 

the solution of Stiff problems in ordinary differential equation . The various solutions as represented in specific table confirms the 

theorem of Lambert 1973 on stiff problems as presented by initial value problems IVP  

   

Keywords: Linear Multistep method, Adams bash forth, Adams Moulton method, Milne’s method .true solution, ODE.,  

    Stiff problem, IVP. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  
 

Lambert 1973[4,5,7] defines stiffness as if Numerical method 

with a finite region of absolute stability applied to a system 

with any initial condition is forced to use in a certain interval 

of integration, a step length which is expressively small in 

relation to the smoothness of the exact solution in that interval, 

then the system is said to be stiff in the interval. 

 

We also understand from [1] that a linear constant coefficient 

system is stiff if all of its eigenvalue have real negative real 

part and the stiffness ratio is large  and finally stiffness occurs 

when some component of the solution decay much more 

rapidly than others 

 

Significantly difficulties can occur when standard Numerical 

techniques  are applied to approximate the solution of a 

differential equation when the exact solution contains terms of 

the form  where  is a complex number with negative real 

part 

 

In the paper we shall be confirming the theorem of Lambert on 

stiff problem using some Numerical schemes  the   linear 

Multistep method (LMM) [2,9] which have been a  very 

popular and powerful tool for solving initial value problem 

IVP of ordinary differential equation ode. Linear multistep 

method can as well be applied to higher order ODEs [2]. It is a 

known fact the  LMM are non-self starting , hence need 

starting value from one-step method like Euler’s , Runge-kutta 

and other one-step method family  

 

 

 

 

 

The general n-step LMM is as given by Lambert (1973)[4] 

 

        (1) 

 

Where and  are uniquely determined and  

 

+  

 

The LMM is equation (1) generate discrete schemes which are 

used to solve first order ODEs, other researchers have 

introduced the continuous LMM using the continuous 

collocation and interpolation approach leading to the 

development of the continuous LMM of the form 

 

        (2) 

 

and  are expressed as continuous function of x and at least 

differentiable one  

 

But in this paper we shall be looking at several LMM(Adams 

Moulton, Milne’s method) , Runge-kutta method of order IV a 

in the solution of ordinary differential  stiff equations of the 

general form: 

 

                                                   

  (3) 
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 The Adams-Bash forth-Moulton method and Milne’s method 

uses and  in the calculation of .This 

method is not self-starting; four points 

and  must be given in 

advance in order to generate the points   

.[10,11,12]. 

  

A desirable feature of a multistep method is that the local 

truncation error (L.T.E) can be determined and the correction 

term can be included, which improves the accuracy of the 

answer at each step. Also, it is possible to determine if the step 

size is small enough to obtain an accurate value for  yet 

large enough so that unnecessary and time-consuming 

calculations are eliminated. If the code for the subroutine is 

fine-tuned, then the combination of a predictor (Adams-Bash 

forth) and corrector (Adams-Moulton) requires only two 

function evaluations of  per step. 

                                

2. DERIVATION OF ADAMS-MOULTON METHOD 

 

The Adams-Moulton method (also called the Adams-Bash 

forth-Moulton Corrector method when used in tandem with 

Adams-Bash forth method as a predictor-corrector pair) is a 

multistep method derived from the fundamental theorem of 

calculus given as:[6,7] 

 

              (4) 

 

Replace  with  

 

 

 respectively in equation (4) yield the 

numerical equivalent of the above formula given as; 

 

              (5) 

 

Consider Newton’s backward difference interpolation formula 

given as; 

 

                                       

(6) 

 

Where  and   

 

On substituting (6) into (5) we get; 

 

 

  

                                           

Here one can see that right side of the above relation depends 

only on all of which are known. Hence this 

formula can be used to compute  . Therefore, we can 

write it as; 

 

      (7)                                              

 

Equation (7) is called the Adams-Bash forth formula and is 

used as a predictor formula. (The superscript  indicating that 

it is a predicted value). 

The corrector formula can be derived in a similar manner by using Newton’s backward difference formula at  that is, 

 

                                  (8) 

 

On substituting the value of  into (8) we get; 

 

  

 

  

 

                                               (9) 
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The right hand side of equation (9) depends upon where for we use  , the predicted value obtained 

from (7). The new value of   then obtained from (8) is called the corrected value and hence we rewrite the formula as; 

 

                                               (10)  

 

This is called Adams-Bash forth-Moulton corrector formula or simply Adams-Moulton formula (The superscript ‘ ’ indicating 

the corrected value of ). 

 

For the sake of easy calculations, one can neglect the higher order differences and can express the lower order difference formula 

(9) and (10) can be written as; 

 

                                                         (11) 

   and 

 

                                                               (12)  

 

In which the error are approximately and  respectively. 

 

3. THEOREM 1.1 (ADAMS-BASH FORTH-MOULTON METHOD):[3] 
 

Assuming that  is continuous and satisfies a Lipschits condition in the variable   , with consideration to the IVP(1) then, 

the Adams-Bash forth-Moulton method uses the formulas; 

 

 , 

 

   (The Predictor)                                       (13) 

 
 and 

 

    (The Corrector)                                      (14) 

 for   

 

as an approximate solution to the differential equation using the discrete set of points  . 

 

4. THEOREM 1.2 (MILNE’S METHOD):[5,8] 
 

Assuming that  is continuous and satisfies a Lipschits condition in the variable   , with consideration to the IVP(1) then, 

Milne’s method  uses the formulas; 

 

 , 

 

              (The Predictor)                                                                         (15) 

 and 

 

                       (The Corrector)                                                                      (16) 

 for   
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
 

In this section, we will apply the linear multi step method, Adams moulton , Milne’s and Runge-Kutta of order V to solve some 

IVP of ODEs. Errors associated with the methods are also obtained The fourth step Runge-kutta  was used to obtained the 

starting  values and the four stage Adams moulton and Milne’s method was used as predator to the implicit schemes. The results 

and the error obtain are presented in tabular   and graphical form. 

 

EXAMPLE 1  

Consider this Stiff equation  [4,5] 

    

 

Table 1.0 

TABLE: RESULT OF Y'=-15Y, H=0.1 

X Exact Solution Runge-Kutta Milne's 

Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.0 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 

0.1 0.2231302 0.2734375 0.2734375 0.2734375 

0.2 0.0497871 0.0747681 0.0747681 0.0747681 

0.3 0.0111090 0.0204444 0.0204444 0.0204444 

0.4 0.0024788 0.0055903 0.0094910 -0.0853362 

0.5 0.0005531 0.0015286 0.0025952 -0.1309541 

     0.6     0.0001234             0.0004180         0.0012407 -0.0029992 

0.7 0.0000275  0.0001143 0.0074622 0.1150155 

0.8 0.0000061 0.0000313  0.0010653 0.0062583 

     0.9     0.0000014             0.0000085          0.0075102 -0.1574968 

1.0 0.0000003 0.0000023  0.0150121 -0.0540672 

 

Table 1.2 

COMPARISON OF ABSOLUTE ERROR H=0.1 

X Runge-kutta Milne Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.1 0.0503073 0.0503073 0.0503073 

0.2 0.0249810 0.0249810 0.0249810 

0.3 0.0093354 0.0093354 0.0093354 

0.4 0.0031115 0.0070122 0.0878149 

0.5 0.0009755 0.0020421 0.1315071 

0.6 0.0002946 0.0013642 0.0031226 

0.7 0.0000868 0.0074347 0.1149879 

0.8 0.0000251 0.0010591 0.0062522 

0.9 0.0000072 0.0075115 0.1574982 

1.0 0.0000020 0.0150118 0.0540675 
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Table 1.3 

TABLE: RESULT OF Y'=-15Y, H=0.01 

X Exact Solution Runge-Kutta Milne Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.00 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 

0.01 0.8607080 0.8607086 0.8607086 0.8607086 

0.02 0.7408183 0.7408193 0.7408193 0.7408193 

0.03 0.6376281 0.6376295 0.6376295 0.6376295 

0.04 0.5488117 0.5488132 0.5488110 0.5488104 

0.05 0.4723666 0.4723683 0.4723667 0.4723634 

0.06 0.4065697 0.4065714 0.4065679 0.4065652 

0.07 0.3499378 0.3499395 0.3499372 0.3499323 

0.08 0.3011943 0.3011959 0.3011920 0.3011882 

0.09 0.2592403 0.2592419 0.2592395 0.2592340 

0.10 0.2231302 0.2231318 0.2231277 0.2231238 

 

Table 1.4 

COMPARISON OF ABSOLUTE ERROR H=0.01 

X Runge-Kutta Milne 

Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.01 0.0000006 0.0000006 0.0000006 

0.02 0.0000010 0.0000010 0.0000010 

0.03 0.0000014 0.0000014 0.0000014 

0.04 0.0000015 0.0000007 0.0000013 

0.05 0.0000017 0.0000001 0.0000032 

0.06 0.0000017 0.0000018 0.0000045 

0.07 0.0000018 0.0000005 0.0000054 

0.08 0.0000017 0.0000023 0.0000060 

0.09 0.0000016 0.0000009 0.0000063 

0.10 0.0000015 0.0000025 0.0000064 
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Example 2 
Consider IVP stiff problem [3] 

 
 

Table2.1 

TABLE: RESULT OF Y'=-10Y, H=0.1 

X Exact Solution Runge-Kutta Milne's 

Adam-Bashforth-Moulton 

0.0 2. 00000000 2. 00000000         2.00000000                 2.0000000 

0.1 0.73575890 0.750000000         0.75000000                 0.7500000 

0.2 0.27067060 0.281250000        0.28125000                 0.2812500 

0.3 0.09957410 0.105468800        0.10546880                  0.1054688 

0.4 0.03663130 0.039550800         0.01562500 -0.0065308 

0.5 0.01347590 0.014831500         0.01649310 -0.0343701 

0.6 0.00495750 0.005561800        -0.00385800 -0.0021197 

0.7 0.00182380 0.002085700        -0.01588750 0.0047212 

0.8 0.00067090 0.000782100 0.01565590 -0.0127369 

0.9 0.00024680 0.000293300 -0.01941580 -0.0084955 

1.0 0.00009080 0.000110000 -0.00072790 0.0060342 

 

Table 2.2 

COMPARISON OF ABSOLUTE ERROR H=0.1 

X Runge-kutta Milne Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.0 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.1 0.0142411 0.0142411 0.0142411 

0.2 0.0105794 0.0105794 0.0105794 

0.3 0.0058946 0.0058946 0.0058946 

0.4 0.0029195 0.0210063 0.0431620 

0.5 0.0013556 0.0030172 0.0478460 

0.6 0.0006043 0.0088155 0.0070772 

0.7 0.0002619 0.0177113 0.0028974 

0.8 0.0001112 0.0149850 0.0134078 

0.9 0.0000465 0.0196626 0.0087423 

1.0 0.0000192 0.0008187 0.0059434 
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Table 2.3 

COMPARISON OF ABSOLUTE ERROR H=0.01 

X Runge-Kutta Milne 

Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.00 0.0000000 0.0000000                    0.0000000 

0.01 0.0000001 0.0000001                     0.0000001 

0.02 0.0000002 0.0000002                     0.0000002 

    0.03     0.0000004     0.0000004                     0.0000004 

0.04 0.0000006 0.0000001 0.0000002 

0.05 0.0000006 0.0000001 0.0000008 

0.06 0.0000006 0.0000005 0.0000013 

0.07 0.0000007 0.0000002 0.0000017 

0.08 0.0000007 0.0000007 0.0000020 

0.09 0.0000007 0.0000004 0.0000021 

0.10 0.0000007 0.0000008 0.0000023 

     

TABLE: RESULT OF Y'=-10Y, H=0.001 

X Exact Solution Runge-Kutta Milne 
Adam-Bash 

Moulton 

0.000 2.0000000 2.0000000                     2.0000000 2.0000000 

0.001 1.9800997 1.9800997                     1.9800997 1.9800997 

0.002 1.9603974 1.9603974                     1.9603974 1.9603974 

0.003 1.9408910 1.9408910                    1.9408910 1.9408910 

0.004 1.9215789 1.9215789 1.9215789 1.9215789 

0.005 1.9024588 1.9024589 1.9024588 1.9024589 

0.006 1.8835291 1.8835291 1.8835291 1.8835291 

0.007 1.8647876 1.8647877 1.8647876 1.8647877 

0.008 1.8462327 1.8462328 1.8462327 1.8462328 

0.009 1.8278624 1.8278625 1.8278623 1.8278625 
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Table 2.5 

 

 

7.1 Discussion  
The tables and the graphs above show the weakness  of Linear 

multi step and  Runge-kutta    method  at a large step length  

but at w a very small  step length  the rate of convergent of 

higher and better as  they are compared with the true solution 

..  

8. CONCLUSION.  
 

Linear multistep methods are not good numerical schemes to 

solve stiff problems as demonstrated on the tables ,but 

performs better with a very small step size which confirms the 

Lambert theorem. It was observed the Runge-kutta  

(one-step method)  performed better than Linear multistep 

method. 
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COMPARISON OF ABSOLUTE ERROR H=0.001 

X Runge-Kutta Milne 

Adam-Bash forth-Moulton 

0.000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.001 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.002 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.003 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.004 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.005 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000001 

0.006 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 

0.007 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000001 

0.008 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000001 

0.009 0.0000001 0.0000001 0.0000001 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The task of ensuring the removal of anomalies in an unclean numeric dataset, with a view to putting the data in a suitable format 

for exploration purposes is a major phase in the data mining process. In the process of exploring an unclean numeric dataset to 

unveil their useful patterns or structure, a thorough pre-processing task is inevitable in order to achieve a noise-free dataset. Poor 

quality data can be misleading if analysed or used to build models, hence, there is need to remove discrepancies that may be 

present in the data prior to exploring them. In this paper, a cleaning algorithm is proposed and implemented in order to remove 

the inconsistencies in a numeric dataset. The implementation of the proposed algorithm uses the Java language and the resulting 

outputs reveal the efficiency of the proposed approach. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, it is 

compared to one of the existing methods based on some metrics. The comparisons show that, the proposed technique is efficient 

and can be used as an alternative technique for the removal of outliers in numeric data. This approach is also found to be reliable 

as it consistently gives an accurate output that is free of outliers. 

 
Keywords:    Data cleansing, Data mining, Outlier detection, Clustering. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION  
 

Pre-processing is the task performed on the dataset in order 

to make it suitable for exploration. Data cleansing, data 

cleaning and data scrubbing are sometimes used 

interchangeably to describe the pre-processing task of 

putting the data in a clean state [1]. The real world data are 

sometimes incomplete or noisy and it is very rare to get a 

perfect data. Exploration or analysis of unclean dataset has 

every tendency to give a result that deviate slightly from 

what supposed to be the actual results. This is because the 

presence of anomalies in the data is capable of influencing 

the resulting outputs. As reported in [2], the use of quality 

data is crucial to getting high-quality patterns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Putting several files together can ease exploration processes, 

as efforts to reveal the patterns and structure of the data 

would be more focused on a single database. However, 

integration of files from different sources is prone to 

duplication of records, and human errors in the course of 

entering data may sometimes violate the declared integrity 

constraints [3]. Some of the basic tasks that is performed in 

the process of preparing data generally involves correcting 

any errors typically emanates from human and/or machine 

input, filling in nulls and incomplete data. Manually filling 

of the missing value would, however, cause monotonous 

within a very short time, which may also lead to some new 

errors.    
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A number of methods have been reported in the literature for 

the detection and removal of anomalies in the dataset. Some 

exploratory methods identified in [4], includes: statistical, 

clustering, pattern-based and association rules. One of the 

clustering algorithms, dbscan, is implemented on the dataset 

explored in this study and its effectiveness is compared to 

the proposed approach. In a numeric dataset, zero is not 

regarded as missing value because it may be the expected 

answer to a question. The proposed approach shows a 

popular view of how the missing value can be replaced. The 

proposed approach is found to be efficient in the removal of 

outliers and other inconsistences in a numeric dataset.The 

proposed algorithm is des 

 

igned for optimal performance at ensuring clean set of data 

from a set of inconsistence and noisy dataset. Unlike 

cleaning of few dataset, cleaning thousands of records with 

several unclean data require an algorithm that is capable of 

searching the unclean data thoroughly in order to spot all the 

anomalies. This is achieved through the algorithm proposed 

in this paper.  

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the next 

section, some related studies are reviewed. Section 3 shows 

the proposed algorithm and discusses how it is implemented. 

In Section 4, the resulting outputs of this study are discussed 

and comparisons of the proposed approach with other 

existing methods based on a number of metrics are shown. 

The paper is concluded in Section 5.  

 

2.   RELATED WORK 

 

Some research efforts made at improving the quality of the 

data as reported in the literature is discussed in this section. 

The study in [5], focuses on the required steps of data pre-

processing that can bring about a reduction in irrelevant or 

noisy data. The study proposed a data extraction algorithm 

that reduces the data log to almost 80% after removing the 

irrelevant data. Also, the algorithm proposed in [6] was 

reported to be efficient in the deletion of redundancy. The 

study sets a time tolerance threshold and the algorithm 

proposed in the study for data cleaning was based on some 

constraints, a better and accurate result was reported. 

 

Redundancy in a dataset may affect the efficiency of models 

that is created using such data, and in order to avoid 

disruption in communication that might be caused as a result 

of redundancy, study in  [7], deployed a data cleaning 

system. This was done by customizing a rate definition to 

improve the quality of data. Cleaning of data using hybrid 

approach is the objective of the study proposed in [8]. The 

study proposed an algorithm that combines a number of 

techniques to achieve better performance. 

 

 

The inconsistence in data may also be due to the presence of 

several duplications. The use of The study in [9], focused on 

duplicate cleaning to achieve the desires quality data. An 

algorithm proposed in [10], which filters out clean data from 

web log files was found to improve the quality of data. 

Similarly, the study in [11] used statistical and analytical 

techniques to detect quality problems. 

 

Automatic cleaning and linking of historical census data 

using the household information was proposed in [12]. 

Group linkage technique was the method used and the 

system was reported to have improved the removal of 

outliers. Although, manual removal of outliers may 

sometime yield acceptable results, this can only happen 

when the size of the  dataset is very small. Also, to improve 

the quality of data, study in [13] uses extract transform and 

load model, the approach reported an efficient data cleaning 

framework. 

 

Furthermore, the study in [14] proposed an automated 

detection of outliers in real-world data, the study models the 

human perception of exceptional values using the concept of 

fuzzy set theory. The Replicator neural networks was 

proposed in [15], the study construct models that was used to 

develop score for outlyingness and provide a measure that 

promptly unveils outliers in the dataset.  

 

3.   MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

3.1    The Unclean Dataset 
The proposed algorithm is represented in this section. In 

order to implement the algorithm and compare its 

effectiveness with other technique,  an unclean dataset was 

retrieved from an online open repository [16]. The 

downloaded file presents health nutrition population data by 

wealth quintile since 1970s to present. The data have eight 

attributes and consist of a set of data that comprised of 

numeric data and several missing values. Some outliers that 

comprised of alphabets and special characters were added 

into the dataset in order to populate its inconsistencies. This 

also helps to determine the efficacy of the proposed 

algorithm. 

 

3.2    The Proposed Algorithm 

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed algorithm is designed to 

parse through each data contained in the unclean dataset. The 

essence of the passing was to identify the valid, non-valid or 

missing data. There are several opinions on how the problem 

of missing value should be addressed. But the popular 

opinion as reported in [17], is to compute a standard value to 

replace the missing value. In view of this, the mean values of 

the field containing the missing values are used to compute 

the required mean to effect their replacement. Among the list 

of measure of central tendency, Mean is the choice here 

because, its computation is an approximation of the available 

data in a field. 
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It should be noted that, when the detected outliers such as alphabets or special characters are identified and removed, this 

would create more missing values. All the missing values are replaced as earlier explained. The required mean value is 

computed based on the equation represented in Equation 1. 

     X  = 
N

x
N

i
i∑

=1

 (1)                                       

 

where  X    is the mean, ix  represents the set of  

values in a field and N denotes the size of the data. 

 

          

 

Begin 

9. INPUT the unclean dataset 

10. PARSE through all the data in a field 

11. DETECT if the data is valid, invalid or missing  

12. new_data = MEAN (valid data in a field) 

13. IF the data is valid THEN retain the data 

14. IF the data is missing or invalid THEN replace the data with the new_data computed 

15. REPEAT  steps 2 – 6 for all the available fields 

16. DISPLAY the clean dataset 

End.  

 
Figure 1.   The proposed algorithm for detection and removal of outliers 

 

 

3.3    Implementation Of The Proposed Algorithm 
The proposed algorithm is implemented using JAVA. Java is 

a programming language designed to have as few 

implementation dependency as possible. It is intended to 

enables the programmers to write their code once and run 

anywhere. All the eight fields in the unclean dataset explored 

in this research were searched to detect the valid, invalid and 

the missing values.  

 

The removal of outliers increased the missing values in the 

unclean dataset. But after the inconsistencies in the noisy 

dataset have been detected and removed, then, the entire 

missing values are replaced with a standard value. As shown 

in the algorithm, the valid data in a field is used to compute 

the mean value, this value is then used to replace all the 

missing data in that field. This is one of the popular view of 

replacing missing value as reported in  [17]. The process 

continues in other field until all the fields have been covered. 

The complete clean numeric dataset is then displayed. 

 

3.4    The Use Of Clustering Technique 
Clustering technique is one of the methods identified in [4], 

for the removal of outliers in a dataset. Clustering uses 

unsupervised classification technique as there are no 

predefined classes. The objects are grouped together by 

considering their degree of similarities. The major 

fundamental of clustering technique can be divided into: 

partitioning method, the hierarchical method, density-based 

and grid-based [18].   

 

 

 

The use of clustering algorithm performs well in the 

grouping of similar and dissimilar data, however, it is not 

designed to fill up the missing values in the original dataset. 

Also, it is only capable of detecting and grouping the data 

based on their similarity features, in the process, outliers are 

distinctly clustered. Studies in [19, 20], have shown that, the  

clustering techniques only detect outliers in dataset. The 

issue of missing value is left unresolved. Some  of the 

popular clustering methods used for outlier detection include 

DBSCAN and BIRCH. 

 

4.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The result of implementing the proposed algorithm is 

represented in this section. The proposed approach 

implements the popular view of addressing the problem of 

missing values. One of the popular view is to compute the 

missing value using the mean of the valid data in the class of 

individual attribute, this is also the position in [17]. The 

proposed algorithm, therefore, replaces the missing values 

and also removes the noisy data as shown in the excerpts of 

the result generated, (see Table 1). 

 

In order to validate the proposed approach, its effectiveness 

in the removal of inconsistencies in the dataset is further 

compared to the use of clustering method for the same task. 

The clustering algorithm is well reported in the literature, the 

design of the algorithm focuses on grouping of data. Cluster 

analysis is one of the exploratory technique that can be used 

to divide different objects into groups, called clusters; such 

that, the level of association that exist between the two 
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objects is maximised if they belong to the same cluster and 

minimised if otherwise. The comparisons of the proposed 

algorithm with the clustering technique in the removal of 

outliers are based on how each algorithm addresses the 

following in an unclean numeric dataset: 

 

Outlier detection: The proposed algorithm and the clustering 

methods are both capable of detecting outliers in dataset. The 

clustering method uses the  concept of similarity feature to 

partition similar and dissimilar data, while the proposed 

approach parsed through the dataset to detect the missing, 

valid or invalid data. The data identified as invalid in the 

present context are data that are not numeric, and they are 

promptly removed. 

 

Removal of outliers: It is one thing to detect outliers, 

removing the outlier detected requires further tasks. The 

proposed algorithm detects and removes outliers in an 

unclean dataset. Clustering approach is capable of moving 

the detected outliers into a distinct cluster, this separates it 

from other data, and however, it is still within the 

neighbourhood of the entire dataset. But, valid data and 

outliers are kept in different clusters or clearly separated. 

Grouping of outliers: The use of clustering technique, group 

data based on their similarities, therefore, valid numeric data 

can easily be separated from the outliers since they don’t 

have anything in common. Each group is otherwise referred 

to as cluster. The proposed algorithm does not group data, 

but instead, detect the outliers and delete them. 

Subsequently, the blank spaces left behind are filled up using 

a standard value computed. 

 

Replacement of missing value: This metric differentiates the 

proposed technique from the clustering methods. The 

clustering methods do not replace missing values as it was 

not specifically designed to do so. In fact, most of the 

clustering methods does not tolerate a dataset with missing 

value, but if zero is used to replace such missing data, then, 

clustering algorithm would tolerate such dataset. However, 

the proposed algorithm detects, removes and replaces 

missing values in a dataset as revealed in the excerpts result 

of implementing the algorithm represented in the Table 1.  

 

Table 1.   The noise and noise-free dataset 

 

          A.     Noisy  dataset    B. Clean dataset 
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Table 2. Comparison of the proposed cleaning algorithm with the use of  clustering algorithm 

 

 
Approaches Metrics 

 Detection  of  

outliers 

Removal of Outliers Grouping of 

outliers 

Replacement of 

missing values 

Proposed Method ✔ ✔ x ✔ 

Clustering Method ✔ x ✔ x 

  
            Note :   ✔  supported  x   not supported 

 

 
5.    CONCLUSIONS 
 

This paper has shown how inconsistencies in the numeric dataset can be removed through the implementation of the proposed 

algorithm. The paper focuses on an aspect of data pre-processing, data cleaning. The study is aimed at exploring the unclean 

dataset, with a view to putting them in a suitable format for exploratory purposes. Some approaches reported in the literature 

for performing similar task include: clustering, associative, pattern-based and statistical methods. The effectiveness of the 

proposed algorithm is compared to the use of one of the cleaning approaches listed, clustering, on the set of unclean data. The 

comparisons were based on what the algorithm of clustering is capable of doing and what is not designed to do as reported in 

the literature. Findings from the comparison of the two approaches show that, the proposed approach is capable of producing a 

more efficient and better accurate clean dataset. The Table 1 that comprised of the excerpts of the original and cleaned dataset 

also confirm the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The proposed approach is found to be suitable for removing the 

anomalies or noise in a numeric dataset irrespective of the size of the records been explored. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Route optimization is the process of devising an optimal pathway in a road network with start and terminal transit in advance. 

The need for tour optimization software or tool whether in a systematic or individual’s act in Nigeria and elsewhere is very 

important in modern times. The major reasons behind such optimizations are for national security and development. The current 

routing schemes are faced with problems and limitations that affect it usage by the populace; these include accessibilities and 

user friendly. Traveling across the road is time consuming when the best route is not followed. Tourists also missed their 

destinations; consequently, time and money is wasted in the process of trying to discover the right route to such destinations. The 

road network and routing system is Nigeria is complex, difficult to interpret and error prone and hence inaccessible to the 

populace. In this paper, we develop an application that can be used to determine the shortest and most cost effective possible path 

that lead to a destination using agent-based approach optimizer that required two variables input (source and destination). The 

result shows that the technique takes shorter distance covered and hence lesser time when compared with existing techniques.  

 

Keywords: Intelligent agent, route, tourism, tourist guide, optimization, route detector 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
                                                

The demand for better transport and tourism development in 

Nigeria is far above the availabilities and keep increasing daily 

[1]. Route planners [2] [3] [4] depend principally on past 

occurrence of events associated with the subject matter; hence 

they use local knowledge, simple procedure, and ad hoc 

procedures to optimize the route. The use of computer for 

evaluating and estimating public transit routes optimization 

gives the best designed [5] [6]. This is very vital to facilitate 

competition in the global market and as a means of generating 

income for the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [7]. Hence, the 

need to build a route detector and standard tourist locator that 

gives directions, guide travelers, and ensures that tourists and 

travelers can easily find their ways during tourism. This is 

very important because tourism can generate fund, 

employment and upgrade our foreign exchange index as well 

as facility rural-urban migration.  

 

Tourism [8] [9] [10] is the process of going to places of 

interest or visiting place of attractions; it may be places of 

natural geographical attraction or manmade, the call for 

historical references [11]. Nigeria is blessed with great tourism 

resources, which attract the Nigeria government attention to an 

extent of treating tourism as a preferred sector, like 

agriculture, with the belief that tourism has the capacity and 

potential of increasing the economics of the nation [12] [13].  

 

 

 

 

The Nigeria Government also go to an extent of initiating 

incentives such as tax rebate, tax holidays and soft loans with 

long term repayment plan to prospective investors in tourism.  

Tourism required efficient and a promising road network that 

facilitate mobility. Tourists need to have good understanding 

of the road network routing system [14]. The current state of 

road transport in Nigeria with increasing cases of incessant 

rate of road accidents, traffic congestion, bad roads, 

inaccessibility to tourist centres, etc., do not encourage the 

nation’s policy in these sectors of the economy [15]. Thus, 

there is urgent need for awareness of the various routes and 

locations of the various cities and localities in Nigeria since it 

will promote tourism and economic development at state and 

national levels.  

 

Route optimizing [16] [17] is the process of devising an 

optimal pathway in a road network with start and terminal 

transit in advance [18]. This is very necessary because users 

need a tool to guide them whenever they are embarking on a 

journey especially when they are not familiar with the place 

they are traveling to. The need for tour optimization software 

or tool whether in a systematic or individual’s act in Nigeria 

and elsewhere is very important in modern times. The major 

reasons behind such optimizations are for national security 

and development. These factors can broadly be divided into 

three categories: Cost Security, Environmental Security, and 

Economic Development [19].  
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Cost security in the sense that travelers and tourists need to 

spend and judiciously utilize their money to avoid wastage and 

be costs effective; environmental security in the sense that 

travelers need to be secured on their roads while travelling; 

and economic development in that optimizing road usage can 

ensure that shorter and newer roads are opened to the 

hinterland to facilitate traveler’s journey along these routes. 

 

Optimization [20] [21] issue is considered cost effective when 

it involves fare management, that is, the actual amount of 

money paid by tourists from travelling from one point (i.e., the 

source) to another (i.e., the destination). It is considered as 

Environmental Security if pollution is the target of the 

optimization, a situation where public pollution by vehicle is 

the target of the optimization, and economic development as 

fund and employment generation is the target [22]. Transport 

and tourist site optimization is becoming very important since 

it is both economical and cost effective in the long run [23] 

[24].  Thus optimization of the best route that lead to various 

rich tourism locations in Nigeria is essential, since tourists 

need to know the various locations and the routes to these 

locations.  

 

 

 

 

 

In this paper, we develop an application that can be used to 

determine the shortest and most cost effective possible path 

that lead to a destination using multi criterion approach 

optimizer that required two variables input (source and 

destination).   

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

The current routing scheme is faced with problems and 

limitations that affect its usage by populace. These include 

inaccessibility and not user friendly. Traveling across Nigerian 

roads is time consuming when the best route is not detected; 

tourist also missed their destination, transport costs are 

incessantly increased by transport operators. The road 

networks and routing system in Nigeria is not accessible to the 

populaces, complex, difficult to interpret and error prone 

which contradicts the federal government policy in tourism. 

Tourists should be able to access the road networks from 

wherever they are located and obtained results, hence promote 

public awareness and investment in tourism. However, the 

opportunities for any Company willing to invest in tourism 

business in Nigeria will be highly educative through this 

research. Consequently, this research will enable market 

facilitation by providing an easy ways of locating their 

destinations via vital links between home and target markets. 

It will increase and alleviates regional inequality and fosters 

national integration and national unity via tourism.  

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 

This research work is concerned principally with optima route director in Nigeria tourism. Hence, it provides a model of 

synthesis of route generator and adaptive routing, application software that performed route optimizing via synthetic analyzer and 

adaptive routing techniques is developed. It provides tourism site, hotel and path from your known location to the hotel or tourist 

site that a user wish to visit as well as compute the resource needed to wrap a trip in normal situation to a destination tourism site. 

Figure 1 shows architectural framework for the proposed model.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Route detector model 
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The Sp  and Dp indicates the source and destination 

respectively. The route detector works when the it is switched 

on by using an input buffer to temporarily store the direction 

of the route. This is then analyzed using the synthetic analyzer 

by computing the routes using resource computation and 

tourism detector and then stored in a database and this is then 

called upon when the need arises. A copy of the analyzed 

result is sent to the route detector which helps to detect the 

route and the generate the various routes that leads to a 

particular destination where different graphs are generated and 

distances between the different routes are computed and the 

user using the route detector can then choose the shortest and 

optimized route. The results of different routes are then 

displayed for user to decide on which route to take. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The system optimize the best route from Home State to 

Destination State by considering the least shortest distance in 

kilometer after detail evaluation of all possible route from 

Origin to Destination state extracted by system.  Among the 

routes considered are: Rivers State to Enugu State, Rivers 

State to Lagos State, and Rivers State to Bornu State. 

 

4.1 Rivers State and Enugu State Route 
Consider the route between Rivers State and Enugu State; we 

have all possible routes as shown in the Table 1. From Table 

1, we have seven possible routes from Rivers to Enugu labeled 

Route 1 to Route 7. Route 3 is the least and the shortest route, 

it has a total of three nodes (Rivers State – Abia State – 

Enugu State) and two edges with weight cost  of 281 

kilometers from Rivers state to Enugu state. Table 1 shows the 

Optima analysis of route between Rivers State and Enugu 

State. 

 

 

 

 

      

  Fig. 2: Optimizing Rivers State and Enugu State 
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Table 1: Optimal Analysis of routes from Rivers State to Enugu State 

 

 

Figure 2 is the graph of showing the various routes that can be followed when travelling from Rivers State to Enugu State. As 

seen in the graph, route 3 with a total distance of 281 Kilometers is the shortest and best possible route to follow.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Optima Route Cost of Rivers State to Enugu State 
 

 

It is the best optimal route when considering traveling from Rivers State to Enugu State since it is shorter and will save costs in 

terms of the amount of fuel a car will consume and the time to spend on the road.  

 

4.2 Rivers State and Lagos State Route 

Consider the route between Rivers State and Lagos State; we have all possible routes as shown in the Table 2. From Table, we 

select the least three possible route from Rivers to Lagos Sate labeled Route 1 to Route 3. Route 2 (Rivers – Imo- Delta – Edo – 

Lagos) is the least and the shortest route having a total of four (4) edges with a total with a distance of  672 Kilometers from 

Rivers state to Lagos state.  

 

 

 

Origin 

State: 

Rivers 

Bayelsa Delta    

 

Target 

State: 

Enugu 

96+115+127 =338 Route 1 

Imo Anambra   98+141+62=301 Route 2 

Abia    129+152=281 Route 3 

Abia Ebonyi   129+88+77=294 Route 4 

Akwa Ibom Abia   134+110+152=396 Route 5 

Akwa Ibom Abia Ebonyi  134+110+88+77=409 Route 6 

Akwa Ibom Abia Cross 

River 

Ebonyi 134+50+131+77=392 Route 7 
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Fig. 5: Optima Route between Rivers State and Lagos State 
 

 

Table 2: Routes between Rivers State and Lagos State 

         
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Optima Route Cost of Rivers State and Lagos State 

 

Origin 

State: 

Rivers 

Bayelsa Delta Edo   

Target 

State: 

Lagos 

96+115+139+328  

= 678 

Route 1 

Imo Delta Edo  98+107+139+328 

 = 672 
Route 2 

Imo Anambra Delta Edo 98+141+137+139 

+328 =843 

Route 3 
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4.2 Rivers State and Borno State Route 
Consider the route between Rivers State and Borno State; we have all possible routes as shown in the table 4.3 below. From table 

4.3 we select the least seven possible routes from Rivers to Borno Sate label Route 1 to Route 7. Route 3 is the least and the 

shortest route, it have total of seven nodes (Rivers state – Abia State – Enugu State –Benue State –Taraba  State–Adamawa 

State –Borno State) and six edges with weight cost  of 1470 kilometers from Rivers state to Borno state. The system output the 

optima graph as shown in figure 4.8 below. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7:  

 
Table 3: Optima Route between Rivers State and Borno State 

 

 

Origin 

State:  

Rivers  

Bayelsa  Delta     
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Target 

State:  

Borno  

96+115+127 +270+ 

368+142+409 = 1527  

Route 1  

Imo  Anambra    98+141+62+270+368+

142+409 = 1490  

Route 2  

Abia     129+152+270+368+ 

142+409 = 1470  

Route 3  

Abia  Ebonyi    129+88+77+270+368+

142+409 = 1483  

Route 4  

Akwa 

Ibom  

Abia    134+110+152+270+ 

368+142+409 = 1585  

Route 5  

Akwa 

Ibom  

Abia  Ebonyi   134+110+88+77+270+ 

368+142+409 = 1598  

Route 6  

Akwa 

Ibom  

Abia  Cross 

River  

Ebonyi  134+50+131+77+270+

368+142+409 = 1581  

Route 7  
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Fig. 8: Optimal route cost of Rivers State to Borno State 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

An intelligent agent-based itinerary route optimal director and tourist guide is an economical routing system for road network that 

provide the best optimal rout that link from a source to a target destination. Observing the current situation on our road today, 

traveler need to know his route, the transits cost, as well as the tourism location of their destination. The tourism operators also 

need publicity of their business location for economic growth. This research work offered a brief usefulness of graph theory in 

optimization using expert system. It also illustrates the benefit of a model developed using a synthesis of heuristic graph and 

adaptive routing technique in route optimization.  The evaluation of the system show that optimal path between two points may 

be more than one, thus, the system in question is capable of opting for the best optimal path. Consequently, it is crucial to declare 

that this work boaster transit and tourism sector of the economy, since it promote the national policy, aim and objective in 

tourism and as well as increases the benefit of road transit and reduce overhead enchanter in the road network routing.  

  

This research work has made a tremendous impart to humanity in the area of tourism publicity and transport management.  It has 

removed the difficulties in interpreting road map on paper for traveler. This research work provides convergent traffic control in 

road transit since it offer target pursue optimization in which routing is base on directing the tourist to its destination using the 

best optimal path. The system offer road network routing and report the best graph path which help the user to locate it 

destination from the source. It increases the benefit of road transit and reduce overhead enchanter in the road network routing. 

Hence, it is very imperative since it proved solution to real life problem; boaster transit and tourism sector of the economy and 

promote the national policy, aim and objective in tourism. This software can be embedded into car for route navigation, so that 

the system reviews the route to the driver as the car move from location to location within Nigeria. The system also solves the 

problem of transit need such as amount of petrol needed to make a journey. This work has made it know that Heuristic graph and 

adaptive routing can model an intelligent route optimization system.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Advancement in science and technology has led to the popularity of digital displays (bill boards) for advertisement and public 

enlightenment as opposed to manually painted bill boards. One advantage of such digital displays is the flexibility of changing 

the contents without necessarily removing the board. This is made possible mainly through the use of a microcontroller 

programmed to control the characters displayed on the screen. This paper discusses the design and prototype implementation of 

an Arduino microcontroller based liquid crystal display (LCD) system that uses a light dependent resistor (LDR). The Arduino 

microcontroller is a microprocessor embedded circuit board with open source software development environment that allows 

easy development of microcontroller based devices. It allows for the development of micro-controlled systems that can be 

adapted to particular needs.  The Arduino microcontroller was connected (hard-wired) to the pins of an LCD programmed to 

display a list of names continuously but one at a time. The developed system was tested and found to meet the required 

specifications. We intend to extend our work to provide a keypad programmed to allow manipulation of the characters displayed 

on screen. Our future work will also explore the use of a bigger LCD with suitable hardware to manipulate and display graphics 

in addition to the characters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Bill boards have traditionally been used to pass information 

such as adverts, campaign posters and important notices to 

the general public. However, advancement in technology has 

led to gradual replacement of manually painted billboards 

with digital display screens with the advantage of being able 

to change the screen contents without removing the board. 

Data displayed on digital screens involves the visual 

presentation of processed data by specially designed 

electronic devices. Digital displays are widely used as 

terminals in several technical devices such as those used in 

data transmission, diagnostics and signalling/ inspection 

systems [1][3]. Digital displays make use of cathode ray tube 

(CRT), light emitting diode (LED) or liquid crystal display 

(LCD). The LCD is a video display that utilizes the light 

modulating properties of liquid crystals to display pictures or 

text on a screen; it is currently the most cost effective 

technology used in the manufacture of digital displays [3]. 

 

Data display units are important part of embedded systems 

which makes use of microcontrollers. The system designed in 

this work makes use of an Arduino microcontroller, a tool for 

making computers that can sense and control more of the 

physical world than the desktop computer. It's an open-source 

physical computing platform based on a simple 

microcontroller board, and a development environment for 

writing software for the board.  

 

 

It can be used to develop interactive objects, taking inputs from a 

variety of switches or sensors, and controlling a variety of lights, 

motors, and other physical outputs [1][2][4][5]. The boards can be 

assembled by hand or purchased preassembled.  

 

In this paper, we discuss the design and prototype implementation 

of an Arduino microcontroller based liquid crystal display (LCD) 

system that uses a light dependent resistor (LDR). The Arduino 

microcontroller was connected (hard-wired) to the pins of an LCD 

programmed to display a list of names continuously but one at a 

time. Section 2 gives a theoretical background and review of 

previous works related to our system design and construction 

while our methodology is explained in Section 3. Evaluation of the 

prototype is highlighted in Section 4 with Section 5 providing our 

conclusions with pointers towards future work. 

 

2.   THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Arduino microcontroller has been widely used mostly by 

researchers and educators to develop low-cost hardware for 

interaction design and create interface circuits to read sensors that 

are used to control different devices with minimal effort [2]. 

Arduino consists of both a physical programmable circuit board 

(microcontroller) and a piece of software with Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE) that runs on the system.  
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The software is used to write and upload computer code to the 

physical board and is frequently used in most cases to abate 

programming complexities associated with other types of 

microcontroller [1].  Arduino can be programmed within the 

limitations of 32KB memory and processing power of the 

microcontroller. It can function autonomously without being 

connected to a computer, or alternatively programmed to respond 

mainly to commands sent from the computer via various software 

interfaces [6].  

 

In many cases, users require the display of various outputs of 

measuring instruments or a sensory system in specific designs. If 

these systems are hardware controlled, they become inflexible and 

bulky [3]. However, replacing such circuits with a microcontroller 

and a few standard chips makes the system smarter, faster, flexible 

and more accurate. Unlike most previous programmable circuit 

boards, Arduino does not need a separate piece of hardware in 

order to load new code into the board; one can simply use 

Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable [4]. Several researchers have 

exploited these advantages in designing specific micro-controlled 

devices [4][8][9][14].  

 

An Arduino based smart energy meter for advanced metering and 

billing system has previously been proposed [4]. The author 

integrated Arduino microcontroller with Global system for Mobile 

(GSM) short messages service to provide automatic metering 

functions that are predefined. The electronic meter displays the 

energy used on LCD display. In order to prevent interference, 

Arduino was used to present the detection program and interface 

the system components. Similarly, a single phase digital prepaid 

energy meter based on two Arduino microcontrollers and a single 

phase energy meter IC was constructed [8]. The digital prepaid 

meter calculates energy consumption using the output pulses of the 

energy meter chip and the internal counter of one of the 

microcontroller. It also used the other microcontroller as a smart 

card for reading unit recharged by consumer.  

 

The capabilities of an Arduino microcontroller IDE module to load 

and save special configuration for an intelligent greenhouse system 

that allows plant to grow through the year has also been previously 

exploited. Arduino serves as the interface between the system 

actuator and the sensors, thereby controlling all the operations of 

components such as control sensor, control actuator among others 

[5]. Arduino has been employed in various light control 

applications such as LED light control of an open source 

multispectral imaging system for rodents [7].  In [6], an 

inexpensive but effective Arduino-based light emitting diode 

(LED) simulator system for vision research was developed. The 

main design goal of this system was to use open-source 

components as much as possible, and reduce design complexity 

allowing use of the system by end-users without advanced 

electronics skills. The core of the system is the USB-connected 

Arduino microcontroller platform designed with specific emphasis 

on ease-of-use creating interactive physical computing 

environment.  

 

 

 

 An Arduino-based supervision display system for monitoring 

banana ripening stages was developed [10]. The Arduino system 

predicts the ripening stages of banana and display the complete 

process according to the colour changing stages of banana. Also, 

an Arduino-based positioning system using visible light 

communication and ultrasound was presented in [15]. All the 

components of the system, which includes the GPS module, the 

visible light data receiver, and two ultrasonic sensors, were 

interfaced and controlled by an Arduino Mega and Arduino Uno 

microcontroller. The transmitter system consisted of four LED 

shields each attached to the Arduino Uno which is programmed to 

transmit the global position relevant to the indoor position of the 

LED lamp. 

 

This paper shows common similarities with the previous display 

and measuring systems developed by some researchers, exploiting 

some of the potentials of Arduino microcontroller such as user 

friendliness and capability to abate programming complexity. 

However, unlike these previous researches, we present a generic 

display system using an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) with an 

LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) that controls the backlight of the 

display unit based on light intensity of the environment.  

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 

The methods that have been employed in this work include design 

of circuit diagrams for the prototype as well as development of 

required firmware into prototype. The system block diagram is 

shown in Figure 1 and has four main components including power 

supply unit, sensing unit, controller unit (Microcontroller) and 

display unit (LCD).  

 

 

 

 

  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of digital display system  

 

3.1 Sensing Unit 
The sensor unit is used to detect the presence of light at certain 

levels of intensity in the region it is strategically mounted. Here, in 

order to detect the intensity of light or darkness, a Light Dependent 

Resistor is used as the sensor. The LDR is a special type of resistor 

which allows higher voltages to pass through it (low resistance) 

whenever there is high intensity of light. And passes a low voltage 

(high resistance) whenever it is dark. We took advantage of this 

property of the LDR in designing our Arduino microcontroller 

based LCD data display.  The LDR was employed to automatically 

turn on the backlight of the display system when it is dark or there 

is no sufficient lighting to view what is being displayed.  
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LDRs have a sensitivity that varies with the wavelength of the 

light applied and are nonlinear devices. Figure 2 shows the LDR 

circuit diagram. The LDR gives out an analog voltage when 

connected to a voltage (5V), which varies in magnitude in direct 

proportion to the input light intensity on it. In other words, the 

greater the intensity of light, the greater will be the corresponding 

voltage from the LDR. Since the LDR gives out an analog voltage, 

it is connected to the analog input pin of the Arduino 

Microcontroller unit (MCU). The Arduino, with its in-built Analog 

to Digital Converter (ADC) then converts the analog voltage (0-

5V) into a digital value in the range of (0-1023). Thus, when there 

is sufficient light in its environment or on its surface, the converted 

digital values read from the LDR through the Arduino will be in 

the range of 800-1023. The easiest way to use the LDR is in 

voltage divider configuration. The voltage that appears at the 

analog input will vary depending on the amount of light hitting the 

LDR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  LDR circuitry 

 

3.2 Arduino Microcontroller Unit 
The microcontroller used in work is an Arduino Atmega-168 

microcontroller kit designed especially for small projects with 

most of its functions provided on board. It can be connected to 

computer using USB cable to burn programs in the microcontroller 

chip. USB connection also provides on board power to the chip 

and also for any peripherals connected [11][12][13]. Therefore, 

there is no need to connect separate power source since power is 

sourced through the USB port of computer.  

 

Nevertheless, it can be powered by external source such as 6-9V 

DC adapter when the kit is used as a stand-alone device to perform 

special functions according to the written code. The Arduino Uno 

board consists of ATmega328 microcontroller, 14 digital 

input/output pins, 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz resonator, a USB 

connection, a power jack, and an ICSP header. The most important 

features of the board used in this work were the microcontroller, 

which allows for the building of programs using C++ 

Programming language, and the digital input/output pins, which 

allows for the transfer of information between the board and the 

LCD display. 

 

3.3 Liquid Crystal Display 
The LCD module enables the system display a corresponding 

output based on specific input. In this work, a 16x2 LCD display 

as shown in Figure 3 was interfaced with an Arduino board and a 

LDR.  

 

The 16x2 LCD has 32 characters in total with 16 characters on 

each of the two display lines available and each character occupies 

a 5x10 (50) pixels box. This LCD can be interfaced with a 

microcontroller in 8-bit or 4-bit mode. In 8-bit mode, character 

data encoded with the ASCII standard and LCD commands 

are sent through the data lines D0 to D7. In other words, the 8 bits 

data is send at a time and data strobe is given through line E of the 

LCD. During the 4-bit mode, only 4 data lines D4 to D7 are used. 

Here, the 8 bits data is divided into two parts and 

are sent sequentially through the data lines. The idea of the 4 bits 

communication was introduced to save the pins of microcontroller 

for other uses. Though the 4-bit mode communication is slower 

than 8-bit mode, this speed difference has no significance as LCDs 

are slow speed devices. Thus 4 bit mode data transfer is used in 

our work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: 16x2 LCD Screen 

 

3.4 Power Supply Unit 
This is the unit that transfers electric power from a source to a load 

using electronic circuits as shown in Figure 4. It is required that 

power supply units in Microcontroller systems are small in size, 

light, cheap, high power conversion efficiency, possess electrical 

isolation between the source and load, low harmonic distortion of 

input/output waveforms and high power factor (PF) from an AC 

voltage source [8]. Some power supplies require regulation of 

output voltages, especially conversion of utility AC input power 

into regulated voltage(s), required for electronic equipment. 

 

In our work, the power supply unit supplies the required amount of 

electrical energy to system. The voltage requirement for the design 

is a +5V, hence the power unit is designed such that it delivers a 

fixed and steady voltage of +5V. It consists of a 24V step down 

transformer on the input side, which supply the bridge rectifier 

system with the required energy. The bridge rectifier module has 

four diodes and converts the AC input voltage from the 

transformer into DC voltage. The output of the bridge rectifier 

consisting of ripples is passed through the 4700µF capacitor to 

filter off the ripples. The LM7805 regulates the voltage and ensure 

that its output does not exceed +5V at any moment. 

 
Figure 4: Power Supply Unit Circuit 
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4. SYSTEM PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION 
 

The LCD is connected to the LDR and the microcontroller as 

shown on the overall circuit diagram in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

The microcontroller is programmed to enable the LCD display list 

of events as stipulated in the programmed firmware embedded on 

a ROM. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Overall Circuit Diagram of Arduino LDR-controlled LCD 

 

A prototype of the system was made by arranging the components on the breadboard as shown in the circuit diagram in Figure 6. 

The VCC (5V) and GND (0V) are connected to the breadboard in order to power the Microcontroller IC and the LCD.  The power 

source is not  connected until all other connections are done. The pins on LCD are then connected to the microcontroller with VEE 

to pin2, RS to pin3, R/W to pin4, EN to pin5, DB4 to pin11, DB5 to GND, DB6 to pin12, DB7 to 1K resistor connected to VCC 

and tapped to connect to two 1K resistors arranged in parallel connected to the GND.The LED+ is also connected to VCC while 

the LED- pin goes to GND.  

 

The Light Dependent Resistor is connected by placing one terminal on VCC and the other terminal was connected to the analogue 

pin A0 of the IC, then tapped with a 1K resistor connected to the ground. Figure 6 illustrates the components connection on the 

breadboard 

 

 

 
Figure 6:  Prototyping on Breadboard 
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In summary, the system works by the sensory unit 

triggering the circuit on changes in light intensity. On high 

light intensity, the sensor is at logic one and the 

microcontroller executes its programmed instructions by 

enabling the LCD to display the specified data in a 

continuous and an attached LED indicator illustrates the 

status of the sensor. The sensor status is reconfirmed for 

consistency until the sensor is in an inactive state which 

leads to the shutting down (switching off) of the system. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
 

One of the main reasons that LCD displays have become so 

common in recent years is due to the ease at which they can 

be interfaced with microcontrollers and other 

microprocessor based devices. Although an Arduino 

microcontroller was used to demonstrate this ability in this 

work, a variety of other microcontrollers can be used to 

achieve the same result. On a similar note, much more can 

be accomplished with an Arduino microcontroller and an 

LCD display than what was demonstrated in this work. 

 

Further hardware can be added to the prototyped circuit 

such as real time clocks and thermometers thereby allowing 

the LCD to display the current time and temperature. The 

simplicity of their design and ease of interface allow for 

LCD screens to be used in a variety of projects on both a 

large and small scale. Finally, this design enables the 

manipulation of the LCD using the Light Dependent 

resistor as a tool whose voltage variation depends on the 

light intensity.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
The collection, management and public exposure of road traffic accident (RTA) incident related events has posed a dangerous 
problem to Nigerian road safety officers and stakeholders alike. This is particularly true because of the absence of a central 
repository from which all accidents related information can be stored and handled. Where available, this information is available 
in paper based form and this presents a bottleneck in updating the available data. In this study, a Web based Road Traffic 
Accident Monitoring System (RTAMS) was developed for Nigerians. The Road Traffic Accident Monitoring System (RTAMS) 
was developed using Adobe Dreamweaver and Notepad++ as the Integrated Development Environments, HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript were used for the front end, PHP was used as the scripting language, and MySQL served as the database server. Most 
of the languages and tools used were open source which ensured that the application would be robust, reusable, cheap and highly 
scalable. The result of the developed system shows that road safety officers, users, policy makers and all other stakeholders are 
able to register, login, submit reports and run queries on information that has been previously entered into the system such as the 
accidents that occurred on a particular route or the accident in which an identified victim was involved. This could be done with 
the mobile phones that are internet enabled. Policy makers can run these queries in order to consider appropriate steps in 
minimizing road traffic accident occurrences. Many instances of missed or missing individuals could actually be a victim of road 
accidents. In conclusion, this system will help create a paperless alternative to the present method of RTA information and thus 
make information dissemination quicker and also improve first aid response to accident occurrences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The World Health Organization [1] estimated that 1.17million 
deaths and 50 million injuries occur each year worldwide due 
to road traffic accidents. When this is further broken down, 
about 70 percent of the deaths occur in developing countries. 
The increased rate of fatal and non-fatal road traffic accident 
worldwide has been attributed to population explosion and 
increased motorization. Increased motorization may be 
characterized briefly as the “automotive revolution”, that is the 
motorizing of urban population, especially in the developing 
countries[2]. 
 
Statistics indicate that over 90 percent of traffic accident 
situations in Nigeria can be attributed to driver errors[3]. Road 
accidents appear to occur regularly at some flash points such 
as where there are sharp bends, potholes and at bad sections of 
the highways. At such points over speeding drivers usually 
find it difficult to control their vehicles, which then result of 
fatal traffic accidents, especially at night[4] .  

 
 
Cases of fatal road traffic accidents are reported almost daily 
on the major highways in Nigeria. Various categories of 
vehicular traffic are also involved in these fatal road traffic 
accidents in the state. Research in this area has focussed on 
cases of road traffic accidents, collation of road traffic 
accident statistics and impact assessment of road safety 
campaign [5]. At the local level research in this area are 
concentrated on the effects of land use and human factors on 
road traffic accidents[2], [6]. Motor vehicle crashes are the 
leading cause of death in adolescents and young adults[7][2] 
and of the estimated 856,000 road deaths occurring annually 
worldwide, 74% are in developing countries [2], [8]. Dramatic 
increases in the proportion and absolute number of traffic 
facilities have been witnessed in a number of developing 
countries, while they decreased by more than 20% in 
industrialized nations [9]. In Nigeria[10], [11] , a fivefold 
increase in traffic related fatalities was observed over the last 
30 years.  
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African and Asian countries, with relatively low vehicle 
densities, are experiencing substantially higher fatality rates 
per 10,000 vehicles than the industrialised European and 
North American States[12], [13].Traffic crashes also impact 
on the economy of developing countries at an estimated cost 
of 1-2% of a country’s GNP per annum, as a result of 
morbidity, mortality and property – related costs[3], [12], [14]. 
Causes of motor vehicle crashes are multi-factorial and 
involve the interaction of a number of pre-crash factors that 
include people, vehicles and the road environment [13], [15]. 
Human error is estimated to account for between 64 and 95% 
of all causes of traffic crashes in developing countries [4]. A 
high prevalence of old vehicles that often carry many more 
people than they are designed to carry, lack of safety belt and 
helmet use, poor road design and maintenance and the traffic 
mix on the roads are other factors that contribute to the high 
rate of crashes in less developed countries.  
 
International comparison indicates that the chance of a 
vehicle, killing someone in Nigeria is 47 times higher than in 
Britain. The proportion of fatalities to injuries reported is also 
very high. For example, while Czech Republic has only one 
death in 175 accidents, France, one death in 175, South Africa, 
one death in 47 accidents, Nigeria has one death in 2.65 
accidents [16].The study revealed that private cars, buses and 
taxis were more prone to accidents in Lagos State and more 
than 90% of road traffic accidents in Lagos State could be 
attributed to recklessness on the part of drivers, ignorance of 
high way codes, over speeding etc. 
 
Various road safety strategies and countermeasures have been 
used at different stages of network development. This method 
of seeking to prevent road accident mainly involves conscious 
planning, design and operations of roads. One of the most 
important factors in this method is the systematic 
identification and treatment of hazardous locations. 
Monitoring is viewed as the monitoring of the behaviour, 
activities, or other changing information, usually of people for 
the purpose of influencing, managing, directing, or protecting. 
Monitoring is therefore an ambiguous practice, sometimes 
creating positive effects, at other times negative. it is 
sometimes used synonymously with the word tracking. It is 
sometimes done in a surreptitious manner. It most usually 
refers to observation of individuals or groups by government 
organizations, but road surveillance, for example, is 
monitoring the condition of a road within a specified location. 
Monitoring is very useful to governments and law 
enforcement to maintain social control, recognize, and monitor 
threats, and prevent/investigate criminal activity[13], [17] . 

2. ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 

 
An accident is defined as an unexpected, undersigned and 
unplanned event or circumstance, often with happening by 
chance or with lack of intention or necessity[18]. It usually 
implies a generally negative outcome which may have been 
avoided or prevented had circumstances leading up to the 
accident been recognized, and acted upon, prior to its 
occurrence. 

Experts in the field of injury prevention, avoid use of the term 
'accident' to describe events that cause injury in an attempt to 
highlight the predictable and preventable nature of most 
injuries. Such incidents are viewed from the perspective of 
epidemiology as predictable and preventable. In preferred 
words are more descriptive of the event itself, rather than of its 
unintended nature (e.g., collision, drowning, fall, etc.). 
Accidents of particularly common types (crashing of 
automobiles, events causing fire, etc.) are investigated to 
identify how to avoid them in the future. This is sometimes 
called root cause analysis, but does not generally apply to 
accidents that cannot be deterministically predicted. A root 
cause of an uncommon and purely random accident may never 
be identified, and thus future similar accidents remain 
"accidental." [18]. 
 
Road traffic accident is a form of accident occurring  on roads; 
this type of accident involves one or more vehicles, 
pedestrians, pedal cyclists, motorcycle riders, occupants of 
three-wheeled motor vehicle, the occupants of pick-up truck or 
van, occupants of heavy transport vehicles, bus occupants and 
individuals injured in another land traffic accident (animal 
riders, occupants of a railway train etc.). According to the 
World Medical Association (2006), serious injuries and 
mortality in road collisions are a public health problem with 
consequences similar to those of major diseases such as cancer 
and cardiovascular disease.  
 
World Health Organization reports [19] estimated that in 
2002: 

i. Worldwide, about 1.2 million persons were killed on 
the roads and an additional 20–50 million were 
injured. 

ii. Road traffic injuries were the 11th leading cause of 
death worldwide and accounted for 2.1% of all 
deaths globally. 

iii. Road traffic deaths accounted for 23% of all injury 
deaths worldwide. 

iv. An overwhelming majority (90%) of the road traffic 
deaths occurred in low income and middle-income 
countries, where 81% of the world's population live 
and own about 20% of the world's vehicles. 

v. The overall global increase in road traffic accident 
mortality is predicted to be 67% by 2020 if 
appropriate action is not taken. 

 

2.1 Road Traffic Accidents in Nigeria 
Statistics indicate that over 90 percent of traffic accident 
situations in Nigeria can be attributed to driver errors [3]. 
Road accidents appear to occur regularly at some flash points 
such as where there are sharp bends, potholes and at bad 
sections of the highways. At such points over speeding drivers 
usually find it difficult to control their vehicles, which then 
result of fatal traffic accidents, especially at night[4]. Cases of 
fatal road traffic accidents are reported almost daily on the 
major highways in Lagos State. Various categories of 
vehicular traffic are also involved in these fatal road traffic 
accidents in the state.  
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At the local level research in this area are concentrated on the 
effects of land use and human factors on road traffic accidents 
[6]. Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death in 
adolescents and young adults [2], [7] and of the estimated 
856,000 road deaths occurring annually worldwide, 74% are 
in developing countries[16]. Dramatic increases in the 
proportion and absolute number of traffic facilities have been 
witnessed in a number of developing countries, while they 
decreased by more than 20% in industrialised nations [9]. In 
Nigeria [4], [10], a fivefold increase in traffic related fatalities 
was observed over the last 30 years.  
 
African and Asian countries, with relatively low vehicle 
densities, are experiencing substantially higher fatality rates 
per 10,000 vehicles than the industrialised European and 
North American States[2], [14] . In Nigeria, road traffic 
accident situation over the last three decades has been 
particularly disturbing. In 1976, there were 53,897 road traffic 
accidents resulting in 7,717 deaths. Although in 1981, the 
magnitude reduced to 5,114 accidents, but the fatality 
increased to 10,236 which mean that there was an average of 
96 accidents and 28 deaths for every day of that year [20]. The 
situation in subsequent years has not been any better. The 
number of people killed in road accidents between 1990 and 
2005 rose from 28,253, and the fatality rate remains 
consistently high [4].  
 
International comparison indicates that the chance of a 
vehicle, killing someone in Nigeria is 47 times higher than in 
Britain[4]. The proportion of fatalities to injuries reported is 
also very high. For example, while Czech Republic has only 
one death in 175 accidents, France, one death in 175, South 
Africa, one death in 47 accidents, Nigeria has one death in 
2.65 accidents[20]. Various road safety strategies and 
countermeasures have been used at different stages of network 
development. This method of seeking to prevent road accident 
mainly involves conscious planning, design and operations of 
roads. One of the most important factors in this method is the 
systematic identification and treatment of hazardous locations. 
International comparison indicates that the chance of a 
vehicle, killing someone in Nigeria is 47 times higher than in 
Britain. The proportion of fatalities to injuries reported is also 
very high. For example, while Czech Republic has only one 
death in 197 accidents, France one death in 175, South Africa, 
one death in 47 accidents, Nigeria has one death in 2.65 
accidents [16]. 
 
Road traffic accident statistics in Nigeria reveal a serious and 
growing problem with absolute fatality rates and casualty 
figure rising rapidly. In the majority of developing countries, 
accident occurrence and related deaths are relative to either 
population or number of vehicles. Ironically, in Nigeria, 
studies have indicated that better facilities in terms of good 
quality and standardized roads have been accompanied by an 
increasing number of accidents[21] . This is totally contrary to 
the trends in countries where even the level of sophisticated 
road network and volume of vehicular traffic are much higher 
[16].  
 

3. METHOD 

 
Unified Modelling language (UML) is  used to develop the 
data model. UML is the formal language of the object-oriented 
technique for data modelling and will be used to specify, 
represent and visualize the processes used in the development 
of the system. The main elements of UML object oriented 
approach is encapsulation, modularity, abstraction, and 
hierarchy . The class notation will be used in connection with 
semantics, relations, operations, and attributes to realise the 
UML elements. In the model, all the objects will have 
attributes, instances and methods. Relations between objects 
will be defined through associations. 
 
3.1 Road Traffic Accident Data Modelling  
Data modelling is an important aspect of database design. It is 
not only the first step in database design, it is also used for 
many other purposes. This ranges from high level conceptual 
models to physical models. It allows the database designers to 
be able to visualize how each data item is related and how the 
designers will be able to represent, visualize and present data. 
It is the analysis of data objects that are used to identify the 
relationships within objects. The process of data modelling is 
“an attempt to capture the essence of things both concrete and 
practical in the problem domain”[22]. 
 
The road traffic accident data model is fully complete. This is 
so because it has the ability to capture all the required data that 
is needed to develop a road traffic accident monitoring system, 
particularly in the area under consideration, Osun State of 
Nigeria. The model supports all the necessary data required to 
develop a robust system. Based on the attributes captured, 
queries can be made to get more information about the 
location, such as nearest town, the user’s distance from the 
nearest town, the road type, the road surface condition, 
weather condition and light condition. The system also 
captures other variables that relate to road traffic accident 
monitoring such as vehicle information like the number plate 
of the vehicles involved in the accident, vehicle type(s), 
vehicle condition, victim names, total number of victims as 
well as the number of dead, injured and uninjured victims. 
 
The model is also correct because no attribute was 
misrepresented in the model. As regards flexibility, the model 
is very flexible as it can cope with possible changes to the data 
in the system and it can accommodate new data. If new data 
need to be inserted into the system, it can be easily done 
without adversely affecting the road traffic accident 
monitoring system as a whole. In addition to the above, the 
data model is simple and easy to understand. The use of the 
Unified Modelling Language (UML) tools makes it easy for 
developers who want to develop a similar system to develop 
the model easily. The Use case diagrams used, for instance, 
have made it easy for developers to understand the actors in 
the system and the roles they play.  
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The stages of data modelling employed in developing a data 
model for this system are the contextual data modelling and 
the conceptual data modelling phase. These data modelling 
stages were used in order to develop the road traffic accident 
monitoring system for routes in Nigeria using state roads in 
Osun State as a case study. 
  
3.1.2 Contextual Data Model for Road Traffic Accidents 
The contextual data model is the first step in the data model 
design process. In the RTA contextual model, the major 
entities are first identified, after this other entities, classes and 
subclasses are also shown and the relationships between them. 

The contextual data model generally serves as input to the 
conceptual data model. Therefore, for the conceptual data 
model to capture all the necessary entities, it is important to 
have a well-designed and well-structured contextual data 
model. In the contextual data model that was developed, 
relevant subject areas were included and these subject areas 
had super classes and subclasses. Subject areas are very useful 
in dividing a model into interrelated classes. This allows easy 
understanding of what the model does. The three major 
subject areas used are: road activities, parties and locations as 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Contextual Data Model for Road Traffic  
 
3.1.3 Conceptual Data Model for Road Traffic Accidents 
The conceptual data model is the first stage in the development of the required data model. In the modelling of the developed 
system, relationship association was used to depict the relationship between two entities. The relationship association was also 
used to show the type of relationship that exists between the super type and the sub type classes. Relationships were featured with 
cardinality such as zero to one, zero to many, one to many, and many to many. Each of the road activities is associated with zero 
or more activity relationships. For example, an accident occurrence at a particular location can be linked to environmental factors 
such as potholes or vehicular factors such as brake failure. 
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Party relationship is the relationship that exists between two or 
more parties in the road activity. One example is the 
relationship that exists between road safety officers and the 
victims of road accidents; another relationship could be that 
between a driver and a pedestrian. There could also be a 
relationship between two locations with a similar number of 
road traffic accidents. Participation association is used to show 
the relationship that exists between the subject areas. Each of 
the classes in the model has a many-to-many relationship to all 
the other major classes in the model. For example, roles 
played by road safety officers to make sure the number of 
accident occurrences on a particular route is reduced, roles 
played by government to supply emergency response services 
and also the roles played by road safety officers to report 
accident occurrences. 
 
In the developed data model, participation association is 
depicted using a participation class. Three participation classes 
were used, namely party location participation, actor 
participation, and target participation. Party location 
participation shows the relationship between a party and a 
location. For example, the relationship between road traffic 
accident victims and their location of residence. Actor 
relationship depicts the active roles played by a party in the 
health activity. For example, roles played by road safety 
officers in reporting an incident and offering first aid 
treatment. The target participation shows the passive roles 
played by parties in the road activity. The core components of 
the developed model are discussed as follows. 

 

Road Activity 
The road activity subject area contains information about 
different road activities and actions which are required in road 
traffic accident monitoring in Osun State. In the developed 
road traffic accident data model, road accident, treatment, road 
surveillance and road education which are the major classes in 
the road activity subject area. With the developed data model, 
road safety officers will be able to capture the data that have to 
do with roads. Examples of such data include route, accident 
severity, collision type, first aid an emergency treatment 
administered. 
 

Parties 
The parties’ subject area holds information concerning the 
people that are involved either directly or indirectly in road 
activities. It contains information about individual persons and 
group of persons. The person class stores information about 
the demographic data of individuals. Group of persons are 
people that have things in common. The group of persons 
class has two sub-classes, namely: Formal and informal sub-
classes. The formal sub-class stores information about road 
safety officers and emergency hospital staff. The informal sub-
class contains information about victims of accidents, 
pedestrians etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

Location 
The location subject area contains information about the 
locations where the parties involved in road activities reside. It 
also contains information about where road activities take 
place; and that of the location where road accidents occur 
most often. The location subject area holds information on 
three different types of location; these are the physical location 
(such as house number), the electronic location (such as phone 
number and e-mail address) and spatial location. The object 
oriented technique of data modelling was used in this study as 
opposed to the entity relationship approach. This approach 
involves the use of the Unified Modelling Language (UML). 
UML is the formal language of object oriented techniques for 
data modelling and is used to specify, represent and visualize 
the processes involved in the system development. The main 
elements of the UML object oriented approach are 
encapsulation, modularity, abstraction and hierarchy . 
 
In this model, all objects had attributes, instances and 
methods. Relations between objects were defined through 
associations; as a result of this the road traffic accident data 
model was developed. In order to develop the prototype, road 
traffic accident (RTA) database was developed using MySQL. 
In the process of developing the RTA monitoring system 
database, different tables, files, records and fields were 
created. This made it possible for various road traffic accident 
details to be collected; these conditions include the route, date, 
cause, collision type, hospital(s) patients were referred to, 
nature of injury, and health status. When gathered, these 
conditions are stored in the database. 
WampServer was used by the inbuilt MySQL database 
platform to create and populate the database. The prototype 
was implemented using Dreamweaver and PHP was used to 
query and manipulate entries available in the database. Apache 
served as the web server to provide functions required for a 
web based system. PHP was used as the scripting language to 
program the server side manipulation of the knowledge in the 
database. Finally, a web based road traffic monitoring system 
was implemented in the developed system architecture
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Figure 2: The Road Activity Data Model
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Figure 3: The Party Component of the Data Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:      The Location Component of the Data Model 
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4. DATABASE DESIGN 

Road Traffic Accident Monitoring System (RTAMS) model is a database model based on the relational data model which focuses on 
representing entities through the relationships that exist between such entities. This model has its theoretical basis on predicate logic. 
The data or entities are represented using tables, which is a two-dimensional structure composed of rows and columns. Each table row 
represents a single entity occurrence within the entity set and each table column represents an attribute; each attribute has a distinct 
name.  
 
The following are the attributes of the relational table: 

• Each Row is Unique 

• Column Values are of the Same Kind 

• The Sequence of the Columns is Insignificant 

• The Sequence of Rows is Insignificant 

• Each Column has a Unique Name 
 
Certain fields may be designated as keys, which mean that searches for specific values of that field will use indexing to speed them 
up. Where fields in two different tables take values from the same set, a join operation can be performed to select related records in 
the two tables by matching values in those fields. But not always, the fields will have the same name in both tables. This can be 
extended to joining multiple tables on multiple fields. Because these relationships are only specified at retrieval time, relational 
database is classed as a dynamic database management system. [23]. The design of the application database was done using the 
Relational database model approach. The database consists of thirteen (13) relations (tables) which are: 

• ACCIDENT: This table is used to hold information regarding the total number of victims, the total vehicle count, and the number  
 of uninjured, injured or dead victims. 

• AID: It is the table that holds information about the nearest town(s) to the accident scene, the nearest hospital(s) and the type of  
injury sustained by victims. This table generally holds information that would be useful in administering first aid treatment to 
crash victims. 

• IDENTIFICATION: This table holds data about names of people identified, their phone numbers, and other information such as  
 national Identity cards that were found at the accident scene.  

• LOCATION:  This table holds information about the location and weather condition of the accident scene. The road condition,  
 the weather condition, the road type, the road surface condition and light condition are the  

• LOCATION_TOWN_MAP:  This table links the Location and Town tables by making the town column the foreign key. 

• OFFICER_RANK: this table contains possible ranks of officers that can handle information in the RTAMS. 

• REPORT: this table holds general information about an accident, such as the date of occurrence, route, severity and a short  
 description. 

• REPORT_STAGES: this table holds data about the current stage an accident report is in. Accident reports could be resolved or  
 unresolved. 

• ROUTE: this table contains general information about the route where an accident occurs. 

• STATION: this table holds information about the station where the officer in charge of an accident case is based. 

• TOWN: this table holds information about the town name and local government area. 

• USER: this table holds information about the individual’s name, username, phone number, e-mail address, and password. 

• VEHICLE: this table holds information about a vehicle type, its plate number, condition, color etc. 
 

The system uses MySQL database where all the tables are related and interact using a special attribute called the primary key or the 
foreign key. For instance, the report-id is a primary key in the report table and also serves as a foreign key in the aid table; this is so 
because every first aid effort has a unique report identification number as well as a first aid identification number in order to prevent 
redundancy and duplication within the database. The choice to use this database was due to its flexibility and operability with other 
programming languages. Below are the screenshots from the Accident and Aid table from the database. 
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Figure 5:  The Accident Table 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: The Aid Table 
 
5.0 CONLUSION 
 
Road traffic accident in Nigeria has not received the attention warranted considering the magnitude of the problem. Most times, 
accident victims are presumed lost or missing, due to the fact that there is no means of capturing and storing data of victims. 
There is need to view road accident as an issue that needs urgent attention aimed at reducing the health, social and economic 
impacts.  Safe road in Nigeria is more of changing our driving behavior than just blaming the government alone and advocating 
for good road infrastructure. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Securing an organisation's database should be a thing of concern of all organisations irrespective of size. Databases are among the 

most targeted organisational assets by hackers and malicious insiders according to a 2014 data breach report. This threat is 

encountered by both the traditional databases and the big data technologies. Data to any organisation is an asset that needs to be 

protected from malicious or accidental loss, destruction, disclosure or modification. In this information age, where data are now 

stored in digital forms and they flow seamlessly between individuals, departments and organisations through various devices, the 

number of ways that the security of data is threatened has increased. Studies have indicated that in respect of protecting 

organisations critical data, both technical and non technical strategies are important. As preventive measures, organistions need to 

have in place effective data security technologies, processes and personnel to monitor, detect, and block threats to sensitive data 

while in use, in motion or at rest. Fortunately, there are simple steps, internal control and best practices that organisations can 

implement to counter moves by the various threats from both internal and external sources. Best practices on data security are 

similar all over the world. This study investigated the data protection and threats detection technologies, processes and security 

culture of five organisations from both the public and private sectors. The focus of this study was on two of the three major 

categories of data: data in use (active data stored in databases) and data at rest (archival and backup data in databases). Semi 

structured interview approach was used to gather data from forty four information technology personnel from five organisations 

representing the public and private sectors that have adopted information technology to support their organisational processes. 

The outcome of the study reveal the state of data security infrastructure and the data security management behaviour of the case 

organisations. It also revealed the factors that threaten the security of organisations data and countermeastures to assure data 

security.  

 

Keywords: Threats, data security, data-in-use, data-at-rest, security, databases, countermeasure 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A data breach occurs when confidential, protected and 

sensitive data are potentially exposed to being viewed, copied, 

transferred, destroyed, change content by unathorised persons. 

These data include the health status of individuals, credit card 

or e-payment information, and intellectual property [1]. A 

Gartner report stated the probability that an organisation will 

experience data breach is 26%.  According to the IBM and 

Ponemon Institute research report on the 2016 cost of data 

breach study, there is 29% global increase in total cost of data 

breach since 2013 [8]. Data and information management are 

critical aspects of database management. Organisation with 

high volume of data usually have three types of data: data in 

motion (on the move through networks within and outside the 

orgnaisation); data at rest (stored in databases as archives); 

and data in use (in the desktop for use by employees and 

clients). These data could be transported throughout an 

organisation and also outside an organisation by devices such 

as mobile devices, email, web tools and endpoint devices [4]. 

Data security management involve technologies, people and 

processes which provide access to a database.  

 

 

These security measures that can be put in place to support 

organisations to manage and protect data from being leaked, 

modified, copied, deleted, destroyed or transmitted without 

authorisation [6]. These measures are critical especially for 

organisations with very sensitive data with long shelve life, 

like health organisations,  financial organisations, and 

educational institutions. Securing information or data assets of 

an organisation is the protection of their data asset from 

unauthorised access, copying, transfer, destruction, use or 

modification [1]. Organisations with high volume of data 

usually have three type of data: data in motion (on the move 

through networks within and outside the orgnanisation); data 

at rest (stored in databases as archives); and data in use (in the 

desktop for use by employees and clients) [9]. The 

transportation of the data is made possible by means of mobile 

devices, email, web tools and endpoint devices [4]. There are 

data security measures that support organisations to manage, 

monitor, detect, and protect data from threats. To secure data 

against these threats, both technical and non-technical 

methods are required [2; 10].   
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2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
 

When the security of such  sensitive data is breached, its effect 

to the organisation is more than financial. Its reputation and 

brand name is highly affected and it may threaten the 

existence of the organisation. The reason is that a number of 

current and potential customers are missed [6; 12]. Data 

breaches are becoming more frequent and the financial 

implication is growing. It is important therefore to determine 

the practices and basic data security infrastructure in the target 

organisations that contribute to this so as to carry out 

preventive measures. A number of data security breaches 

could have been prevented by simple security steps taken by 

organisations and users of the information system. The top 

database security threats countermeasures include: key lock 

and personnel security at entrance; regular backup of files; 

database scanning; biometric authentication; and encryption of 

data at rest [11; 4; 10]. The study looked at these security 

countermeasures and determined the level of compliance by 

the target organisations. 

    

3. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 
 

Data security management literature emphasized the 

importance of focusing on both the technical and non technical 

aspects that relate to data security management [11]. There are 

technologies  and strategies that preserve the integrity and 

confidentiality of the data asset of an organisation to an 

acceptable degree. Their absence could expose the data of 

organisation to internal and external threats and attacks. The 

objective of this study is to investigate the infrastructure, 

strategies  and culture in place at the targeted organisations to 

counter data security threats. The study is focused on data-in-

use and data-at-rest. The technical security mechanisms are 

the technologies that provide services like digital signatures 
and fire walls, while the non technical services are the practices 

and values of the organisations in ensuring data security [11].  

Therefore the study examined the presence of the basic 

attributes of data security that is able to put under control the 

risks faced by an organisation's data and information.  The 

category of data under investigation by the study is data-at-rest 

and data-in-use.    

 

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

A total of twenty five information system professionals  from 

five organisations participated in the survey. The organisations 

were from both the public and private sector representing 

education, health, manufacturing, sales and distribution. The 

organisations were either medium scale or large scale The 

study used face-to-face semi-structured interview method to 

gather data from the respondents of over a period of eight 

weeks. In addition, observation was used to investigate the 

culture as well as assumptions of the employee as it related to 

security. The study used exploratory case study approach to 

elicit information. The interviews took place mostly at the 

organisation's premises while telephone interviews were 

conducted to clarify some issues. The interview questions 

were in a Likert scale format. Each interview lasted for about 

30 minutes and the question categories included: demographic 

information of respondents; the security technologies in place, 

strategies that prevent data breach and the security culture of 

the people working with the information system. The question 

covered both the technical and non technical issues and how 

the security technologies were implemented. The analysis of 

the data enabled the determination of the level of data security 

management practices in place and the factors that affect the 

implementation of security infrastructure. The population 

selected for this study, is made up database administrators, 

data managers and data custodians whose responsibility 

include ensuring the integrity of the master database content. 

The data collected were coded and entered into the SPSS 

(Statistical Package for Social Sciences) for Windows for 

analysis.  

 

5.  ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 

The result of the analysis are reported below. Table 1 provides an overview of the case organisation. 

 

Table 1: Overview of case organisations  

S/N CASE Case Description  Ownership  Respondents  

per case   

% 

1 A Electricity distribution Coy Private 4 9 

2 B Federal Higher Institution Public 22 50 

3 C Manufacturing/Sales Private 4 9 

4 D Population Commission   Public 6 10 

5 E Private Higher Institution Private 10 23 

  TOTAL  44 100 
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Table 2: Information Technology Practitioners That Participated 
 

S/N Participants Description Work Competence Num of Respondent % 

1 Database administrator database management and computer training 6    14 

2 Systems analyst / 

programmer 

Database management, records processing 

and data capture supervision,. 

24    54 

3 Network Engineer Network / database management 10    23 

4 Data entry /capture 

supervisor 

Data entry/capture supervision 4     9 

 Total  44 100 

 

 

5.1        Technologies: Physical and electronic Security  
Access control systems prevent intruders from getting access to the information system that house the data-in-use or the storage 

system used as backup for the data-at-rest. In many cases, the presence of physical security measures act as deterrents to potential 

data criminals as the possibility of being caught is a deterrent to many. Table 3 show the availability of basic access control 

systems in the target organisations.  

 

Table 3: Availability Of Basic Access Control Mechanism 

S/N Organisation Security 

personnel at 

entrance 

Key Lock 

at entrance 

biometric 

authentication 

keycard 

locks 

Security 

camera 

Security 

light 

24 Hour 

Access to 

Light 

1 A Yes Yes No No No Yes No 

2 B Yes Yes Partially Partially Partially Yes No 

3 C Yes Yes No No No Yes No 

4 D Yes Yes No No No Yes No 

5 E Yes Yes No No No Yes No 

 

All case organisations have security personnel and mechanical key locks at entrance as the common physical access control 

mechanism in their organisations. None of them fully use biometric technology like facial recognition, fingerprint, retinal scan, 

iris recognition, voice, and hand geometry to support the use of physical access control technology. Security camera is a very 

basic form of security control which can record access of persons in and out of a secure place. The organisations do not have it in 

place except for the public higher institution and this is partial. The issue of constant power failure contribute to poor data 

security. Some of the devices depend on electric power.  

 

Table 4 shows the result of the data security countermeasures in place in the organisations based on three categories of security 

threats: Organisation security measure, Infrastructure, employee security culture in place at case organisations studied. 
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Table 4: State Of Data Security Countermeasure Taken By Each Organisation. 

  

S/N 

CATEGORY 
 

DATA  PROTECTION  ATTRIBUTES RATINGS 

Disagree/ 

  Percentage 

Undecided /                    

                 % 

Agree/ 

            % 

1 Security 

Measures 

 

My organization’s current security activities are 

enough to stop a targeted attack (or Advanced 

Persistent Threat) or a hacker 

38 86% 0 0% 6 14% 

2 We manage off-line data-bearing devices 

including their safe disposal 

30 68% 10 23% 4 1% 

3 We train and educate system users about IT 

security policies and procedures 

30 68% 4 9% 10 23% 

4 Encryption of data at rest 36 81% 4 9% 4 9% 

5 Security 

Infrastructure 

My organization’s security infrastructure needs 

to focus on data-centric (inside-out) security 

with sensitive or confidential data being the 

main element. 

0 0% 6 14% 38 86% 

6 In my organization, data Intelligence that 

identifies the “who, what, when and how” data 

is accessed is a high data protection priority. 

30 68% 10 23% 4 9% 

7 In my organization, data Intelligence that 

identifies the “who, what, when and how” data 

is accessed is a high data protection priority. 

18 41% 6 14% 20 45% 

8 Employee Data 

Security 

Culture 

Employees routinely back-up information 

contained on their computer 

34 77% 4 9% 6 14% 

9 Employees do not connect their computer to the 

Internet through an insecure wireless network. 

18 41% 20 45% 6 14% 

10 Employees remove or delete information 

contained on the computer when no longer 

necessary. 

36 81% 2 5% 6 14% 

10 Employees immediately notify their 

organization when a computer is lost or stolen. 

4 9% 0 0% 40 91% 

 

     

6.      FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 

This study findings indicates that: there is general lack of wide 

understanding of the data security habits, and  control by 

employees in the organisations studied. Inadequate training on 

data security may be partly responsible for this, as the study 

showed that. 

 

i. There is generally no standard strategy in place by 

the organisations to ensure data security.  

ii. Employees have the impression that ensuring the 

security of data is the responsibility of management.  

iii. There no documented policy in place for regular file 

backups. Backups are carried at the convenience of 

the employee in charge. This could result in loss of 

critical data without provision for restore when the 

master data is corrupted or lost. The responses of the 

employees indicating that 77% of respondents do 

not routinely back-up information contained on their 

computer.  

iv. 81% of respondents do not remove or delete 

information contained on the computer when no 

longer necessary is an indication that they do not 

fully understand the part they need to play in 

ensuring security.  

 

 

 

v. For employees to see security as also their 

responsibility, it is necessary for management of the 

respective organisations to sensitize information 

technology on simple steps to take to protect the 

organisation's data assets.  

vi. 81% of the respondents do not practice data 

encryption for data-at-rest. This exposes critical data 

to hackers.  

vii. Organisations do not properly dispose of data assets 

that are no longer needed. This is evidenced by the 

68% responses that unusable data assets are stored 

and later thrown away and not properly disposed of. 

viii. Programmers or data capture personnel with no 

formal training on data security management. 

ix. The employees need to understand data security 

policies. This can be achieved by organising regular 

training on data security and the policies of the 

organisation.  
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Organisations need to carry out review of their data 

environment in order to identify where their sensitive data is at 

risk. This include knowing where all sensitive data in the 

organisation that at rest live and the level of protection that 

they have. For all the organisations, the security of data at rest 

is porous. Data at rest for all the organisations have very 

minimum security when compared to data in use. According 

to [2], behavioural security is the key to security assurance. 

The findings from the study indicates that the organisations 

personnel unintentionally create data exposure by their attitude 

to security (Table 4). None of the organisations adequately 

practice encryption of their data at rest.  

 

The most common form of security is key lock and security 

personnel at entrance of the department to prevent physical 

access to where the data lives (cabinet, drawers or data store 

room). Regular backups is one major data protection measure 

that is cheap and if personnel in charge make a habit of it, 

would save organisations both financial and credibility issues. 

The personnel at the organisation fail in this aspect and their 

explanation was heavy work load leaving them with little time 

for other very critical activity of file backup. The design and 

implementation of the information security management 

system (ISMS) would ensure adequate security of 

organisations data asset.  

 

The behaviour of personnel need to redirected towards 

security. Training of personnel on the need and consequences  

of data breaches is very important as acquisition of security 

technologies alone will not provide needed security without 

the dedication of the personnel who use the technology. There 

should be laid down procedure for when a staff member is 

transferred or leaves the organisation and also when a new one 

comes in regarding setting them up and disabling their 

priviledges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.  CONCLUSION 
 

Securing data and information assets need not be expensive. 

There are basic activities and strategies that organisations in 

Nigeria can put in place to ensure security of their data assets. 

Successfully managing information assets require the 

involvement of technologies, people and processes. One 

common and basic need of the organisations is data security 

personnel with the knowledge and experience to manage and 

implement information security best practices. The findings 

indicate a shortage of this category of information technology 

personnel in all the organisations under study. There should be 

documented procedure on how to prevent data breaches, what 

to do when it occurs and the consequences on the personnel 

through whom the breach occurred due to his negligence. 

Organisation need to be very aware of the privileges granted 

to employees, ensuring that they do not get more privilege 

than they require to carry out their tasks. When duties change 

for an employee, the previous privilege need to be withdrawn 

instead of adding it to privilege required for the new task.  

 

 

 

9.  RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDIES 
 

One possibility for future research in this area of study is 

determining the level of cultural influence on the security of 

organisation's data assets. Another study could be carried out 

with more sample size involving more organisations. 

Significant insight could be gained if the result of this study is 

compared with outcome from organisations in a more 

developed environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

A problem inherent in human face recognition from unconstrained and motion characterized scenes is usually accounted for due 

to varying illumination and pose of subjects in the scenes. However, a number of technical approaches have been developed to 

manage these nuisance factors. In this paper, a trend of some technical approaches to face recognition challenged with varying 

illumination and pose is conducted. This paper shows the logical soundness of each approach and limitations are investigated 

while a basis for a unified, more efficient and technically optimal approach is established. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Face recognition from video sequences can be termed as a 

technique of differentiating faces or confirming one or more 

individuals in a particular frame or video image using a stored 

database [23][8][15][28][6] . Face recognition is such a 

challenging but yet an interesting problem that has attracted 

researches from pattern recognition, neural networks, and 

computer vision and computer graphics [22]. It finds 

numerous applications in surveillance, human-computer 

interactions, authentication and security [24].  

 

Although, other reliable methods of biometric personal 

identification exist; for example, fingerprint analysis or iris 

scans, these methods inherently rely on the cooperation of the 

participants, whereas a personal identification system based on 

analysis of frontal or profile images of the face is often 

effective without the participant’s cooperation or intervention 

[23].  Compared to traditional face recognition in still images, 

video based face recognition has a great number of advantages 

[11].  Firstly, videos contain more abundant information than a 

single image.  

 

As a result, more robust and stable recognition can be 

achieved by fusing information of multi frames. Secondly, 

temporal information becomes available to be exploited in 

videos to improve the accuracy of face recognition. Finally, 

multi-poses of faces in videos make it possible to explore 

shape information of face and combined into the framework of 

face recognition.  

 

 

 

 

 

A video-based face recognition system typically consists of 

three modules: one for detecting the face; a second one for 

tracking it; and a third one for recognizing it. In practice, it is 

difficult to perform fully-automatic recognition of individuals 

under surveillance using commercial systems. State-of-the-art 

systems applied to video-based face recognition often perform 

poorly in practice due to complex environments that change 

during the video capturing process [11] and facial models that 

are designed using limited data and knowledge of individuals 

during a preliminary enrolment process [14]. For instance, 

public security organizations are largely limited to human 

recognition abilities due to the low quality and resolution of 

facial images typically captured by these cameras.  

 

The 2002 Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) report 

contains an evaluation that compares face recognition from 

still images to recognition from videos [20] . In an experiment 

conducted on a face database comprised by still images of 63 

subjects, a number of commercial recognition systems for 

image based face recognition performed worse when tasked 

with the identification of faces from videos. The still images 

from the database contained frontal face views while the 

videos displayed speaking subjects with varying expressions. 

The faces in the videos appeared significantly different from 

those in the database images causing a large number of 

recognition errors. 
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The Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge featured a problem 

involving face recognition from videos in which illumination, 

movement and head pose were not controlled [19]. The video 

dataset included high resolution (1440x1080) and standard 

resolution (720x480) sequences with subjects walking toward 

the camera. Out of four state-of-the-art commercial face 

recognition algorithms, the best performers on the high and 

standard resolution videos only reached about 70% and 40% 

verification rates respectively. All algorithms performed 

significantly better on the high resolution videos. Resolution 

dependent performance differences notwithstanding, off-

frontal poses and changing illuminations were observed to 

play a large role in the poor verification performance of all of 

the systems.  

 

Feature extraction is the most important stage of face 

recognition [10]. In the feature extraction stage, optimal 

discriminant features must be chosen to make the face 

recognition system not only computationally efficient but also 

robust to possible intrinsic and extrinsic facial variations [30]. 

Intrinsic factors are due purely to the physical nature of the 

face and are independent of the observer including aging while 

the extrinsic factors cause the appearance of the face to alter 

via the interaction of light with the face and the observer [22]. 

These extrinsic factors include illumination, pose, scale and 

imaging parameters like resolution, focus, imaging and noise 

[7]. 
 

2. CHALLENGES OF VIDEOS FOR FACE RECOGNITION 
 

A number of video-oriented challenges can arise in 

unconstrained video face recognition applications but the two 

(2) most challenging ones are pose and illumination variations. 

Figure 1 illustrates the major challenges of face recognition in 

videos. These challenges may cause differences in appearance 

between distinct shots of the same person to be greater than 

those between two people viewed under similar conditions 

[11].  

 

 
Fig. 1: Challenges of Face Recognition in Videos [11] 
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Although, pose and illumination are traditionally regarded as 

the two (2) most challenging nuisance factors [21] presented 

evidence that some factors including expression variation, 

occlusion and motion blur have nearly as significant of an 

impact on face recognition performance in uncontrolled 

contexts. 

 

2.1 Pose Variation 
Uncontrolled cameras can record non-ideal face shots from a 

variety of angles, causing the correspondences between pixel 

locations and points on the face to differ from image to image. 

Same face appears differently due to changes in viewing 

condition. This situation is presented in Figure 2 with faces of 

the same individual under varying pose.  

 

 

However, pose-invariant recognition capability is crucial for 

accurate face recognition in video sequences because in 

general, it is difficult or almost impossible to control the 

imaging direction when capturing videos containing human 

faces in real time.  Broadly speaking, there are three classes of 

algorithms aimed at achieving pose invariance [11]. The first, 

a model-based approach, uses an explicit 2D or 3D model of 

the face and attempts to estimate the parameters of the model 

from the input [5]. This is a view-independent representation. 

A second class of algorithms consists of global parametric 

models such as the eigen space method [16] that estimates a 

single parametric (typically linear) subspace from all the 

views for all the objects. In comparative face recognition 

evaluation trials, such methods are usually outperformed by 

methods from the third class known as view-based techniques.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Images under Varying Pose [11] 
 

 

An example is the view-based eigen spaces [2] [3] in which a 

separate subspace is constructed for each pose. The algorithm 

usually requires an intermediate step in which the pose of the 

face is determined and then recognition is carried out using the 

estimated view-dependent model. A common limitation of this 

method is that it requires a fairly restrictive and labor-

intensive training data acquisition protocol in which a number 

of fixed views are collected for each subject and appropriately 

labelled. 

 

2.2 Illumination Variation  
Illumination problem arises due to uneven lightning on faces 

[11]. A typical illustration of the illumination problem is 

presented in Figure 3.  

 

 

 

 

This uneven lightning brings variations in illumination and 

affects the recognition process greatly since the facial features 

that will be used for classification gets affected by this 

variation. However, all the approaches towards illumination 

problem can be broadly categorized based on transformation 

of images with variable illumination to a canonical 

representation; illumination invariant feature extraction; 

illumination variation modeling and 3D face model utilization. 
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Fig. 3: The Illumination Problem [11] 
 

The categories are explicitly discussed as follows [11]: 

a. Transformation of images with variable illumination to a 

canonical representation: 

With this method, images with varying illumination are being 

transformed to their canonical representations. Eigen faces 

have been the widely adopted technique for the detection of 

unknown faces in an image using this method. [3][2] Proposed 

simple image filtering techniques for rapid recognition under 

varying illumination and pose. This technique has 

demonstrated a reduction of 50–75% in recognition error rates, 

with a recognition rate of 98% of the individuals.  

 

b. Features that are invariant to light changes 

This is done by extracting only those features that are not 

affected by variations in lighting conditions [11]. A few of 

such representation of image are gradient faces[33][32], 2D 

Gabor Filter [12], DCT coefficients[25] and LBP Feature [26]. 

 

c. Modeling of illumination variation:  

With this approach, a small number of training images are 

used to synthesize novel images under changes in lighting and 

viewpoint conditions [11]. However, because the space of 

lighting conditions is infinitely dimensional, sampling this 

space is no small task.  

This can be simplified by a convex cone termed as 

illumination cone formed from the set of images of an object 

in fixed pose but under all possible illumination conditions 

[9]. This illumination cone can be well approximated by a 

low-dimensional linear subspace. Under variable lighting, the 

set of images is characterized by a family of illumination 

cones parameterized by the pose. The illumination cones for 

non-frontal poses can be constructed by applying an image 

warp on the extreme rays defining the frontal cone. 

 

 

 

 

 

d. Utilization of some 3D face models: 

With this method, the facial shapes are obtained in advance. A 

3D morphable model is used to generate 3D face models from 

three input images from each person in the training database. 

Thus, the 3D models are rendered under varying pose and 

illumination conditions to build a large set of synthetic 

images. In all the recent approaches, a 3D model of a face is 

utilized to transform the input image into the same pose as the 

stored prototypical faces, and then, direct template matching is 

used to recognize faces[31][27] . Although approaches based 

on 3D face models are robust to uncontrolled conditions, they 

still suffer some drawbacks including a high computational 

cost compared to 2D approaches and the accuracy is much 

more dependent on the number and quality of the selected 

features. In addition, a 3D model is difficult to be constructed 

from low-resolution inputs. 

 

3. TECHNICAL APPROACHES TO POSE AND 

ILLUMINATION INVARIANT FACE 

RECOGNITION 
 

[30] Developed a hierarchical ensemble of global and local 

face recognition methods to handle pose and illumination 

challenges in video sequences. In the proposed method, the 

global features are extracted from the whole face images using 

Fourier transform and the local features are emphasized on 

some spatially divided face patches using Gabor wavelets. The 

position and size of the patches are learned from a training 

data via greedy search. The hierarchical ensemble classifier is 

formed by weighted sum of the component classifiers which 

are all fisher linear discriminants on either global or local 

features. Experimental results on both FERET and FRGC 

version 2.0 databases show that the ensemble classifier 

outperforms other competitors. The solution is limited by the 

use of still images for testing; it fails when implemented for 

use in practice on online video feeds.  
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[1] Developed global and local classifiers for face recognition 

under varying pose and illumination conditions. With this 

method, global and local features are extracted by effective 

Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and Gabor Wavelet 

Transform (GWT) respectively. The local and global features 

increased the recognition rate than by the use of single feature 

alone. The classification errors were reduced using Fisher 

Linear Discriminant (FLD). The Fusion of the vectors was 

done by Region-Based Image Fusion.  

 

 

The method of correlation coefficient was used for matching 

the test image with the database. Though, it performs fairly 

well handling illumination challenges, it is still very sensitive 

to pose variations outside the region of the image fused. [17] 

Proposed a new combined approach for feature extraction 

which aims to integrate the advantages of the global feature 

extraction technique like PCA and the local feature extraction 

technique called Local Preserving Projection (LPP) and 

termed Combined Global Local Preserving Projections 

(CGLPP) to handle pose and illumination challenges 

combating face recognition in videos. However, there are a lot 

of problems associated with this approach.  

 

There is no external criterion variable such as group 

membership against which to test the solution. A second 

problem is that, after extraction, there are an infinite number 

of rotations available, all accounting for the same amount of 

variance in the original data. It tends to be more 

computationally demanding than PCA and also sensitive to the 

scaling of the variables. 

 

[23] Developed an illumination insensitive face recognition 

method using gradient faces. The gradient faces method is an 

image preprocessing technique for face recognition under 

varying lighting.  The high recognition rates achieved by 

gradient faces show that gradient faces is an effective method 

for solving illumination problem in face recognition and 

robust to different lighting and noise. This method is highly 

computationally expensive and cannot be implemented in 

practice. 

 

[29] Proposed a local geometric feature and SVM-based 3D 

face recognition approach to address pose and illumination 

challenges inherent in videos. The proposed approach was 

tested on FRGC v2.0 and BU-3DFE datasets through a 

number of experiments and a high recognition performance 

was achieved. Consequently, this method is very expensive to 

implement for use in practice; suffers high computational cost 

and the accuracy is much more dependent on number and 

quality of the selected features.  

 

[13] Proposed a Gabor featured statistical model for feature 

extraction in chaotic database with variations due to pose and 

lighting. Gabor wavelet was used for the preprocessing of the 

human face image. LDA was applied on the reduced features 

from Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to get more 

discriminating features. The classification was done using 

distance measure classifiers and Support Vector Machine. 

However, the developed system still suffers from the curse of 

dimensionality and is also computationally expensive.  

 

[32] Addressed pose and illumination challenges by 

combining improved PCA and LDA for a more efficient 

feature extraction process suitable for video sequences. 

Recognition is performed using the Euclidean distance to 

compute distances between the target face and gallery video 

sequences. The resultant solution however shows considerable 

improvement over PCA and LDA.  

 

However, it cannot cope with large variations in pose and 

illumination of faces in videos. It is highly computationally 

expensive and consumes a lot of system resources. The 

method was tested on controlled datasets that do not address 

the difficulties in real surveillance video data. 

 

[4] Developed an efficient illumination invariant feature 

extraction framework utilizing the Double-Density Dual-Tree 

Complex Wavelet Transform (DD-DTCWT) filtering for 

mask extraction. After extracting a mask, feature vector is 

formed and the principal component analysis (PCA) is used 

for dimensionality reduction which is then fed to the extreme 

learning machine (ELM) as a classifier to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed algorithm for face recognition 

under varying illumination. Though, the framework yielded 

better performance when compared with DD-DTCWT; 

however, it only performs excellently well at some pose 

angles and illumination levels, it is very complex and 

expensive to implement into a video-based face recognition 

system. 
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4. TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS OF THE 

APPROACHES TO POSE AND ILLUMINATION 

INVARIANT FACE RECOGNITION 
 

Most promising approaches to pose and illumination invariant 

face recognition reviewed still suffer from a number of major 

challenges limiting their implementation and use in practice. 

Thus, face recognition in unconstrained scenes remains an 

open problem domain. Summarily, the following are the major 

technical limitations of these approaches. 

(i) The pose and illumination invariant models were not 

integrated directly into the face recognition 

module in such a way to manage the time 

complexities inherent in merging and 

maintaining separate solutions for pose and 

illumination variations and face recognition in 

unconstrained scenes. 

(ii)    Software complexity metrics like the Halstead 

software complexity measure was not adopted 

to evaluate the soft complexities and 

performance of the pose and illumination 

invariant face recognition systems. Emerging 

similarity and dissimilarity metrics were 

notused to test the performance of the feature 

descriptors on pose and illumination video 

datasets. 

(iii) A linear model that can establish a direct 

relationship amongpose, illumination and the 

rate of recognition of the face recognition 

system was not formulated to help guide the 

pose and illumination invariant recognition of 

faces in a more direct manner. 

(iv) Most of the approaches are computationally very 

expensive to implement and use in practice; 

they suffer from high computational cost and 

the accuracy is much more dependent on 

number and quality of the selected facial 

features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
Extrinsic factors including pose and illumination variation in 

unconstrained scenes have been identified as detrimental to 

the performance efficiency and optimality of face recognition 

systems. In this paper, a trend of technical approaches to face 

recognition with varying poses and illumination of subjects in 

unconstrained scenes was conducted. Technical limitations of 

those approaches indicate that face recognition in 

unconstrained video sequences remains an open problem 

domain. These set of limitations can be further investigated 

and improved upon in order to realize the sought-after 

capabilities of a pose and illumination invariant face 

recognition systems. These improved solutions in turn will 

assist to improve the performance of face recognition systems 

adopting such solutions in practice. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Mitigating the incidence of burglary, kidnapping and armed robbery in every society is a serious concern world-wide today. 

Adequate and prompt information about unlawful entry into places of special interest are required in order to effectively 

safeguard lives and valuable properties. The proposed intrusion detection system utilizes pyro-electric infra-red (PIR) sensor 

to detect unauthorised entry into an area or premises and thereafter communicate this to the security personnel via GSM 

module. The proposed design is built around a microcontroller which primarily performs the entire signal processing 

functions. The developed system is found to produce good results, with 6m and 1cm, as maximum and minimum detection 

distance respectively for 110° and 70° sectorial detection range. The minimum and maximum timeout for the buzzer are 

measured to be 2.5 and 250 seconds respectively. Improved security is ensured in areas where the device deployed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Intrusion system is a security system designed to detect 

unauthorized entry into a building or premises. Some 

security systems serve a single purpose such as burglary 

protection; combination systems provide both fire and 

intrusion protection.  Intrusion alarm systems range from 

small, self-contained noisemakers, to complicated, multi-

area systems with computer monitoring and control. Motion 

sensors constitute an important part of most intrusion 

systems, which help in alerting security personnel, especially 

in situations where no obvious break-in has occurred. 

Motion sensors/detectors are electronic devices that sense 

movement and thereafter trigger an alarm. Many of these 

sensors operate in total darkness, without an intruder 

becoming aware that an alarm has been triggered. Motion 

sensors are usually employed to protect indoor areas, where 

the conditions can be more closely controlled [1].  

 

Basically, three technologies are used in practice for motion 

detection; they are Passive InfraRed (PIR), ultrasonic and 

audible. Both ultrasonic and microwave sensors detect in a 

similar manner and they do not require a direct line of sight 

of a motion source like PIR sensors. They will however 

detect a slight movement which can lead to false and 

nuisance tripping, such as a draught moving a piece of paper 

or movement beyond a glass partition, window or door [2]. 

PIR sensors have been widely applied for various 

applications especially in the building of smart 

environments, such as healthcare, smart energy system and 

security.  

 

 

In [1], an occupancy and indoor environment quality sensing 

method is presented. The method is based on a suite of 

sensors which employs PIR sensor. In addition, as a way of 

reducing the standby power consumption of lighting devices, 

an ambient light sensor and lighting duration modules based 

on a PIR sensor, has been demonstrated [3]. Many 

researchers have devoted great deal of efforts to developing 

localized technology for indoor human tracking using PIR 

sensors. These include development of motion tracking 

system capable of detecting human motion in one of the 15 

cells in a 1.6 square metre area using four PIR detectors [4], 

and human tracking device utilizing cluster of PIR sensors 

and Fresnel lens arrays [5]. In [5], three-dimensional 

simulation of human tracking based on the binary output of 

the PIR sensors is demonstrated.  

 

Recently, Sun et al. [6] propose an identification system that 

is based on binary PIR sensor network for multi-target and 

complex scenario identification. Most of the previous 

research into human identification using PIR sensor 

exploited the digital on-off output signals of PIR sensors 

with visibility modulation while the analog output signals of 

PIR is not used. Moreover, it is worth investigating, the 

suitability of analog output signals of PIR sensors for 

identifying subjects, as in the research on classifying the 

walking direction, speed and the distance of the body from 

the sensor.  
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no published literature 

investigating human identification based on the analog 

output signals of PIR sensors and machine learning 

algorithms. This capability of PIR sensor for occupancy and 

motion detection provided the motivation for its use in this 

work for detection of intruder in a restricted area. The main 

objective of this work is to develop a PIR-based intrusion 

detecting and reporting system, which is suitable for 

deployment in homes, offices, laboratories, industries and 

any other places of interest that need to be monitored for 

unauthorized access. The device works through sensing of 

black body radiation and triggers alarm when intruder is 

detected and at the same time sends pre-defined short 

message through GSM network to a pre-defined phone 

number. 

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

Lack of a proper security system in homes and offices often 

results in loss of lives and property. As a means of 

safeguarding against theft, crime, fire, etc. a powerful 

security system is required not only to detect but also pre-

empt hazards. Considering the inadequate security measures 

put in place by the government in our society, it is found to 

be extremely difficult to curb crimes to the barest level, 

without the use of security system, put in place privately by 

individuals in their places of interest. Setting up a good 

security system involving Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 

requires huge investment. This is usually not within the 

reach of average individuals and the need for effective 

security measures cannot be over-emphasized. Attempt to 

saddle a middle course motivates this work to develop a low 

cost but effective intrusion detecting and reporting system 

that utilizes a PIR sensor and existing GSM infrastructures.  

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD  
 

The simple block diagram of the developed PIR-based 

intrusion detection and reporting system is shown in the Fig. 

1. The proposed intrusion detecting and reporting system has 

the following units: PIR sensor, power supply unit, control 

unit, GSM module, alarm unit and mobile station. The 

design exercise involves two phases: hardware and software 

phases. The former is concerned with the design and 

selection of needed hardware and electronic components, 

while the latter involves writing instruction codes to the 

microcontroller, which drives the entire intrusion detecting 

and reporting system. 

.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of the PIR-based intrusion detecting and reporting system 
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3.1 Hardware Phase 
Control unit: At heart of the developed intrusion detecting 

and reporting system is the control unit, which consists of 

PIC16F628A microcontroller as the master circuit and two 

other circuits – crystal oscillator and LM393 comparator- as 

slaves. PIC16F628A is an 18-pin, flash-based and 8-bit 

microcontroller. The following pins are utilized in the 

PIC16F628A while implementing this work: PIN 4 (
ppV ) is 

used as the programming voltage input port, through which 

5V dc is supplied to the microcontroller; PIN 7 (RX/DT), is 

employed as the port for data transmission between the 

microcontroller and the GSM module; PIN 8 (TX/CK), as 

the communication port between the PIC16F628A and the 

LM393 comparator; PIN 13 (RB7), as the alarm port; PINS 

15 and 16 (CLKIN and CLKOUT PORTS) are ports where 

crystal oscillator input and output are connected; and PIN 17 

(AN0) is the analog comparator input port, which receives 

analog signal from the PIR sensor in form of electrical 

voltage.  

 

Crystal oscillator generates clock signal and provides 

frequency stability to the PIC16F628A microcontroller. As 

earlier stated, crystal oscillator terminals are connected to the 

PIN 15 and PIN 16 of the micro controller to drive the 

device. Two capacitors 1C and 2C , constitute the load 

capacitance of the crystal and for smoothening of the clock 

pulses. Generally, the load capacitance, stray capacitance 

and smoothening capacitance are related by:   

 

          
1 2

1 2

L s

C C
C C

C C
= +

+

                  (1)   

L
C  is the optimum load capacitance for a given crystal as 

specified by the crystal oscillator manufacturer. CS is the 

stray capacitance on the printed board circuit; typically a 

value of 5.5pF is specified [7]. 

 

Suppose 1 2C C= , equation (1) reduces to  

 

 10.5
L s

C C C= +                    (2)   

with 22
L

C pF= and 5.5
s

C pF= , as specified [7] , the 

value of 1 33C pF= . 

 

LM393, a dual comparator, which consists of two 

independent voltage comparators, designed to operate from a 

single power supply over a wide range of voltage is 

employed in the design. This is due to the need for data 

transformation between the PIC16F628A operating voltage 

range and that of GSM modem. The voltage range of GSM 

modem is between 0 to 3V while that of PIC16F628A is 

from 0 to 5V.  

 

Sensor: The sensor has to be physically compatible with its 

intended applications. There are few factors for 

considerations while selecting a sensor [8], [9]. They include 

operating range, which is concerned with maintaining the 

range requirement and good resolution, sensitivity level to 

allow sufficient output signal, frequency response which 

must be flat over the entire desired range, environment 

compatibility (which involves temperature, corrosive fluids 

and pressure, shocks, interaction, size and mounting 

restrictions), ruggedness and electrical parameters.  

 

According to Stefan-Boltzmann law, the relationship 

between the temperature of the sensor surface sT  and that of 

object oT  within the sensor’s field of view is given by   

    
4

4
o s

o sAe

P
T T

eσ

= −
 
 
 

                (3)             

 

 

Where 

 P is the net power radiated by the object, A  is the area, 

oe  and se  are the emissivity of the object and the sensor, 

respectively, and 
8 2 4

5.669 10 Wm Kσ
− − −

×=  is the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant.       

 

A PIR sensor is employed in this work. Most PIR modules 

come with three-pin connections at the side or bottom; these 

are the ‘ cc
V ’, ‘OUT’, and ‘GROUND’. The major task here 

involves the setting and configuration of the module to suit 

the desire application. The PIR sensor can be configured to 

work in non-triggering mode or re-triggering mode. The 

mode configuration is realised via the use of jumper, on the 

upper edge of the PIR sensor [10]. If the jumper is set to L-

position, the PIR works in non-triggering mode while re-

triggering mode is achieved when the jumper is at H-

position. The implication of the mode selection has a 

significant effect on the operation of the buzzer. When the 

jumper is set on H-position, the buzzer is sound continuously 

once triggered while it operates intermittently when the 

jumper is at L-position. For the purpose of this work the PIR 

module is configured to operate in re-triggering mode.  

 

In addition to that, sensitivity and the timeout of the PIR 

sensor are equally configured. Two potentiometers are 

provided in PIR module for calibration of timeout and 

sensitivity level. These potentiometers are labelled in Fig. 2; 

one is marked TX  for time and the other, SX for 

sensitivity. The potentiometer identify as SX facilitates the 

adjustment of sensitivity of the sensor as application 

demands. The value of timeout out
T  determines how long 

the buzzer sounds to alert the neighbour following detection 

of movement. This is easily adjusted via use of the 

potentiometer label as TX  
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GSM Module: The GSM module accepts GSM network 

operator Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card and 

functions like a mobile station having its own unique phone 

number [11]. With the use of GSM module, varieties of 

embedded applications such as SMS control, data transfer, 

remote control and logging are easily developed. The GSM 

module utilizes in this work is built around the dual band 

900/1800MHz cellular engine. The GSM module interface 

operates on the Universal Synchronous Asynchronous 

Receiver Transmitter (USART), which is also known as a 

Serial Communications Interface (SCI). The USART is 

configured to operate in full duplex asynchronous mode at a 

baud rate of 115.2kbps. The antenna has the following 

specifications: frequency 890-910 MHz for transmits (TR); 

935-960MHz for receive (RX), impedance of 50Ω, voltage 

standing wave ratio (VSWR) of 1.7:1 (TR), 1.9:1 (RX) and 

1W carrier wave power.   

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Potentiometers for timing and sensitivity adjustments in PIR module 
 

 

 

Alarm unit: This is a generic name for the device, which 

gives audible, visual or other forms of signal to alert and 

create awareness about a problem or an abnormality. In this 

work, a buzzer is employed to alert the occupant or 

neighbours, when there is an event of intrusion or 

unauthorized movement. When power ON the proposed 

intrusion detecting and reporting system, the PIR sensor 

takes 60 seconds to initialise and stabilize its temperature to 

that of the environment i.e. its field of view. Then it beeps to 

indicate that it is ready and operational. Power supply unit: 

The entire intrusion detection and reporting system is 

powered by a 5V dc source. This is readily available in 

modular form. 

 

3.2 Software Phase 
The software phase involves programming of the 

PIC16F628A microcontroller. The firmware of PIC16F628A 

is developed in assembly language and compiled using 

MPLAB assembler.  

 

Fig. 3 illustrates the complete circuit diagram of the 

developed PIR-based intrusion detecting and reporting 

system. 

 

3.3 Implementation 
The developed PIR-based intrusion detecting and reporting 

system is implemented by assembling components in line 

with the circuit diagram presented in Fig. 3. The 

PIC16F628A has the written assembly code firmware 

assembled on it via the use of MPLAB. The entire 

construction is powered by a 5V dc source.  

 

The various views of the completed developed system are 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 

3.4 Operation principle  
When power on, the intrusion detecting and reporting system 

takes about 60 seconds for the PIR sensor to stabilize itself 

to the temperature of the environment. When this is done, 

the system signifies with a beep sound. In the event that a 

radiating objects, be it human-being or animal passes in front 

of the location where the intrusion detecting and reporting 

system is deployed, a sudden change in temperature is 

detected by the PIR sensor. This is due to the black body 

radiation releases by human-being or animal, which 

manifests in the form of voltage difference in the PIR sensor 

ports. This voltage difference signal is communicated to the 

PIR sensor to the PIC16F28A through pin 17.  
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The microcontroller triggers alarm, after processing the 

received signal from the PIR sensor, through its pin 13. The 

buzzer continues to sound as long as the object is within the 

field view of the PIR sensor. If the object leaves immediately 

after the alarm begins to sound, the alarm stops. This causes 

the intrusion detecting and reporting system to reset and wait 

for another 60 seconds. In the event of having an  object in a 

stationary position within the field of view of the PIR sensor 

for more than 10 seconds, PIC16F28A unit sends a 

predefined message, ‘Intruder Detected’, through its pin 7 at 

a baud rate of 115.2kb/s to the RXD pin of the GSM module 

as well as a predefined recipient’s telephone number. The 

GSM module uses this information to establish 

communication between the predefined recipient mobile 

phone and the developed system via the SIM card in the 

GSM module. 

  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Overall schematic diagram of the PIR-based intrusion alarm system 
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                     ( )a                                                      ( )b                                         ( )c                                                          

 

Fig. 4: Different views of the PIR-based intrusion detecting system (a) front (b) side (c) plain 
 

 

 

 

4.  TESTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Four different tests are carried out on the developed intrusion 

detecting and reporting system to ascertain its level of 

compliance with the design objectives.  Minimum and 

maximum distance detection test: After the implementation, 

the minimum and maximum ranges for detection are 

determined. This is done by adjusting the sensitivity knob 

“ SX ” in the PIR module. It is established that the 

maximum distance for detection is 6m for 110 70
o o

×  

sector (with respect to the horizontal plane) detection range. 

This occurs when the knob of the SX is completely turned 

counter-clockwisely, the position which corresponds to a 

resistance of 0Ω . On the other hand, when the knob is fully 

turned clockwisely, the minimum distance for detection is 

found to be 1cm away from the PIR sensor, corresponding to 

a resistance of 1MΩ on the potentiometer. Furthermore, the 

timeout for the buzzer, when it is triggered, is also 

determined using the knobTX . It is established that 2.5 

seconds and 250 seconds, respectively, are the minimum and 

maximum timeout for the buzzer.  

 

Detection test: The test is carried out at Applied Electricity 

Laboratory, Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. 

The developed intrusion detecting and reporting system is 

deployed in one corner adjacent to main entrance of the 

laboratory. A full grown up man is ushered into the field of 

view of the sensor. After 10 seconds has elapsed, the buzzer 

is activated and sounds alarm.  

 

 

The sound is continuous for as long as the subject is still 

within the field of view of the PIR sensor. At about 33 

seconds short message ‘INTRUDER DETECTED’ is 

received on the pre-defined phone number in the 

microcontroller.   

 

Alarm test: The alarm time duration test is carried out on the 

developed device after the construction. The intrusion 

detecting system stabilizes the temperature of its sensor to 

that of the environment, with a beep as indicator of the 

system readiness on power ON.  

 

Three individuals and a dog are involved. In each case, as 

soon as the sensor observed a temperature difference in the 

environment; this variation is sent to the microcontroller as 

voltage input for appropriate signal processing. 

Consequently, the alarm is triggered ON when any black 

body radiating object has stayed within field of view of the 

sensor for 10 seconds. It is established via the conducted test 

that the time to trigger of the developed device 10 seconds. 

 

Message delivery and delivery time test: Though, it is a 

function of the quality of service provided by the telecom 

service operator’s network, it is vital to ascertain which of 

the operator offers better services in the area where the 

intrusion alarm system is to be deployed. The ability of the 

GSM module to send short message to a predefined phone 

number is demonstrated.  
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The test is conducted at the Electronic Laboratory of the 

Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. The developed 

intrusion system is mounted as done for human and pet 

detection test. Intrusion is initiated via ushering of a grown 

up man and later ushering of a dog.  

 

The device responds in each case after 10 seconds by 

activating the buzzer to alert the neighbour as expected. 

Subsequently, the device through GSM module sends a short 

message “INTRUDER DETECTED” to a predefined phone 

number.  

Through this test it is found that the developed device is able 

to communicate effectively with the pre-defined phone 

number i.e. relay the information from the signal processing 

module of the PIR-based intrusion detecting system to a pre-

defined user phone number. The time taken by different 

communication networks to deliver the sent message is also 

recorded. The SIM card in the GSM modem is changed in 

turn while carrying out this test. The duration of each test is 

a function of the time taken for message delivery. The 

readings obtained for three different networks out of the four 

available in FUNAAB are presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Delivery time of short messages sent by GSM module 

Network Provider Delivery Time (s) Average delivery time (s) 

 10.05  

A 8.17 9.57 

 10.50  

 8.51  

B 50.00 35.5 

 48.00  

 60.00  

C 40.75 47.22 

 40.91  

 

 

  

It can be inferred from Table 1 that, as at the time of 

conducting the message delivery time test on the proposed 

intrusion detecting and reporting system in FUNAAB 

permanent site, the communication network A performed 

better than the other two. The implication of this result is 

that periodically, the user should check and ascertain the 

average message delivery time in order to decide the 

preferred SIM card to be inserted in the GSM module.  

  

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this work, a PIR-based intrusion detection and reporting 

system using GSM module is developed. The developed 

system works by sensing the intruder heat radiation and 

converting such radiation into electrical signal for the 

microcontroller to act on. A PIR sensor does the heat 

sensing and conversion into electrical signal.  This 

electrical signal constitutes the input required by the 

microcontroller to trigger the alarm and also activate the 

GSM module to send a short message to a pre-defined 

mobile number programmed in the microcontroller. The 

developed system has maximum and minimum detection 

distance of 6m and 1cm, respectively, within the sectorial 

coverage of 110° x 70° (sector with respect to horizontal 

plane). In the event that the alarm is triggered, 2.5 and 250 

seconds, respectively, are the minimum and maximum 

timeout for the buzzer. This timeout is adjustable via the 

use of provided potentiometer in the PIR module. The 

developed device has the potential of checking the menace 

of burglars and improvement in the security of the areas 

where it is deployed.  Array of PIR sensors can be used in 

order to eliminate the issue of ‘dead-spots’ that is possible 

with a single sensor element deployment. In addition, there 

is need to extend the sensing range of the device to enhance 

performance. Furthermore, the device can also be 

configured for smoke and fire detection as the radiation 

from flame can be easily detected by PIR sensor. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Lecturers spend an awful lot of time and effort to manually mark assignments. When marking assignments, lecturers go through a 

repetitive process of opening files, working through checklist, calculating grades, recording them, etc. It would be easier for 

lecturers to follow good-practice in assessment if some of this leg-work was done for them. This onerous task needs to be 

addressed so lecturers can quickly and easily mark assignments and provide more useful and qualitative feedback. With the 

advancement of technology, there have been attempts to overcome this burden through eMarking tools. With this in mind, this 

paper describes the design and implementation of an eMarking tool that will aid at automating the repetitive processes involved 

in marking so that the heavy load caused by these burdensome activities will be lifted off the shoulders of lecturers.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Assignment is one of the potent tools used in evaluating 

students’ performance in the learning process. It provides 

advantages to all stakeholders in the learning process. It helps 

the student to gain in-depth knowledge and understanding on a 

topic. The lecturer uses the assignment to evaluate and assess 

the students’ level of comprehension of the topic and 

consequently take measures to correct faults or magnify 

strengths of the student. There are many educational theories 

that show the importance of assignments and how valuable 

information can be gained from assessment results (Milne, 

Heinrich, & Morrison, 2008). Assignments are created by 

lecturers and given to students so that they can formulate their 

own thoughts and present their findings in prescribed formats 

e.g. charts, calculations, essays, computer programs etc.  The 

lecturer then undergoes a marking process which produces the 

result or grade obtained by the student, and base on this, 

he/she provides a constructive feedback which is intended to 

help the student to learn and improve.  

 

 

 

 

Therefore, the process of marking assignments and returning 

the grades/marks obtained, together with a feedback plays a 

crucial role in the assessment and learning processes 

(Heinrich, Milne, & Moore, 2009). However, the process of 

marking and assessing assignments especially formative type 

has the undesirous effect of increasing the workload of 

lecturers and tutors (Hepplestone, Holden, Irwin, Parkin, & 

Thorpe, 2011).  Electronic marking (e-marking) is the 

evaluation and assessment of student assignments by a lecturer 

with the aid of a computer or mobile device. The lecturer 

provides marks and grades to the students’ work using an e-

marking tool which help in reducing some of the traditional 

processes done by hand. These tools usually come as 

standalone applications, plug-ins or add-ins that adds marking 

functionalities to generic applications or part of a Learning 

Management System (LMS) (TEDI, 2016). These tools also 

provide more opportunities and efficient means of providing 

feedback to students (O'Reilly, 2005). 
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Even though paper based assignments and exams are the most 

prevalent in developing countries (Brunner, 1993), 

electronically submitted assignment are gaining popularity and 

this makes the use of eMarking tools to mark them a welcome 

development. These assignments are submitted in different file 

formats such as documents, PDF, presentation slides, text files 

etc. This gradual acceptance of eAssignments is partly due to 

widespread usage of electronic devices e.g. computers and 

smartphones in learning, especially in tertiary institutions. 

Students prepare their assignments using these devices and 

submit them in the required format to a depository (mostly an 

email address) where the lecturer can access and assess them. 

Electronically submitted assignments also don’t have distance 

as a barrier because students can submit their work from 

anywhere in as much as they have access to internet. 

 

In this paper, we use open source software to develop an 

application that will liberate markers from some of the 

monotonous and laborious tasks of marking thereby creating 

an environment that facilitates quality feedback, enhancing 

student learning. The paper is structured as follows: Section II 

presents a review of previous work in this area, section III 

explains the design of the new tool, section IV is the 

evaluation, sectionV discusses the results obtained, and 

section VI concludes. 

 

2. PREVIOUS WORK 
 

(Heinrich, Milne, & Moore, 2009) and (Shortis & Burrows, 

2009) have made extensive work on eMarking and its tools. 

They both categorised the tools based on the functionalities 

they provide. The former made four groupings, they are: 

a. eMarking tools that provide facilities for 

elucidation and automated marking of restricted 

responses to questions like select-one, select-

many and short free-form answers. These are 

the tools used in marking multiple-choice tests. 

Examples are Question mark Perception and 

abc.test 

b. eMarking tools that automate the assessment of 

free-form writing.  

c. eMarking tools that provide feedback for 

specific domains. Examples are BOSS and 

ASSYST for assessing engineering 

programming tasks. 

d. Specialist eMarking tools for management and 

formative marking of assignments. They also 

offer features for providing quality feedback to 

students. Examples are Turnitin, Grademark, 

MarkTool etc. 

Our tool falls under the last category.  

 

 

The latter also made similar categorisation as follows: 

a. Feedback-only tools 

b. Marking-only tools for automated 

programming assessment 

c. Test tools 

d. Self and peer assessment 

e. Plagiarism detection tools 

f. Learning management system (LMS) 

components 

g. Marking and feedback tools 

The focus of this paper is on the last category most especially 

as it encompasses eMarking tools that are standalone desktop 

applications. 

(Villalon, 2012) also designed and developed an eMarking 

tool that supports printing, digitalisation of paper based 

evaluations based on open source software. The tool was 

designed as a plugin for Moodle (LMS component). 

Assignment assessment process can be divided into seven 

stages as pointed by (Milne, Heinrich, & Morrison, 2008). 

eMarking tools support these stages in different capacities 

depending on how it is designed and the functionalities it will 

support. The stages are: 

1. Supporting students with assignments 

2. Submission of assignments 

3. Preparation of marking 

4. Marking 

5. Keeping records 

6. Releasing results and providing feedback 

7. Using assignment experience for future teaching 

In the next section we will show what stages are supported and 

how they are implemented by our tool. 

 

3. EMARKING TOOL 

 

The tool is a standalone desktop (offline) application that aids 

in assignment assessment by providing features for opening 

file(s) associated with a task for a student's submission, 

presenting the marking scheme for that task, letting the 

lecturer allocate marks according to detailed assessment 

criteria, letting the lecturer provide specific feedback and/or 

select from a list based on the scores etc. The tool can best be 

used to mark essay-type assignments because it comprises of 

both formative (feedback) and summative (marks allocated to 

tasks) components.The GUI is designed using Swing with 

Multiple Document Interface (MDI). 

 

A. Preparation of Marking 
The lecturer first locates student submission files and makes 

them ready for marking by unzipping them. It then allows the 

lecturer to give details of the assignment and to create a 

marking scheme for each task with its appropriate mark and 

feedback as shown in Figure 1. This marking criterion will be 

displayed when the lecturer starts marking.  
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Figure 1:  Marking criterion 

 

B. Marking 
This is the assessment stage where the lecturer uses his/her professional judgement and expertise to allocate marks and feedback 

to students’ works. 

When the lecturer decides to start marking, the tool opens a task from a student submission and displays the marking criteria for 

the task, allowing the lecturer to allocate marks and feedback according to the criteria. The feedback can also be selected from a 

list created earlier by the lecturer as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2: Marking page 

 

C. Keeping Records 
The tool allows the lecturer to save assessment details (allocated in previous section) of a task associated with a student’s work in 

a database (MySQL relational database was used). The process starts again for another student on the same task until all 

submissions associated with the task are marked, and then the marking process moves to the next task starting from the first 

student. The lecturer can also edit marks and feedback allocated to a task before and after saving. 

 

D. Releasing Results and Providing Feedback 

The tool allows the lecturer to send marks and feedback of assignments to student(s) through their emails (created using JavaMail 

library and Java Activation Framework (JAF)). Marked assignment details can be exported either as spreadsheet, xml or pdf 

(created using the iText library) files.   
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E. Using Assignment Experience for Future Teaching 
The tool supports this stage of the assignment assessment process by providing statistical visualisation of students’ performance 

on a task or the assignment as a whole (built using JFreeChart library). This will help the lecturer to reflect on the whole 

assessment process and make some adjustments and refinements for future purposes. An example is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Depiction of student performance 

 

4. EVALUATION 

 

The system’s usability was evaluated using the System 

Usability Scale (SUS) introduced by (Brooke, 1996). It is a 

ten-item scale that gives a generic assessment of a system’s 

usability from a user perspective. Each item is a statement that 

a user responds to immediately after using the system. These 

responses are on a 5 point scale ranging from “strongly agree” 

(4) to “strongly disagree” (0). After the user has finished 

responding to the items, a single score representing the 

usability of the system is calculated from the points awarded. 

SUS score has a range of 0 – 100. It is the overall general 

appropriateness to purpose for an object covering 

effectiveness (how effective can tasks be accomplished using 

the system and the correctness of the finished product), 

efficiency (resource consumption) and satisfaction (user’s 

response) (ISO9241-11, 1998). For this, 10 lecturers were 

used as respondents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The graphical user interface (GUI) was tested using the 

Fixtures for Easy Software Testing (FEST) swing testing 

module. Lastly, performance retardation was evaluated on a 

class of 31 students each with an assignment that has two 

tasks. The application does pay regular visits to the database 

through the execution of SQL queries and this tends to affect 

system performance. 
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5. RESULTS 
 

The mean score from the 10 respondents of the SUS is 71.7 out of 100 as shown in Table 1 and if compared with the School 

Grading Scale proposed by (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2009) shown in Figure 4, the tool will have an adjective rating of GOOD 

or C grade. This score is encouraging because it shows that the tool can be used to accomplish the task of marking with relative 

ease and efficiency. 

 

Table 1: SUS scores from respondents 

 

 
 

Figure 4: A comparison of the adjective ratings, acceptabilioty scores, and school grading scales, in relation to 

the average SUS score 

 

 

The FEST tests for the GUI recorded impressive results with almost all components (button, radio buttons, JSpinners, JLists etc.) 

of the interface been tested. Figure 5 shows the outcome of the Login page test. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: FEST test result for Login page 

 
The tool performed very well when used to mark the assignment of a class of 31 students. Because this number is small, we 

envisage performance retardation for a larger class and therefore we tried to tackle the problem by using prepared statements 

instead of Statements and Callable Statements. Prepared statements are faster to execute because they get precompiled before 

accessing the database and also offer the added advantage of preventing SQL injection attacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respondent SUS score 

Lecturer 1 69 

Lecturer 2 73 

Lecturer 3 70 

Lecturer 4 72 

Lecturer 5 70 

Lecturer 6 86 

Lecturer 7 77 

Lecturer 8 64 

Lecturer 9 71 

Lecturer 10 65 
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6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Of all the challenges faced by lecturers in teaching, marking of 

and providing feedback to students’ assignments is the most 

aching and painful. This is because when lecturers mark 

assignments, they need to arrive at an informed and 

considered conclusion on the students’ work while they go 

through a repetitive process of opening files, working through 

checklist, calculating grades, recording them, writing 

feedbacks etc. These tasks are monotonous and time 

consuming. eMarking tools help in automating some of these 

laborious tasks and thus, making marking convenient and 

expedient. They help in establishing an orthodox way of 

marking thereby enabling lecturers to spend more time and 

resources on the judgment and evaluation of students’ work. 

This paper has presented an eMarking tool that helps lecturers 

in accomplishing this task and the results obtained have shown 

the design and implementation of such a tool is feasible and 

viable. The tool has also been evaluated to be easy to use with 

a nice looking interface and good performance. 

 

In the future, we envisage incorporating the first two stages of 

the assignment assessment process i.e. supporting students 

with assignments and submission of assignments. As marking 

guides were used in the tool, future works can try using 

rubrics instead or a combination of the two. Incorporation of a 

second marker’s assessment can also be added to future 

versions of the tool. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Green computing is the study of efficient and eco-friendly computing resources. It is about reducing, reusing and recycling. It is 

under the attention of environmental organizations, and businesses from other industries. The full potential of these changes are 

continuously evolving making information technology a major influence of Green computing towards a safer environment.For 

the purpose of this research a survey was carried out to study the level of awareness of people about green computing, and how 

information technology trends has affected the concept. To carry out these a computerised questionnaire was designed, and 

Computer Science Students of Lagos State University were used to administer the questionnaire. To further highlight this, a 

simulation of account notification and online recharge software was built. The research conducted analysis on the awareness of 

respondents of their environment, and the need to keep it from atmospheric hazards. Also, analyses were conducted to know 

respondent’s view on e-banking, and their willingness to support green computing. This thus reveals how information technology 

has improved the environment based on the revolving technological trends. The result shows that the level of awareness of green 

computing is as high as 80%. 

 

Keywords: Going green, Green IT, Sustainable environment 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Information technology is described as a technology which 

uses computers to gather, process, store, protect, and 

transfer information. It is the widespread access to, sharing 

of, and use of information through technology. Information 

technology is highly facilitated by the “Internet”. 

(Lawrence Lau 2010). Information Technology has been 

developed over the years. Despite the years, there are 

several questions unanswered, like “have we looked in to 

the effects of the tremendous trends?”  “Do we know they 

can affect the environment?”  “The effects these 

accomplishments have on our eco-system?” . The air we 

breathe, the food we eat and the water we drink are all 

contaminated with pollutants, which are acting back upon 

us and harming us. Newton’s third law of motion states that 

“For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.”, 

therefore, consumption of energy sources has a negative 

reaction on our environment.  We hear the phrase “going 

green” but do we actually know what it means? The 

concept of green computing revolves around making sure 

that people are practicing how they can save resources 

when they use the computing technology.  Basically it is 

the remodeling of Information Technological products. It 

makes less use of computers, produces and energy. Green 

Computing is a type of approach that deals with awareness 

about the harmful impacts of the use of computer and IT 

products on environment.  

 

 

 

 

One of the first results of green computing was the sleep 

mode of computer monitors which places a consumer’s 

electronic device on standby mode, when a pre-set period 

of time passes, and user’s activity is not detected. It is 

impossible to read a newspaper, magazine, or Web page 

without hearing about the impact of information technology 

on our society. Information is travelling faster and being 

shared by more individuals than ever before. Thus, the aim 

of this research is to research on the influence of revolution 

of IT on green computing, using E-banking as a case study. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

Information technology has always been at the centre of 

human growth and development. From the earliest times, 

humans have had to deal with the problem of gathering, 

processing , storage, and usage of information. These 

activities have remained a central part of human society up 

to the current time and will continue to do so. As 

information spread throughout the world and advances 

were made to information technology that reduced the cost 

of information and its distribution.  It was seen that 

individual growth and development was conducive to the 

advancement of the society itself (John M. Mason, 2005). 

The new important issues for enterprises, governments and 

societies are to care about environmental issues and to 

adopt environmentally friendly practices.  
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Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a good 

way to reach this outcome because it improves our overall 

energy productivity while maintaining a high quality of life 

and dynamic economy. Information technology (IT) 

provides many benefits to the society. First of all, it 

decreases the energy needed to design, manufacture and 

distribute the IT devices and equipment. Secondly, it 

increases the operating efficiency of the IT technologies 

when installed and online. ICT has a key role in terms of 

driving innovation productivity and growth in organizations 

and how people work, live and interact, so IT sector 

continues to grow and is predicted to comprise 8.7% of 

global GDP (Gross Domestic Product) by 2020(The climate 

group, 2008). The success of green computing using 

information technology cannot be under estimated. It’s 

significance is noticed in the following areas: 

 

E-learning: Through the widespread of information 

technology, education via the Internet, network, or 

standalone computer has been introduced, this has reduced 

combustion in the atmosphere, you can seat in the comfort 

of your home and increase your knowledge (Vangie Beal 

2014). E-learning methods have drastically changed the 

educational environment and also reduced the use of papers 

and ultimately reduce the production of carbon footprint 

(Mahalakshmi, R. et al, 2013). 

 
E-government:  It essentially refers to "the utilization of 

Information Technology (IT), Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICT s), and other web-based 

telecommunication technologies to improve and/or enhance 

on the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery in 

the public sector. (Mabel Trevor 2005). E-government as a 

tool of information technology has contributed to the 

success of green computing by creating a common ground 

with the government and the people.  

 
Online banking: is an electronic payment system that 

enables customers of a financial institution to conduct 

financial transactions on a website operated by the 

institution, such as a retail bank, virtual bank, credit union 

or building society. In the actual sense households are long 

enough to stretch around the globe two hundred times. If 

these households opts for on-line banking, the following are 

achieved: 

 

1. It reduces as much green-house gas as removing 

355,000 cars from the road 

2. It saves enough energy to supply electricity to all 

San Francisco homes for one year 

3. It eliminates enough solid waste to fill 56,000 

garbage trucks. 

 

The use of electronic statement and debit cards in on-line 

banking conserve paper and saves time. Online banking 

saves trees, there had been a reduction of resources 

required to make, ship and ultimately discard paper, 

Javelin(2007).  For instance, 53 percent of all U.S. 

households (61 million) now do their banking online; 

nearly half of those also pay their bills via computer. 

Whopping 16.5 million trees, roughly 2.3 million tons of 

wood, could be spared annually in the unlikely event that 

all U.S. households made the switch to paperless payments. 

Such a move would also reduce fuel consumption by 26 

million BTUs (Tan, M. et al, 2013). Figure 1 depict a 

typical architecture of account notification in a banking 

sector. It is made up of the configuration of the system that 

has to do with updating and querying account.  
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Figure 1: Architecture of simulation of account notification and other banking services. 

 

 
Online shopping/E-commerce: A form of electronic 

commerce which allows consumers to directly buy goods 

or services from a seller over the Internet using a web 

browser. Shopping over the web generates fewer carbon 

emissions than buying items at a shop, according to 

research. A report, published by the logistics research 

center at Heriot-Watt University, claims that buying online 

generates “significantly less” carbon dioxide than the 

average trip by car to purchase items such as CDs, books, 

cameras and household goods (Simon Williams 2009).   

 

Email: is a method of exchanging digital messages from 

an author to one or more recipients. Modern email 

operates across the Internet or other computer networks. 

Some early email systems required the author and the 

recipient to both be online at the same time, in common 

with instant messaging. Today's email systems are based 

on a store-and-forward model (John Rhoton 2000). With 

email, people and businesses no longer have to send postal 

mail to relay information. Instead, users can write a simple 

message and send it instantly. This there by reduces foot 

print on the atmosphere. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Definition of existing and new system 

This study looked into online recharge as a branch of 

online banking, it is one of the innovations of information 

technology which influenced green computing. Figure 2 

shows the flow of data in an on-line recharge system. It 

illustrate the process of validating user’s account, and 

querying the user’s detail before executing the on-line 

recharge process. Before the development of the new 

system, there had been a system which was employed by 

mobile phone users to recharge their devices. This system 

involves manual use of paper recharge cards from local 

vendors. The new system will be investigated, using a 

simulation of account notification and online recharge to 

highlight and enumerate the benefits of the new system 

and the limitations of the old system. 

 

2.2.1 Advantages of the new system 
1. This system will support a reduction in the use of 

paper in telecommunication companies and banks 

thereby saving stress and creating a greener 

atmosphere. 

2. Combustion and emission of toxic CO2 is reduced in 

the atmosphere, as more people do not have to go out 

to get check account balance in banks or scout for 

recharge vouchers. 

3. It can be accessed virtually anytime and anywhere. 
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2.2.2 Flow of data in simulation of on-line recharge system 

 

 
Figure 2: Dataflow diagram for simulation of online recharge system. 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

A web based questionnaire was designed to sample individual’s opinion within the university community of Lagos State 

University, Ojo. The set of questions were placed on the web to know how aware people are of green computing, and the impacts 

of IT trends to the environment. A simulation of account notification for online recharge was built as a case study. To analyse 

information technology trends and how it has affected green computing a Survey research design was employed in carrying out 

the expected and required manner to gather data. To carry out this a computer based questionnaire was used. A sample size of 

ninety (90) students from the Lagos State University was used for the purpose of this study. 

 

3.1. Research Questions 
1. There had been a drastic and positive revolution in IT, how has this influenced green computing? 

2. Has online banking contributed to the success of making the environment greener? 

Figure 2 and 3 depicts the screenshot of the computerised questionnaire: 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Computerised Questionnaire 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Computerised Questionnaire 
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2.2 Research Model 
H      -  Hypothesis 

H1    -  Influence of swift revolution of IT on the greenness of the environment 

H2A  -  There is a swift movement of stake holders from paper recharge to on-line recharge, this influenced the greenness of  

                the environment. 

H2B    -  There is a swift movement of stake holders from traditional banking to on-line banking services, this influenced the  

greenness of the environment. 

 

Figure 4 is a model of revolution of IT success of green computing, it shows that the swift movement of the technology towards 

IT has contributed to a greener environment. 

 
Figure 4: Model of Revolution of IT success of Green Computing 

 

 

4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 

 

4.1 Result 
To analyse information technology trends and how it has affected green computing a Survey research design was employed in 

carrying out the expected and required manner to gather data. To carry out this a computerized questionnaire was used. A sample 

size of ninety (90) students from the Lagos State University was used for the purpose of this study. 

 
Analysis of data collected in these section shows 42.2% of the respondents fall within the age bracket of 18-20, 40% fall within 

21-25 and the remaining 17.8% are within the age of 25-30. 45.6% of the respondents are females and the remaining 54.6% are 

males.  

 

4.1.1. Graphs 

 
 

Figure 5: Graph of age of respondents 
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Figure 6: Graph of sex of respondents 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 7: Graph of data 
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4.2. Data Interpretation 
Figure 7 depicts the graphical representation of the analysis of the response of the questionnaire. According to the results 

generated from the questionnaires using the table 4.1, The following results were drawn from the analysis of respondents on the 

questionnaire: 

 

Research Question 1: There had been a drastic and positive revolution in IT, how has this influenced green computing? 
Question 7:  78.9% of the 90 respondents agree that IT shortened production cycle and reduced transaction cost 

Question 8:  87.8% of the respondents support the fact that IT influenced green computing in the banking industry 

Question 9:  83.3% of the respondents agreed that there has been a drastic and positive revolution in IT, like from TV 

broadcast in terms of communication, to table phones to e-technology to mobile technology. 

 

Based on figures generated, indeed there had been a drastic change and positive revolution in IT which has also influenced green 

computing. Every sphere of our lives have been made easier with information technology innovations. IT has reduced the 

production cycle and reduced transaction cost of industries, which in turn reduces foot print on earth. Moreover, the percentage of 

respondent that support this indicates that revolution of IT is a success of green computing.  

 

Research Question 2: Has online banking contributed to the success of making the environment greener? 

Question14:  88.9% of the respondents agree that online banking contributed to the success of the environment. 

Question 15: 81.1% of the respondents recharge cards online. 

 

According to these figures generated from respondents, a large amount of people are leaning towards online banking.  Most IT 

innovations works towards reducing foot print on the earth, which in turn makes our environment more sustainable. Account 

notification is a typical case study, which actually reduced the rate at which people move around to keep track of their account. 

 

Table 1: Analysis of Research Questions 

H1 H2A H2B 

RQ1 = 81.1% RQ14 = 81.1% RQ8 = 87.8% 

RQ2= 83.3% RQ6 = 87.8% RQ6 = 87.8% 

RQ7 = 78.7% RQ7 = 78.9% RQ7 = 78.9% 

RQ11= 78.9% RQ12 = 51.1% RQ15 = 81.1% 

RQ13 = 73.3%   

Average = 79.1% Average =70.4% Average =83.9% 

 

 

The average of H2A and H2B are 70.4% and 83.9%, this indicates that online recharge and online banking services have 

influenced the greenness of the environment positively. Based on this, revolution of IT is a success of green computing.   
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Table 2: Result of questionnaire 

S/N QUESTIONS A B C D 

1 Are you aware of the term green 

computing 

81.1 17.8 - 1.1 

2 Green computing chances a sustainable 

environment 

83.3 4.4 6.7 5.6 

3 Do you think energy consumption of 

computers can affect the ecosystem 

87.8 6.7 2.2 3.3 

4 Do enterprises that embrace green 

computing have an edge 

76.7 7.8 8.9 5.6 

5 Do companies that poorly address the   

environmental problems make more 

profit 

43.3 50 5.6 1.1 

6 Companies can make their services by 

using telecommuting 

87.8 8.9 2.2 1.1 

 

7 Has IT shortened production cycle and 

reduced transaction cost 

78.9 16.7 - 4.4 

8 Has IT influenced green computing 87.8 4.4 3.3 4.4 

9 There has been a drastic and positive 

revolution in IT, like from TV broadcast 

in terms of communication, to table 

phones to e-technology to mobile 

technology 

83.3 10 3.3 3.3 

 

10 Are you aware of e-commerce 87.8 10 2.2 - 

11 Do you support the fact that IT is an 

improvement in technological trend 

78.9 15.6 3.3 2.2 

12 Since e-banking reduces the rate of 

moving around through telecommuting 

and thus reduces the rate of combustion, 

can e-banking be likened to green 

shopping 

51.1 28.9 17.8 2.2 

13 Do you agree that disconnecting our 

power consuming devices when not in 

use can make our buildings green 

73.3 11.1 10 5.6 

14 Has online banking contributed to the 

success of the environment 

88.9 6.7 3.3 1.1 

15 How often do you recharge cards online 81.1 13.1 4.4 1.1 

16 Do you support that reducing the 

consumption of loosely packaged items 

considerably makes the environment 

green by reducing no of disposable 

materials 

81.1 7.8 7.8 3.3 

A – Yes B – No C – Not sure  D – I don’t know 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 

This research work shows how information technology 

trends have influenced green computing. We should 

understand evolving trend of information technology 

from the early times of abacus to the information 

technology age. This project work shows how 

information technology innovation such as, online 

banking, online shopping, e-learning, e-government, e-

mail, etc, has contributed to achieving a safe and healthy 

ecosystem. A review of how information technology has 

helped to reduce combustion in the atmosphere was 

highlighted amongst other influences such as creating 

avenue for interaction with the people and the 

government, reduction in movements of people through 

telecommuting and improvement in education using 

studying from home technique. The great impacts of 

information technology cannot be over emphasized; it has 

absolutely touched every sphere of our lives, from 

education, transportation, communication down to 

businesses.  The concept of green computing revolves 

around making sure that people are practicing how they 

can save resources when they use the computing 

technology. Green computing is about reducing, reusing 

and recycling. 

 

Investment in environmentally sustainable Information 

technology is the key to future success. A growing 

number of Information Technology users are moving 

towards making the atmosphere green and thus assisting 

in building a green society and economy.  Our lives have 

been made easier with information Technology and our 

atmosphere will be greener if we support these 

innovations instead of being stereotypes. However, no 

one can predict the ever evolving trend of Information 

Technology, but one fact we should know is it will 

always get better! 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Intools is a Professional Windows based program that enables Instrument Engineers to efficiently maintain all aspects of 

instrument engineering, from Design, Construction up to hand over stage to Operations and Maintenance,  through dedicated 

modules that share one common database. In a local Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading (FPSO) project, Intools was 

used for instrument indexing, Process Data, Specification, and some Instrument Calculations. This paper presents the reasons 

why Intools was used and how it was applied in a complex instrument, automation and control engineering project in a Nigerian 

offshore FPSO facility. 

 

Keywords:  instrument data base,  FPSO,  oil and gas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In 2001, a local Nigerian Oil and Gas company signed an agreement with the process and building solutions division of Intergraph 

Corporation for the global purchase of Intools instrumentation software and delivery of joint intools services.  Intergraph 

Corporation was to supply Intools instrumentation engineering software to the company affiliates which operate process 

manufacturing facilities in Europe, the Middle and Far East, Africa and the Americas.  There was an agreement in place, but each 

Operation Unit requires to recognise and justify the use of the tool. 

  

Using the results of Group-wide maintenance benchmarking studies, a local Nigerian company recognized an opportunity to 

obtain best in class performance.  This could be achieved by two methods, namely: 

• reduction of oil deferment caused by low equipment availability, and  

• controlling and managing maintenance cost. 

 

With these objectives in mind, and the decision to build an FPSO with modern control system such as Distributed Control System 

(DCS) and Smart instruments, it became apparent that such a system requires the implementation of Intools for an efficient 

instrument maintenance management system. 

 

2. BRIEF HISTORY OF INTOOLS 
 

Intergraph was founded in 1969 as M&S Computing, Inc., by former IBM engineers who had been working with NASA and the 

US Army in developing systems that would apply digital computing  to real-time missile guidance. The company was later 

renamed to Intergraph Corporation in 1980 [1]. The Engineering Design Revolution: The People, Companies and Computer 

Systems That Changed Forever the Practice of Engineering" ).  In 2000, Intergraph exited the hardware business and became 

purely a software company. A full review of Intools and smart plant application is available in “ INTools Training - Emerson 

Process Management [2]. This paper will concentrate on the use of the tool for local industrial application only. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of Intools Structure. 
 

 

3. WHY USE INTOOLS? 
 

INtools as illustrated in figure 1, is a software package used for instrumentation design, instrumentation engineering and for 

managing instrumentation assets and data from front-end to design, construction and operations.  The package is a commercial off 

the shelf product, distributed via Intergraph Companies. The INtools software suite includes integrated modules for instrument 

indexes, specification and process data, calculation, wiring, loop drawings, hook-ups and calibration. The software features a 

straightforward, easy-to-use interface that reduces the need for training and increases productivity, and provides design and data 

consistency checks that reduce errors and improve data accuracy. As the local company was using Oracle® as database engine, the 

software featured data links to several other external systems, including the possibility to link to the applicable Maintenance 

Management System (e.g. SAP), vendor calculation packages and Distributed Control Systems (DCS). 

 

Within the Local Group of Companies, INtools was formally encouraged to be used as the recommended package for management 

of Instrumentation during all the phases of the  project lifecycle. Instrumentation data, like equipment data and wiring information, 

is extremely suited to be managed in a database like INtools.  The local company subscribes the benefits (e.g. high data accuracy 

and accessibility, concurrent engineering, data ownership, etc.) that can be obtained by using INtools in instrument engineering. 

For instrument maintenance activities INtools can provide easy accessibility and excellent accuracy of instrument information and 

drawings.  For instance the available communication links with maintenance management systems can give all users instant access 

to up to date instrument data.  With INtools the maintenance organization will have the possibility to maintain the instrument data 

in the as-built status.  Data can be updated on-line by authorized persons and will be directly available to all users. 

 

4. WHAT WAS DONE IN THE PROJECT? 
 

At the Conceptual Design stage of the Local FPSO, it was recommended and accepted to use Intools and the required instrument & 

control data base for the project; hence the Contractors handling the project was made well aware of the fact that Intools was one of 

the deliverables. In addition, the Operations Readiness Group’s consent was obtained and the benefits of using Intools presented 

and accepted by the Group.  This was important because introducing Intools properly to those personnel who will maintain the 

Facility’s equipment was critical to overall success and ownership of the results.   
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4.1. How Complex Is The Fpso? 
Figure 2 shows the physical layout of the local FPSO but to appreciate the instrument and Control tasks involved,  the Plant was 

presented by top-down methodology called Plant-Area-Unit, where the FPSO was divided into three main Areas (Top-Side, Hull 

and Sub-Sea) and each Area sub-divided into Units. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Physical Location of a local FPSO 
 

 

4.1. FPSO Plant Area Units 
As already stated, Project facilities were made up of three major systems namely; Sub-Sea, Hull and Top-Side.  The entire FPSO 

was numbered from 00 to 99 in a standard Plant – Area – Unit format into ten layers. 

 

Table 1: FPSO Numbering  

System  00 to 09 Systems numbered between 00 and 09 covered the areas of Wells, 

Sub-Sea and Mooring. 

System   10 to 19 Systems numbered between 10 and 19 covered the Hull.   

System 20 to 29 System numbered between 20 and 29 covered Oil processing 

System 30 to 39 System numbered between 30 and 39 covered Gas processing. 

 

System 40 to 49 System numbered between 40 and 49 covered Process Utilities. 

 

System 50 to 59 System numbered between 50 and 59 covered General Utilities. 

 

System  60 to 69 System numbered between 60 and 69 covered  Fire and Safety 

Etc etc 
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In the above examples,  

 

Systems numbered between 00 and 09 covered the areas of Wells, Sub-Sea and Mooring.  

 

 Systems numbered between 10 and 19 covered the Hull.   

 

System numbered between 20 and 29 covered Oil processing.   

 

System numbered between 30 and 39 covered Gas processing. 

 

System numbered between 40 and 49 covered Process Utilities. 

 

System numbered between 50 and 59 covered General Utilities. 

 

System numbered between 60 and 69 covered  Fire and Safety. 

 

System numbered between 70 and 79 covered Electrical systems. 

 

System numbered between 80 and 89 covered  Process Safety and Control Systems. 

 

System numbered between 90 and 99 covered  General and Future Systems. 

 

Therefore a tagged item such as 32 – PCV – 004 will be identified as a Pressure Control Valve (PCV) number 004 located in the 

Gas Processing Area( System unit 30 to 39) of the FPSO. 

 

A summary of the Process Safety and Control System (PSCS) architecture will be listed in terms of input / output count, control 

stations, workstations, Nodebus, Information System, Asset Management System and Data Management, to highlight the 

complexity of the project. 

 

4.1.1. Input / Output Count 

 

• • ESS Triconex I/O    : 3494 

• • SSDS and DCS Hardwired I/O :    5907 

• • Serial I/O :    17712 

 

4.1.2 Control Stations 

• Hardwired I/O via 12 SSDS CP60FTs and 15 DCS CP60FTs using 200 Series FBMs 

• 4 Triconex Processors interfacing to the PSCS via Fox Guard ACM on each node 

• Serial I/O via 6 Modbus DI30s, 3 Modbus FBMs,  

• Ethernet via 10 Allen Bradley Micro I/As, 4 OPC AW70s, 3 Modbus TCP AW70s, 2 Melsec TCP  AW70s 

 

4.1.3. Workstations 

• 5 AW70C CRO/Eng HMIs (also Node Hosts, & Terminal Servers) 

• 3 WP70  Remote HMI workstations 

 

4.1.4. Nodebus 

• 4 Nodes via Fibre Optic LAN and Active Concentrator 

• All Nodes meet within the Data Telecoms Room (DTR), these extend to remote equipment rooms (Hull, Power 

Module, FGC, SubSea) via Fibre using NCNIs  

 

4.1.5 Information Systems 

IS / LAN - IT Network  
• 100 MB Switched Ethernet using managed 3Com switches 

• 24 Port Switch in each equipment room which connect back to the DTR via 100Base FX Fibre, All PSCS workstations connect 

to IS LAN  
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4.1.6 Asset Management System 
• P&F HART Multiplexors used with 200 Series FBMS 

• AMS 6.0 Server in each equipment room which passes HART data back via IS LAN to a single AMS Server plus in the Central 

Control Room (CCR)  

 

4.1.7. Data Management System 
• IMAC Alarm Logger PC for collecting alarms from each node 

• Each Node Host (01AW01, 02AW01, 03AW01, 04AW01) has an AIM*AT Historians 

• Each Node Host has an OSI PI Interface to a single off platform 100 000 point OSI PI Historian 

• MVC via 4 AW70s one on each node 

 

After a Proper System numbering system, the Intools project moved forward  to identify the: 

• Asset Hierarchy:  Plant-Area-Units Structure, 

• INtools Baseline (e.g. including naming conventions for Tags and Loops) 

• INtools detailed configuration (e.g. Instrument types, default wiring), and 

• INtools modules to be used. 

 

4.3. Current Status. 

The Intools application (Version 5.1) has been completed, commissioned, and handed over to Operations; population of data on 

top-side, Hull and Sub-Sea reached 100% completion.  

It is expected that the up to date full version of Intools covering the entire Plant –Area-Units of the FPSO will be available in 

subsequent years and connected in a network using Oracle® as database engine. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper has presented an application of Intools instrument and control data base to an offshore Oil and Gas Gathering project in 

Nigeria.  The reason for the use of Intools and how it was applied were highlighted especially, in the area of Instrumentation and 

equipment data and wiring information, which were extremely suited to be managed in a database.  The paper will be of benefit to 

practicing instrument engineers as well as those who are thinking of using Intools in the immediate or near future in an engineering 

project. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Mobile phone users who travel from one country or continent to the other are required to pay roaming charges to the 

telecommunication operator. Also, since the data resides in the home country of the user, this makes for delay in the call 

procedures. This paper discusses the need to design efficient database architecture to support location independent scheme which 

will reduce the roaming cost by making the telecommunication number as a local number where ever the user travels. Therefore 

to implement such a global mobile system, a location independent scheme is needed. The need to design efficient database 

architecture to support location independent scheme with acceptable loads in future is an important issue in the cellular mobile 

systems. The system generates a unique telecommunication number after registration, in which this generated number can then be 

adopted wherever possible. 

 

Keywords- Global Roaming, Architecture, Personal telecommunication number, Service Provider,  Location Independent. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In today’s mobile network system, if a user moves from one 

country to another or to other continent, user needs to pay 

roam charges to the operator. Since the data (profile) resides in 

the home country it makes delays in the call procedures. 

Location management is one of the important functions to 

support global roaming. Location management allows the 

network to determine the current location of mobile terminal. 

One of the most essential functions for global roaming is 

managing the location of the users. It has various operations in 

different databases, which should record the information by all 

the users who are moving from one location to another.  

Hence this paper shows how a distributed database can 

maintain each user registration, service profiles, call setup and 

location update. 

 

2.   PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

In recent years, whenever the mobile user moves from one 

place to another place the service providers and service profile 

will be changed. The mobile user would register his location 

in the new area, maintaining the service profile when the 

mobile users move frequently. This provides more overhead to 

the database which increases the load as well as changing the 

user’s personal telecommunication number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1   Research Objectives 
The objectives of this paper are: 

a) To propose the large centralized database 

architecture for global roaming in mobile networks. 

b) To ensure that a mobile subscriber can retain its 

lifelong personal telecommunication number 

regardless of its location and service provider. 

c) Discuss the location registration setup and roaming 

in mobile communication system. 

d) Review and understand the database architecture of 

the current cellular communication system. 

 

3.   REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 

 

3.1   Two-level database architecture 

Per-User caching: This strategy which is based on two-level 

database architecture was introduced by Kazi et al [6]. This 

strategy which is also known as the Caching Strategy was 

propounded for locating the mobile users who would want to 

change the registration area in cellular mobile communication 

service. The caching strategy deals on the basic idea of 

reducing the loads in the database, and reducing the signal in 

the networking, memory costs as well as CPU processing. 

Since the strategy could reduce cost, it then became 

increasingly attractive. This strategy is more efficient for a 

user who receives calls frequently with respect to the rate at 

which the user changes its registration location.  
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For each entry in cache the location information of mobile 

terminals is created in signal transfer point. If any other call is 

arrived for the same mobile terminal, it obtains the 

information which is cached already. Then it forwards the call 

to the VLR (Visitor’s location register) which is mentioned in 

the cache. A hit occurs if the mobile user is not moved from 

that VLR otherwise a miss occurs [6]. If then a miss occurs, 

then the call delivery procedure of two-level database 

architecture has to be traced to find the mobile user, which 

increases the call setup delay. This implies that the strategy is 

inefficient if the mobile user changes the location more often. 

 

The Replication Strategy: This strategy based on two-level 

database architecture was introduced by Ravi et al [8], in order 

to reduce the call delivery delay. The mobile user’s location 

information is replicated in some selected databases in this 

strategy. Hence, without querying the HLR (Home location 

register), the replicated database can be routed or searched for 

the calls to the mobile users who originates from the previous 

service areas. All the databases that are replicated would have 

to be updated, when the mobile terminal changes its location. 

This method increases the signaling traffic and database load 

most especially for highly mobile users [8]. 

 

The Local Anchoring:  This strategy which is based on two-

level database architecture was introduced by GuoHui [2]. 

This method which is also known as ´Anchoring Strategy´ 

scheme is used for tracking the location in personal 

communications network (PCN). The idea behind this scheme 

is to reduce signal costing in comparison with the location 

management strategy that is in IS-41 and GSM standards. The 

number of messages for location registration between the HLR 

and the VLR is minimized by reporting the change in the 

location to a nearby VLR which is in other words called  LA 

(Local Anchor) done on behalf of the HLR. 

 

 
 

Fig.1: Reporting Location changes to the LA. 

 

3.2   Distributed database architecture 
Hierarchical Database Architecture: The need to reduce the access loads on a distributed database architecture was designed by 

Akyildiz [3], which distributes the loads into the lower level database. An extra level database called directory registers (DS) is 

being added in between the HLR and VLR cellular system. The rate of access to the HLR is executed by the DR, because it 

distributes the location information frequently to the associated mobile terminal using the distribution strategy. 

 

 
 

Fig.2: Hierarchical Database Architecture. 
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This strategy reduces the chances of inter-Directory Area movement which results in additional reduction in database access and 

the signaling cost. This method about location management depends on the newly added directory registers (DR) to distribute the 

Mobile Terminals (MT) location information. Hence all further jobs, such as finding the location information distribution 

strategies, are carried out by the Directory registers (DR). The distribution method for each mobile terminal (MT) can be 

obtained independently at the local directory register (DR) by using the information existing at the serving Visitor Location 

Register (VLR). This makes centralized control not necessary. 

 

Distributed Database Architecture On Metropolitan Area Network : This was introduced by Andrew [1].  Multi-levels of 

database mobile architecture network have been introduced based on the location numbering independent plan. The previously 

designed databases has some common drawbacks, which has only one root centralized database to maintain all the service 

profiles of the mobile users. It is inoperable to store & maintain a database globally due to expected large number of users. Entire 

system will be affected if the root database crashes.  A system is used to estimate MAN coverage in metropolitan areas, and is 

used to reveal coverage of around 50 city blocks per MAN. Distributed mobile user database architecture is used to assist call 

setup, tracking of handoffs and detecting mobile terminals that roam. It is only acceptable in wide mobile systems like MAN. A 

multi-level database system is proposed, which increases the database system more sophisticated, by the use of additional nodes 

in it. Extra nodes in the global mobile system are necessary to deploy in different countries. 

 

4.   METHODOLOGY 
 

This work is basically an efficient location database architecture based on the location-independent personal telecommunication 

number scheme. Thus, the proposed multi-tree database architecture consisting of a number of database subsystems, works on the 

spiral model in software methodology. Hence, the discipline of change and the extent of taking change requests are important to 

develop and deploy the product successfully. This means that change request regarding locations can be effective using spiral 

model. 

 

4.1   Proposed Architecture 
Each database subsystems consists of three different databases namely DB0, DB1, and DB2, in which without any much 

registration the mobile users can roam freely because the DB2 holds the information of the registration areas. The DB2 is also 

concerned with mobile switching which is used to perform the process of call orientation and termination. A group of DB2s make 

up one DB1 and a group of DB1s make up a single DB0. In order to exchange messages between various location databases a 

switch is used, called STP. DB0 currently holds the mobile user’s service profile information in its corresponding service area. 

DB2 holds the service mobile users who are currently roaming in that particular area. 
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Fig.3: Proposed Multi-tier Architecture. 
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5.   RESULT 
 

All the mobile terminals in the database subsystems are communicated through their root databases. Thus, these various 

databases represent various network operations possibly by different service providers. Public switched telephone network 

(PSTN) is essential in order to interconnect all the database subsystems in the architecture. This system is being built using 

JAVA in which an application interface is developed that enhances the effective communication of the various database 

subsystems. The system generates a unique telecommunication number after registration, in which this generated number can 

then be adopted wherever possible. 

 

 
 

Fig.4: Home View 
 

A new user gets registered by filling the necessary information needed which will prompt a personal telecommunication number 

to be generated. 

 

 
 

Fig.5: Location registration 
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Here an already registered user can now change the user´s new location by using the registered personal telecommunication 

number which has been generated. 

 

 
 

Fig.6: Changing Location 

 

 
Location successfully changed, showing old location as well as new location. 

 

 
 

Fig.7: Location changed 
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Fig.8: Database View 

 

 

6.   CONCLUSION 
 

The system simulates the proposed multi-tree database architecture for location database management based on location 

independent PTNs scheme. The efficient database architecture is designed with three level tree structures to support large number 

of users.  When compared to two-level database architecture the proposed multi-tree database is more robust, scalable and 

efficient because it supports higher user density and reduces the signaling load in location registration and call setup. 

When compared to one-root database architecture it’s more reliable because it’s easy to expand and maintain multi-operator 

environment of a global mobile system. In one root database architecture, if the root is crashed the whole database will be 

affected. It’s very difficult to retrieve back. In the proposed architecture it’s easy to retrieve the crashed database and it will not 

affect the whole database systems. Eventually, the mobile users can move around the world without changing their PTN number 

as well as the service profile. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents an overview of the application of domain specific modeling (DSM) approach in Model-Driven Engineering 
(MDE) technologies to describe a domain specific language (DSL) software development roadmap. An approach in which 
models of transmission pipelines in the domain of pipeline engineering systems are created and systematically transformed to 
actual implementations.  The discussion centered on some of the major transformation paths that must be undertaken in order to 
realize the impressions of the DSL development. Clearly, the full realizations of the vision for creating a DSL is made possible 
by providing language instances and modeling primitives from domain concepts that were used to significantly reduce the gap 
between design intents and the expression of such intents in several lines of syntax representations. 
 
Keywords: Domain Specific Language, Modeling, Pipeline Engineering, Design Intent, Domain Model, Meta model 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The focus is on the development of a domain specific language 
(DSL) for modeling oil and gas pipeline systems. Traditionally 
the aim is to describe a roadmap to developing a cohesive tool 
for the design of such artefacts through the use of disparate 
tools [7]. The approach to the development of the DSL is based 
upon Model Driven Engineering (MDE) technologies. The two 
main schools of MDE are Model Driven Architecture (MDA), 
and Domain-Specific Modelling (DSM). MDA language 
specifications restrict the user to diagram definition standards 
(e.g. UML), whereas DSM languages identify the problem and 
the goal to be reached during the process provided.  
 
Primarily, the DSM approach to the complex problem of 
efficiently and effectively aiding the engineer in the design and 
implementation of pipeline configurations was adopted [9]. 
General purpose software design and development tools usually 
adhere to a protocol. For example, a particular API call 
sequence that is required to create executable commands. 
Generally, these rules are at the same level of abstractions 
within the mechanism that implements them; the problem is 
that it creates a substantial semantic gap between design intent 
and the expression of this intent in several lines of codes.  
 

 
 
 
These possibility has posed lots of problems in the pipeline 
engineering work place. The motivation is to solving this 
problem by coming up with a domain specific language 
formalism that separates the policies and the mechanisms that 
implements them. Defining a metamodel about the domain 
model is suited with focus on closing the semantic gap by 
mapping domain concepts to appropriate levels of abstractions 
so that design intents and viewpoints can be freely expressed 
through domain specific modeling (DSM).  
 
Domain-Specific Modelling (DSM) is about defining a model 
in some language formality, which is metamodeling. 
Metamodeling facilitates the rapid, inexpensive development of 
domain-specific languages (DSLs) that hides code centred 
development to a language formalism that enables simple 
expression of intents through guided notations. In the 
metamodel, each of the syntactic and semantic DSL 
components is defined precisely and completely using 
AutoCAD objects as the Pipeline Context Model representing 
typical physical components of Oil and Gas transmission 
Pipeline Systems [2].  
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The main contribution is that it moves toward an infrastructure 
for DSL design that integrates formal specifications with 
practical pipeline engineering principles, which is in principle, 
a rule processing system based on Syntax-Directed Translation 
[10]. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In 
section 2 we discuss the foundation and the open problems. In 
section 3 we provide an overview about the domain 
terminology and models. In section 4 the tools set in model 
driven engineering for DSL development are described. Section 
5 describes the language idea.  Section 6 summarizes and 
concludes the paper.  
 
2. FOUNDATION 
 
It is a common agreement that general purpose languages are 
extremely useful for describing software and applications. 
Despite their usefulness, they are never called modeling 
languages; the reason being that metamodeling is often lacking 
and at the same time domain specific concepts cannot be 
adequately expressed. The research roadmap in this paper is 
therefore showcasing a carefully crafted DSL design path for 
modeling pipeline systems in the domain of transmission 
pipelines engineering. Joerg.Kienzle et al. [20] discussed a 
crisis management systems showcasing a case study for aspect-
oriented modeling. The intent is to define a common case study 
for systems that help in identifying, assessing, and handling a 
crisis situation through the involvement of all parties in 
handling the crisis, by allocating and managing resources, and 
by providing access to relevant crisis-related information to 
authorized users.  
 
The systems in the crisis management system complimented 
ours but the submission of Bernhard, S., and Fortiss, G. G., 
[19] From Solution to Problem Spaces: Formal Methods in the 
Context of Model-Based Development and Domain-Specific 
Languages clarifies more on the domain specific modeling 
paradigm for providing software solutions in the domain-
oriented problem space. Markus Voelter [22], also asked a 
question in his work, Domain specific - a binary decision? In 
the subsequent arguments, the difference between general 
purpose and domain specific languages were made very clear. 
The clear indication is that domain specific design is simply 
one pattern that is continuous, declarative and productive, 
especially when it relates to a domain.  
 
 

DSLs can be graphical, constraint-based, textual or descriptive, 
and can be executable [5]. Graphical languages use diagram 
techniques with named symbols that represent concepts and 
relationships. A typical graphical modeling language is 
Behaviour Trees. Textual modeling languages use standardized 
keywords accompanied by parameters to make computer-
interpretable expressions. An example is TVL (A Text-based 
Variability Language) [16]. Constraints-based modeling 
languages do not specify a step or sequence of steps to execute, 
but rather the properties of a solution to be found. Typical 
examples include VHDL, and AutoCAD.  Executable modeling 
languages often includes the idea of code generation: 
automating the creation of executable source code directly from 
the domain-specific language models. An example is SysML 
(Systems Modelling Language). The structure and behaviour of 
the domain specific modelling language in perspective, is an 
integrated functionality allowing the user the flexibility of 
working with familiar notations, and yet able to effectively 
express the constraints and limitations of the proposed network 
[18].   
 
3. TRANSMISSION PIPELINES ENGINEERING DOMAIN  

 
This section contains the description of the domain concepts as 
a prerequisite step to the definition of the DSL metamodel. The 
description of concepts entails the characteristics, functions, 
and design criteria of a suit of AutoCAD objects as the pipeline 
physical components [3]. This is to ensure that all the objects 
are collectively seen to be the model for the DSL, and also to 
make sure the vocabulary necessary for the subsequent 
language specification are captured, which will invariably form 
the instance of the language creation. 
 

3.1 Pipeline Systems Model 
The design of a pipeline system requires the knowledge of 
physical components, physical attributes, and materials factors. 
Physical components, which are represented as AutoCAD 
objects include pipe, tee, joint and valve [2]. Tee, joint and 
valve when joined to a pipe results into a pipeline system (see 
fig. 1). Physical attributes are those parameters that govern the 
size, layout, and dimensional limits or proportions of the 
pipeline [15]. Material factors relate to pipeline design and 
highlights parameters that must be considered in completing a 
modeling process.   
 
 

 

Figure 1: Pipes Fitted with Valves and Gauges in a Pipeline (Source: Shell Nig. Ltd) 
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3.2 Valves 
A valve is a device that regulates, directs or controls the flow of 
a fluid (gases, liquids) by opening, closing, or partially 
obstructing various passageways. In an open valve, fluid flows 
in a direction from higher pressure to lower pressure [1]. The 
valve model shown in figure 2 comprises of various 
components like: bolts and nuts, hollow pipes, flanges, a 
hollow sphere, torus, cylinder, and so on. The circular body 
that will contain the channels and vents through which fluid are 
controlled was designed first through the usage of two spheres 
of required sizes, with the smaller one subtracted from the 
bigger one to form the hollowness of the body. Next, a cone 
frustum made hollow through subtraction was attached to the 
base of the sphere (with the bigger end of the frustum facing 
the base of the sphere).  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Valve 
 
A cylinder, with a plate-like height, that is almost proportionate 
to the diameter of the smaller end of the frustum was designed 
and moved through the centre point and centralized at the base 
of the smaller end of the frustum (using 2D wireframe from 
virtual style instead of realistic). The right and left side of the 
main body of the hollow sphere were also attached with the 
bigger end of the cone frustum. Flanges are also attached to the 
ends of the smaller sides of the just attached frustum, using  
move tool and picking it from centre points to centre points, 
using all the necessary views like top, left, right, and southwest 
isometric views. 
 
A sizable torus was then attached to the interface between the 
flanges and the smaller end of the frustum [2]. To design the 
control wheel of the valve, the combination of torus and 
cylinder was employed, a torus of a desired size was drawn and 
two cylinder with a diameter slightly smaller than that of the 
tube radius of the torus was drawn and laid diagonally in - to - 
in inside the drawn torus, using top, front and isometric views 
(to form the handle of the wheel). Another sizable cylinder is 
placed vertically from the centre of the just designed wheel to 
link the control wheel with a bigger cylinder placed at the top 
of the hollow sphere.  
 
 

A cylinder was used to design a plate, and another smaller 
cylinder was arrayed round this plate and was subtracted from 
the plate to form a perforated plate, which was then placed at 
the interface between the smaller and bigger cylinder between 
the wheels, picking as always from centre point to centre point 
as base points. Finally, materials are added to appropriate 
components to produce a nice finishing. 
 
1) 3.3 Tee 
A tee is a short piece of pipe with a lateral outlet, it is a 
common pipe fitting, used to either combine or split a fluid 
flow. It is a type of pipe fitting which is T-shaped having two 
outlets, at 90° to the connection to the main line. A tee is used 
for connecting pipes of different diameters or for changing the 
direction of pipe runs. They are extensively used in pipeline 
networks to transport two-phase fluid mixtures [17]. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Tee Fitting 
 

2) Shown in figure 3 is the example tee model from 
AutoCAD. To obtain the model, a hollow pipe is sliced 
and placed at a cross-road to each other to form a shape 
like the letter “T”- from where the name was derived. The 
pipes arranged in the afore-mentioned manner are then 
union to form a single entity, before they are then finished 
by the addition of materials [2].  

 

3.4 Compression Joints 
A model of compression joints are shown in figure 4. These 
joints are used to join plain end pipe without special end 
preparations. Advantages include the ability to absorb a limited 
amount of thermal expansion and angular misalignment and the 
ability to join dissimilar piping materials, even if their outside 
diameters are slightly different [2]. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Compression Joint 
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3.5 Pipe Cross Section 
The pipe cross section is the major component in the pipeline, 
linked and connected by other components. To obtain our 
pipeline context model of the pipe, the nominal diameter or 
outside diameter and the inner diameter of the pipe dimensional 
standards were specified. Also specified are the pipe directions 
(from point to point), the pipe length, and slope [3]. The 
specifications were made particularly to get a simple uniform 
pipe sizing in the pipeline. Getting the model from AutoCAD, 
with the dimensions as shown in figure 5, the sweep method 
was used; by using polyline from the draw tool bar, to draw the 
required pipe length and shape. thereafter, two circles that 
represents the inner and outer diameter of the pipe was drawn 
near one end of the pipe, then, the inner and outer circles were 
each swept across the drawn line to finally get the pipe, the 
inner pipe was subtracted from the outer one to get the 
hollowed required pipe and appropriate library materials 
applied to the pipe to give it a realistic appearance [2]. 
 
 

 
                                                                               
                                                                                

Figure 5: Pipe Cross Section 

 

4 The Model Driven Tool Set in the DSL 
This section contains an extensive case study that illustrates the 
various ways of integrating language modules; these include 
what's traditionally considered "programming" and what's 
traditionally considered "modeling". The case study is from the 
embedded systems domain. Let's start with some background. 
 

4.1 Model Interactions 
Clearly, with existing modeling approaches (e.g. modelling 
with UML, AutoCAD and Programming Languages), typical 
pipeline objects are customarily explicitly described [2]. The 
custom is that, when one aspect of the model is changed, often 
several changes have to be made to satisfy design intent or the 
implicit rules of the design. This is because the software [13] 
does not keep track of the rules and the user must decide where 
and when they are broken. For example, in figures 1 to 5, when 
defining their dimensions in a pipeline design, several changes 
have to be made until the exact points of intersection are met, 
which means until the rules governing the solid behaviours for 
that design intent are met no design intent can be achieved [14]. 
The challenge with such expressions is that model interaction 
in the way of domain concepts that can produce other complete 
models with noticeable domain properties is limited. Even with 
integral third generation programming APIs such modeling 
approach, still lack sufficient linguistic power to handle domain 

complexities and hasn’t moved speedily with domain 
technologies [18]. Domain technologies in this context refers to 
model driven methodologies used to foster model interaction in 
order to create new objects that encapsulates and relates the 
details pertinent to the viewpoint of domain experts. The 
believe is that such software development efforts will enable 
stakeholders to cope with platform complexities, it will also be 
cost effective, save time, and raise levels of productivity [8]. 
Major efforts in model driven design are putting the model at 
the core of development and ignoring any detail not relevant to 
the application domain perspectives that these models represent 
[6]. Concepts associated with the domain’s technical content 
are specified and appropriate reductions are made by raising the 
abstractions and expressions of the characteristics of the 
models as they relate to the designs. Critical in the process is 
identifying the problem domain (i.e., the problem space), the 
exact needs these raised levels of abstractions are to be met and 
the task of how these different domains (the application domain 
and the problem domain) can be integrated to form a whole 
modeling DSL platform.  
 

4.2 Representation and Functionality  
The design intent of stakeholders and domain experts are 
characterized as the view points of the input parameters [6] in 
the language logic. There are competing design requirements 
among stakeholders; each one has their own set of constraints, 
objectives and responsibilities.  Whereas stakeholders’ 
objectives describe the bit of problem(s) addressed by the 
typical DSL tool, the responsibilities describe associated design 
intents. Accommodating these determining factors in the 
language design gives thorough domain representation and 
functionality with an optimal solution, so that stakeholders who 
are non-programmer pipeline engineers can be shelved from 
the complexities associated with conventional modeling to 
express their design intents easily [12]. The representation need 
to start with the domain model specifications, clearly 
identifying the vocabulary and key concepts of the problem 
domain, and also identifying the relationships and attributes of 
all the entities within the scope of the problem domain. Closely 
tied to the DSM manifesto, which says “Raise the Abstractions 
and Hide the Complexities” the language functionality has to 
move the representation further to an application model for 
design intents declaration and editing, and for artefact 
orientations [11]. 
 
5. The Language System and Case Study 
This section presents the diagrammatical description of the 
research roadmap. It also contains a case study that illustrates a 
way of expressing design intents in the DSL editor. 
 
5.1 Research Roadmap 
Adopting the Domain Specific Modeling (DSM) paradigm for 
language specifications (see figure 6), the focus is more on 
requirements within the oil and gas pipeline engineering 
domain [21]. The structure and behaviour of the prototype 
system should capture stakeholders design intents that depict 
various pipeline design scenarios prevalent in the domain under 
consideration.  
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Figure 6: Research Roadmap 
 
Industry knowledge were sequenced through the company’s technical documents and crew engineers [6]. The acquired 
knowledge became the domain knowledge for the formal analysis and subsequent language construction via feature oriented 
domain analysis (FODA) [5]. Some of the key requirements for the system work flow include a semantic model for user 
perspectives, and a user interface component with familiar notations, permitting its users to represent their mental models about 
their design intents 
 
5.2 Components Grammar and Case Study 

The syntax and semantic definitions of the language were clearly defined to exemplify the approach and contribution to 
knowledge. The semantics are precisely defined as operational units to capture concurrency, and communication abstractions of 
the features of the pipeline product family [5]. The grammar also incorporated the vocabulary and associated attributes specified 
as denotational units representing feature relationships to be part of the solution model [4]. The theory of the internal working 
mechanism of the solution model of the system is a core component of DSM [11]. The pipeline components grammar is the 
collection of the modeling primitives and the rules connecting them as the syntactic elements [50]. They include pipeline 
components (c), pipeline fittings (f), pipeline joints (j), pipeline bed (b), pipeline supports (s), and the necessary 
interdependencies in the form of character set, expressions, and statements (see figure 7).  
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� ⇒ ����, �	
���	�, �	�����, ��, ��� 

� ⇒ ����, �	
���	�, �	�����, ��, ��� 

� ⇒ ����, �	
���	�, �	�����, ��, ��� 

� ⇒ ���, ����, ����	����, ���, ���� 

� ⇒ ����, �	
���	�, �	�����, ��, ��� 

���������	 ��   ����!�"�# 

��
�₁ → � & � ∗ � ∗ � ( � ) �  

��
�₂ → 	� & �� ∗ �� ∗ ��  

��
�₃	 → � & �� ∗ �� ∗ ��  

��
�₄	 → � & �� ∗ �� ∗ ��  

��
�₅ → 	� & � ∗ �� ∗ ��  

��
�₆ → 	� & �� ∗ �� ∗ ��

                /01��##23"#																																															

c-����	 ⇒ �	��, ����, 6��6�																																												

c-����	 ⇒ 7��7�,
����, 7��8��																																																																	

c-����	 ⇒ ��	�, ����	���, ���8																																																																														

f-����	 ⇒ �������, ����, ���																																									

	j-����	 ⇒ ���7��, 7�6���	

s-����	 ⇒ <��7��, ���<�		

b-����	 ⇒ >�|� & @A		

 
 

Figure 7:  Statements, Expressions and Character Set 

 
Figure 8 is an example of a modeling action, where a typical design intent is expressed with a resultant system curve depicting 
model selection for a particular pipeline project.  
 

 
 

Figure 8:  Expressing Stakeholder Viewpoints 
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Figure 9:  Design Scenario System Curve for Case Study 
 
 
 
A case study for the particular design scenario signifying the 
intents of a stakeholder is given in figure 9. The case study 
illustrates pipeline physical components selection, cost 
effective control, productivity, and project quality control. 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
Adopting the domain specific modelling (DSM) approach, a 
methodology for creating domain specific languages based on 
domain knowledge and metamodeling is presented. Clear 
specifications of a domain model from the domain of 
transmission pipelines engineering are formalized into a 
collection of modelling primitives and the grammar rules 
connecting them. There is informal domain descriptions that 
incorporates all of the units and their relationships in the 
manner that captures user view, and depicts what the current 
systems must do in the pipeline design domain. The resultant 
effect of the internal working mechanism is that several design 
scenarios can be tested for pipeline route and pump selections. 
Each of these scenarios are case studies resulting into the 
evolution of a system curve depicting a particular pipeline 
project as viewed by a stakeholder. This approach saves time, 
does not require the engineer to have any programming or 
CAD expertise to achieve results.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Presently, there is an increasing interest in data mining and educational systems, making educational data mining as a new 

growing research community.  From the literature, different analysis has been  carried  out  on  university  data,  which  includes  

student’s  university  entrance examination  and  Ordinary  level  results  but  the  relationship  between  these  entry results and 

students’ final graduation  grades has been in isolation. Therefore, in this paper, classification data mining (DM) technique Weka 

tools is employed on enrolment data of master students of a department in University of Ilorin, using multilayer perceptron 

(MLP), radial basis functions (RBF) and Sequential minimal optimization algorithm (SMO) to classify the data, effect of data 

preprocess algorithm is also revealed, Attribute selection was also used to evaluate the factors that are very important to predict 

possible student that will graduate with PhD grades. The developed system could be very useful in predicting masters 

postgraduate student result grade, even from the point of starting their masters program in the university. This will help 

management staff, academic planners to properly counsel students that wish to proceeds in their academics after their masters 

program to improve their overall performance. 

 
Keyword: Artificial Neural Network, Education Data Mining, Prediction, Student’s Performance 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The focus is on the development of a domain specific 

language (DSL) for modeling oil and gas pipeline systems. 

Traditionally the aim is to describe a roadmap to developing a 

cohesive tool for the design of such artefacts through the use 

of disparate tools [7]. The approach to the development of the 

DSL is based upon Model Driven Engineering (MDE) 

technologies. The two main schools of MDE are Model 

Driven Architecture (MDA), and Domain-Specific Modelling 

(DSM). MDA language specifications restrict the user to 

diagram definition standards (e.g. UML), whereas DSM 

languages identify the problem and the goal to be reached 

during the process provided.  A master degree has become an 

essential and basic skill for various jobs today, most especially 

academia. This has leads to the necessity of providing enhance 

master’s program related curriculums for postgraduate 

students.  Universities must design means of helping students 

to develop proficiency of good researches and tap the 

advantage of postgraduate program.  

 

 

 

For example, students are required to learn how to conduct, 

report and present their research work (thesis) during 

postgraduate program; for them to be able publish some of 

their researches, in order to enhance their academic 

profession. Therefore, postgraduate students who are seeking 

to proceed on their academic career should be certified for 

some of the courses offered together with their theses. In 

Nigerian University, for a student to proceed further (after 

master degree) in his/her academic career, he must obtain 60% 

and above (PhD grade) before he can further their studies to 

PhD level. Therefore, governments and educational 

institutions in many countries have paid much attention to 

enhancing the master degree program for postgraduate 

students. Some universities have developed specific grade 

which a student can obtain before he can be considered for 

having PhD grade which is 4.0 out of 5.0 points in some 

institutions while some use 60% out of 100%. 
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These considerations motivate this research work, in order to 

develop an early warning mechanism for students, by 

analyzing the characteristics of passed students (with PhD 

grade) and failed (below PhD grade) students using data 

mining (DM) techniques. Educational institutions maintain 

data repositories collected over a period of time about 

students, courses offered and student performances etc. These 

data are increasing tremendously, provides a rich resource for 

analysing and gaining interesting knowledge that can be used 

for decision-making in order to improve the quality of the 

educational programme. Despite this fact, decision makers in 

educational system rarely exploit DM techniques to reveal 

interesting patterns from the vast amount of data in their data 

repositories [1]. There are increasing research interests in 

using DM in education. This new emerging field, called 

education data mining (EDM), concerns with developing 

methods that discover knowledge from data originating from 

educational environments [2],[3].  

 

Knowledge can be extracted from historical and operational 

data that resides in the educational institution’s database using 

DM techniques such as Decision Trees, Neural Networks, 

Naïve Bayes, K- Nearest neighbour, Support Vector Machine 

etc. Using these techniques, many kinds of knowledge can be 

discovered such as association rules, classifications and 

clustering. The discovered knowledge can be used for 

prediction regarding enrolment of students in a particular 

course, alienation of traditional classroom teaching model, 

detection of unfair means used in online examination, 

detection of abnormal values in the result sheets of the 

students, prediction about students’ performance and soon.In 

general, DM techniques provide a lot of opportunities to mine 

huge amount of data to discover hidden patterns and 

relationships that help in decision making [4], [5], [1], [3]. 

 

Classification is one of the most frequently used DM 

technique, which employs a set of pre-classified examples to 

develop a model that can classify large record of data [6]. 

Classification is a method of finding a set of models (or 

functions) which define and differentiate data classes (or 

concepts), for the aim of using the model to predict the class 

of objects whose class label is not defined before (unknown). 

The derived model can be denoted in numerous forms, such as 

classification (IF-THEN) rules, decision trees, mathematical 

formulae, or neural networks. Classification is usually used for 

predicting the class label of data objects. However, in some 

situation, predicting missing or unavailable data values is what 

is required rather than class labels. In this case, the predicted 

values are usually numerical data, and is often referred to as 

prediction. The data classification process involves two stages: 

learning and classification. In learning stage, the training data 

are analyzed by classification algorithm; while in 

classification, test data are used to evaluate and determine 

accuracy of the classification rules. If the accuracy is 

satisfactory the rules generated can be applied to the new data 

tuples [7]. 

 

 

Therefore in this paper, classification DM technique is 

employed on enrolment data of masters’ students of a 

department in University of Ilorin, using multilayer perceptron 

(MLP), radial basis functions (RBF) and Sequential minimal 

optimization algorithm (SMO) to classify the data, effect of 

data preprocess algorithm is also revealed, attribute selection 

was also used to evaluate the factors that are very important to 

predict possible student that will graduate with PhD grades. 

This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 review of related 

works. Section 3 presents the research methodology, including 

the collected dataset, the procedure for developing different 

classifier models for comparisons, etc. Section 4 shows the 

experimental results and the conclusion is provided in Section 

5. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 

In recent years, the problem of predicting students’ 

performance and failure rate among the students is one of the 

prominent research area in EDM. Using data mining in higher 

education is a recent research field; a lot of work has been 

done recently on the application of machine learning to 

educational databases to solve educational problems that has 

to do with prediction of student’s performance. Some 

researchers have used various DM techniques to help 

instructors and administrators to improve e-learning systems 

[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [4], [13], [14], [5], [15].  

 

Guruler et al. [9] employed data mining techniques to explore 

some factors that have impact on the success of university 

students. Similarly, Lee et al. [11] analysed some important 

factors which can influence the preferences of learners from 

diverse backgrounds. For web based systems, Hamdi [10] 

presented a method for extracting and inferring useful 

knowledge for student learning using web mining techniques. 

 

Further, a hybrid DM technique is proposed by Shih et al. [5] 

to evaluate the significant characteristics of study strategy 

scales and their inter-relationships for freshmen students in a 

web-based self-assessment system. Romero et al. [14] 

proposed an architecture of recommender system that utilizes 

web usage mining to recommend the next pages to visit in an 

adaptive, web-based educational system in order to aid the 

instructor to carry out the web mining process. For teaching 

and learning content, Wang et al. [15] applied a decision tree 

model to identify the most adaptive learning sequences based 

on students’ profiles for a particular teaching content. Guo and 

Zhang [8] provided a method for representing and extracting a 

vibrant learning process and learning patterns to support 

students’ deep learning, effective tutoring and collaboration in 

a web-based learning environment. 

 

Hijazi  &  Naqvi  [16]  presented  a  study  on  the  student  

performance  by randomly sample 300 students (225 males 

and 75 females) from a group of colleges affiliated  to  Punjab  

University  of  Pakistan.  They try to identify which of the 

following factors: Students’  attitude  towards  attendance  in  

class,  hours  spent  in  study  on  daily  basis after college, 

students family income, students mother's age and mother's 
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education has significant effect related to student performance. 

By means of simple linear  regression  analysis,  it  was  found  

that  the  factors  like  mother’s  education  and student’s  

family  income  were  highly  correlated  with  the  student  

academic performance. 

 

Al-Radaideh et al.  [17]applied  a  decision tree  algorithm  to  

predict  the  final  grade  of  students  who  studied  the  

C++course  in Yarmouk University, Jordan in the year 2005. 

Three different classification algorithms namely ID3, C4.5 and 

the Naïve Bayes were used.  The outcome of their results 

shows that Decision Tree model outperform other prediction 

models. Bray [18]observed during his research  on private 

tutoring and its implications that, the  percentage  of  students  

receiving  private  tutoring  in  India  was  relatively  high than 

that of Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, China and  Sri Lanka.  

Oladipupo & Oyelade [19] analysed a data using 

undergraduate students’ result in the department of Computer 

Science from a university in Nigeria.   

 

The  department  offers  two programmes;  Computer  Science  

and  Management  Information  Science.  A total number of 30 

courses for 100 level and 200 level students were considered 

as a case study. The analysis revealed that there is more to 

students’ failure than the students’ ability.  It  also  reveals  

some  hidden patterns of  students’  failed  courses  which  

could serve as bedrock for academic planners in making 

academic decisions and an aid in the  curriculum  re-

structuring  and  modification  with  a  view  to  improving  

students’ performance and reducing failure rate.  

 

Kovacic [20] presented a case study on EDM to identify up to 

what extent the enrolment data can be used to predict students’ 

success. The algorithms  CHAID  and  CART  were  applied  

on  student  enrolment  data  of information  system of  

students  of  Open  Polytechnic  of  New  Zealand  into  two 

class of successful and unsuccessful students. The accuracy 

obtained with CHAID and CART were 59.4 and 60.5 

respectively.  Yadav et al. [21]used the university students 

data such as attendance, class test,  seminar  and  assignment  

marks  from  the  students’  database,  to  predict  the 

performance at the end of the semester using three decision 

tree algorithms ID3, C4.5 and CART and  showed  that  

CART  is  the  best  algorithm  for  classification  of  data. 

Surjeet & Saurabh [22] used student’s past academic 

performance to generate a  model  using  ID3  decision tree  

algorithm  for prediction of  student’s  enrolment  in MCA  

course.  Shreenath  &  Madhu  [23]  build up  a  model  for  

the  placement database,  for  institutions  to  use  it  to  

discover  some  interesting  patterns  that could be analyzed to 

plan their future activities. 

Abdulsalam et al [3] presented a report on three decision tree 

algorithms for predicting students’ performance in a computer 

programming course taken in 200 level based on their ordinary 

level results in Mathematics and Physics and their 100 level 

results in Mathematics and Physics courses. One hundred and 

thirty one (131) students’ records from computer science 

programme at Kwara State University (KWASU) Malete, 

Nigeria between 2009 and 2013 were used. The attributes used 

including students’ ordinary level scores in Mathematics and 

Physics, 100 level results in Mathematics and Physics courses 

and the score in a 200 level computer programming course 

(CSC 203). J48, Classification and Regression Tree (CART), 

and Best-First Tree (BF Tree) decision tree algorithms were 

used in WEKA data mining software to generate three 

classification models employed in predicting students’ 

performance in CSC 203.  

 

Their results showed that J48 tree has the highest prediction 

accuracy of 70.37% and least execution time of 0.02 seconds 

while CART and BFTree has prediction accuracy of 60.44% 

and 60.30% respectively and both having execution time of 

0.22 seconds based on the data set used in this study. This 

study also revealed that previous knowledge of Mathematics 

and Physics both at Ordinary level and 100 level are essential 

determinants of students’ performance in a computer 

programming course. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 

Data were collected from the University database using 

sampling method,  105 datasets of Master (M. Sc.) program 

were selected from a department in University of Ilorin, which 

include 2003/04, 2004/05, 2005/06, 2007/08, 2008/09, 

2009/10, 2010/11 and 2011/12 sessions.Students’ 

demographics,Undergraduate grade, state of origin, year of 

graduation (B. Sc./PGDS), age at year of admission, higher 

qualification, year of entry and year spent were collected for 

the data mining study.Table 1 below shows description of 

students’ dataset. 

 

3.1 Pre-processing 
This stage involve dataset preparation before applying data 

mining techniques. At this stage, traditional pre-processing 

methods such as data cleaning, transformation of variables and 

data partitioning were applied. Also, other techniques of data 

pre-process from WEKA such resample were employed in 

order to reduce the size of datasets. Resample filter produces a 

random subsample of a dataset using sampling with 

replacement. In this work, random seed of 1 and sample size 

percentage of 100 were used. 
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Table 1: The Students’ dataset description table 

Variable Name Description Variable coding values 

Sex Students’ gender Male = M 

Female = F 

Age Students’ age at the time of securing 

admission into master programme 

Numeric range from 22 – 47 years 

State of origin State origin of individual students. Any state in Nigeria 

Higher Qualification Last qualification obtained before M. 

Sc. program 

First degree = B. Sc. 

Postgraduate Diploma = PGDS 

Year of Grad The year student obtained the last 

qualification 

Date 

Year of Entry The year student gained admission for 

M. Sc. program 

Date  

B. Sc. Grad Grade Graduate grade obtained in B. Sc. or 

HND program 

B. Sc. grade 

First class = 1 

Second class upper = 2 

Second class  lower = 3 

Third class = 4 

Pass = 5 

HND Grade 

Distinction = 1 

Upper credit = 2 

Lower Credit = 3 

Marital status Marriage status of students Married = M 

Single = S 

Divorce = D 

Married but Separate = MS 

Year spent Number of years spent by students 

before completed their M. Sc. program 

Numeric  

M. Sc. grade The grade obtained by students at the 

end of M. Sc. program 

Above 60% = Merit 

>= 50% but < 60% = Pass 

< 50% = Fail 
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Fig. 1: Spreadsheet interface of the training data set 

 

3.2 Data Mining 
At this stage, data mining algorithms are applied in order to 

predict students’ performance at the end of M. Sc. program. 

In doing this, classification algorithms such as MLP, SMO 

and RBF are employed and compared using WEKA data 

mining tool. Also, two test mode procedure were used, that 

is, percentage split (66% for training and 44% for testing) 

and 10 folds cross validation were used, and compared.  

 

3.3 Artificial Neural Network 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are mathematical forms 

of the human neural design, representing its “learning” and 

“generalization” capabilities [24]. As  the  human  brain  

comprises   millions  of neurons  that  are  connected 

together  by  synapses, ANNs are formed from several  

numbers of  simulated  neurons,  linked  to  one another in a 

manner akin to brain neurons. Just like human  brain,  the  

neuron’s strength  interconnections  may  differ  (or  be  

changed  by the  training  algorithm)  in  reaction  to  a 

presented stimulus or an obtained output, which enables the 

network to “learn”. ANNs are widely used with different 

application areas in science, medicine, technology, finance 

and soon. ANNs  have  the  incredible capability  to infer  

meaning  from  complicated  or  imprecise data  and also, 

can  be  employed  to  extract  patterns  and detect  trends  

that  are  too  complex  to  be detected  by  either  humans  

or  other  computer algorithms. 

 

3.4Multi-Layer Perceptron 
A Multi-Layer Perceptron Feed-Forward Back Propagation 

Neural Network was one of the classifier employed in this 

work. ANN was preferred for this work out of numerous 

other algorithms due of its simplicity of use and capabilities 

for supervised learning. Multi-layer indicates that the 

network has three layers: input, hidden and output layers. 

The term, feed forward explains how the neural network 

processes the pattern and recalls patterns.  When ANNs are 

described as "feed forward neural network", it means its 

neurons are connected forward only. 

Backpropagation, or propagation of error, is a common way 

of training artificial neural networks on how to perform a 

given task.  The back propagation algorithm is used to 

described feedforward ANNs mean  that,  the  artificial  

neurons  are organized in layers, send  their  signals 

“forward”,  and the errors are propagated backwards. The 

back propagation algorithm uses supervised learning, that 

is, the algorithm is provided with examples of the inputs 

and outputs of the data we want the network to compute; 

then the error (difference between actual and expected 

results) is estimated. The main aim of the back propagation 

algorithm is to minimize this error, until the ANN learns 

the training data.  

 

Yashpal and Alok [25] summarized the ANN technique 

thus: 

 1.  Present a training sample to the neural network.  

2.  Compare the network's output to the desired output from 

that sample. Compute the error in each output neuron.  

3.  For  each  neuron,  compute the actual output  and  then 

a scaling  factor,  how  much  lower  or higher  the  output  

must  be  adjusted to  match  the  desired  output. This is the 

local error.  

4.  Adjust the weights of each neuron to lower the local 

error. 

 

3.5 RBF Neural Network 
An RBF neural network has three layers as in other neural 

networks [24]. The first layer is an input layer; the second 

layer is a hidden layer that includes some radial basis 

functions, also known as hidden kernels; and the third layer 

is the output layer. 

 

An RBF neural network can be considered as a mapping of 

input domain X onto the output domain Y.   

ym ( ) = ;  …(1) 

i = 1, 2, 3, …, N;  

m = 1, 2, 3, …, M. 

 

Here stands for the Euclidean norm. M is the number of 

outputs. N is the number of hidden kernels. ym ( ) is output 

m corresponding to the input . i is the center of kernel i. 

wmi is the weight between kernel i and output m. bm is the 

bias on output m.  is the kernel function. 

The most commonly used kernel function for RBF neural 

networks is Gaussian kernel function as in equation 2: 

 

 = exp (- )  (2) 

where σi  is the radius of the kernel i.  
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The main steps to construct an RBF neural network include 

[24]:  

a) Determine the positions of all the kernels ,  

b) ii. Determine the radius of each kernel, and  

c) iii. Calculate the weights between the kernels and 

the output nodes. 

 

3.6 Sequential Minimal Optimization 

Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) is a simple 

algorithm that can solve the quadratic programming (QP) 

problem of support vector machine (SVM) very fast 

without any additional matrix storage and without 

employing numerical QP optimization steps at all. To 

ensure convergence, SMO beak down overall QP problem 

into QP sub-problems, using Osuna’s theorem [26]. 

 

Compare SMO to the previous methods used to train SVM, 

it chooses to solve the smallest possible optimization 

problem at every step. For the typical SVM QP problem, 

the smallest possible optimization problem involves solving 

two Lagrange multipliers, because the Lagrange multipliers 

must satisfy a linear equality constraint. At every step, 

SMO combine two Lagrange multipliers together for 

optimization, evaluates the optimal values for these 

multipliers, and updates the SVM to reflect the new optimal 

values. Conversely, the full SMO algorithm contains many 

optimizations designed that can help in speeding up the 

process on large datasets and ensure that the algorithm 

converges even in degenerated situations. 

 

The advantage of SMO lies in the fact that, solving two 

Lagrange multipliers can be done analytically and requires 

no extra matrix storage at all. Thus, it avoids numerical QP 

optimization entirely and also, very large SVM training 

problems can fit into an ordinary personal computer or 

workstation memory. Because no matrix algorithms are 

required in SMO, it is less prone to numerical precision 

problems. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, the results of proposed hybrid of Resample 

and ANN to predict the results of M. Sc. students were 

presented in this section. These results were compared with 

the standard neural network algorithms. 

 

4.1 Experiment Results  
The experiment was performed using Weka Explorer. 

Firstly, the dataset was uploaded into explorer, 

RESAMPLE preprocessing algorithm was used to reduce 

the size of datasets and second step involves the 

classification algorithms using MLP, RBF or SMO. We 

verified our experiment using a random average of 10-fold 

method (10-Fold cross validation) and percentage split test 

mode.  

 

 

 

4.2 Evaluation Metrics  
In selecting the appropriate algorithms and parameters that 

best model the predicted M. Sc. results variable were 

briefly discuss; the following performance metrics were 

used:  

 

A classifier is evaluated by a confusion matrix as illustrated 

in table 2. The columns indicate the predicted class and the 

rows show the actual class. In the confusion matrix, True 

Negative (TN) is the number of negative samples correctly 

classified, False Positive (FP) is the number of negative 

samples incorrectly classified as positive, False Negative 

(FN) is the number of positive samples incorrectly 

classified as negative and True Positive (TP) is the number 

of positive samples correctly classified.  

 

Table 2: Confusion Matrix 

 Predicted 

Negative 

Predicted 

Positive 

Actual Negative TN FP 

Actual Positive FN TP 

 

Overall accuracy is defined in equation 3 

Accuracy =   (3) 

 

From the confusion matrix in table 2, the expressions for 

FP rate, Recall and Precision are derived and are presented 

in equations 4, 5 and 6. 

 

FP Rate =    (4) 

TP Rate = Recall =    (5) 

Precision =    (6) 

 

Time: This is referred to as the time required to complete 

training or modeling of a dataset. It is represented in 

seconds  

 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE): Mean absolute error is the 

average of the difference between predicted and the actual 

value in all test cases; it is the average prediction error.  

 

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): Mean-squared error 

is one of the famous method for measures of success for 

numeric prediction. This value is computed by taking the 

average of the squared differences between each computed 

value and its corresponding correct value. The mean-

squared error is simply the square root of the mean 

squared-error. The mean-squared error gives the error value 

the same dimensionality as the actual and predicted values.  

From the table 3, three Algorithms used were MLP, SMO 

and RBF with Percentage Split test mode.  
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For the prediction of postgraduate performance, when considering execution time, SMO algorithm with Resample pre-process 

has least time complexity of 0.58 Sec to build the classification model, while RBF algorithm without pre-process has least time of 

1.02 Sec. RBF algorithm outperformed other algorithms when dataset is not pre-process while SMO performed very well with 

data pre-process with Resample algorithm. In general, correctly classified accuracy of MLP and SMO improved by over 50% and 

20% respectively, while classified accuracy of RBF was reduced by over 20%. This indicate that Resample preprocess improve 

the performance of both MLP and SMO, but it reduce the performance of RBF from 64.71% to 50%. Figure 2 and 3 showing 

comparison of the three classifiers in terms of classification accuracy and other performance metrics using Percentage split. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Correctly Classified Accuracy for Percentage Split Test Mode 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Performance Metrics for Percentage Split Test Mode 
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Table 3: Results of Experiment using Percentage Split Test mode 

Performance Metrics  ALGORITHMS RESAMPLE + ALGORITHMS  

MLP SMO RBF MLP SMO RBF 

Correctly Classified 

Instance (%) 

41.1765  55.8824 64.7059 64.7059 70.5882 50 

Incorrectly Classified 

Instance (%) 

58.8235  44.1176 35.2941 35.2941 29.4118 50 

FP Rate 0.591 0.553 0.678 0.088 0.271 0.381 

Recall 0.412 0.559 0.647 0.647 0.706 0.5 

Precision 0.518 0.585 0.584 0.813 0.721 0.543 

MAE  0.3798 0.3333 0.297 0.2071 0.2941 0.3552 

RMSE 0.5495 0.4303 0.4335 0.3995 0.3792 0.4961 

Time (second) 3.36 1.22 1.02 2.56 0.58 0.75 

 

Table 4: Results of Experiment using 10-Fold Cross Validation Test mode 

Performance Metrics  ALGORITHMS RESAMPLE + ALGORITHMS 

MLP SMO RBF MLP SMO RBF 

Correctly Classified 

Instance (%) 

51.4851 61.3861 51.4851 87.1287 71.2871 73.2673 

Incorrectly 

Classified Instance 

(%) 

48.5149 38.6139 48.5149 12.8713 28.7129 26.7327 

FP Rate 0.434 0.441 0.495 0.128 0.312 0.244 

Recall 0.515 0.614 0.515 0.871 0.713 0.733 

Precision 0.498 0.558 0.461 0.871 0.724 0.749 

MAE  0.3465 0.3256 0.3538 0.1087 0.3036 0.2146 

RMSE 0.5298 0.4213 0.4855 0.278 0.3934 0.3685 

Time (second) 2.74 0.17 0.16 3.19 0.28 0.32 

 

In table 4, 10-fold Cross Validation mode was employed for the three Algorithms used (MLP, SMO and RBF).When considering 

execution time, SMO algorithm with Resample pre-process has least time complexity of 0.28 Sec to build the model, while RBF 

algorithm without pre-process has least time of 0.16 Sec. SMO algorithm outperformed other algorithms when dataset is not pre-

process while MLP performed very well with data pre-process with Resample algorithm. In general, correctly classified accuracy 

of all the three algorithms were improved when apply Resample pre-process before classification algorithms. Figure 4a and 4b 

showing comparison of the three classifiers in terms of classification accuracy and other performance metrics using 10-fold Cross 

Validation. 
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   (a)     (b) 

 

Fig. 4a: Correctly Classified Accuracy for 10-Fold Cross Validation Test Mode and Fig 4b: Performance Metrics for 10-

Fold Cross Validation Test Mode 

 

 

However, when compare the two test modes, performance of the three algorithms are excellent in 10-fold Cross Validation even 

without Resample pre-processing algorithm. Therefore, 10-fold Cross validation is best for students dataset used in this 

experiment for the prediction of Postgraduate performance. 
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Fig. 6: Attributes visualizationBefore Resample Preprocessing 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Attributes visualization After Resample Pre-processing 
 

Information Gain and Gain ratio are attribute selection measure which is used to rank attributes in a data set. The attribute with 

the highest ranked value indicates highly correlated to M. Sc. students’ academic performance. Table 5 and 6 show the summary 

of Information Gain and Gain Ratio Attribute Evaluator respectively, and graphical representation in Figure 8 and 9. 
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Table 5: Attributes Ranking Using Information Gain 

S/N Attributes Rank Information Gain 

1 STATE OF ORIGIN 4 0.3461 

2 MARITAL STATUS  9 0.1009 

3 HIGHER QUALIFICATION 5 0.0746 

4 SEX 2 0.0438 

5 YEAR OF GRAD 6 0 

6 YEAR OF ENTRY 7 0 

7 AGE 3 0 

8 B.SC GRAD GRADE 8 0 

9 YEAR SPENT 10 0 

 

 

 
 

Fig 8: Information Gain of the Attributes Evaluator 

 

 

Table 5: Attributes Ranking Using Information Gain Ratio 

S/N Attributes Rank Gain Ratio 

1 STATE OF ORIGIN 4 0.1086 

2 MARITAL STATUS  9 0.1012 

3 HIGHER QUALIFICATION 5 0.0943 

4 SEX 2 0.0523 

5 YEAR OF GRAD 6 0 

6 YEAR OF ENTRY 7 0 

7 AGE 3 0 

8 B.SC GRAD GRADE 8 0 

9 YEAR SPENT 10 0 
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Fig. 9: Gain Ratio of the Attributes Evaluator 
 

 

The attribute ranking with respect to the class label using Information gain and gain ratio criteria shows that Performance of M. 

Sc. students are determine by State in which student come from, marital status, higher qualification and sex of the student. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
 

This study employed the use of three classification algorithms 

which are MLP, SMO and RBF in predicting the performance 

of M. Sc. Students in other to determine if they will have 

Ph.D.   Proceeds Grade result or not. The study reveals that 

Performance of M. Sc. students are determined by State in 

which student comes from, marital status, higher qualification 

and sex of the student. 

According to [27] Wong, Bodnovich, & Selvi (1997), about 

95% of business applications reported in the literature used 

MLP type of neural model. In other words, they are 

appropriate for any functional mapping problem where we are 

interested in knowing how a number of input variables affect 

the output variable(s).Since most prediction and classification 

tasks can be treated as function mapping problems, the MLP 

networks are very motivating to data mining. 

Result  from  this  study  will  help  the  students to  get  fully  

prepared  for  their master’s  program  especially  if  they  are  

willing to proceeds  in academics.  This study will also help 

staffs to identify those students that will likely not meet up 

with the PhD grade. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

There has been a proliferation of malicious codes or softwares directed at the destruction of organizational ICT infrastructures. 

These malicious codes are also used in numerous cyber warfare by nation states to steal valuable information. To ensure security, 

researchers has used epidemic models for better understanding of worm proagation. In this paper we explored the impact of time 

delay and node distribution on the compartments that represent worm propagation dynamics in Wireless Sensor Networks 

(WSN). This is done using a modified SEIR epidemic model with a cyber mass action incidence rate. The sensor network is 

treated as a dynamical system, and its equilibrium points studied. We derived the reproduction number using the next generation 

matrix method, performed stability analysis and using real values we simulated the system.  

 

Keywords: Epidemic theory; Malicious codes; Worms; Wireless Sensor Networks 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consists of sensor nodes 

which possess the ability to sense, process and communicate 

data and information [1]. These sensor nodes are densely 

deployed without any predetermined location. The 

applications of sensor networks are evident in the military (for 

monitoring forces/equipments, battlefield surveillance, 

reconnaissance, targeting, battle damage evaluation); the home 

and in the environment (for biocomplexity mapping, precision 

agriculture, fire and flood detection etc). Its use extends also 

to health applications (for telemonitoring of data, 

tracking/monitoring of doctors/patients and drug 

administration) and other commercial applications.  

 

The sensor nodes collect and transmit data such as 

temperature, stress/noise levels, soil constituents etc. The 

sensor nodes are distributed in a sensor field and data moves 

from sensor to sensor back to the sink in a multihop fashion as 

depicted in Figure 1. The random distribution of sensor nodes 

is mostly done in unguarded and hostile environments. Due to 

its nature, WSN is open to several security challenges such as 

limited resources (energy/battery power, bandwidth, 

computational power, storage, and communication range); 

costly packets’ authentication, and uncertainty (in mobility, 

topology control, density, sensing accuracy)[2].  

 

 

 

 

 

These challenges can result to its vulnerability to several 

attacks in the cyberspace leading to the loss of confidentiality 

and integrity of neighboring nodes. Attacks in WSN arise 

from malicious codes i.e. worms, viruses, Trojan etc. 

Malicious code attacks cause substantial damage to 

organizations. In order to proffer defense measures to the 

insecurity that plagues sensor networks, network analysts have 

proposed several analytic (mathematical models) i.e. 

differential, discrete equations etc. This is to predict malicious 

code behavior in a network environment and to possibly 

contain its propagation. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Sensor nodes scattered in a sensor field [4] 
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2. RELATED WORKS  
 

Understanding the behavior of malicious codes in cyberspace 

can be traced to Epidemic theory or Epidemiology in public 

health. Epidemic theory investigates the contagion results of a 

susceptible population in view of the interaction between 

agent, host and environment [11]. The relationship between 

cyberspace and public health is due to the similarity in the 

spread of infection in the biological world and the propagation 

of malicious codes in the networked environment. 

Specifically, relating epidemiology to our discourse, the agent, 

host and environment equals the worm/virus, the sensor nodes 

and the wireless sensor network environment respectively. 

Malicious code modeling and analyses is necessary if network 

analysts are to elicit the factors that facilitate speedy spread.  

 

Since Kermack and McKendrick [5–7] developed their 

Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) model, several 

models have been proposed to cater for numerous issues of the 

networked environment. Modifications of the SIR, include the 

Susceptible-Infectious-Susceptible (SIS) without recovery and 

the SIR-S where there is recovery and subsequent re-infection 

due to temporal immunity. Other modifications include SEIR 

with delay and SEIV with delay and vaccination.  

 

Here, we extend the work of [12] by adding time delay 

represented by the Exposed and Recovered compartment to 

form the Vulnerable-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered-

Vulnerable (VEIR-V). Wang et al.’s analysis was absent the 

Exposed and the Recovered compartments. This extension is 

also necessary for the model in [11]; therein their analysis 

didn’t account for time delay and the temporary immunity in 

cyberspace. However, a model similar to our (VEIR-V) i.e. 

SEIR model was proposed by [9,10] for a computer network; 

but we extend the work to WSN by adding parameters for 

distribution density and communication range. Density (σ) is 

the measurement of the sensor population per unit area while 

communication range (r) is the range over which a sensor can 

contact other sensors [8].  

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

Fundamentally, we perform modeling and simulation in this 

study. We would employ the extensively used procedure for 

studying epidemics in networked environments. This method 

has been used to study social, biological and communication 

systems/networks. Specifically, the network is handled like a 

dynamical system and the points of no change (Equilibriums) 

are investigated. The steps of this methodology include 

formulation of the model (i.e. the system of equations); 

deriving solutions for the equilibrium points; finding the 

Reproduction ratio; performing the proof of stability and 

finally running simulation experiments (i.e. perturbing the 

model with real values).  

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 The VEIR-V Model  
To represent the dynamics of wireless sensor network with 

respect to time we employ the Vulnerable-Exposed-Infectious-

Recovered-Vulnerable (VEIR-V) model. Generally, we 

assume that the sensors are stationary, similar and distributed 

in an area. With the help of their antennas they sense and 

transfer gathered information to neighboring nodes (within 

their communication range). In this model we assume that 

nodes are added to the network and nodes crash out due to 

malicious code infection (i.e. worm) or due to 

hardware/software failure. The total population of sensors is 

prone to attack from worms due to its nature and can acquire 

the worm infection with time (constituting the sensors in the 

Infectious class). Nodes which are compromised by worm 

attack spread alongside the gathered data through protocols to 

their neighbors causing a major collapse of the network with 

time.   

 

Prior to the full infectious stage the worm(s) in the network 

may experience a time delay (i.e. the exposed class). Sensor 

nodes may have a sleep capability wherein their (installed) 

antiviral softwares perform maintenance functions (i.e. 

infection check) [11]. Nodes can recover as a result of these 

countermeasures deployed by the network managers but due 

to temporal immunity (acquired at the recovery stage) sensor 

nodes may become vulnerable again to worm infection. 

 

The sensor population in divided into the Vulnerable (V), 

Exposed (E), Infectious (I) and Recovered (R). Therefore, N 

(t) = V (t) + E (t) + I (t) + R (t). The sensor nodes are 

stationary after its deployment in a uniformly randomly 

fashion with a density of σ  and communication range of r. 

Other parameters include  which is the inclusion rate of 

nodes into the sensor network population, � is the Infectivity 

contact rate,  is the mortality or the death rate of nodes due 

to hardware or software failure,  is the crashing rate due to 

worm attack,  is the rate at which exposed nodes become 

infectious,  is the recovery rate,  is the rate at which 

recovered nodes become susceptible to infection due to 

temporal immunity.  

 

When there is no worm attack, the sensor population 

approaches the carrying capacity , therefore 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

                    

Figure 2. Flow of worms in WSN 
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Figure 2 depicts the dynamics of worm transmission in a 

wireless sensor network in view of our asssumtion. The 

system of ordinary differential equation (1) captures time 

delay, density and the communication range. The modified 

SEIR-S model is represented using the following system of 

differential equations; 

 

   

   

                                           (1) 

  

 

3.2 Symbolic Solutions of Equilibrium Points 

 
Equating the modified system of differential equations (1) to 

zero i.e.  we obtain two 

solutions which are the Worm-free equilibrium and the 

Endemic equilibrium points. While the Worm-free equilibrium 

( ) signifies when there is no worm in the network, the 

Endemic Equilibrium ( ) signifies the presence of worms.  

 

The solutions of equilibrium points are Worm-free equilibrium  

 

 i.e.  ;       

                          

                                 (2) 

 

and Endemic equilibrium  = ( , , , ,) i.e.  

 

  

=   

 

                 (3) 

 

  

 

3.3  The Basic Reproduction Number 
Using the next generation matrix method we would derive the 

Reproduction number commonly denoted as . The 

Reproduction number is the spectral radius or the “dominant 

eigenvalue of the matrix G = FV-1”[3]; where F is the rate of 

appearance of new infections in the Infectious compartment 

and  V is the rate of transfer of terminals into and out of the 

Infectious compartment.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Reproduction number is given as;  

 

 

  

 

 

 =                                       (4) 

 

3.4   Stability of the Worm-free Equilibrium point 

 
The Jacobian method is use to show the proof of stability at 

the worm-free equilibrium point. We would specifically show 

that the eigenvalues of the jacobian matrix have negative real 

parts.  

 

The stability of the equilibrium positions determines the 

possible worm replication in the sensor network represented 

by our VEIR-V model. In essence, when asymptotically stable 

the worm infection cease to exist otherwise an epidemic 

occurs. Using the Reproduction number notations, the worm-

free equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable if  < 1 and 

unstable if  > 1.  

 

We linearize the model around the equilibrium positions by 

deriving the corresponding Jacobian matrix given as  

 

 

J=     (5) 

 

J=      (6) 

 

Substituting the values of the worm-free equilibrium in the 

Jacobian matrix (5) gives (6). The diagonals of the Jacobian 

matrix are; ,  i.e. 

they all have negative real parts; hence the system is 

asymptotically stable at worm-free equilibrium.  
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 

The system of differential equation was solved using a 

numerical method called the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg order 4 

and 5 method.  
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Figure 3. Behavior of Exposed Compartment versus Time 

w.r.t. to  and  

 

Figure 3 presents the transient response of the population of 

Exposed sensor nodes E(t) as function of different parameter. 

Gradually with the passage of time E(t) increases to its peak 

point (at 63, 76 and 85 for the three responses) and slowly 

decreases to zero. The Exposed sensor nodes signify the time 

delay before sensor nodes becomes fully infectious.  
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Figure 4. Behavior of Infectious Compartment 

versus Time w.r.t. to  and  

 

Figure 4 presents the transient response of the population of 

Infectious sensor nodes I(t) as function of different parameters 

of the model. Over time I(t) increases up to its peak point and 

then decreases to zero. More nodes get infected as the rate of 

infectivity contact was increased (from 0.1 to 0.7) and rate of 

recovery kept constant at =0.1; for the first and the second 

responses.  

 

 

But slightly increasing the rate of recovery slows down the 

spread of the worm i.e. instead of a noticeable increase above 

the second response, the third response (depicted with blue) 

reduced to 30 Infectious nodes due to the increase in the rate 

of recovery. This is because containment approaches deployed 

by network managers are targeted at infectious nodes.  
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Figure 5. Behavior of Exposed Compartment Infectious 

Compartment w.r.t. to  and  

 

Figure 5 depicts clearly the relationship between the Exposed 

and the Infectious class. Here, it is clear that increasing the 

rate of infectivity contact ( ) and the rate of recovery ( ) 

increases the both the Exposed and the Infectious class. 
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Figure 6. Dynamical behavior of Exposed Compartment 

versus Time w.r.t. to σ and � 
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In Figure 6 it is evident that increasing the distribution density 

and the communication range increased the sensor nodes in 

the Exposed class when the infectivity contact rate and 

recovery rate are constant. The second (green) and third (blue) 

responses are not too distinct (at their peak points) because 

their distribution density is the same (i.e. 0.3). The increase in 

communication range from 1 to 2 also increased the sensor 

nodes from above 50 nodes to 80 nodes.  
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Figure 7. Dynamical behavior of Infectious Compartment 

versus Time w.r.t. to σ and � 

 

Figure 7 shows the dynamical behavior of the Infectious 

sensor nodes with varied parameters of the distribution and the 

communication range. Aside the noticed gradual increase and 

then decrease of the Infectious class, it is clear that keeping 

the range constant (at 1.0) and increasing the density from 0.2 

to 0.3 consequently increased the Infectious class. 

Additionally, keeping the density constant (at 0.3) and 

increasing the range from 1.0 to 2.0 consequently increased 

the Infectious class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

With the presence of the parameters for density and 

communication range, slowing down the rate at which the 

worm pervades the sensor network depends on the rate of 

recovery, the density and the communication range. Analysis 

using the SEIR-S (our VEIR-V) model involves this time 

delay as well as the density and range. Recovery of Infectious 

sensor nodes was obtained due to increase in the rate of 

recovery. The increase in the Infectious sensor nodes observed 

in our study is consistent with the SIR model in [11] and the 

SI model in [12]. It is also expedient to highlight that the 

expression ( ) used for the range is same with the area of 

circle; and this implies that the area for sensor deployment 

considered in our study is a circular strip.  

 

This study assumed that the sensor nodes are stationary 

therefore an extension of the work can involve sensor node 

mobility or a combination of both. Furthermore, we would 

extend our analysis to include the Media Access Control 

(MAC) mechanism as applied in [12] and other 

communication protocols using our model. Therein, we would 

check the effects of the communication protocols on the 

compartments of our study.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, Multilayer Feedforward Neural Networks have been trained to mimic the discretion of a loan officer in classifying 
loan applicants correctly and deciding the optimum credit lines for those applicants whose likelihoods to pay debt, as predicted 
by the networks, are acceptably high. The dataset used in this paper consists of 1000 records, 6 input columns and 2 output 
columns. In the classification of the loan applicants, the Neural Network designed uses the 6 input columns with one bias, 
resulting in 7 neurons in the input layer, while in the credit line prediction, the 6 input columns as well as the applicants’ 
classification output column were used with a bias giving rise to 8 neurons in the input layer of the Network. In both Networks, 
the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 15. 80% of the entire dataset were used in training the Neural Networks and the 
remaining 20% were used for testing. The Networks were trained for 500,000 epochs using backpropagation algorithms. For the 
credit-line prediction, the Mean Square Error (MSE) for the training set is 1.6296E-05 while the MSE for the test set is 1.5336E-
05. Moreover, for the classification of the applicants, the network gave 100% correct classifications of the loan applicants in both 
training and test sets. Finally, a high-fidelity prototype of the system was developed as a MATLAB GUI application.     
 
Keywords: Credit, risk, Neural Networks, backpropagation, MATLAB 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Over the years, the problem of insolvency has posed 
significant challenge to financial institutions; as such the need 
for a credit risk evaluation mechanism becomes indispensible. 
Customarily, human loan officers are used to attend to and 
evaluate loan requests from customers. Unarguably, human 
loan officers can have several limitations when compared to 
computer-assisted approaches. Some of these limitations have 
been detailed hereunder. Humans can make mistakes when 
evaluating loan requests from customers. Also, a human loan 
officer could also make bias decisions which could 
compromise the integrity and/or standards of a bank.  
Furthermore, a human loan officer may delay the loan 
evaluation process due to occupational bottlenecks. The 
aforementioned challenges inform the need for a computer-
assisted credit risk evaluation system in financial institutions. 
However, it often seems intractable trying to represent human 
discretions in form of production rules or IF-THEN rules in 
situations where there are myriads of ill-defined options; as 
such, this paper seeks to develop a credit risk evaluation 
system using neural networks.  
 
 

 
 
 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a family of neuro-
biologically inspired models that can glean non-trivial 
information from data for the purpose of prediction, 
prescription and/or description of the system that generated 
the data. ANN has proven to possess the capability of learning 
non-linear relationships amongst variables; as such it has got 
limitless applications even when data are noisy or imprecise.  
In addition, with ANN, the understanding of how the bank’s 
loan officer carries out the credit-risk evaluation is not 
essential, thereby making the entire credit risk automation 
easy. Every ANN-based system development involves - data  
collection; data processing; the design of ANN; the training of 
the ANN; testing and deployment. 
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This paper is based on a dataset collected from the 
University of Uyo Microfinance bank. It consists of 1000 
records, 6 input columns and 2 output columns. The dataset 
is processed and segmented into training and test sets. The 
training set is 80% of the entire dataset and the test set is 
the remaining 20%. The training set is used in training the 
ANN using backpropagation algorithm while the test set is 
used to evaluate the network in order to ascertain that the 
trained network has good generalisation performance. The 
neural networks parameters and architectures where 
determined experimentally by manually tuning the 
networks and observing the error for each selected network 
parameter and architecture.  
 
The ANN architectures used in this paper are 7-15-1 
networks for the loan applicants’ classifications and 8-15-1 
network for the credit line prediction. 7-15-1 network refers 
to a three layer neural networks with 7 neurons in the input 
layer; 15 neurons in the hidden neurons and 1 neuron in the 
output layer. Also, the 8-15-1 neural network consists of 8 
neurons in the input layer; 15 neurons in the hidden layer 
and 1 neuron in the output layer. In the credit line 
prediction, the MSE for the training and test sets are 
1.6296E-05 and 1.5336E-05 respectively. Also, the 
network gave 100% correct classifications of the loan 
applicants in both the training and test sets. These results 
show that the networks can provide an expert-level credit 
risk evaluation. A high-fidelity prototype of the system was 
realised using MATLAB GUI. The following sections 
include literature review, methodology, results, 
implementation and conclusion.   
 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
2.1 Credit risk management 

 
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss resulting from the 
failure of a debtor, for any reason, to fully honour its 
financial or contractual obligations to the institution  (Bank 
of Jamaica, 2005). Credit risk measurement has evolved 
dramatically over the last 20 years in response to a number 
of secular forces that have made its measurement more 
important than ever before (Edward and Anthony , 1998). 
According to Bank of Jamaica (2005), “Sound credit risk 
management involves prudently managing the risk/reward 
relationship and controlling and minimizing credit risks 
across a variety of dimensions, such as quality, 
concentration, currency, maturity, security and type of 
credit facility”. Brown and Moles (2014) opined that ” 
Managing credit risk is a complex multidimensional 
problem and as a result there are a number of different 
approaches in use, some of which are quantitative while 
others involve qualitative judgements. Whatever the 
method used, the key element is to understand the 
behaviour and predict the likelihood of particular credits 
defaulting on their obligations”.  
 
 

Different approaches to the credit evaluation process 
include judgemental methods, expert systems, analytic 
models, statistical models, behavioural models and market 
models (Brown and Models, 2014). 
 
2.2 Artificial Neural Networks 

 
Artificial neural networks are a family of neuro-
biologically motivated models that can glean information 
from data for the purpose of predictions, forecasting and 
descriptions of the system that generated the data. 
Nowadays, neural networks are gaining success and 
importance mainly due to their capability of learning non-
linear relationships amongst variables (Ripa and Frangu, 
2004); moreover, they show good performances when data 
are noisy or incorrect. Neural networks have been used to 
solve a wide variety of tasks, like computer 
vision and speech recognition, that are hard to solve using 
ordinary rule-based programming. In neural networks, the 
inputs are forward-propagated to the output neuron. Each 
neuron of the neural network is a sigmoidal activation 
function. The output of the network is compared with the 
desired output, and the error made by the network is used in 
adjusting the weights so as to have a better performance. In 
the case of a multilayer neural network, the 
backpropagation algorithm is used in adjusting the weights 
of the neural network at different layers. The steps for 
training a multilayer neural networks is as follows: 
 
Step 1 – Initialisation: Set all the weights and threshold 
levels of the network to random numbers uniformly 
distributed within a small range(Haykin, 2008). 
 
Step 2 – Activation: Activate the multilayer neural network 
by applying inputs  and 
desired outputs . 
 
(a) Calculate the actual outputs of the neurons in the 

hidden layer: 
 

 = sigmoid[ ]          (1) 
 
where, n is the number of inputs j in the hidden layer and 

sigmoid is the sigmoid activation function.  
(b) Calculate the actual outputs of the neurons in the 

output layer: 
 

(p) =  sigmoid[ ]      (2)  
 
where, m is the number of inputs of neuron k in the output 
layer. 
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Step 3- Weight training: Update the weights in the 
multilayer network propagating backwards the errors 
associated with output neurons. 
 
(a) Calculate the error gradient for the neurons in the 

output layer: 
 

                       (3) 
 
Where,  
 

 =                                    (4) 
 
Calculate the weight corrections: 

 = (p) .                                 (5) 
       
Update the weights at the output neurons: 
 

+                           (6) 
 

(b) Calculate the error gradient for the neurons in the 
hidden layer: 
 

      (7) 
 Where, l is the number of neurons in the output layer 
 

     Calculate the weight corrections: 
 = (p) .                                 (8) 

 
 Update the weights at the hidden neurons: 
                                              

 +                                (9) 
 

Step 4 – Iteration: Increase iteration p by one, go back to 
Step 2 and repeat the process until the selected error 
criterion is satisfied. 

 

3  METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Data Acquisition 

 
Data used in this paper was obtained from the University of 
Uyo, Microfinance Bank. This dataset contained one 
thousand examples with six (6) attributes and two output 
columns. These six (6) attributes include net pay, 
period/duration of loan (in months), type of Job, the amount 
applied for, the job-sector of first referee, and the job-sector 
of the second referee. The first output column is the 
approval remark (i.e. loan approval or denial) of the loan 
officer, while the second output column is the credit-line 
for approved applications. Since, the credit-lines prediction 
depends on the applications’ approval, the first output 
column is equally used as one of the attribute columns 

while training the neural network for the credit-line 
prediction.  
 
 
3.2  Data Cleaning and Pre-processing 
Firstly all columns that were incomplete, i.e., where one or 
more attribute(s) relevant for credit-risk evaluation is 
missing, where removed from the data, this step dismisses 
the risk of computational errors that could crop up during 
training. 
 
Irrelevant features were also removed from training to 
minimize training time and optimize learning. Some 
features considered irrelevant included; customer’s name, 
next-of-kin’s name, address and sex. 
 
All other information that were considered ambiguous were 
eliminated. Examples of this ambiguity is the nature of a 
person’s work. To eliminate this ambiguity, jobs were 
simply classified into two segments, those who work in the 
public sector (or government workers) and those who work 
in the private sector (i.e. 1 for a government worker and 0 
for a private sector). The first output column is coded in 
binary(i.e. 0 for defaulting and 1 for non-defaulting clients).   
 
Finally, the data was normalised using the min-max 
normalisation technique which returns values between 0 
and 1 using equation (10). 
 

               (10) 

 

3.3 Data Segmentation 

 
The Dataset was split into two for the training and testing 
phases. 20% of the dataset was used for testing while 80% 
of the dataset was used for the training. The essence of this, 
is to ensure that the neural networks do not overfit the 
training instances resulting to poor generalisation 
behaviour. 
 

3.4 Neural Network Topology 

 
The network topology used was the Multilayer Perceptron 
Model with three layers. One input layer, one hidden layer 
and one output layer. The network had 7 neurons at the 
input layer for the in bonis classification and 8 neurons at 
the input layer for the credit-line prediction. In addition to 
that, the input layer for both networks had one additional 
neuron to serve as the bias neuron. At the hidden layer, 14 
neurons plus one bias neuron to make it 15 was used. And 
then one neuron was used at the output layer for both 
problems. The networks are shown in figures 1.0 and 2.0. 
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Figure 1.  In-Bonis Classification Neural Network Model 

 

                                                        
 

Figure 2. Credit-Line Prediction Neural Network Model 
 
 

3.5 Neural Networks Training 

 
Weights linking the layers are randomly picked from a 
uniform distribution. Training examples are presented to 
the networks and forward propagation is performed using 
the initialised weights to obtain the output. The value of the 
output neuron, is compared with desired or target value, 
and an error (e) is calculated, which is the difference 
between the desired neuron output and the actual output for 
an output layer neuron. Then an error gradient is calculated 
and then the errors are propagated in a backward manner 
through the network to modify the values of the weight in a 
manner that makes them reduce the error on the next 
forward propagation. This backward manner in which 
errors are propagated through the network gives rise to the 
name backpropagation or backward propagation algorithm.  
 
 
 

 
 
In this paper, the neural networks were trained for 500,000 
iterations. The learning rate used was 0.01 and each of the 
neurons used is a sigmoid activation unit.  
 

4.  RESULTS 

 
4.1 Performance evaluations 

 

4.1.1 Credit-line prediction neural network 

 

Mean Square Error (MSE) metric was used to evaluate the 
performance of the neural network for the credit-line 
prediction. Figure 3.0 shows how the training and testing 
errors decrease with respect to iterations. The graph shows 
that the network behaves similarly for both the in-sample 
and out-of-sample examples. The MSE for the training and 
test sets are 1.6296E-05 and 1.5336E-05 respectively after 
500,000 iterations. 
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Figure 3: Credit-Line Error Graph 

 

 

4.1.2 Classification neural network 
 
For the in bonis classification, confusion matrices were used to evaluate the performances of the neural network on both the 
training and test datasets.  
 

Table 1.0: Confusion matrix for the training set 

 ACTUAL DATA 

 
 

NETWORK’S 

OUTPUT 
 

 APPROVED DENIED PURITY 

APPROVED 402 0 1 
DENIED 0 398 1 
TOTAL 402 398 1 

 
Table 2.0: Confusion matrix for the test set 

 ACTUAL DATA 

 
NETWORK’S 

OUTPUT 
 

 APPROVED DENIED PURITY 

APPROVED 101 0 1 
DENIED 0 91 1 
TOTAL 101  91 1 

The neural network gave a 100% accurate classification of the loan applicants in both the training and test datasets.  
 
4.2 Implementation 

 
The prototype of the credit risk evaluation software was developed as a MATLAB GUI application. The system accepts inputs, 
processes them based on the mathematical model obtained from the  
 
neural networks training, and delivers the corresponding output. It works by first determining the default likelihood of a client 
using the in bonis classification network, then passes this data to the model that determines the customer’s credit-line. Figures 4 
and 5 present the inputs and the output of a successful loan applicant respectively. The  output tells if the applicant is successful 
and also predicts its optimal credit-line.    
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Figure 4: Input detail of a successful loan applicant 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Output of the loan applicant of figure 4 

 
 
Similarly, the input detail and the output of an unsuccessful loan applicant are shown in figures 6 and 7.  
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Figure 6: Input detail of an unsuccessful loan applicant 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Output of the loan applicant of figure 6 

 
 
5 CONCLUSION 

 
This paper is geared towards the design and development of a credit-risk evaluation system using neural networks. Training was 
done for the in-bonis classification and the credit-line prediction problems. In the in-bonis classification, the system is trained to 
be able to classify customers into good or bad customers. Good customers are those capable of paying back their debt at the end 
of a specified period of time while bad customers are those defaulting over that period of time. In the credit-line prediction 
system, a customer is granted loan of a particular amount after the network verifies that he/she is not likely to default(i.e., the 
customer is classified ‘good’ by the network). Testing was carried out on the trained network to evaluate the system’s 
performance after training and the errors recorded. A Graphical User Interface was implemented to show how it can be used in a 
real-world scenario. The results show that this approach offers a modern and efficient technique for credit-risk evaluation and 
solving the insolvency problem. 
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APPENDIX 

 

clc; clear;close all;clf; 

load OfData.mat 

D = OfData; 

K = randperm(size(D,1)); 

D = D(K,:); 

L = size(D,1); 

nTrain = round(0.8*L); 

DataTrain = D(1:nTrain,:); 

DataTest = D(nTrain+1:size(D,1),:); 

I = DataTrain(:,1:end-1);%For prediciting APPROVED/NOT 

APPROVED use I = DataTrain(:,1:end-2) 

X = [ones(size(I,1),1) I]; 

T = DataTrain(:,end);%For prediciting APPROVED/NOT 

APPROVED use T = DataTrain(:,1:end-1) 

MaxT = max(T); 

Y = T/MaxT; 

[m,n] = size(X); 

MaxVal = max(X); 

alpha = 0.001;           %BEST ALPHA = 0.01 BEST nITER = 

350000 & 14 hidden neurons for learning  

nITER = 500000; 

nHidN = 14; 

nOutN = nHidN+1; 

  

%Initialisation of weights 

wH = -2.4/nHidN+(2.4/nHidN+2.4/nHidN).*rand(nHidN,n); 

wO = -2.4/nOutN + (2.4/nOutN+2.4/nOutN).*rand(1,nOutN); 

%Normalisation 

for i = 1:n 

    X(:,i) = X(:,i)./MaxVal(i); 

end 

% PROCESSING TEST DATA 

X_test = DataTest(:,1:end-1);%For testing APPROVED/NOT 

USE X_test = DataTest(:,1:end-2) 

X_test = [ones(size(X_test,1),1) X_test]; 

Y_test = DataTest(:,end);%For testing APPROVED/NOT 

USE Y_test = DataTest(:,1:end-1) 

MaxT1 = max(Y_test); 

Y_test = Y_test/MaxT1; 

[m,n] = size(X_test); 

MaxVal = max(X_test); 

%Normalisation TEST DATA 

for i = 1:n 

    X_test(:,i) = X_test(:,i)./MaxVal(i); 

end 

%Initialisation of Error 

E = zeros(nITER,1); 

E_test = zeros(nITER,1); 

for N = 1:nITER 

    a = sigmoid(X*wH'); 

    a_biased = [ones(size(a,1),1) a]; 

    y_p  = sigmoid(a_biased*wO'); 

    e = Y - y_p; 

    E(N) = max(abs(Y-y_p)./Y*100);%mean(e.^2); 

     

    %TESTING 

    a_test = sigmoid(X_test*wH'); 

    a_bTest = [ones(size(a_test,1),1) a_test]; 

    y_pTest  = sigmoid(a_bTest*wO'); 

    e_test = Y_test - y_pTest; 

    E_test(N) = max(abs(Y_test-

y_pTest)./Y_test*100);%mean(e_test.^2); 

    p = sprintf('No of iteration: %d => Training Error: %d  and 

Test Error: %d',N,E(N),E_test(N)); 

    disp(p) 

    disp('........................................................') 

    if max(abs(Y_test-y_pTest)./Y_test*100)<0.04 

        break; 

    end 

    %Backpropagation Algorithm 

    eGRAD_y = y_p.*(1-y_p).*e; 

    eGRAD_a = a_biased.*(1-a_biased).*(eGRAD_y*wO); 

    wO = wO+alpha*eGRAD_y'*a_biased; 

    wH = wH+alpha*eGRAD_a(:,2:end)'*X; 

end 
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figure(1); 

  

plot(E(1:50),'LineWidth',3); 

hold on; 

plot(E_test(1:50),'r','LineWidth',3); 

ylabel('ERROR'); 

xlabel('ITERATION'); 

title('GRAPH OF ERROR VS ITERATION') 

grid on; 

h = legend('TRAIN ERROR','TEST ERROR',2); 

set(h,'Interpreter','none') 

display('Press ENTER to view results for the Training Data'); 

pause; 

format short; 

disp(['Desired output ', 'Training Output' ]); 

disp([Y*MaxT y_p*MaxT]) 

display('Press ENTER to view results for the Test Data'); 

pause; 

disp(['Desired output ', 'Test Output' ]); 

disp([Y_test*MaxT1 y_pTest*MaxT1]) 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) network grows rapidly in recent years. It is proposed to solve the problem of reasonable 

utilization of wireless spectrum resources. DSA is a new spectrum sharing paradigm which takes advantage of spectrum holes to 

ease the spectrum shortage problem and improve the spectrum utilization. However, due to the frequent spectrum switch, the 

performance of TCP will degrade greatly in the DSA network, and thus the channel is unutilized. To tackle with this problem and 

improve high throughput performance, this paper proposes a protocol called TCP WSP based on the assumption that there will be 

a Wide Stationary Process (WSP) between two spectrum switches. Then the authors propose a mechanism to predict the 

spectrum switch and adjust the sending rate of TCP based on the prediction to optimize channel utilization in DSA networks. 

They implement our mechanism on NS2 simulator, and the results show that their mechanism can achieve high throughput 

performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the mobile Internet era, mobile phones and other intelligent 

terminals are becoming more and more popular, and the 

adaptation of the wireless communications business is also 

increasing quickly. Traditionally, Spectrum allocation policy 

is to provide authorized users with a fixed spectrum which is 

exclusive to use[1][25]. While this policy has been working 

well in the past few decades, the proliferation of wireless 

services in recent years has exposed the shortcomings of this 

policy, such as spectrum scarcity and a large number of 

licensed spectrum is not fully utilized in both time and space. 

This is also called Spectrum Hole or Spectrum Gap, which 

provides a good opportunity for wireless communication.       

 

Subsequently, Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) is proposed 

to solve the problem of reasonable utilization of wireless 

spectrum resources. DSA is a new spectrum sharing paradigm 

which takes advantage of spectrum holes to ease the spectrum 

shortage problem and improve the spectrum utilization. 

Cognitive Radio (CR) technology is a promising paradigm for 

addressing the spectrum scarcity problem through efficient 

dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [1]. In DSA networks, users 

are divided into two types: the Primary User (PU) and the 

Secondary User (SU).  

 

 

 

 

The Primary User can freely access the licensed spectrum 

band, while the Secondary Users can watch for their chances 

to access idle licensed bands as well as freely access the public 

spectrum band [3][26]. DSA network is a wireless network 

which has been applied to cognitive radio technology. There 

are three kinds of DSA models: Interweave, Underlay and 

Overlay. Interweave DSA model is studied in this paper. DSA 

network can potentially be applied to complex network 

environment such as the disaster scene to improve reliability 

and service quality. The authorized users can also rent out 

their licensed spectrum band for trade. 

 

TCP is the most commonly used transport control protocol. 

TCP’s congestion control mechanism includes four 

algorithms: slow start, congestion avoidance, fast 

retransmission and fast recovery [3][27]. In the slow start 

stage, TCP tries to find and utilize the available network 

bandwidth by doubling its congestion window in one RTT 

(Round Trip Time). When the congestion window exceeds a 

threshold, it will enter into congestion avoidance stage by 

increasing the congestion window by 1 packet in one RTT. 

When packet loss happens, it will fast retransmit the lost 

packet and reduce its rate in order to avoid congestion that is 

the fast retransmission stage.  
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Packet loss is detected by duplicated ACKs or ACK time out. 

If an ACK times out happens, it will reduce congestion 

window to 1 packet and then perform a slow start. Otherwise 

TCP will halve its congestion window, and perform a fast 

retransmission. This is called the Fast Recovery. From the 

above summary, we know that TCP assume every packet loss 

is due to congestion, and its bandwidth detection is by the aid 

of slow start and congestion avoidance. It works well in wired 

networks, but this is not true in DSA networks because the 

packet loss may be caused by channel switch and the available 

bandwidth on each channel is significantly different. 

 

While the traditional TCP design is applied in the wireless 

network, because of the random packet loss and spectrum 

switch of the wireless link, the performance of TCP will 

degrade greatly. As a result, people begin to put forward a lot 

of solutions to solve this problem. The core of the 

implementation of the method has two kinds, one of which 

needs the support of the intermediate node, such as TCP-

Casablanca [2][24] , the intermediate nodes lose the packet 

intentionally to help the sender to judge the link state. The 

distinguishing method is that the packet loss in wireless link is 

random, while the packet loss of the intermediate nodes has a 

certain statistical law, which can be easily performed at the 

remote end. The other is not required for the support of 

intermediate nodes, it is mainly through the detection of RTT 

to determine whether the occurrence of congestion, which is a 

relatively wide the detection of RTT to determine whether the 

occurrence of congestion, which is a relatively wide range of 

algorithms.  

 

According to the congestion control scheme, it can be divided 

into two categories, one is based on packet loss, and the other 

is based on delay to improve the TCP performance. Dynamic 

spectrum access network not only has all the characteristics of 

the wireless network, but also due to the complexity of the 

channel resources, it will add a lot of question. In DSA 

environment, the environmental change can lead to the 

dynamic changes of bandwidth, access, handover latency and 

packet loss rate. The performance of TCP will be reduced if 

the traditional TCP mechanism is directly placed in the DSA 

network. In the case of TCP, DSA network needs to solve both 

the problem of wireless network and DSA network, also to 

face the mixed problem of the operation behavior of DSA 

network and traditional wireless network.  

 

So the difficulty of the distinction between congestion packet 

loss and random packet loss will increase a lot. It should be 

pointed out that the frequency of channel switching is also a 

key factor for TCP. In addition to the delay or packet loss 

caused by the channel switching itself, frequent switching may 

cause the TCP’s congestion window to fluctuate at a lower 

level, which is not good to use bandwidth resources. For the 

research of TCP in DSA, many methods have been proposed, 

but it is also accompanied by a variety of problems. Moreover, 

we seldom see the study the effect of channel switch on TCP. 

In this paper, we will study a congestion control method only 

at the transport layer to resolve the throughput degradation 

problem in a dynamic spectrum switch environment.  

Our method will adjust the congestion window according to 

the spectrum switch. The method comprises two algorithms: 

spectrum switch detection and rata adaptation. The spectrum 

switch detection is based on the assumption that the measured 

available bandwidth sequence will be a wide stationary 

process (WSP). The assumption is validated through 

simulation results. Then the rata adaptation algorithm adjusts 

the congestion window according to the available bandwidth 

of the new channel. Our algorithm aims to optimize channel 

utilization and achieve high throughput performance. 

 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 
 

In DSA network, the spectrum heterogeneity will aggravate 

the instability of wireless link, and then affect the stability of 

RTT. In addition, the channel switching of the DSA node will 

also introduce the related delay, which may induce time out at 

TCP layer. There have been some efforts devoted to deal with 

TCP’s poor throughput performance in DSA. Base on the 

control layers of the method, we briefly classify these 

approaches into three types: MAC/PHY Layer, Cross-layer 

and TCP layer methods.             

 

2.1. MAC/PHY Layer:   
There are many works focus on MAC/PHY layer [4] [5] [6], 

which mainly try to improve the sensing functionality, channel 

selection algorithm, etc. These are DSA network’s 

fundamental functionality. For multiple channels, for example, 

the objective of channel assignments is to reduce co-channel 

interference experienced by links so as to increase network 

capacity while maintaining network connectivity [7]. Taking 

into account some of the sensitive issues, [8] presents a 

distributed cognitive MAC protocol, and develops an 

analytical framework for DSA. [9][28] take hardware 

constrains into consideration, and proposes HC-MAC to 

identify the issue of optimal spectrum sensing decision. [10] 

presents the first comprehensive study on the presence of 

“usable” spectrum in opportunistic spectrum access systems, 

and whether there is enough spectrums can be used for the 

secondary devices to support the traditional network 

applications.  

 

[11]investigates the TCP throughput performance 

enhancement for cognitive radio networks through lower-layer 

configurations. He found that there is an interaction between 

TCP and the lower-layer operations. Therefore, an iteration 

process is employed to investigate the TCP throughput under 

given channel condition and lower-layer configurations. In 

addition, they track the way how these factors considered in 

that paper influence the TCP throughput by using the proposed 

analytical method, TCP throughput enhancement can be 

achieved through appropriately setting lower-layer 

configurations.    
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 2.2. Cross-Layer :   
[12] proposes a method to distinguish between packet loss and 

channel error packet loss by adding a layer between IP and 

transport layer to collect information of network, which to 

properly adapt the congestion window.        The main factors 

that affect the performance of DSA in TCP network are 

analyzed by  [13][23],  and a reliable transport layer protocol 

TP-CHAHN is proposed. The main drawback is that it needs 

to design a new transport layer protocol, which is compatible 

with the existing network protocol. [14] takes a cross layer 

design approach that takes into account spectrum sensing, 

access decisions, physical layer modulation, and the encoding 

scheme as well as the size of the data link layer frame to 

improve the throughput of TCP. [15][29] propose a DSASync 

protocol, which can prevent TCP or UDP from the effect of 

spectrum switching by the third party monitoring and achieves 

higher performance.                     

 

2.3. Transport Layer 
The performance of TCP in DSA is verified by simulation for 

the first time by Slingerl. Research shows that only the buffer 

at the AP is large enough and the receiver adopts SACK 

mechanism, the TCP mechanism can make full use of 

spectrum resources of DSA, at the same time, this article 

studies the effect of scanning time on the performance of TCP 

[16]. [17] describes that conventional TCP is not suitable for 

dynamic spectrum access networks, and develops an analytical 

model which uses continuous-time to estimate the TCP 

throughput of DSA network. [18] proposes a novel multi-

channel access scheme in CR networks, where the channel 

access is based on the TCP throughput in the transport layer. 

In addition, it also exploits cross-layer design methodology to 

improve TCP’s throughput, where modulation and coding at 

the physical layer and frame size at the data-link layer are 

considered together with TCP throughput in the transport layer 

to improve TCP performance.  [18] proposes an enhanced 

TCP protocol for CR networks called TCP FOR cognitive 

radio (TCP-CR) to improve the existing TCP by (1) detection 

of primary user (PU) interference by a remote sender without 

support from lower layers; (2) delayed congestion control 

based on PU detection when the retransmission timeout (RTO) 

expires, and (3) exploitation of two separate scales of the 

congestion window adapted for PU activity.   

 

There are some of the relevant literatures on bandwidth 

estimation to improve the performance of TCP. [19] uses 

bandwidth estimation in congestion control. Since fair share is 

difficult to determine, they instead compute a Fair Share 

Estimate (FSE) to determine the fair share on the bottleneck, 

and then improve the overall network throughput. The method 

of [20] is based on a combination of SACK and TCP-

Westwood rate estimation, it applies bandwidth estimation 

after a slow start, thus to realize efficient communication in 

the wireless environment.  

 

The paper [21] presents a novel dynamic bandwidth 

estimation mechanism for improving TCP performance in 

wired-cum-wireless networks. Its idea is to measure the 

bandwidth used by a TCP flow via monitoring the rate of 

returning acknowledgements and the RTT values and achieve 

throughput performance improvement. [22] first analyzes the 

problems faced by every bandwidth estimation algorithm 

implemented at the sender side of a TCP connection and 

proposes TIBET which is a new bandwidth estimation scheme 

that can be implemented within the TCP congestion control 

procedure, modifying only the sender-side of a connection. RS 

[7][22] proposes a negative acknowledgment scheme, 

selective negative acknowledgment (SNACK), which is 

applied on TCP over wireless networks. SNACK and 

SNACK-S which incorporates a bandwidth estimation model 

at the sender are proved to outperform conventional TCP 

implementations.   

 

From the above summaries, we can see that most papers are 

only focused on the MAC or physical layer to improve 

channel selection or reduce interference. Some papers 

consider cross layer method, but it is difficult to be 

implemented. The few TCP layer methods ignore the impact 

of channel switching on TCP performance. In this paper, we 

will propose a method only modifies the TCP layer protocols 

but can catch the MAC layer information form TCP layer. Our 

work is to measure available periodically, and through which 

we can judge whether channel switch happens, and then adjust 

TCP’s congestion window based on the available bandwidth. 

The method can avoid the influence of channel switch and 

optimize channel utilization, thus improve throughput 

performance. 
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3. SYSTEM MODEL 

We adopt a simple DSA scenario which comprises several different wireless channels as shown in figure 3.1.   

 

 

     

Figure 3.1. System Model 

 
 

In Figure 1, the system model has a sender (SH) lying in the 

left, and a receiver (RH) in the right, the sender and the 

receiver communicate with each other through several links. 

The wired link has higher bandwidth and also causes some 

delay, the wireless link is the bottleneck with lower 

bandwidth, but it has several channels for use.       

 

We need to set some parameters in the model:                         

i.   N: Number of channels in DSA network;                    

ii. Con_time: The time duration in one channel;                    

iii. bw_i: The bandwidth of each channel.           

 

File Transportation Protocol (FTP) (Postel and J. Reynolds, 

1985) is the application layer protocol for transmitting 

continuous data. FTP relies on TCP Reno (Jacobson V, 1990) 

in the transport layer below to provide a logical connection 

between the sender and the wireless client receiver. Further 

down the protocol architecture, we adopt the DSA structure.      

In a typical DSA network, there are two types of terminal 

users, the Primary User (PU) and the Secondary User (SU). 

There exists a number of licensed spectrum resource for the 

use of PU, however, SU must detect the PU’s channel before 

using it, then monitor for its chance to access the vacant  

channel when a PU does not use temporarily. While the SU 

uses the channel, it will probe whether the PU returns, if not, 

the SU can continue to use this spectrum resource. When the 

PU arrives, the SU should immediately stop data transmission 

and leave the channel. In this paper, we ignore the behavior of 

the PUs, but focus on how to improve TCP’s performance 

when spectrum switch occurs.      

 

 

 

In the DSA network, the spectrum switch occurs when the SU 

access channel and when the SU detects the arrival of PU. Due 

to the randomness of PU’s behavior, channel switching may 

be quite frequently. Moreover, as different channels have 

different bandwidth, the sending rate at the TCP layer should 

be different, but the window adjustment mechanism of TCP 

cannot catch up with the new bandwidth environment. Thus 

leads to the unreasonable utilization of bandwidth. This is the 

subject of our new TCP’s congestion control algorithm 

proposed in the next section to combat these issues. 

 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULT 
 

The mechanism is based on the assumption that there exists a 

wide stationary process (WSP). And we prove it through 

experiments. The detection algorithm considers the network 

variance, so it uses five continuous values beyond the range to 

detect but not one. The TCP improvement mechanism is based 

on the widely used TCP Reno, so it is easy to be implemented 

and can be compatible with TCP Reno.                 

 

4.1 Performance Evaluation      

In order to validate our mechanism (TCP WSP), we do 

simulations using the network simulator NS2 (NS2). We 

implement TCP WSP on NS2 and compare its performance 

with TCP Reno. For simplicity, the setting parameters are as 

follows: two different channels (N=2) are switched in a fixed 

interval (Con_time = 5s); the physical bandwidth of the two 

channels are 9Mbps and 25Mbps (bw1 = 9Mbps, bw2 = 

25Mbps). Every such interval a node enters a different channel 

(that is, the spectrum switch).We compare our TCP WSP with 

TCP Reno in several scenarios. Specific comparison 

parameters and results are as follows 
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Figure 4.1. Throughput comparison with different ssthresh 

 

 

4.2. Throughput under Different Bit Error Rate 

Figure 4.2 compares the throughput under different bit error rate of wireless network. The parameters are the same in last 

scenario except we employ different bit error rates. Through the figure, TCP WSP achieves better performance, and at the same 

time, behaves more steady that TCP-Reno. As we can see in the figure, TCP WSP remains high throughput, under most of the 

circumstance. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2. Throughput comparison with different bit error rate 

 

 

4.3 Throughput under Different Switching Period 

Figure 4.3 describes the comparison of throughput under different switching period of wireless network. The parameters are the 

same as the above scenario except we vary different switching periods. Through the figure, we can see that compared with TCP-

RENO, when the switching period is relatively small, DSA TCP can also get a larger throughput, and performance is very stable. 

The reason may be that DSA TCP can quickly adjust the window when the channel switch is detected. 
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Figure 4.3. Throughput comparison with different switching period 

 

 
4.4. Fairness Analysis:  TCP Reno is the most commonly used transport layer protocol, so a new TCP protocol should be 

friendly with TCP Reno. At last, we study the coexistence of TCP WSP and TCP Reno. We add a pair of transmission nodes as 

shown in Figure 4.4. There are two TCP Reno flows (W0 to N0, W1 to N1) and two TCP WSP flows (W0 to N0, W1 to N1) in 

the scenario. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4. Scenario for fairness comparison 
 

 

From the Figure 4.4 we can see that both the two Reno flows and TCP WSP flows has a certain fairness performance. This means 

the window adjust strategy of TCP WSP is moderate, has no impact on other flows. The throughput performance of TCP WSP 

outperform than TCP Reno as it can be fit to the DSA environment. 
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Figure 4.5. Fairness comparison 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we have studied the impact of spectrum switches 

in a typical DSA network on TCP throughput performance. 

The bandwidth utilization ratio of the traditional TCP in DSA 

network is insufficient. So we propose a transmission control 

protocol called TCP WSP. By measuring the available 

bandwidth, TCP WSP estimates the distribution of 

measurement bandwidth, and then uses the means and 

variance to judge whether the channel switch occurs, and then 

controls the reasonable congestion window value, and finally 

achieves the purpose of maximizing the utilization of the 

channel bandwidth. In the future, we will study the impact of 

PU’s behavior on TCP’s performance in a more complex 

spectrum environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presented a two-level verification access control system. Conventional locks had not been able to provide a 

satisfactory solution to the safety of properties and valuable belongings such as jewelleries and print documents, hence, the 

need for a more secured and better access control system to such custody. The proposed two-level verification access control 

system was designed to ensure improve access control method where it was deployed. Atmega328p microcontroller occupied 

the central part of the developed two-level access control system. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) card reader and 

fingerprint reader provided the required windows for the two-level verifications. The actual lock mechanism was provided by 

a solenoid, an electromechanical device, whose operation was dependent on issued command from the Atmega328p in 

response to inputs from both RFID reader and fingerprint reader. Only users having an authentic RFID tag and registered 

fingerprints would be granted access. A user attempted entry, by presenting both an authentic RFID tag and fingerprint to the 

system. A granted access would unlock the solenoid lock. The system had a processing time of less than 2 seconds and 

maximum average false rejection rate of 0.2%.  

 

Keywords: RFID, fingerprint reader, access control, verification system 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This incidence of burglary has become a common 

phenomenon in our society. Advancement in science and 

technology has resulted in an increase in the rate and 

sophistication of crime. This has necessitated the need to 

provide adequate security of lives and properties. Common 

method of securing a place of interest is via the use of 

mechanical locks of different kinds and configurations. Even 

with the use of mechanical locks, the crime rate is still on the 

increase due to the fact that these locks are easily 

compromised [1]. Consequently, there is a need for other types 

of locks especially electronic ones [2].  

 

Electronic access control system is application of electronic 

means to check unauthorized entry or access into a restricted 

domain; this could be a cash box, a safe, bank vaults or homes. 

Such domain are kept secured and restricted, in order to avoid 

theft, infringement on the privacy of the owners, or 

unauthorized access whatsoever. In order to guarantee 

security, different measures have been put in place to check 

this demand. Traditionally, verified users have gained access 

to their property or service via dozens knowledge based 

security techniques [3]. Knowledge security measures are 

those means of restricting access to a sensitive domain, using 

electronic devices that will grant a user access to a domain, 

only if authorized materials or facts are tendered by the user.  

 

Example of such measure includes passwords and Personal 

Identification Number (PIN), tags and smart cards. However, 

this knowledge based security schemes and associated 

hardware is characterized by major drawbacks such as loss of 

tags or cards and the passcode can be easily forgotten. A 

number of uni-modal electronic lock systems are already in 

the circulation, common ones include card sensor locks, which 

make use of cards as keys. Examples of uni-modal electronic 

lock system include RFID-based lock system where 

electromagnetic fields are used to identify objects in a 

contactless way [4], [5] and electronic combination locks 

which works via use of code, when the correct code is input by 

means of an external device the lock is opened, such that only 

authorized users that know the code can open the lock and 

gain access to the restricted area. Biometric electronic locks 

are recent and are still developing.  

 

It is an electronic lock system which utilizes quantifiable data 

(or metrics) related to human characteristics and traits in the 

operation of the lock system. Such human features include 

fingerprint pattern, face recognition, palm print, iris 

recognition, typing rhythm, gait, voice etc. [6], [7]. Each of 

the above highlighted electronic methods of access control and 

lock systems are often deployed singly in practice to provide 

uni-modal system of access control.  
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Multimodal access control systems use multiple approaches to overcome limitations of uni-modal systems. For instance, a major 

drawback of RFID-based lock system is cloning (mirroring or duplication) of tags through which a user gains access to a 

restricted area. The need to ensure improved security and better access control mechanism necessitated the development of the 

two-level verification vault access control system using RFID and fingerprint technologies.  

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

The working population of a nation constitutes the youths 

(within the ages of 18 - 49 in Nigeria). In a country like 

Nigeria, where high unemployment rate is the talk of the town, 

youths have to find ways to make ends meet, some embrace 

entrepreneurship, by learning a trade. However substantial 

number of them take to criminal engagements such as theft 

and burglary, these ones are the cause of increase in the 

nation’s crime rate. Conventional locks had not been able to 

provide a satisfactory solution to the safety of properties and 

valuable belongings such as jewelleries and print documents, 

hence, the need for a more secured and better access control 

system to custody where these items are kept. It is to this 

effect that an alternative, reliable, secured and efficient two-

level verification access control system utilizing RFID and 

fingerprint technologies is proposed to provide the needed 

control measure.   

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 

To actualize the development of the two-level verification 

access control system, the following materials were used: 

resistors, capacitors, a crystal oscillator, NPN transistors, an 

RFID module, a fingerprint scanner, a solenoid lock, a voltage 

regulator, 220V/12V transformer, a bridge rectifier, Atmega 

328/p microcontroller and Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs).  

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of two-level verification vault access 

control system 
 

The developed access control system, applies an existing 

technology in the use of fingerprint and RFID systems for 

securing restricted areas. A pair of RFID transmitter – receiver 

acts as sensor in conjunction with a fingerprint identification 

module.  

The RFID system verifies the identity of the user and 

thereafter grants the user privilege to proceed to use the 

fingerprint identification module for verification and 

authentication. Then, a decision is made whether to grant 

access or not through the operation of the solenoid 

mechanism. On the successful verification of both the RFID 

and fingerprint systems, the micro-controller is activated to 

turn on the solenoid lock. The block diagram of the developed 

electronic lock system is as shown in Figure 1. Five building 

blocks are involved in the realisation of the access control 

system. Design considerations for components making up 

each of the building blocks are discussed in what follows. 

 

3.1 Hardware Components 
The RFID module: In a normal RFID communication, the 

RFID module is fixed and the user positions the card near the 

module whenever there is a need to start the interaction. To 

achieve this, a PN532 breakout is used. The RFID system used 

contains a PN532 chip of NXP Semiconductors for contactless 

communication. Together with its PCB-antenna, it forms an 

NFC reader that conforms with ISO 14443 standard. To 

increase the communication range of the PN532 breakout 

board, the antenna had to be matched to the PN532 chip. The 

PN532 chip generates signal at a frequency of 13.56MHz and 

the antenna is matched to the chip when the impedance is 

50Ω.  

 

Fingerprint Identification module: The identification module 

that was used is ZFM-20 series fingerprint identification 

module. The module itself does all of the heavy lifting behind 

reading and identifying the fingerprints. It has an on-board 

optical sensor and 32-bit CPU, which makes it compatible 

with a programmable processor. It can store up to 256 

different fingerprints and the database of prints can even be 

downloaded from the unit and distributed to other modules. 

This is an advantage in areas where multiple users are 

required.  

 

Microcontroller: The microcontroller employed in this work is 

ATmega328p. It has 14 digital input/output pins, 16 MHz 

crystal oscillator, a USB connection and a reset button among 

others. Atmega-328/p has a maximum input of 5V DC with a 

maximum output current of 40mA. Crystal oscillator terminals 

are connected to pin 9 and pin 10 of the microcontroller to 

drive the device from an external clock source. Two capacitors 

C1 and C2 form the load capacitance for the crystal and for the 

smoothening of the clock pulses. This frequency is required to 

keep track of time, to provide a stable clock signal for the 

circuit and to stabilize frequencies for the RFID Module. The 

frequency of the crystal is 16 MHz; this implies that the time 

taken for the microcontroller to execute an instruction 

is 62nS . The values of smoothening and load capacitances 

are obtained as follows; 
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Assuming C1=C2, then,   

 

        
1

2
L s

C
C C= +          (1)                                         

 

where  

,L sC C  are respectively the optimum load capacitance for a 

given crystal (which is specified by the crystal manufacturer 

as 16.5pF) and the stray capacitance on the printed circuit 

board ( whose value can be assumed to be 5.5pF for design 

purposes). Using these information in equation (1)

                                 

       

( )12 12116.5*10  5.5*10
2

C− −
= +       

 

C1 = C2 is determined to be 22pF. 

 

Solenoid Lock: Solenoids have found useful applications in 

areas where there is need to induce linear motion for pushing, 

pulling or controlling switches and levers. It works on 

electromagnetic induction principle and can be controlled 

from electric input from electronic circuits. Specifications of 

Solenoid used in this design are listed below: 

a) The solenoid is to be powered with 9-12 DC volts, but 

lower voltage results in weaker/slower operation, it 

draws 500 mA current at 9V when activated. 

b) It has a throw of about 6mm and dimensions: 23.57mm / 

0.92" x 67.47mm / 2.65" x 27.59mm / 11.08" which is 

compatible with the conventional door lock sockets, 

hence can be used to substitute such locks without much 

stress. 

c) The wire lead is long enough to connect to the processor 

board from the door socket and is terminated with a 4-

pin connector, the wire length: 222.25mm / 8.75". 

d) It is usually set in a locked position in order to check the 

possibility of absent mindedness. 

e) The holding period for activation is 10 seconds.  

 

The maximum pin current of an Atmega328/p is 40mA, at 5V, 

this is not sufficient to drive a solenoid. Consequently, a driver 

circuit is required. The driver circuit implemented consists of 

a power transistor (TIP102) and a diode (IN4001) to raise the 

current to 500mA from 40mA at the microcontroller pin. The 

circuit diagram of the driver circuit is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

The value of the series resistance 
1

R to TP102 is obtained as 

follows: 

          1in b BEV i R V− ≤                                                                                       

           1
in BE

b

V V
R

i

−
≥             (2)                                                                                               

 

 

 

From datasheet, 2.8BEV V= and 3bi mA= , 5inV V= , then 

            1 3

5 2.8
0.73

3 10
R k

−

−
≥ = Ω

×
     

The value 
1

1R k= Ω  is chosen. With a 12V DC at the 

solenoid port and 2
CE

V V=  for TP102,  

             CEsolV V V= −              (3) 

                    12 2 10V= − =   

where solV  is the voltage across the solenoid. 

 

 

   Fig. 2:  A circuit diagram of the solenoid driver 

 

From the above analysis, 10V is within the permissible range 

of the voltage that can drive the solenoid, however the 500mA 

current is provided by the power supply, TIP102 has the 

capacity to allow a maximum collector current of 8A,and is 

therefore suitable for this application. The IN4001 diode is 

used to ensure forward bias voltage across the solenoid. 

 

Alarm unit: This is provided to sound an alert when an 

incorrect fingerprint is tried on the system. This alarm system 

is implemented between the RFID and fingerprint verification 

stages. This is done to ensure that a stage has already been 

passed, in the case of a burglar attempting to by-pass the 

system, it will be evident that the burglar already has access to 

a valid card, and is trying his fingerprint on the system, the 

alarm will therefore notify the house owner or the 

administrator depending on the context of usage. Fig. 3 

explains the design considerations of the alarm unit. 

 

Using information obtained from the datasheet of transistor 

2N2222, the base current 1.5 ,b mAi = 2BEV V=  and VCE > 

2V, the value of limiting resistor R1 is chosen to be 2.2kΩ. 

Usually the buzzer operates within a 9V to 12V DC supply, 

which is guaranteed bearing the size of collector-emitter drop. 
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Fig. 3:  A circuit diagram of the buzzer driver 

 

3.2 Software Interface  
The main purpose of this component is to provide an interface 

between the fingerprint module, RFID module and the 

microcontroller unit. In addition, it is required in order to 

improve the security of the whole system as the condition for 

granting user access is defined and separated at this stage.  

The developed software interface is loaded on ATmega328 

processor, which is attached to the solenoid lock, fingerprint 

scanner and RFID reader. For the solenoid, no software is 

required. The software design of the RFID has just 

authentication stage while that of fingerprint scanner is 

divided into two segments: the enrolment and the 

authentication stages. C++ computer programming language 

on Microsoft Visual studio is used to write the driver and the 

header files for the sensors interface between the 

microcontroller and the output section of the hardware 

components for proper communication. 

 

RFID authentication mode: This is the mode in which the 

user’s card gets authenticated. This will come up at the point 

of access to the restricted area. It involves granting the user’s 

card access to use the fingerprint scanner if valid. Fingerprint 

software process: This is the enrolment stage where the 

authorized users, including the administrator are registered to 

create database of fingerprints. It involves the capturing of the 

fingerprint of the users and assignment of identification 

number to the users. This is then saved and stored in the 

memory for accessibility when there is a need for 

authentication. The authentication stage is one in which the 

users get authenticated after the registration. This comes up at 

the point of accessing the restricted area. It involves granting 

the user’s fingerprint access if registered and appears in the 

database or rejecting if the user’s fingerprint does not appear 

in the database.  

 

 

 

 

 

The flowchart describing the entire procedure is shown in Fig. 

4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Flow chart depicting the procedure of operation of 

the developed two-level access control system 

 

3.3 Implementation 
The entire construction procedures centred on running of 

Atmega328p in a standalone mode without Arduino board. 

This improves the aesthetic features of the work after 

packaging, for this reason a compact standalone version of the 

Arduino board was implemented and was used to interface the 

fingerprint identification module and the RFID module with 

the solenoid lock. Each of the hardware components and 

modules described earlier were assembled then assembled.    

 

4. PERFORMANCE TESTS  

 

The two-level access control system employs fingerprint and 

RFID as sensors to control the state of a solenoid lock. After 

the construction, tests were carried out from the input stage to 

the final output stage. Each of the modules that make up the 

developed system was tested after the construction and was 

found to be working as expected before they were assembled. 

The entire system was then tested; the response time of the 

system was measured. Under certain test conditions the 

variation of the system access denial rate (defined to be the 

false rejection rate of the fingerprint identification module) 

with various patterns of fingerprints was determined. The test 

was conducted on 21 individuals with various fingerprint 

pattern and finger characteristics. Each individual attempted to 

access the system 30 times, the results obtained is presented in 

Table 1. 
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The test results show that the processing time is generally 

small irrespective of the finger conditions. In terms of false 

rejection rate, smooth surface finger has the least average 

figure of 0.03% while both dry rough-finger and small- sized 

finger have the highest average with a value of 0.17%. The 

processing time of fingerprint scanner is generally than 1.5 

second. Rough surface finger has average scanner processing 

time of 1.35 second and the smooth surface finger has the least 

processing time of 1.17 second. The overall processing time of 

the developed system is less than 2 seconds with smooth 

surface finger having the least 1.30 second and rough surface 

finger taking 1.48 second as average total processing time. 

With these results, it is evident that, irrespective of the finger 

conditions, the average processing time required by the 

developed electronic lock system is less than time required in 

the operation of mechanical lock system. This is in addition to 

improve security measure that comes with the two-level 

verifications involved. 

 

Table 1: Result of tests on the developed vault access control System 
 

Test finger 

conditions 

Fingerprint 

Pattern 

False Rejection 

Rate (%) 

Fingerprint 

Processing 

Time (Sec) 

RFID 

Processing 

Time (Sec) 

Total 

processing 

time (Sec) 

Smooth surface 

finger 

Whorl 0.03 1.17 0.13 1.30 

Loop 0.03 1.18 0.13 1.31 

Arch 0.03 1.17 0.13 1.30 

Rough surface 

finger 

Whorl 0.16 1.31 0.13 1.44 

Loop 0.16 1.43 0.13 1.56 

Arch 0.17 1.30 0.13 1.46 

Sweaty smooth  

finger 

Whorl 0.40 1.30 0.13 1.46 

Loop 0.40 1.32 0.13 1.45 

Arch 0.43 1.35 0.13 1.48 

Dry rough  finger Whorl 0.17 1.29 0.13 1.42 

Loop 0.16 1.19 0.13 1.32 

Arch 0.17 1.22 0.13 1.35 

Small sized finger Whorl 0.17 1.33 0.13 1.46 

Loop 0.17 1.31 0.13 1.44 

Arch 0.16 1.35 0.13 1.48 

Medium sized   

finger 

Whorl 0.10 1.30 0.13 1.46 

Loop 0.10 1.32 0.13 1.45 

Arch 0.07 1.30 0.13 1.43 

Large sized  

finger 

Whorl 0.20 1.31 0.13 1.44 

Loop 0.23 1.35 0.13 1.48 

Arch 0.17 1.33 0.13 1.46 

 

 

 
 

         (a)                                                        ( )b                                                     ( )c      

Fig. 5: Plates showing the prototype of the developed access control system during testing (a) power on (b) RFID card 

verification (c) fingerprint verification  
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5. CONCLUSION  
 

A robust two-level access control system that is based on RFID 

and fingerprint technologies has been developed to control the 

state of a solenoid lock. This can be deployed to provide 

adequate restriction of unauthorized access to sensitive 

domains. The results obtained show that the developed system 

has potential for large scale implementation. In addition to this, 

the developed system has been shown to overcome some of the 

challenges posed by uni-modal access control system. 

 

6. FUTURE WORK 
 

This work has been implemented and installed on a locker; 

however, the application of this development is not limited to 

lockers as the design has been made to be flexible. It can as 

well be deployed for building doors, Safes, Vaults and other 

applications that make use of doors to restrict unauthorized 

access to a particular place of interest. The possibility of power 

outage has been factored in during the design, consequently, 

the system work with either AC or DC power supply.  

 

It is recommended that the system is switched OFF, until its 

use is required so as to extend the lifespan of the device. In 

addition, the microcontroller can be programmed to reset 

automatically after elapse of pre-set time expected for a user to 

complete the two -level of authentications.  

 

Lastly, the developed access control system can be improved 

upon by making provision for transaction logging of users over 

a specify period of time.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Malware are destructive by altering host machine’s behaviour as it self-replicates its codes unto the host’s files. Some, have the 

ability to change its structure on execution via mutation and other code obfuscation – to generate complex variants with same 

functionality; But, different in their syntax and signature. This renders signature-based detection quite unreliable and their 

detection, tedious. Our study generates evolved complex variants of the Zmist malware using memetic algorithm, we then create 

an effective profile and rules trained via the Hidden Markov model, that efficiently detect the Zmist variants with high 

(classification) probability; And thus, drastically reduce false-positive and true-negative rates. We use HMM clustering ability to 

explore sample cluster-profiles of the Zmist metamorphic engine to help us learn the underlying code clusters from sample data, 

and navigate its engine to yield faster and completely morphed variants of Zmist using memetic algorithm. Evolved variants of 

were tested on and against commercial antivirus.  

 

Keywords— Intelligent, stochastic, hunting, profile, evolutionary, clustering, markov model, virus, malware 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Computer virus is a malicious program that modifies a host 

machine by attaching its code and alters behaviour of other 

files. As it infects, it also modifies itself to include better and 

possibly, an evolved copy of the virus [1][2][3].  

[4] in [5] notes the first computer virus was a boot sector 

virus created in 1986 that infects the host machine resources 

such as files and macros, operating system, system sectors, 

companion files and source code. Use of Internet for data 

transfer has become a soft target for their widespread to wreak 

havoc faster globally. Early detection of viruses is thus, 

imperative to minimize the damage caused.  

A. Modules of a Computer Virus 
[5] Virus has 3-modules: infect, trigger and payload. Infect is 

the mechanism to modify its host and contain copies of it. 

Trigger details when and how to deliver payload (details the 

damage to be done). Trigger and payload are optional. Fig. 1a 

is virus pseudo-code; while Fig. 1b is an infect pseudo-code. 

[6] Subroutine Infect selects a target from M-targets to infect 

when run. Select_target details target selection criteria as same 

target should not be repeatedly selected; else, reveals presence 

of a virus. And, Infect_code performs actual infection by 

inserting its code into the target. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1a: Virus Pseudo-code 

Def Virus(): 

 Infect() 

 If Trigger() is 

TRUE then 

 

Fig 1b: Infect Pseudo-code 

Def Infect(): 

 Repeat M times() 

     Target = 

Select_target() 

   If no 

target() THEN 
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Malware self-replicates its codes onto a machine without the 

user’s consent, and spreads by attaching a copy of itself to 

some part of program file. It attacks system resources and is 

designed to deliver a payload that aims to corrupt program, 

delete files, reformat disks, crash network, destroy critical data 

or embark on other damage to the host machine [7]. 

 

Viruses are classified as: 

a. Simple virus replicates itself on execution in a host 

machine so that it gains control, attaching a copy of itself 

to host machine’s files or program as it spreads. It then 

transfers back control to host program afterwards. It is 

easily detected by scanning for a defined sequence of 

bytes called signature [8]. 

b. Encrypted virus scrambles its signature to make it 

unrecognizable. Its decryption routine transfers control to 

its decrypted virus body so that each time it infects a new 

program, it makes copy of both the decrypted body and 

its related decryption routine. It encrypts a copy and 

attaches both to a target system. It uses an encryption key 

to encrypt its body. As the key changes, it scrambles its 

body so that the virus appears different, from one 

infection to another. This makes signature detection 

technique difficult so that the antivirus must scan for a 

constant decryption routine instead [9]. 

c. Polymorphics consists of scrambled body, its mutation 

engine and decryption routine. Its decryption routine first 

acquires control of host machine as it decrypts scrambled 

body and mutation engine. It then transfers control to the 

now unscrambled body to locate new file to infect – unto 

which it copies its body, also copying unto the RAM its 

mutation engine and invoking its mutation engine to 

randomly generate a new decryption routine to decrypt its 

body with little or no semblance to the previous 

decryption routine. It then appends this newly encrypted 

body, a mutation engine and decryption routine to the 

newly infected file – so that the encrypted body and 

decryption routine, varies from one infection to another. 

It has no signature and decryption routine – making any 

two infections not alike [10]. 

d. Metamorphics avoid detection by completely rewriting 

its code each time it infects new file. It accomplishes 

code obfuscation and meta-morphing, which is 90% of its 

assembly codes [8-10]. 

 

B. Virus Detection Mechanisms 

Antivirus software detects, prevent and remove all malware, 

including but not limited to viruses, worms, Trojans, spyware 

and adware. Antivirus use strategies namely: heuristic search, 

cyclic redundancy check, logic search and spy on processes to 

scan for viruses. Detection mechanism is broadly grouped 

into: (a) signature-based scans for signature, and to evade it – 

virus makers create new virus strings that can alter their 

structure while keeping its functionality via code obfuscation 

method, and (b) code emulation creates sandbox or virtual 

machine, so that files are executed within it and scanned for 

virus. Once the virus is detected, it is no longer a threat – since 

it is running in controlled environment that limit damage to 

host machine [5, 11-12]. 

 

Antivirus often impairs system performance, and incorrect 

decision may lead to security breach as it runs at the kernel of 

the operating system. If an antivirus uses heuristics, its success 

depends on the right balance between positives and negatives. 

Today, malware may no longer be executables. Macros can 

present security risk and antivirus heavily relies on signature-

detection. Metamorphic and polymorphic viruses, evades and 

makes signature detection, quite ineffective [13]. Studies have 

shown that anti-virus effectiveness decreased against unknown 

or zero-day attacks. This problem has been magnified by the 

changing intent of virus makers. Independent testing on all the 

major virus scanners consistently shows none to yield 100% 

detection. The best ones yield 99.6% detection, while lowest is 

81.8%. Thus, all scanners can yield a false positive result as 

well so that they identify benign files as malware [14-15]. 

 

C. Metamorphic Malware or Viruses 

Rather than use encryption, metamorphics change its code 

structure/appearance while keeping its functionality. It does 

this via code obfuscation methods as in fig 2. Its engine reads 

in a virus executable, locates code to be transformed using its 

locate_own_code module. Each engine has its transformation 

rule that defines how a particular opcode or a sequence of 

opcodes is to be transformed. Decode module extracts these 

rules by disassembling. Analyze module analyzes current copy 

of virus and determines what transforms must be applied to 

generate the next morphed copy. Mutate module performs the 

actual transformations by replacing an instruction (set) with 

the other its equivalent code; While, Attach module attaches 

the mutated or transformed copy to a host [4-5, 9, 16-17].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Locate own 

code 
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Fig. 2: Distinct Signature of Metamorphic Virus 
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[18-19] note that a typical metamorphic engine may consist of: 

(a) internal disassemble to disassemble binary codes, (b) a 

shrinker replaces two or more codes with its single equivalent, 

(c) expander replaces an instruction with code set to perform 

same action, (d) swapper reorders these codes by swapping 

two/more unrelated codes, (e) a relocator assigns and relocate 

relative references like jump/call, (f) garbager (constructor) 

inserts whitespaces (do-nothing codes) and (g) the cleaner 

(destructor) undoes the actions of a garbager by removing 

whitespaces instructions. [9, 17, 20] Feats of an effective 

metamorphic engine includes: (i) must be able to handle any 

assembly language opcode, (ii) shrinker and swapper must be 

able to process more than one instruction concurrently, (iii) 

garbager is used moderately, not to affect actual instructions, 

and (iv) swapper analyzes each instruction so as not to affect 

next instructions’ execution. 

 

D. Metamorphic Code Obfuscation Methods 
Metamorphic engine uses code obfuscation to yield morphed 

copies of original program. Obfuscated code is more difficult 

to understand and can generate different looking copies of a 

parent file as it operates on both control flow and data section 

of a program [21]. Code obfuscation is achieved via [22-23]: 

a. Register Usage Exchange/Rename modifies register data 

of an instruction without changing the codes itself, which 

remain constant across all morphed copies. Thus, only the 

operands changes. 

b. Dead Code inserts whitespaces, which do not affect its 

code execution via a block or single instruction so as to 

change codes’ appearance while retaining functionality.  

c. Subroutine Permutation aims to reorder subroutines so 

that a program of many subroutines can generate (n-1)! 

varied permutations, whose addition will not affect its 

functionality as this is not important for its execution.  

d. Equivalent Code Substitution replaces instruction with its 

equivalent instruction (or blocks). A task can be achieved 

in different ways. Same feat is used in equivalent code 

substitution. 

e. Transposition/Permutation – modifies program execution 

order only if there is no dependency amongst 

instructions. 

f. Code Reorder inserts unconditional and conditional 

branch after each instruction (or block), and defines 

branching instructions to be permuted so as to change the 

programs’ control-flow. Conditional branch is always 

preceded by a test instruction which always forces the 

execution of the branching instruction. 

g. Subroutine Inline/Outline is similar to dead code 

insertion in that subroutine call are replaced with its 

equivalent code as Inline inserts arbitrary dead code in a 

program; while outline converts block of code into 

subroutine and replace the block with a call to the 

subroutine. It essentially does not preserve any logical 

code grouping. 

 

 

 

 

2. MATERIALS / METHODOLOGY 
 

A. Virus Abstract Representation 
The study uses the Zmist metamorphic engine (whose rules or 

heuristics uses substitution, transposition and trash – all of 

which are permutation) methods to build viruses of the same 

functionality. The engine changes its opcode, generating new 

variants from old versions (authored by Zombie and extracted 

from [24]. Zmist at its release, was one of the most complex 

binary viruses ever written, which uses Entry-Point Obscuring 

that supports a unique code integration scheme, and 

occasionally inserts jumps after each instruction in a section, 

pointing to the next instruction. It extremely modifies files 

from one generation to next via camouflage, which makes it 

suited for the study [7, 19]. 

 

B. Machine Learning / Evolutionary Models 

Statistical pattern analysis has proven a successful technique 

to detect metamorphics via machine learning (soft-computing) 

paradigms. Soft computing is an inexact science that uses 

evolutionary optimization models to resolve tasks. It achieves 

its tractability via optimization by exploiting historic data as 

well as exploring human knowledge encoded via statistical 

pattern analysis, mathematical models and symbolic reasoning 

[25] to perform quantitative data processing and yield 

qualitative knowledge as its new language. The models are 

tuned to be robust, so that even with partial truth, imprecision, 

uncertainty and noise applied to its input, it yields an output 

guaranteed of high quality. They are mostly inspired by 

behavioural patterns and evolution in biological population as 

well as natural laws. They explore 3-basic feats as they seek to 

unveil the underlying probability of data feats of interest 

namely: (a) adaptation yield agents void of local minima and 

with high-diverse random migrantion introduced into the 

model to slow its convergence and create a balance between 

exploitation and exploration so that learning feats of change, 

biases its solution accordingly, (b) robustness estimates its 

effectiveness of the model as employed in the task at hand, 

and (c) decision is flexible as uncertainty feats impacts on the 

model’s future state continually in forecasts while focusing on 

its goal state and its ease integration [26]. Example include 

models such as genetic algorithm, firefly algorithm, neural 

networks, Markov model etc – all known tools and recently, 

used in hunting cum effective detection of polymorphics cum 

metamorphics. 

 

C. Hidden Markov Model 
[27] Consider a series of state and its associated probabilities 

to each transition between states. Such state (chain) is a 

Markov, if the transition probabilities depend only on the 

current state (not on previous states) such that the Markov 

chain has no memory. More precisely, it is a first order 

Markov chain if the nth order Markov chain depends both on 

current and its n–1 previous states. Also, the Markov chain has 

no finite memory. The Hidden Markov model has been 

successfully employed in the studies of bioinformatics as well 

as molecular biology for gene sequencing.  
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Thus, we represent a simple DNA sequence using a Markov 

chain process as: PAT is probability of the transition from state 

A to T; while PTA is transition probability from state T to A, 

and so on respectively given that in the DNA chemical code, 

A = Adenosine, C = Cytosine, G = Guanine, and T = Thymine 

as in Fig 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each arrow represents transition probability of a specific base 

followed by another base. Transition probability is calculated 

after observing several DNA sequence and corresponding 

transition probability matrix yields a compact representation 

of the transition probabilities – noting that a Markov chain 

process leads to a corresponding Markov model; And, that 

each event depends only on the previous event. Transition 

probability from state of observed symbol s to another state t 

is given by Eq. 1 [28]:  

 

 
 

where  

N is the number of states and xi is the state at step i).  

 

The sum of transition probabilities from each state equals 1 

since these transitions represent a probability distribution as 

the probability associated with each step of/in the model. 

Following Bayes Theorem, the probability of the sequence 

relative to the given model is computed using Eq. 2 noting that 

P(xi) is probability of starting at first state xi, and ‘begin’/’end’ 

state helps accommodate first/last symbols of output sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

[28] Also, current event depends on more than one previous 

event. An nth order Markov chain on m symbols is represented 

as a first order Markov chain with mn symbols. Thus, given a 

series of observations (i.e. output sequence) from a Markov 

process, we wish to determine which state generated each 

observation. Consider N buckets with a given distribution of 

coloured balls in each. Note that we are well aware of the 

distribution of the balls in each bucket as well as the rule for 

determining which of the bucket to select from.  

 

Being a Markov process, this rule for choosing the bucket 

from which we can select from depends on the previous 

selection. [29] Suppose, a sequence of colours correspond to 

balls selected; But, we do not know which buckets they were 

selected from. That is, the Markov process itself is hidden – 

we would like to gain information about this hidden process 

through the observations – that is, the colour of the balls 

selected. So far, we only outlined the basic structure of a 

hidden Markov model, the problem can be solved via hidden 

Markov model approach using this simple example where: 

 

� O: the observation sequence 

� T: is the length of the observation sequence 

� N: number of states in the HMM process 

� α – is the alphabet for the model 

� M: number of symbols in the alphabet 

� A: the state transition probability matrix 

� aij probability of the state transition from i to j 

� bi(k): probability of observing k in the state i 

� B: probability distribution of the observations (one 

distribution for each Markov process) 

� λ = (A,B,π) and it represents the HMM 

 

HMM is given by λ = (A,B,π) where the matrices of A,B and 

π may or may not be known, depending on the task. Thus, the 

model can be suited for any of the following tasks [29]: 

a. Problem 1: Given observations and parameters N and M, 

determine model λ = (A,B,π) that best fits sequence. We 

train model to fit data. HMM training requires no aprior 

assumptions about the model other than outline parameter 

N and M, which specifies the size of the model. 

b. Problem 2: Compute probability that the given model 

produces an observation sequence if given the model λ – 

(A,B,π) and an observation sequence O, compute P(O/ λ). 

c. Problem 3: Uncover HMM λ = (A,B,π) and observation 

sequence O to determine most likely sequence of states X 

= (x1, x2, …, xT) that could have produced the sequence. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3: State Transition / Automata 
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Suppose – in the example of gene sequencing, we have CTAG 

states, which can occur in any number of sequence and in any 

number of times T, to generate an observation between the 

states. We have that number of symbols M = 4 (i.e. CTAG). If 

our observed sequence O = {C,T,G,A,T,T,G,G,A} from the 

base sequence (which is made visible); However, we seek to 

uncover the signature of the new variants sequence when we 

program this sequence to yield a new observation. But, we 

require these 4-symbols too to yield the new variants (unsure 

sequence) as many as 3-times the sequence we see clearly. 

Thus, there are also 4-hidden states so that N = 4 (for normal 

and hidden sequence).  

 

 

Our transition probability matrix is computed and represented 

by fig 4. From this, we have that the ratio of the base virus to 

the completely morphed copy yet to be generated as it infects 

new system is given by 1:3 and using the Maximum Expected 

Likelihood model, we arrive at this transition probability 

matrix as in fig 4. Also, we have the initial distribution π 

which specifies the probability that the Markov process begins 

with the normal observed sequence as well as a biased 

generated variant (after infecting a body or system 

respectively) – so that π = [0.3 0.7]. The values for (A,B,π) are 

all row-statistic – that is, each row is a probability distribution. 

Note that the series of states in the underlying Markov process 

is hidden and we observe that the sequence of CTAG that 

result from the process are assumed as N and M, which in this 

case are known [28]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. The Bayesian Profile Hidden Markov Model 
The Hidden Markov Model is a double embedded chain that 

models complex stochastic processes. The Markov process is a 

chain of states with probabilities associated to each transition 

between states. In n-order Markov, its transition probabilities 

depend on current and n-1 previous states. A Hidden Markov 

model process determines the state generated for each state 

observation in a series (solution space or output sequence). In 

malware, an instruction not accepted by the trained HMM, 

yields high probability of being a malware [29]. Traditional 

HMM scores data through clustering based on the profile 

values. The probabilities of initial set of instructions are 

sampled – then checked to see if such instructions are 

metamorphic viruses. HMM maintains log in memory to help 

reduce true-negatives (instructions that behave malware-like) 

and false positives (unclassified variants of malware). Thus, 

our HMM is initially trained to assimilate normal behaviour of 

Zmist metamorphic engine. It then creates a profile of the 

malware codes, which it classifies into low, medium and high 

profile range [28-29, 41]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, profile HMM as a variant of HMM, aims to deal 

with the fundamental problems of the HMM by: (a) it makes 

explicit use of positional (alignment) data contained in the 

observations or sequences, and (b) it allows null transitions, 

where necessary so that the model can match sequences that 

includes insertion and deletions [27-29]. In malware detection, 

O is each code of metamorphic engine denoted as a rule, T is 

time each code takes to execute, N is number of codes in 

sequence and obfuscation methods used as etched into HMM, 

M is number of code access to registers contained in Zmist 

engine, π is initial state (starting code) for Zmist engine, A is 

the state transition probability matrix, aij is probability of a 

transition from state i to another state j, B contains N-

probability distribution codes in knowledgebase from where 

profiles are been created (one code for each state of the 

process); while HMM λ = (A,B,π). Though, parameters for 

HMM details are incomplete as above; But, the general idea is 

still intact. 
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We can also align multiple codes (data) rules as sequence with 

significant relations. Its output sequence determines if an 

unknown code is related to sequence belonging to either of the 

Zmist variant class (or not) as comprise in the Bayesian net. 

We then use the profile HMM to score codes and make 

decision. The circles are delete state that detects classified 

Zmist codes in the knowledgebase, diamonds are insert states 

that allow us sandbox codes that are unclassified upon which 

the knowledgebase is updated for classified false-positives and 

true-negative detection; while rectangles are matched states 

that accurately classifies codes into Zmist variants as in the 

standard HMM [28-29]. 

 

 

 

 

Match and insert are emission states in which an observation is 

made as PHMM passes through all the states. Emission 

probabilities, corresponding to B in standard HMM model is 

computed based on frequency of symbols (in this case, Zmist 

codes) that can be emitted at a particular state in the model; 

But, are positional-dependent (in contrast to standard model). 

Also, the emission probabilities are derived from the Bayesian 

net, which represents our training phase. Finally, delete states 

allow the model to pass through the gaps, existing in the 

Bayesian network to reach other emission states. These gaps 

are necessary in the model help prevent it from over-fitting of 

data as in fig 5 [28]. We use the forward algorithm to compute 

probabilities for each possible case recursively by reusing 

scores calculated for partial sequences using Eq. 1 to Eq. 3 

respectively as thus: 

 

 

) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
D. E. Benchmark Memetic Algorithm 
Our framework is an adaptation of [30] that aims to evolve new 

malware from a known virus database. The first step is high-

level of abstract representation (or genotype) of given virus that 

requires great understanding of virus functionality and 

structure. It determines quality of evolution achieved by 

proposed framework, while including functional details of the 

virus characteristics and that of the metamorphic engine in use. 

Some known feats/attributes are: date, application-to-infect, 

domain, port number, email attachment, mail-body, registry 

variable, file extension, process terminated, peer-to-peer 

propagation etc, which forms its abstract representation of the 

base virus to be taken as input into system (see fig 3). 

 

Second step is the application of the evolutionary algorithm to 

the high-level representation. Thus, dataset is divided into: train 

(50%), cross validation (25%) and test (25%). The fitness of 

offspring as evaluated in Eq. 6 is a function of the similarity 

measure of the genes (chromosomes) with that of all stages of 

the framework. Individuals that evolved but do not match the 

training samples, their feats are stored and forms input to the 

next iteration. Thus, we have these conclusions as adopted by 

[30] thus: (1) new individuals are malware to be used during 

testing, whose abstract represented feats are fed-back into 

model, (2) new individual is an unknown Zmist virus, and (3) 

new individual is (not) Zmist virus.  

End 

Fig 4: PHMM with 3-Match States 
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In [29] facts 2 and 3 are established once executed within a 

sandbox in an operating system at real-time. Unlike [30] 

Generating Zmist virus for test as against having test data from 

base virus abstract representation, invalidates the experiment to 

some degree as mutation yields a better and fitter generation. 

Instead, we argued that a combination of the old feats and new 

feats as extracted from both dataset and metamorphic engine at 

each stage of the process as well as feedback into the system to 

generate newer variants to yield greater evolution (backward 

compatibility w.r.t. functionality to the base virus).  

 

CGA initializes the hybrid with an entire population of 500-

input (suitable abstract representation of base virus), computes 

individual fitness of each individual via Eq. 6 as well as selects 

30-individual via tournament method to yield the new sub-pool 

(and determine individuals to proceed for mating). Selected 

data are moved for crossover and mutation so that model or 

network learns static/dynamic feats in the obtained data. With 

30-individuals selected via tournament and 2-point crossover 

used, other parents contribute to yield new pool whose genetic 

makeup is a combination of both parents. Mutation will yield 3-

random genes that are allocated new random value that still 

conforms to belief space. The number of mutation applied, 

depends on how far CGA is progressed (and how fit is the best 

fit individual in the pool). Thus, number of mutations equals 

fitness of the fittest individual divided by 2. New individuals 

replace old ones with low fitness values [28, 31, 42]. 

 

 
[32-34]  

 

Each particle in PSO (30-individuals from CGA) are moved 

over and encoded as a string of positions in multidimensional 

space. Position/Velocity updates are performed independently 

in each dimension (a merit of PSO). Though, not for such an 

evolution/permutation task, as candidate solutions depends on 

each other. Thus, two or more particles can have same value for 

velocity and position. Particles can take values outside the 

boundary after update, which breaks the rule of permutation. 

[35-40].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All conflicts are resolved using Eq. 5. With larger velocity, 

particles explore more space and will likely change (though all 

update formulas remain same). Velocity is limited to absolute 

values, which represents the difference between particles). This 

continues till an individual in the pool with a fitness of 0 is 

found. Thus, solution is reached [25-26]. Selection and 

mutation in GA ensures the first 3-beliefs are met; while 

velocity/position updates in PSO ensures that the fourth belief 

space is met, as time is of paramount interest. Also, influence 

function determines number of mutations takes place; And 

knowledge of how close task is to solution, has direct impact 

on how model is processed. Algorithm stops when best 

individual has fitness 0 [32]. 

 

F. Tradeoffs and Issues in Metamorphic Malware 
Researchers designed routines to detect metamorphics (one-by-

one) and detect varied sequences of code known to be used by 

given mutation engine via signature search. This method is 

proved inherently impractical, time-consuming and costly as 

each metamorphic requires its own detection program. Also, 

the mutation engine can seemingly randomly, generate billions 

variation of virus and different engines used by metamorphics 

make any identification somewhat unreliable. This has led to, 

mistakenly identifying one virus in place of another. Thus, our 

statistical model seeks to associate signature to metamorphic 

malware computed based on probability. Also, hybrid models 

are quite difficult to implement. But, we resolved the encoding 

via a structured learning which in turn, addresses the existing 

statistical dependencies amongst its variables to yield better 

pool via crossover/mutation. This feat can be adapted in areas 

of software evolution. This Genetic Algorithm trained Particle 

Swarm hybrid model combined with the Zmist metamorphic 

engine obfuscation yields Zmist variants in the shortest time 

that are highly independent, discrete and completely morphed 

copies of virus. Our resulting morphed copies were tested 

against normal files and against commercial virus scanners. 

 

3. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 

E. A. Result Findings and Discussion 

To measure their effectiveness and classification accuracy, we 

adopt the misclassification rate of each model as well as its 

corresponding improvement percentages of the proposed model 

in comparison with those of other classification models for the 

diabetes data in both training and test data sets as summarized 

in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. The equations for the 

misclassification rate and its improvement percentage of the 

unsupervised (B) model against those of the supervised (A) 

model, is respectively calculated as follows: 
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Table 2: Misclassification Rate of Each model 

 

Model 

Classification Errors 

Training Data Testing Data 

PHMM 23.6% 39.2% 

GAPSO 48.4% 53.7% 

 

Table 3: Improvement Percentage 

 

Model 

Improvement % 

Training Data Testing Data 

PHMM 56.03% 64.16% 

GAPSO 42.79% 34.09% 

 

 

Obtained results in tables 2 & 3, the proposed PHMM has a misclassification rate of 39.2% (resulting in false-positives and true-

negatives error rate). Implying, it has a classification accuracy of about 60.9%; While, promising and/or shows an improvement 

of about 64.16%. In contrast, memetic algorithm (GAPSO) has a misclassification rate of 53.7% (resulting in false-positives and 

true-negatives error rate); while it promises to improve by 34.1%. Other parameter values of PSO led to slower or non-

convergence. Generated variants viruses were tested against commercial antiviruses. Scanned with ESET, it was able to detect 

56% of generated variants; while Norton Symantec detects 47% as in fig. 4a and 4b. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4a: Evolved Variants from HMM scanned with Kaspersky 

 

 
 

Fig. 4b: Evolved Variants via GAPSO scanned with Norton 
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Furthermore, metamorphic easily transform its codes as they 

propagate to avoid detection by using obfuscation methods to 

alters its behaviour when it detects its execution within virtual 

machine (sandbox) as means to challenge a deeper analysis 

(Lakhotia et al, 2004). Virus writer use weaknesses of 

antiviruses which are limited to static and dynamic analysis. 

Thus, they attack the following feats in a system: (a) data flow, 

(b) control flow graph generations, (c) procedure abstract, (d) 

property verification, and (e) disassembly – all means to 

counter scans, to identify such metamorphic viruses 

(Konstantinou, 2008). To mutate its code generation, 

metamorphics analyze their own codes and must re-evaluate 

evolved or mutated codes generated (since complexity of 

transformation in the previous generation has a direct impact on 

its current state, how a virus analyses and transforms code in its 

current generation). Thus, they employ code conversion 

algorithm that helps them detect their own obfuscation and 

reordering (Ojugo, 2016). 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In summary, with fitness function and selection common to 

both GA and PSO, we note that learning rates set between 0.2 

and 0.35; and PSO feats set as: φ1, = 1.5, φ2 = 2.5, MaxGen = 

500 epochs and ϖ = 0.14 yields better and faster convergence 

[32 – 40]. With [30], the proposed framework is posed as an 

evolvable system (though is adaptable to other domain tasks) is 

used in software evolution.  

The process of evolution is associated with modifying an 

existent software or program with both backward cum forward 

compatibility, and also to emphasizes the concept of robustness 

and component reuse (Gray and Klefstad, 2005). Also, a wide 

variety of replicative and non-replicative malware can also be 

evolved via proposed framework to increase network security 

research and study.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This work proposes a new approach to better utilization of the radio spectrum in the GSM 900 and 1800 Band,  taking advantage 

of the cellular concept of the GSM radio and the cognitive driven dynamic spectrum access of the next generation wireless 

technology. The unused channels of a system, within the coverage area, of a particular cell, were identified as spectrum holes, 

and otherwise referred to as channel holes, in this paper. A model for this system-created, GSM spatial whitespace was 

formulated. Using the coverage radius of a cell, antenna directivity and other engineering parameters together with frequency 

planning map of a GSM operator in Ilorin, the capital city of Kwara state in Nigeria, a computation of potential available 

bandwidth within the coverage area of some GSM cells was done to demonstrate the model. The quantity of white space that can 

be recovered per cell, shows that there exists higher potential for secondary cognitive usage of the GSM 900 and 1800 band than 

claimed in reports of several, previous spectrum occupancy measurements. A comparison of the utilization level by this approach 

with some other works revealed a considerable increase in recoverable spectrum holes in the two GSM bands combined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The use of radio spectrum for communication has been beset 

with the challenge of interference, a source of lowering quality 

of service (Qos), since time immemorial. The finite nature of 

the radio spectrum vis-a-vis the ever increasing demand for 

the same spectrum by emerging technologies worsens the 

challenge, which, naturally task the ingenuity of practitioners. 

Efforts at addressing this challenge, led to the realization that 

the scarce radio spectrum is grossly under-utilized, hence 

optimization of the available spectrum became a priority.  

 

The un-utilized portion, of the licensed spectrum, known as 

spectrum holes or white-spaces, is categorized, mainly, as 

spatial or temporal. The exploitation for use, of these spectrum 

holes or white-spaces is one of the main achievements of 

research efforts, aimed at improving the radio spectrum 

utilization profile. However, to date, less attention has been 

given to utilizing the white space in the GSM and UMTS 

Bands, when compared with the attention received by other 

bands, in the radio spectrum. Exploitation and utilization of 

the TV white space, TVWS, has received one of the highest 

attentions among the bands in the radio spectrum. 

Consequently, utilization of the TVWS has been proposed to 

be used for services that are hitherto provided within the GSM 

band [1], [2], [3].  

 

 

 

 

 

Even though, this is an encouraging proposition, it is opined 

that harvesting the holes in the GSM band will provide for a 

faster, less complex and cheaper adoption and implementation. 

Due to the volume of traffic and the nature of operation of a 

typical cellular mobile network, white spaces seem either non-

existent or very negligible such that attempts at exploitation, 

in these bands, do not seem encouraging. 

 

From the temporal perspective, spectrum occupancy 

measurements campaign conducted, world over, has revealed 

very high utilization level in the GSM bands and hence low 

and in some instances almost zero white space [4], [5], [6], 

[7], [8] etc. From the spatial perspective, the existence of 

white space in urban centre is regarded as a technological 

heresy, in the research world. Rather, the rural area was seen 

as the only cheap and viable option for better utilization of the 

spatial holes in the licensed GSM band [9]. 

 

This paper, examines the concept of spatial white space in the 

GSM band, from a different perspective, that derives its 

veracity from the mobile cellular network architectural 

framework. Using a service provider's network, the amount of 

spectrum that can be realized in the GSM bands in Ilorin, a 

sub-urban environment in North central Nigeria, was 

examined.    
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2. RELATED WORKS 
 

For obvious reasons, the rural areas seem more appealing 

when exploitation of spectrum holes becomes an issue. This 

section chronicles some of the previous works along this line. 

The research work of [9] proposed a dynamic spectrum 

sharing model, the Nomadic GSM that is aimed at increasing 

the proliferation of Community Cellular Network. The work 

proposed the regulation of GSM white spaces for dynamic 

spectrum sharing, as in TV white space, as this will support 

the growth of community cellular networks, especially in the 

developing countries where rural access to communication 

services has left a lot to be desired. Authors of [10], proposed 

an ‘Efficient Duty Cycle Model' to facilitate the reuse of GSM 

white space for cognitive femtocell access. The authors carried 

out a 'real scene' spectrum measurement in the GSM uplink in 

order to capture short duration signals and GSM hopping 

signals. The measurement was aimed at determining the 

spectral dynamics of the GSM network, in other words, the 

temporal white space in the network. From the evaluation 

done, it was opined that an additional 21.4 MHz can be farmed 

for cognitive femtocell use.   

 

In [11] a spectrum occupancy measurement in was conducted 

in Chicago, Washington and other US cities in all bands 

between 30 MHz and 3,000 MHz. The overall usage for the 

cities was 13.1% for New York and 17.4% for Chicago. 

However, the frequency band for cell phone, expectedly, 

indicated high percentage utilization than the average for all 

bands in both cities. According to [12], the spectrum 

utilization of the GSM 900 and 1800 in India show higher 

potential for cognitive opportunistic secondary use in indoor 

environment as opposed to outdoor, and during the night as 

opposed to the day. Some frequencies, in the band, also holds 

more promise for secondary use than others while some are 

completely inaccessible for cognitive secondary access.  

 

The results obtained also revealed a higher potential for 

secondary use, in the uplink channels, of 1800 MHz than the 

900 MHz. The work presented in [13], was a spectrum 

occupancy measurement conducted to investigate spectrum 

utilization in Pretoria, South Africa, specifically in the TV, 

GSM 900 and GSM 1800 bands. The six week-long campaign 

indicated very high utilization in the GSM 900 band, while the 

GSM 1800 utilization, even though less than the GSM 900, is 

almost double the TV band utilization. Comparing the work 

with earlier works in this area; it is conclusive, either way, that 

the TV band holds more promise for cognitive secondary 

usage. The result of measurement of the utilization of 20 MHz 

to 3 GHz portion of the spectrum conducted in the 

Netherlands indicated a very high utilization of about 80% in 

the GSM 900 band [14]. Although the work considered the 

utilization level of GSM 1800, UMTS and the (Industrial, 

Scientific and Medical) ISM, the utilization level of these 

bands were not presented. In [15], the authors conducted 

spectrum occupancy measurements in the GSM 900 bands in 

two densely populated urban area of south Africa.  

 

 

The measurement was done for three different operators in the 

two cities over a period of seven days. An inter-operator 

comparison expectedly showed differences in the utilization of 

each of the operators. The obtained result shows very high 

occupancy in the band and hence, does not show any exciting 

promise for cognitive secondary use.  In [16], the result, of a 

two-day spectrum occupancy measurement, in the 70 MHz - 3 

GHz frequency range reveals high utilization, in the GSM 

bands. Of, special, interest, is this work because of the 

resolution bandwidth or measurement slot of 100 KHz. The 

available bandwidth especially in the GSM bands was 

quantified by the number of measurement slots without 

activity. This work, even though, adopted a temporal approach 

provided an inspiration for the spatial approach employed in 

this paper.   

 

3. MODELING OF THE GSM SPATIAL WHITE SPACE 
 

Efficient utilization of the radio spectrum, through dynamic 

secondary (opportunistic) spectrum access, is the ultimate goal 

and driver of white space discovery and re-farming. The 

spatial white space concept, presented in this paper, is a 

modeling of the spectrum holes created as a result of the 

nature of the GSM cellular system design. It is based on the 

cellular concept and frequency re-use of a typical cellular 

system. The architecture of a cellular mobile system, involves 

the use of a small number of channels from the total available 

channels in a particular cell, thereby freeing up the remaining 

channels for secondary use within the coverage area of that 

cell.  

 

From the foregoing, the following parameters are defined for 

the model presented in this work: 

 

Each cell is a set of channels   

 

 
 

A channel is characterized by the vector 

 
 

where  

 is the transceiver coverage radius and  is the antenna 

Azimuth which characterized the coverage sector of each 

transceiver 

 

Therefore: 
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Consequently, the total coverage area  of a system is given 

by  

 

 
 

 is the total no of cells in an area/system, while  is the 

no of channels allocated to each cell 

 

Similarly the distance between the cells  is modelled as a 

symmetric positive semi definite matrix given by: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Idealistically, assuming adjacent cell coverage areas do not 

overlap, the vacant channels  (channel holes) in a particular 

cell, that can be used by a cognitive secondary user, is simply 

the difference between sum total of channels available in a 

system and the total no of channels allocated to the cell 

servicing that geographical area. i.e 

 

 
 

However, because in reality cell coverage areas, especially in 

urban centers,  do overlap in order to avoid/prevent gaps in the 

network coverage, the probability of the equation (6) above 

defining the vacant channels within a cell coverage area is 

approximately zero. To obtain a more realistic estimate of 

vacant channels in a cell area, cognizance must be taken of all 

the overlap channels from neighbouring cells. Thus:   

 

 
 

The second term in the parenthesis in the equation (7) 

represents the number of  channels ( ) in neighbouring 

cells  that overlaps with a particular cell . (Note:  

). Thus the equation can be reduced to  

 

 
 

 

 

i.e  

, where  is the occupied 

channel(s) due to overlapping channels of  neighbouring cells 

into a particular cell  

 

Assume the coverage area  of each cell can be modeled as a 

norm ball of radius   and centre  given by: 

 

 
 

 consists of all points  within the norm ball of the cell . 

 is assumed to be symmetrical about the origin.  

 

From the foregoing, the system coverage area, especially of an 

urban centre, designed to have overlapping cell area, is a 

multiple intersections of norm balls. This intersection of cells 

can be mathematically defined in terms of the distance 

between sets (recall from equation (1), that a cell is a set of 

channels) as: 

 

 
 

where  is the coverage area of a reference cell,  

refers to all the neighboring cells, while  and are the 

transceiver coverage range/radius of the reference cell and its 

neighbour cells respectively. 

 

Therefore, if equation (10) holds, then: 

 

 
 

where is the distance between reference cell and a 

neighbour cell. 

 

From equation (11), (2), and (3), the number of overlap 

channels between a reference cell and each of its neighbour 

cells can then be computed from the expression below: 

. 

 

 
 

,  are the azimuth of the reference cell 

and neighbour cell(s) transceiver respectively. 
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4. A CASE STUDY QUANTIFICATION OF THE  

    PROPOSED GSM SPATIAL WHITE SPACE MODEL 
 

This section is divided into two. The first part provides a brief 

overview of the GSM frequency allocation in Nigeria, while 

the second presents the results of computation of white space 

that can be recovered using the approach/model proposed in 

this paper. 

 

 (a) Overview of the GSM Spectrum Allocation in Nigeria 
Nigeria belongs to the ITU frequency allocation region 1 

(there are three regions worldwide), hence the  Nigeria 

Communication Commission (NCC) allocated frequency 

range of 890 - 915 MHz (Uplink or Reverse channel), 935 - 

960 MHz (Downlink or Forward channel) for the GSM 900 

service and 1710 - 1785 MHz (Uplink or Reverse channel), 

1805 - 1880 MHz (Downlink or Forward channel) for the 

GSM 1800 service on a primary basis [19]. The spectrum is 

divided between five (5) operators as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 

From  Tables 1 and 2, each GSM service operator in Nigeria is 

allocated 5 MHz in the 900 band and 15 MHz in the 1800 

Band making a total of  20 MHz.  

Since the bandwidth of a single channel in GSM is 200 KHz, 

this gives 100 voice and control channels in both the uplink 

and downlink direction. The service operators used fixed 

channel assignment strategy in each of their cells. 

 

(b) Computation of Channel Holes within a Cell coverage 

area.  
The frequency planning map of a GSM service provider in 

Ilorin, capital city of Kwara state of Nigeria was used as a case 

study to demonstrate our model. The service operator used in 

this work, made use of 1200 sectoral directional antenna in all 

their cells in Ilorin and its environs. A total of six (6) 

transceivers, three (3) for the 900 band and three (3) for the 

1800 band, is the maximum number of transceivers used in 

any particular cell. Using the cell coverage radius and the 

antennas' direction, it is possible to determine the number of 

used channels within a cell coverage area, the number of 

overlapping channels and by implication the possible number 

of channels/spectrum available for secondary opportunistic 

use in that cell area. Table 3 shows the white space that can be 

recovered using this approach for a small portion of the GSM 

network in Ilorin, of the service operator earlier mentioned 
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Table 1: GSM 900 Frequency Assignments in Nigeria [17] 

GSM 900 ASSIGNMENT 

OPERATOR ETISALAT MTEL GLO MTN AIRTEL 

TX 935-940 940-945 945-950 950-955 955-960 

RX 890-895 895-900 900-905 905-910 910-915 
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Table 2: GSM 1800 Frequency Assignment in Nigeria [18] 

1800 MHz BAND-GSM 

OPERATOR MTEL GLO MTN  AIRTEL  ETISALAT 

TX 1805-1820 1820-1835 1835-1850 1850-1865 1865-1880 

RX 1710-1725 1725-1740 1740-1755 1755-1770 1770-1785 
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Table 3: Computed Channel Holes of some selected Cells of a GSM Network in Ilorin 

Cells No. of used Channels No. of Overlapping 

Channels 

No of Channel 

Holes 

White Space Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Cell 1 6 8 86 17.2 

Cell 2 6 4 90 18.0 

Cell 3 6 16 78 14.4 

Cell 4 6 12 82 16.4 

Cell 5 6 26 68 13.6 

Cell 6 6 12 82 16.4 

Cell 7 6 8 86 17.2 

 

 

Table 3 shows that there exists, spectrum holes, for secondary 

opportunistic use, as a result of the cellular concept adoption, 

in the GSM technology. As seen from cell number 2 in the 

table above, about 90% of the allocated spectrum for this 

operator is available for secondary usage within the coverage 

area of the cell. Of course this value is not constant as 

demonstrated by the other cells presented in the table 

especially cell number 5 having about 68% available for 

secondary usage within its coverage area. The computation 

adopted the worst case scenario with respect to the number of 

overlapping neighbouring cells within the vicinity of a 

particular reference cell. The algorithm for the computation of 

the channel holes in table 1 is presented as follows: 

 

Step 1:  

1.1  Compute cell radius of reference cell 

1.2  Compute cell radius of neighbour cell 

1.3  Compute distance between reference cell and neighbour 

cell 

Step 2: Compare 

 cell with 

distance between cells 

2.1  If  

distance between cells 

 cell,  

2.2  compute channel holes (no overlap) 

 else 

2.3 for  

distance between 

cell  cell,  

Step 3: check for number of overlap channels 

3.1 if  

:  

Overlap channels = total no of used cell in neighbour cell 

3.2 then go to 1.2 

 else 

 
3.4 then go to 2.2 

 

             end 

        end 

end 

 

 

5. COMPARING RECOVERABLE WHITE SPACE BY    

    THIS MODEL WITH PREVIOUS WORKS 
 

A comparison of the size of white space that can be recovered, 

using the model in this work and previous works involving 

spectrum occupancy measurements, showed that, this 

approach has potentials for more efficient utilization of the 

radio spectrum. For instance the spectrum occupancy 

measurements reported in [13], indicates approximately 90% 

utilization and 40% utilization for the GSM 900 and 1800 

bands respectively. Extrapolating this to the case study of this 

work, gives a combined percentage utilization of about 52% of 

available bandwidth. This is a far cry from the utilization level 

obtained by this model in each cells which are 14%, 10%, 

22%, 18%, 32%, 18%, and 14%, respectively for the few cells 

used in the computation of Table 1. Similar trends are noticed 

in the occupancy values reported in [11]; 54.8%, [14]; 42%, 

[15]; 60% - 90%, [20]; 37% - 59.5% in rural and 86% - 96.5% 

in urban, and [26]; 40.2%. It should however, be mentioned 

that further work of comprehensive measurement and 

computation spanning all the cells in the system will be 

needed to confirm this pattern.  

 

Interestingly, an examination of the works reported in [21], 

[22], [23], [24], and [25], indicates that the recoverable white 

space possible in the GSM bands by this model can favorably 

compete with the existing TV white space. The works reported 

existing TV white space ranging from 4% - 96%. While some 

of the values of available usable bandwidth presented in the 

works are slightly higher than the ones presented in this work, 

some others are considerably lower.  
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6.    CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, it has been demonstrated that there exist the 

potential for freeing up more spectrum for dynamic access by 

taking advantage of the unused channels (channel holes) 

within the cell coverage area, of a typical cellular mobile 

system. By limiting a secondary operator’s transceiver range, 

to within the coverage area of a particular cell, it is possible to 

make use of the frequency of the specific channel holes for 

service provision to subscribers within the cell coverage area. 

It therefore goes to say that the unused channels, identified as 

channel holes, are not universal, in a system, but are limited to 

within the coverage area of a particular cell.  

 

This work has provided a template for an exhaustive 

quantification of the spectrum holes, of the whole system of 

this GSM operator and also for other operators, within the 

Ilorin metropolis. A GSM spatial white space map can be 

generated from this template, for the city and other cities. An 

experimental measurement campaign can be conducted to 

validate the existence of the quantified spectrum holes. Future  

works would also include development of a cognitive radio 

algorithm to provide a model for dynamic secondary access in 

future generation wireless technology.  Validation of this 

algorithm can also be done with the availability of suitable test 

beds. Finally a framework for dynamic spectrum usage policy 

aimed at ensuring non-interfering secondary usage of this 

spectrum holes can also be provided for the regulators and 

policy makers. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This work proposes a new approach to better utilization of the radio spectrum in the GSM 900 and 1800 Band,  taking advantage 
of the cellular concept of the GSM radio and the cognitive driven dynamic spectrum access of the next generation wireless 
technology. The unused channels of a system, within the coverage area, of a particular cell, were identified as spectrum holes, 
and otherwise referred to as channel holes, in this paper. A model for this system-created, GSM spatial whitespace was 
formulated. Using the coverage radius of a cell, antenna directivity and other engineering parameters together with frequency 
planning map of a GSM operator in Ilorin, the capital city of Kwara state in Nigeria, a computation of potential available 
bandwidth within the coverage area of some GSM cells was done to demonstrate the model. The quantity of white space that can 
be recovered per cell, shows that there exists higher potential for secondary cognitive usage of the GSM 900 and 1800 band than 
claimed in reports of several, previous spectrum occupancy measurements. A comparison of the utilization level by this approach 
with some other works revealed a considerable increase in recoverable spectrum holes in the two GSM bands combined. 
 
Keywords—Frequency planning, Spatial White Space, Spectrum utilization, opportunistic secondary access, channel holes 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The use of radio spectrum for communication has been beset 
with the challenge of interference, a source of lowering quality 
of service (Qos), since time immemorial. The finite nature of 
the radio spectrum vis-a-vis the ever increasing demand for 
the same spectrum by emerging technologies worsens the 
challenge, which, naturally task the ingenuity of practitioners. 
Efforts at addressing this challenge, led to the realization that 
the scarce radio spectrum is grossly under-utilized, hence 
optimization of the available spectrum became a priority.  
 
The un-utilized portion, of the licensed spectrum, known as 
spectrum holes or white-spaces, is categorized, mainly, as 
spatial or temporal. The exploitation for use, of these spectrum 
holes or white-spaces is one of the main achievements of 
research efforts, aimed at improving the radio spectrum 
utilization profile. However, to date, less attention has been 
given to utilizing the white space in the GSM and UMTS 
Bands, when compared with the attention received by other 
bands, in the radio spectrum. Exploitation and utilization of 
the TV white space, TVWS, has received one of the highest 
attentions among the bands in the radio spectrum. 
Consequently, utilization of the TVWS has been proposed to 
be used for services that are hitherto provided within the GSM 
band [1], [2], [3].  
 
 
 

 
 
Even though, this is an encouraging proposition, it is opined 
that harvesting the holes in the GSM band will provide for a 
faster, less complex and cheaper adoption and implementation. 
Due to the volume of traffic and the nature of operation of a 
typical cellular mobile network, white spaces seem either non-
existent or very negligible such that attempts at exploitation, 
in these bands, do not seem encouraging. 
 
From the temporal perspective, spectrum occupancy 
measurements campaign conducted, world over, has revealed 
very high utilization level in the GSM bands and hence low 
and in some instances almost zero white space [4], [5], [6], 
[7], [8] etc. From the spatial perspective, the existence of 
white space in urban centre is regarded as a technological 
heresy, in the research world. Rather, the rural area was seen 
as the only cheap and viable option for better utilization of the 
spatial holes in the licensed GSM band [9]. 
 
This paper, examines the concept of spatial white space in the 
GSM band, from a different perspective, that derives its 
veracity from the mobile cellular network architectural 
framework. Using a service provider's network, the amount of 
spectrum that can be realized in the GSM bands in Ilorin, a 
sub-urban environment in North central Nigeria, was 
examined.    
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2. RELATED WORKS 
 
For obvious reasons, the rural areas seem more appealing 
when exploitation of spectrum holes becomes an issue. This 
section chronicles some of the previous works along this line. 
The research work of [9] proposed a dynamic spectrum 
sharing model, the Nomadic GSM that is aimed at increasing 
the proliferation of Community Cellular Network. The work 
proposed the regulation of GSM white spaces for dynamic 
spectrum sharing, as in TV white space, as this will support 
the growth of community cellular networks, especially in the 
developing countries where rural access to communication 
services has left a lot to be desired. Authors of [10], proposed 
an ‘Efficient Duty Cycle Model' to facilitate the reuse of GSM 
white space for cognitive femtocell access. The authors carried 
out a 'real scene' spectrum measurement in the GSM uplink in 
order to capture short duration signals and GSM hopping 
signals. The measurement was aimed at determining the 
spectral dynamics of the GSM network, in other words, the 
temporal white space in the network. From the evaluation 
done, it was opined that an additional 21.4 MHz can be farmed 
for cognitive femtocell use.   
 
In [11] a spectrum occupancy measurement in was conducted 
in Chicago, Washington and other US cities in all bands 
between 30 MHz and 3,000 MHz. The overall usage for the 
cities was 13.1% for New York and 17.4% for Chicago. 
However, the frequency band for cell phone, expectedly, 
indicated high percentage utilization than the average for all 
bands in both cities. According to [12], the spectrum 
utilization of the GSM 900 and 1800 in India show higher 
potential for cognitive opportunistic secondary use in indoor 
environment as opposed to outdoor, and during the night as 
opposed to the day. Some frequencies, in the band, also holds 
more promise for secondary use than others while some are 
completely inaccessible for cognitive secondary access.  
 
The results obtained also revealed a higher potential for 
secondary use, in the uplink channels, of 1800 MHz than the 
900 MHz. The work presented in [13], was a spectrum 
occupancy measurement conducted to investigate spectrum 
utilization in Pretoria, South Africa, specifically in the TV, 
GSM 900 and GSM 1800 bands. The six week-long campaign 
indicated very high utilization in the GSM 900 band, while the 
GSM 1800 utilization, even though less than the GSM 900, is 
almost double the TV band utilization. Comparing the work 
with earlier works in this area; it is conclusive, either way, that 
the TV band holds more promise for cognitive secondary 
usage. The result of measurement of the utilization of 20 MHz 
to 3 GHz portion of the spectrum conducted in the 
Netherlands indicated a very high utilization of about 80% in 
the GSM 900 band [14]. Although the work considered the 
utilization level of GSM 1800, UMTS and the (Industrial, 
Scientific and Medical) ISM, the utilization level of these 
bands were not presented. In [15], the authors conducted 
spectrum occupancy measurements in the GSM 900 bands in 
two densely populated urban area of south Africa.  
 
 

The measurement was done for three different operators in the 
two cities over a period of seven days. An inter-operator 
comparison expectedly showed differences in the utilization of 
each of the operators. The obtained result shows very high 
occupancy in the band and hence, does not show any exciting 
promise for cognitive secondary use.  In [16], the result, of a 
two-day spectrum occupancy measurement, in the 70 MHz - 3 
GHz frequency range reveals high utilization, in the GSM 
bands. Of, special, interest, is this work because of the 
resolution bandwidth or measurement slot of 100 KHz. The 
available bandwidth especially in the GSM bands was 
quantified by the number of measurement slots without 
activity. This work, even though, adopted a temporal approach 
provided an inspiration for the spatial approach employed in 
this paper.   

 

3. MODELING OF THE GSM SPATIAL WHITE SPACE 
 
Efficient utilization of the radio spectrum, through dynamic 
secondary (opportunistic) spectrum access, is the ultimate goal 
and driver of white space discovery and re-farming. The 
spatial white space concept, presented in this paper, is a 
modeling of the spectrum holes created as a result of the 
nature of the GSM cellular system design. It is based on the 
cellular concept and frequency re-use of a typical cellular 
system. The architecture of a cellular mobile system, involves 
the use of a small number of channels from the total available 
channels in a particular cell, thereby freeing up the remaining 
channels for secondary use within the coverage area of that 
cell.  
 
From the foregoing, the following parameters are defined for 
the model presented in this work: 
 

Each cell is a set of channels   

 

 
 
A channel is characterized by the vector 

 
 

where  

 is the transceiver coverage radius and  is the antenna 

Azimuth which characterized the coverage sector of each 
transceiver 

 
Therefore: 
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Consequently, the total coverage area  of a system is given 

by  

 

 
 

 is the total no of cells in an area/system, while  is the 

no of channels allocated to each cell 
 

Similarly the distance between the cells  is modelled as a 

symmetric positive semi definite matrix given by: 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Idealistically, assuming adjacent cell coverage areas do not 

overlap, the vacant channels  (channel holes) in a particular 

cell, that can be used by a cognitive secondary user, is simply 
the difference between sum total of channels available in a 
system and the total no of channels allocated to the cell 
servicing that geographical area. i.e 

 

 
 

However, because in reality cell coverage areas, especially in 
urban centers,  do overlap in order to avoid/prevent gaps in the 

network coverage, the probability of the equation (6) above 
defining the vacant channels within a cell coverage area is 
approximately zero. To obtain a more realistic estimate of 
vacant channels in a cell area, cognizance must be taken of all 
the overlap channels from neighbouring cells. Thus:   

 

 
 

The second term in the parenthesis in the equation (7) 

represents the number of  channels ( ) in neighbouring 

cells  that overlaps with a particular cell . (Note:  

). Thus the equation can be reduced to  

 

 
 
 
 

i.e  

, where  is the occupied 

channel(s) due to overlapping channels of  neighbouring cells 

into a particular cell  

 

Assume the coverage area  of each cell can be modeled as a 

norm ball of radius   and centre  given by: 

 

 
 

 consists of all points  within the norm ball of the cell . 

 is assumed to be symmetrical about the origin.  

 
From the foregoing, the system coverage area, especially of an 
urban centre, designed to have overlapping cell area, is a 
multiple intersections of norm balls. This intersection of cells 
can be mathematically defined in terms of the distance 
between sets (recall from equation (1), that a cell is a set of 
channels) as: 

 

 
 

where  is the coverage area of a reference cell,  

refers to all the neighboring cells, while  and are the 

transceiver coverage range/radius of the reference cell and its 
neighbour cells respectively. 
 
Therefore, if equation (10) holds, then: 

 

 
 

where is the distance between reference cell and a 

neighbour cell. 
 
From equation (11), (2), and (3), the number of overlap 
channels between a reference cell and each of its neighbour 
cells can then be computed from the expression below: 

. 
 

 
 

,  are the azimuth of the reference cell 

and neighbour cell(s) transceiver respectively. 
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4. A CASE STUDY QUANTIFICATION OF THE  

    PROPOSED GSM SPATIAL WHITE SPACE MODEL 
 
This section is divided into two. The first part provides a brief 
overview of the GSM frequency allocation in Nigeria, while 
the second presents the results of computation of white space 
that can be recovered using the approach/model proposed in 
this paper. 
 

 (a) Overview of the GSM Spectrum Allocation in Nigeria 
Nigeria belongs to the ITU frequency allocation region 1 
(there are three regions worldwide), hence the  Nigeria 
Communication Commission (NCC) allocated frequency 
range of 890 - 915 MHz (Uplink or Reverse channel), 935 - 
960 MHz (Downlink or Forward channel) for the GSM 900 
service and 1710 - 1785 MHz (Uplink or Reverse channel), 
1805 - 1880 MHz (Downlink or Forward channel) for the 
GSM 1800 service on a primary basis [19]. The spectrum is 
divided between five (5) operators as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
From  Tables 1 and 2, each GSM service operator in Nigeria is 
allocated 5 MHz in the 900 band and 15 MHz in the 1800 
Band making a total of  20 MHz.  

Since the bandwidth of a single channel in GSM is 200 KHz, 
this gives 100 voice and control channels in both the uplink 
and downlink direction. The service operators used fixed 
channel assignment strategy in each of their cells. 

 

(b) Computation of Channel Holes within a Cell coverage 

area.  
The frequency planning map of a GSM service provider in 
Ilorin, capital city of Kwara state of Nigeria was used as a case 
study to demonstrate our model. The service operator used in 
this work, made use of 1200 sectoral directional antenna in all 
their cells in Ilorin and its environs. A total of six (6) 
transceivers, three (3) for the 900 band and three (3) for the 
1800 band, is the maximum number of transceivers used in 
any particular cell. Using the cell coverage radius and the 
antennas' direction, it is possible to determine the number of 
used channels within a cell coverage area, the number of 
overlapping channels and by implication the possible number 
of channels/spectrum available for secondary opportunistic 
use in that cell area. Table 3 shows the white space that can be 
recovered using this approach for a small portion of the GSM 
network in Ilorin, of the service operator earlier mentioned 
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Table 1: GSM 900 Frequency Assignments in Nigeria [17] 

GSM 900 ASSIGNMENT 

OPERATOR ETISALAT MTEL GLO MTN AIRTEL 

TX 935-940 940-945 945-950 950-955 955-960 

RX 890-895 895-900 900-905 905-910 910-915 

STATES      
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Table 2: GSM 1800 Frequency Assignment in Nigeria [18] 

1800 MHz BAND-GSM 

OPERATOR MTEL GLO MTN  AIRTEL  ETISALAT 

TX 1805-1820 1820-1835 1835-1850 1850-1865 1865-1880 

RX 1710-1725 1725-1740 1740-1755 1755-1770 1770-1785 

STATES      
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Table 3: Computed Channel Holes of some selected Cells of a GSM Network in Ilorin 

Cells No. of used Channels No. of Overlapping 

Channels 

No of Channel 

Holes 

White Space Bandwidth 

(MHz) 

Cell 1 6 8 86 17.2 

Cell 2 6 4 90 18.0 

Cell 3 6 16 78 14.4 

Cell 4 6 12 82 16.4 

Cell 5 6 26 68 13.6 

Cell 6 6 12 82 16.4 

Cell 7 6 8 86 17.2 

 
 

Table 3 shows that there exists, spectrum holes, for secondary 
opportunistic use, as a result of the cellular concept adoption, 
in the GSM technology. As seen from cell number 2 in the 
table above, about 90% of the allocated spectrum for this 
operator is available for secondary usage within the coverage 
area of the cell. Of course this value is not constant as 
demonstrated by the other cells presented in the table 
especially cell number 5 having about 68% available for 
secondary usage within its coverage area. The computation 
adopted the worst case scenario with respect to the number of 
overlapping neighbouring cells within the vicinity of a 
particular reference cell. The algorithm for the computation of 
the channel holes in table 1 is presented as follows: 

 

Step 1:  

1.1  Compute cell radius of reference cell 

1.2  Compute cell radius of neighbour cell 

1.3  Compute distance between reference cell and neighbour 

cell 

Step 2: Compare 

 cell with 

distance between cells 

2.1  If  
distance between cells 

 cell,  

2.2  compute channel holes (no overlap) 

 else 

2.3 for  
distance between 

cell  cell,  

Step 3: check for number of overlap channels 

3.1 if  

:  

Overlap channels = total no of used cell in neighbour cell 

3.2 then go to 1.2 

 else 

 
3.4 then go to 2.2 

 

             end 

        end 

end 

 

 

5. COMPARING RECOVERABLE WHITE SPACE BY    

    THIS MODEL WITH PREVIOUS WORKS 
 
A comparison of the size of white space that can be recovered, 
using the model in this work and previous works involving 
spectrum occupancy measurements, showed that, this 
approach has potentials for more efficient utilization of the 
radio spectrum. For instance the spectrum occupancy 
measurements reported in [13], indicates approximately 90% 
utilization and 40% utilization for the GSM 900 and 1800 
bands respectively. Extrapolating this to the case study of this 
work, gives a combined percentage utilization of about 52% of 
available bandwidth. This is a far cry from the utilization level 
obtained by this model in each cells which are 14%, 10%, 
22%, 18%, 32%, 18%, and 14%, respectively for the few cells 
used in the computation of Table 1. Similar trends are noticed 
in the occupancy values reported in [11]; 54.8%, [14]; 42%, 
[15]; 60% - 90%, [20]; 37% - 59.5% in rural and 86% - 96.5% 
in urban, and [26]; 40.2%. It should however, be mentioned 
that further work of comprehensive measurement and 
computation spanning all the cells in the system will be 
needed to confirm this pattern.  
 
Interestingly, an examination of the works reported in [21], 
[22], [23], [24], and [25], indicates that the recoverable white 
space possible in the GSM bands by this model can favorably 
compete with the existing TV white space. The works reported 
existing TV white space ranging from 4% - 96%. While some 
of the values of available usable bandwidth presented in the 
works are slightly higher than the ones presented in this work, 
some others are considerably lower.  
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6.    CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, it has been demonstrated that there exist the 
potential for freeing up more spectrum for dynamic access by 
taking advantage of the unused channels (channel holes) 
within the cell coverage area, of a typical cellular mobile 
system. By limiting a secondary operator’s transceiver range, 
to within the coverage area of a particular cell, it is possible to 
make use of the frequency of the specific channel holes for 
service provision to subscribers within the cell coverage area. 
It therefore goes to say that the unused channels, identified as 
channel holes, are not universal, in a system, but are limited to 
within the coverage area of a particular cell.  
 
This work has provided a template for an exhaustive 
quantification of the spectrum holes, of the whole system of 
this GSM operator and also for other operators, within the 
Ilorin metropolis. A GSM spatial white space map can be 
generated from this template, for the city and other cities. An 
experimental measurement campaign can be conducted to 
validate the existence of the quantified spectrum holes. Future  
works would also include development of a cognitive radio 
algorithm to provide a model for dynamic secondary access in 
future generation wireless technology.  Validation of this 
algorithm can also be done with the availability of suitable test 
beds. Finally a framework for dynamic spectrum usage policy 
aimed at ensuring non-interfering secondary usage of this 
spectrum holes can also be provided for the regulators and 
policy makers. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Job scheduling is an interconnected system is an important issue because it determines the performance of the system. An 
appropriate scheduling algorithm can efficiently reduce the response time, turnaround time and further increase the throughput. 
However, finding an optimal scheduling algorithm becomes a necessity. This paper proposes a system that uses neurofuzzy logic 
in job allocation and job sequence or a dispatching rule in an interconnected system. The proposed system is made up of two 
phases; the first phase uses Neural Network to determine the job priority and the job processing time base on some factor that 
were considered as the input variable. The second phase uses fuzzy logic techniques to determine job scheduling bases on the job 
processing time and the job Priority.  The system was implemented using MatLab 2008. It was designed to meet up with the 
timing, sequencing, routing and priority setting.  From the result obtained, the system was able to achieve load balancing and 
minimize the job processing time. 
 
Keywords: Fuzzy logic, Neural Network, job scheduling, job processing time, job Priority and interconnected system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The resource-constrained task-scheduling problem is at the 
heart of many scheduling problems [16]. Real-time systems 
are systems in which the time at which the result is produced 
is as important as the logical correctness of the result[11]. 
Scheduling is an important aspect in real-time systems to 
ensure soft and hard timing constraints. Scheduling tasks 
involves the allotment of resources and time to jobs, to satisfy 
certain performance needs. In a real-time application, real-
time jobs are the basic executable entities that are scheduled. 
[10]. Scheduling a job set implies planning the order of 
execution of task requests so that the timing constraints are 
met. The schedule is said to be feasible if the timing 
constraints of all the tasks are met. All scheduling algorithms 
face the challenge of creating a feasible schedule.  
 
The main objective of task scheduling in real-time systems is 
achieving high resource utilization. Scheduling is the task that 
determines the job allocation and job sequence at each 
machine. The Fuzzy scheduler considers the sequencing of job 
in the scheduling problem.   
 
 

 
 
The sequencing of jobs was approached using fuzzy 
controllers having rules with two antecedents which include 
the job processing time and the job Priority[1]. The proposed 
system is made up of two phases; the first phase uses Neural 
Network to find out job priority based on some factors that 
were considered. The second phase uses fuzzy logic 
techniques to determine job scheduling bases on the job 
processing time and the job Priority of each job waiting in a 
system buffer, so that whenever the system are free the job 
with the highest priority among those waiting is chosen.  
 
This paper proposed a fuzzy logic algorithm using fuzzy 
membership functions to model job scheduling problem. The 
solution sets will be pooled together and a final solution is 
obtained to minimize dissatisfaction amongst the decision 
makers. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Fatin and Safanah [15],  Intelligent Neural Network with 
Greedy Alignment for Job-Shop Scheduling. In their paper, 
three layers Feed Forward Backpropagation Neural Network 
(FFBNN) was used for two different purposes, the first one 
task is to obtain the priority and the second one role is to 
determine the starting order of each operation within a job. 
The combined greedy procedure along with the back 
propagation algorithm will align operations of each job until 
best solution is obtained. However, adding a predefined 
alignment dataset along with the greedy procedure result in 
optimal solutions.[15] 
 
Anurag et al [16], An Improved Augmented Neural-Network 
Approach for Scheduling Problems, they propose an 
augmented neural-network approach, which allows the 
integration of greedy as well as non greedy heuristics 
(AugNN-GNG), to give improved solutions in a small number 
of iterations. The problem we address is that of minimizing the 
makespan of n tasks on m identical machines (or processors), 
where tasks are non preemptive and follow a precedence 
order. The proposed approach exploits the observation that a 
non greedy search heuristic often finds better solutions than do 
their greedy counterparts.[16] 
 
Forough et al [18], Job Scheduling Problem with Fuzzy 
Neural Network by using the Map Reduce Model in a Cloud 
Environment, in their work fuzzy neural network must be use 
to solve this kind of optimization problem. In this paper, we 
proposed new novel method by using a fuzzy neural network 
with map reduce model to solve job shop scheduling problem, 
implementation and results are presented. The experiments of 
our proposed method are performed for well-known problem 
instances from job scheduling. The results show our method 
has high convergence speed and less execution time compared 
with Genetic algorithm.[18] 
 
Venkatesa  et al [14], work on Job Scheduling Using Fuzzy 
Neural Network Algorithm in Cloud Environment. In their 
work the classified tasks are given to fuzzier where the input 
values are converted into the range between 0 and 1. The 
exemplar input is matched with the exemplar output label by 
adjusting weights. The algorithm is implemented with the help 
of simulation tool (CloudSim) and the result obtained reduces 
the total turnaround time and also increase the 
performance.[14] 
.  
Rukhsana  [13],  Neural Network for Solving Job-Shop 
Scheduling Problem, In her study, the heuristic method is used 
which gives a high quality approximate solution in reasonable 
time. The simulation of the proposed method has been 
performed on various benchmarks. For two jobs and three 
machines (2/3/J/Cmax) dataset problem and any dataset 
problems, the simulation results shows the efficient with 
respect to the resolution speed, quality of the solution, and the 
reduction of the computation time which was not solved by 
Fanaiech et al.  

So, the simulation results have revealed that proposed 
heuristic algorithm can find high quality solutions to large 
sized instances very quickly.[13] Saxena [12], worked on 
Load Scheduling Algorithm Prediction for Multiple Tasks 
using Time Series Neural Network. A time series algorithm in 
neural network is used for obtaining optimal schedules and the 
neural network is trained on these schedules. Knowledge is 
extracted from the trained network and past history data. The 
performance of this extracted rule set scheduling instances. It 
aims to optimize job specific parameters as well as the 
resource utilization. The scheduling system was able to 
dynamically calculation of finishing time and time consumed 
in scheduling the tasks of different parameters.[12] 
 
Ziaul et al. [1], flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) using a 
fuzzy-multicriteria based approach for job sequencing and 
routing. They applied Fuzzylogic based simulation and 
consider number variables with reasonable amount of 
accuracy.There proposed model prioritize the job and select 
the best alternative route with multicriteria scheduling through 
an approach based on a fuzzy logic. There are three criteria for 
both the jobsequencing and routing with 27 rules. With the 
help of the rules the sequence of the jobs are done and the best 
route is selected [1].  
 
 Marek and Roman [2], worked on re-planning in predictive-
reactive scheduling. They looked at the techniques related to 
predictive-reactive scheduling and suggest the future goal, 
which is to propose algorithms for dealing with unexpected 
events using the possibility of alternative processes [2]. 
Ramkumar et al, [3], worked on multi criteria job shop 
schedule using fuzzy logic control for multiple machines 
multiple jobs. They use the amalgamation of fuzzy job shop 
scheduling approach to find profits, customer satisfaction and 
to solve the problem of vagueness and uncertainty using 
theory of fuzzy logic based in using a membership function 
tosolve a fuzzy mix product selection. They also present a 
theoretical model to demonstrate how fuzzy decision making 
can support the dynamic scheduling process, enabling the 
conflicting priorities of multi-objectives to bemanaged 
effectively in polynomial time [3]. 
 
Nagamalleswara et al [4], worked on modified heuristic time 
deviation technique for job sequencing and computation of 
minimum total elapsed time. From their work Job sequencing 
problem has become the major problem in the computer field. 
A finite set and each operation needs to be processed during 
an uninterrupted period of a given length on a given machine 
and our Purpose is to find a schedule, that is, anallocation of 
the operations to time intervals to machines that has minimal 
length.Thus their new modified heuristic technique called time 
deviation method is used to obtain the required job sequence 
and the minimum total elapsed time is also calculated for this 
sequence of jobs by the usual procedure [4]. 
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Feng et al [5], worked on fuzzy logic based feedback 
scheduler for embedded control systems.  A fuzzy logic based 
feedback scheduling approach where used to control multiple 
tasks sharing one embedded CPU. Execution times of these 
tasks and CPU workload are uncertain and imprecise. The 
sampling periods of control tasks are periodically adjusted 
with respect to uncertain resource availability. A simple period 
rescaling algorithm is employed, and the available CPU 
resource is dynamically allocated in an intelligent fashion. The 
proposed approach provides runtime flexibility to quality of 
control (QoC) management. Preliminary simulations highlight 
the benefits of the fuzzy logic based feedback scheduler [5].  
 
Xiangzhen et al [6], worked onefficient dynamic task 
scheduling in virtualized data centers with fuzzy prediction. 
They proposed an efficient dynamic task scheduling scheme 
for virtualized data centers. A graceful fuzzy prediction 
method is given to model the uncertain workload and the 
vague availability of virtualized server nodes, by using the 
type-I and type-II fuzzy logic systems.  Experimental results 
show that our algorithm can improve the total availability of 
the virtualized data center while providing good 
responsiveness performance [6] 
 
Taravatsadat and Napsiah [7], worked on application of 
artificial intelligent in production scheduling: a critical 
evaluation and comparison of key approaches,in their work 
Production scheduling is a part of operational research which 
relies on combinational optimization solved by discrete 
methods. Their review shows that there are only few research 
works which compare heuristic techniques on scheduling 
problem. There is a need for scholars to focus on evolutionary 
manufacturing systems, and hybrid models to face scheduling 
problem [7]. Rina and Harkut (2014), reviewed adaptive neuro 
fuzzy scheduler for real time task.Their work presents a 
review on scheduling algorithm of real time task. Then, 
discuss the limitations of EDF algorithm and features of neuro 
fuzzy system. They proposed neuro fuzzy scheduler using 
EDF to overcome the drawbacks of other algorithms for better 
scheduler performance of real time task [8]. 
 
3. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

 
The system requirement includes the system input variables 
listed as 
 
maximum completion time, 
maximum makespan, 
maximum lateness, 
maximum cost, 
maximum earliness, 
maximum tardiness, 
total weighted completion time, 
total weighted flow time, 
 total weighted earliness, 
total weighted tardiness, 
weighted number of late jobs, 
total cost.  
 

We have a total of 12 input variables, these inputs were 
normalized which is an appropriate stage in training the data 
obtained using neural networks applications that was 
developed. The input data is normalized into the range of [0, 
1] or [-1, 1] according to the activation function of the 
neurons. In this paper the value is normalized into the range of 
[0, 1] using a sigmoid function and the neural networks are 
trained and tested using the back propagation algorithm. 
 

A. The Architectural Model of the neural network System. 
 

The architecture of this model consists of a  
12-j-2 network topology because of twelve input variables in 
which variable j was determined by the number of hidden 
neurons during network selection. Figure: 1 depicts a 
schematic diagram of a 12-4-2 topology and twelve input 
variable are: X11, X12 X13,...X112. This is the combination 
of both technical and fundamental variables. The hidden layer 
of X21, X22, X23 and X24 a intermediate variables which 
interact by means of weight matrices with adjustable weights 
to produce the output Y1 and Y2. 
 

 
 
Fig: 1: Neural Network Model Architecture of the System  
 
Forward propagation is a supervised learning algorithm and 
describes the "flow of information" through a neural net from 
its input layer to its output layer. The feed forward algorithm 
was used to calculate the optimal weights of the stock 
prediction. The mathematical models for the feed forward 
algorithm are as follows: 
 
 Inputj  = xj =å yi wi j                              1  
 
Yi is the generated output and Wi j represents weights 
f(x) =   1  /  (1 + e-x

j )   ……………………2 
 
f (x) is a sigmoid that is used as the activation function 

Information 

Flow 
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Error = Tk -Ok                    ……………………3 

 
Tk is the observed (True) output while Ok is the calculated 
(actual) output 
 
The error in the output layer is calculated by using the formula 
in equation 4 
d k = o k  (1 - ok )( Tk   - O k ).....  .............................4 

Where Ok is the calculated (actual) output expressed in 
equation  5 
O K =   1  /  (1 + e-x

j )    ……… …………5 
 
Tk is the observed (True) output 
 
The back propagation error in the hidden layer is calculated by 
using the formula in equation 6 
d J = oJ (1 - oJ ) å d K * w JK.               ..................6 

k 
 

Where wjk is the weight of the connection from unit j to unit k 
in the next layer and δk is the error of unit k. 
The weight adjustment formula in equation (7) is used to 
adjust the weights to produce new weights which are fed 

back into the input layer. 
W new  = W  old  +η* δ* input          .............7  
 
Where η is a constant called the learning rate. The learning 
rate takes value between 0 and 1. 
 
3.1 The Basic Structure of a Fuzzy System. 

 Figure 2 shows the basic structure of a fuzzy expert system. It 
has four key modules namely, fuzzification module, fuzzy 
inference engine, fuzzy rule-base and defuzzification module. 
The fuzzification module is traditionally responsible for 
receiving crisp numeric measurements from the environment 
as input, process them and map them into fuzzy membership 
function values. The fuzzy engine is responsible for 
processing all calculated membership function values using 
fuzzy sets’ calculations and communicates with fuzzy rule 
base to identify the most suitable fuzzy output. However, the 
defuzzification module is responsible for converting the fuzzy 
output into a numeric output suitable for the environment 
decision and control situation. 

 

Crisp Input           Fuzzy assessment     fuzzy output            Crisp Output 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Basic Architecture of a Fuzzy Expert System 

 

3.2 The Proposed System 
The proposed system schedules the job in the queue based on 
the sequence of operations and the set of machines to be used 
to accomplish the operation. The fuzzy inference system 
calculates the membership function for the job priority and the 
job processing time which will be used in job allocation to 
different systems. The job priority is based on the importance 
of a job and based on the fuzzy values. The fuzzy sets the job 
priority JP which contains the five different fuzzy values.  
 
 
 

The customer priority fuzzy values are given as Bad, Low, 
Medium, High and Very Important Figure 3 shows the flow 
chart the proposed system. The job Processing Time is 

depending upon the processing time assigned to one particular 
job three fuzzy functions were assigned, for the fuzzy sets 
such as Short, Medium, and Long. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fuzification 

Module 

Defuzification 

Module 
Fuzzy 

Engine 

Fuzzy Rule 
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Phase 1  

Neural network rating for     Phase 2 

Job processing time and job priority      Fuzzy logic Selection and Allocation                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure. 3: A diagrammatic representation of the proposed systems framework. 
 
4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 
 
The simulation was done using Matlab 2008. Figure 4 
shows the Neural Network fitting tool for data selection. 
This Interface helps in collection of input data and the 
target data from the work space. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Neural Network Fitting Tool for Data 

Selection 

Figure 5.  shows the Neural Network fitting tool for 
selection of network size. This interface gives the user the 
opportunity to select the number of neuron in the network’s 
hidden layer. The user can return to this panel and change 
the number of the neuron if the network does not perform 
well after training. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Neural Network Fitting Tool for Network Size 

Selection 

Convert the output of the 

prediction to fuzzy set 

Generate Fuzzy Rules 

Calculate the membership 

function of the output 

Select job from queue using the 

generated rules 

Allocate Jobs to available 

Machine 

Sto

Enter initial weight for both 
input and hidden layer. 

Calculate the activation 
function for input and 
hidden layer 

Calculating the error 

Adjust weight and back 
propagate 

Get the output result 
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Figure 6.shows the Neural Network training. The Neural 
Network model was trained using Levenberg-Marquardt 
back propagation. The network is trained to fit the inputs 
and the target. This means that neural network map 
between a data of numeric inputs and a set of numeric 
targets. Training automatically stops when generalization 
stops improving as indicated by the increase in the mean 
square error of the validation samples. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Neural Network Training Tool 
 
The neural network fitting tool will help in training 
network and evaluation its performance using mean square 
error and regression analysis. Training multiple times will 
generate different results due to different initial condition 
and sampling. Figure 7. shows the result of the trained 
Network. 

 

 
 

Fig ure 7. Neural Network Fitting Tool for Displaying 

the Result of the Trained Network 
 
The FIS Editor displays general information about a fuzzy 
inference system. It has a simple diagram at the top that 
shows the input variables on the left, and those of each 
output variable on the right. The sample membership 
functions shown in the boxes are just icons and do not 
depict the actual shapes of the membership functions. 
Figure 8 shows the fuzzy inference system editor for job 
scheduling. 

 

 
 

Figure 8:  The fuzzy inference system editor for job scheduling. 
 
The Membership Function Editor is the tool that lets you display and edits all of the membership functions associated with all of 
the input and output variables for the entire fuzzy inference system. The Membership Function Editor shares some features with 
the FIS Editor, as shown in the figure 4. In fact, all of the five basic GUI tools have similar menu options, status lines, and Help 
and Close buttons. From figure 9 we can see that the membership function for job allocation is displayed. 
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Figure 9:  The fuzzy inference membership function editor for job scheduling. 
 
 
Constructing rules using the graphical Rule Editor interface is fairly self-evident. Based on the descriptions of the input and 
output variables defined with the FIS Editor, the Rule Editor allows you to construct the rule statements automatically from the 
GUI. Figure 10 shows the fuzzy inference rule editor for job scheduling. 
 

 
 

Figure 10:   the fuzzy inference system rule editor for job scheduling. 
 
At this point, the fuzzy inference system has been completely defined, in that the variables, membership functions, and the rules 
necessary to calculate tips are in place. The Rule Viewer displays a roadmap of the whole fuzzy inference process. The Rule 
Viewer allows you to interpret the entire fuzzy inference process at once. It shows how the shape of certain membership 
functions influences the overall result. The Rule Viewer shows one calculation at a time and in great detail. In this sense, it 
presents a sort of micro view of the fuzzy inference system.  Figure 11 shows the fuzzy inference rule viewer for job scheduling. 
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Figure 11: the fuzzy inference rule viewer for job scheduling. 

 
 
The Surface Viewer has three-dimensional curve that represents the mapping from job priority and job processing time to job 
allocation. Because this curve represents a two-input one-output case, you can see the entire mapping in one plot.  Accordingly, 
the Surface Viewer is equipped with drop-down menus X (input):,Y (input): and Z (output): that let you select any two inputs and 
any one output for plotting. Below these menus are two input fields X grids: and Y grids: that let you specify how many x-axis 
and y-axis grid lines you want to include.   Figure 12 shows the fuzzy inference surface viewer for job scheduling. 
 

 
Figure 12:   the fuzzy inference surface viewer for job scheduling. 

 

 

5. RESULT DISCUSSION 

 
Figure 4 shows the Neural Network fitting tool for data 
selection. This Interface helps in collection of input data and 
the target data from the work space. Figure 5.  shows the 
Neural Network fitting tool for selection of network size. This 
interface gives the user the opportunity to select the number of 
neuron in the network’s hidden layer. Figure 6.shows the 
Neural Network training. The Neural Network model was 
trained using Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation.  

 
The network is trained to fit the inputs and the target. Training 
automatically stops when generalization stops improving as 
indicated by the increase in the mean square error of the 
validation samples. The neural network fitting tool will help in 
training network and evaluation its performance using mean 
square error and regression analysis. Training multiple times 
will generate different results due to different initial condition 
and sampling. Figure 7. shows the result of the trained 
Network. 
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Figure 8 shows the fuzzy inference system editor for job 
scheduling. The FIS Editor displays general information about 
a fuzzy inference system.  It used to edit the input and the 
output of the fuzzy inference system.  The Membership 
Function Editor is the tool that lets you display and edits all of 
the membership functions associated with all of the input and 
output variables for the entire fuzzy inference system. From 
figure 9 we can see how the membership function for job 
allocation is displayed. 
Figure 10 shows the fuzzy inference rule editor for job 
scheduling. Constructing rules using the graphical Rule Editor 
interface is fairly self-evident. Based on the descriptions of the 
input and output variables defined with the FIS Editor, the 
Rule Editor allows you to construct the rule statements 
automatically from the GUI. The Rule Viewer displays a 
roadmap of the whole fuzzy inference process. The Rule 
Viewer allows you to interpret the entire fuzzy inference 
process at once. It shows how the shape of certain membership 
functions influences the overall result as it is shown in figure 
11.The Surface Viewer has three-dimensional curve that 
represents the mapping from job priority and job processing 
time to job allocation. Because this curve represents a two-
input one-output case, you can see the entire mapping in one 
plot.  Figure 12 shows the fuzzy inference surface viewer for 
job scheduling 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
The paper has proven that neurofuzzy logic system can be 
used to achieve efficacy and load balancing in job allocation 
and job sequence within an interconnected systems. The 
Scheduling algorithms are considered one of the key 
components of a real-time system.A fuzzy scheduling 
algorithm builds into the real-time system flexibility and 
adaptation to the uncertainty inherent in real-time 
environments and offers a means to improve several important 
characteristics of real-time systems. 
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